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OUTSIDE THE HULL ELECTRIC PROPULSION
FOR A SUBMARINE

by
JOHN VICTOR AMY JR.

Submitted on May 10, 1990 in partial fulfillment of the require-
ments for the degrees of Naval Engineer and Master of Science in

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.
ABSTRACT

Advances by all nations in ship silencing, passive sonar
detection and active sonar target strength reduction have made
significant improvements in the acoustic performance of conven-
tional submarine designs excessively difficult and expensive. An
unconventional propulsion system located outside of the pressure
hull offers potential acoustic improvements, improved arrangement
flexibility, and possible increases in hydrodynamic performance,
among other improvements. Outside The Hull Electric Propulsion
'OTHEP) uses an inverted geometry, squirrel-cage induction motor
to drive a large hub-to-diameter ratio propeller. A quantitative
means to predict radiated sound power le(vels is needed to assess
the relative acoustic merit of OTHEP.

To determine the feasibility of OTHEP, a single iteration
submarine design is performed. The propulsion induction motor
configuration from the design is usec to develop a relationship
which describes the forces of electromagnetic origin which act on
the induction motor core. An estimate of the structureborne
noise source levels, in Transfer Function Analysis (TFA) form, is
made based upon the description of the forces of electromagnetic
origin. A TFA acoustic model, which is used for shipboard air-
borne noise prediction, is adapted to describe the noise which is
radiated into the sea. With the estimated induction motor source
level and the TFA model, the OTHEP radiated sound power level is
compared with radiated sound power levels from an electric drive
variant and a geared, turbine drive variant.

The OTHEP submarine design is a feasible submarine design.
The inverted geometry, squirrel-cage induction motor appears to
be adaptable to the marine environment and can provide the
required power to the propeller. Further, the OTHEP submarine
design offers several naval architectural benefits. The esti-
mated structureborne noise source level of the inverted geometry,
induction motor is plausible given the simplifying assumptions
that are made. The results of the radiated sound power level
comparison indicate a lack of accurate structureborne noise
source level information for electric machines with ratings in
the tens of megaWatts.
Thesis Supervisor: James L. Kirtley Jr.

Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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1 Introduction

1.1 Objectives

- The orincipal goal of this research is to develop a method

to assess the relative merit of acoustic emissions from Outside

the Hull Electric Propulsion, OTHEP. Two secondary goals sup-

port this principal goal. First, this research will endeavor

to provide a description of the forces of electromagnetic

origin, within the propulsion motor that is a component of

OTHEP, which excite iibrations in the propulsion motor core.

Such a description of the forces of -*lectromagnetic origin

could be used in a sophisticated structural acoustic analysis

of an OTHEP submarine. Second, an approximate comparison of

OTHEP with other submarine propulsior systems will be attempted

using an acoustic transfer function analysis.

/ .-
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Figure 2 - Side View of OTHEP Motor

OTHEP uses a large hub-to-diameter ratio propeller. This

propeller is located on the after-body paraboloid of the subma-

rine's hull, forward of the control surfaces. This is shown in

Figure 1. The propeller hub is rigidly connected to the rotor

13



of an inverted-geometry induction motor. The propulsion

motor's stator is rigidly affixed to the pressure hull of the

submarine. The propulsion motor's rotor is a squirrel-cage

rotor.

1.2 Advaotages of Outside the Hull Electric Propulsion

The motivation behind this research arises from the advan-

tages which OTHEP presents to submarine designers, submarine

repair activities and submarine operators. 01HEP offers

several benefits which could greatly improve the effectiveness

of submarine designs as a whole. The advantages of OTHEP rela-

tive to other submarine propulsion systems are shown below.
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Advantage Remark

No Rotating Shaft The shaft can excite low frequency >iull

modes. The shaft seal is a low impedance

acoustic path to the sea as well as a

maintenance concern. Reauction gears, a

significant acoustic source, arE elimi-

nated.

P-rangement Flexi- The traditional stack length of the pro-

bility pulsion system can be reduced as viell as

providing more efficient arrangements.

OTHEP also provides a large payload space

aft, on the submarine's axis.

Propulsive Effi- The location along the hull of the large

ciency hub-to-diameter ratio propeller used in

OTHEP may increase the propulsive coeffi-

cient of the submarine, indicating

improved efficiency.

Acoustic Advantages The large hub-to-diameter propeller rffers

the possibility of reduced propeller

noise. (See section 1.4.) The location of

the propeller is forward of the control

surfaces, which means that incident flow

at the propeller is more uniform, thus

reducing components of blade passage

noise.

Simplified Towing The aft end of the submarine is clear of
the propeller and rotating shaft. This

permits much easier and quicker deployment

and retrieval of towed sensor arrays.

OTHEP has disadvantages as well. Some of these are

discussed below.

15



Disadvantage Remark

Sea-Water Flooded The propulsion motor is flooded in sea--

Motor water which can be considered a hostile

environment. The motor requires close

clearances and relative movement between

some components, making corrosion pre-

vention difficult.

External Motor The propulsion motor is outside of the

pressure hull. Hence, inspection of the

motor by the operators themselves during

operation is not possible.

Tight Clearances The motor requires close clearances, par-

ticularly at the 'air'-gap, and relative

movement between some components, both of

which tend to decrease the ability of the

structure to withstand shock.

1.3 Selection of Motor Type

In the brief description of OTHEP in section 1.1, the type

of motor that will be used for the OTHEP propulsion motor is

given as an induction motor. Induction motors possess charac-
teristics which make the induction motors the prime candidates

when considering several important requirements for submarine

pr pulsion motors. These requirements and the corresponding

induction motor characteristics are discussed below.

Electric motors will be grouped into three broad groups for

the purposes of this discussion. The three groups are DC

motors, synchronous motors, and induction motors. These are

the only types of motors that will be considered.

Essential to OTHEP is the fact that the propulsion motor is

outside of the pressure hull. The implication of this require-

ment is that the propulsion motor must be either free-flooded

or protected by rotating seals. Given the size of OTHEP for a

modern attack submarine, a rotating shaft seal that could keep

all water out of the motor area would be extremely difficult to

construct. An alternative would be to design a seal, which

operates with a low pressure differential, to keep the motor

flooded with fresh water or oil or some other benign liquid.

In view of the requirement for the liquid to cool the propul-

16



sion motor and the necessity for circulating and filtering the

flooding liquid, such a scheme would be very complex. Hence,

the OTHEP motor must be free-flooded.

A consequence of the requirement that the motor be free-

flooded arises when considering possible electrical connections

to the rotor. Such connections are usually implemented using

slip rings and brushes. Use of slip rings and brushes would

require that the slip rings and brushes be isolated from the

sea-water. This would impose a requirement for rotating seals.

Consequently, the propulsion motor must not require any elec-

trical connections to the rotor. This requirement leaves two

alternatives. The first is a permanent magnet synchronous

motor. The second is an induction motor.

It is vital that the OTHEP propulsion motor be a continu-

ously variable speed motor. This requirement is readily ful-

fiiled by DC motors, synchronous motors, and now, thanks to

power electronics, induction motors. Speed control of

induction motors is discussed in detail in section 3.3.

These two requirements leave two alternatives for the pro-

pulsion motor, a permanent magnet synchronous motor and an

induction motor. In view of past experience in construction of

permanent magnet motors, the induction motor provides a better

choice with regards to manufacturability. From the two alter-

natives, the type of motor that is used is the induction motor.

Several types of induction motor need to be considered

prior to proceeding. Two basic types of induction motor are

wound rotor and squirrel-cage motors. Once again, one type

must be selected. In view of the hostile environment in which

this motor will operate, the squirrel-cage motor appears to be

the more rugged, more easily protected alternative. After con-

sidering the possibility of using pole-changing for acoustic

deception, see section 3.3, the use of a wound rotor would

preclude the possibility of pole-changing. Hence, in light of

the two preceding considerations, the squirrel-cage motor is

the motor that will be designed.
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Whereas submarines put a premium on space and weight, the

electrical power that is used to supply the propulsion induc-

tion motor should be capable of supplying other shipboard loads

as well. Hence, three-phase, 60Hz, 400OV_,• power is the input

power to the propulsion motor system.

1.4 Comparison of Propellers

As discussed briefly in section 1.2, OTHEP possesses some

potential acoustic advantage= over conventional hub-to-diameter

ratio propeller systems. This discussion will point out quali-

tdtively the acoustic advantages that should be realisable with

OTHEP's large nub-to-diameter ratio propeller. A quantitative

discussion of propeller and propeller-excited acoustics is well

beyond the scope of this research.

Propellers cause acoustic emissions through several mecha-

nisms. First, unsteady forces on the propeller blades can be

radiated directly into the water or transmitted through

structure into the null. Second, non-uniformities in the inci-

dent flow at the propeller can cause broadband blade passage

noise. Third, the pressure field in the propeller wake can

excite hull structure vibrations. Lastly, cavitation causes

significant acoustic emissions.

The OTHEP propeller is not connected to a rotating shaft

which penetrates the pressure hull. Hence, this low-impedance

acoustic path does not exist in the OTHEP design. Propeller

vibrations due to unsteady forces must travel via other paths

before being radiated.

Since the recent past, propellers are the dominant noise

source for deep, fast submarines [13). One of the dominant

propeller noise sources is turbulence at the inflow to the pro-

peller. The OTHEP propeller is forward of the control sur-

faces. In fact, the sail is the only significant turbulence

stimulator forward of the prooeller in the OTHEP design.

Further, it may be that the pressure field produced by the

OTHEP propeller will delay the inception of the turbulent

boundary layer so that it occurs further aft than on current

submarines. This would reduce the thickness of the .urbulent

boundary layer at the propeller's location. Hence, it is very
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likely that the incident flow at the OTHEP propeller will be

very uniform, which will greatly improve the acoustic charac-

teristics at speed and depth.

The increased diameter of the OTHEP propeller, its rela-

tively slow rotation rate, the increased number of blades, and

uniform incident flow all conspire to reduce the disc-loading

of the propeller. This, in turn, greatly improves the cavita-

tion performance of the OTHEP propeller relative to conven-

tional propellers.

Of the four sources of propeller noise, OTHEP's large hub-

to-diameter ratio propeller offers significant improvements in

the reduction of three of the noise sources relative to

conventional propellers. Regrettably, this research will not

seek to quantify this assertion. Hence, determining the true

acoustic merit of OTHEP as a whole cannot be accomplished with-

out further research into the acoustics of propellers.

1.5 Selection of Acoustic Model Type

In order to construct a means to compare propulsion plants,

an acoustic model is developed. This model offers a means to

compare the acoustic emissions of the propulsion plant, specif-

ically the propulsion motor and its principal auxiliaries.

Given different types of acoustic models, the selected model

must be appropriate.

Three methods are being used in acoustic modelling. These

three methods of progressively increasing difficulty and preci-

sion are typically used during different stages in ship design.

This is understandable because more complex models require

progressively more detailed information about the particulars

of a design. These particulars typically are not established

until later stages in a design. As for its design maturity,

OTHEP can be considered to be in a very early feasibility

design stage.

The first acoustic method is a transfer function analysis,

TFA. This method is also known as "empirical analysis". A low

level of detail is required for this method. Hence, it is only

approximate. TFA is usually performed in early feasibility

design stages. TFA predictions are usually in agreement with
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actual acoustic emissions. This is not surprising because TFA

is empirical rather than theoretical. Where empirical support

is scant, TFA should be viewed with a critical eye.

A second acoustic modelling method is a statistical energy

analysis, SEA. This method requires a moderate degree of

detail in the description of the design. Hence, SEA is typi-

cally used in post-feasibility design stages. (This stage is

mid-way along the design timeline.) The moderate detail

requirements makes SEA less expensive than finite element meth-

ods. The results of SEA, though, are most accurate in the

high-frequency range.

The third acoustic modelling method is a finite element

method, FEM. This method most closely approaches a complete

characterisation of structural stiffness and damping. it

requires that a high level of detail be included; therefore, it

is typically used in the detail design stage. (This stage is

very far along in the design timeline.) The level of detail

necessarily makes this an expensive, time-consuming method.

FEM requires discretising the entire hull structure. The dis-

placements between the nodes of the discretised structure are

found by interpolating bet4,ieen the two adjacent nodes'

oisplacements. Such interpolation does not provide sufficient

resolution to accurately describe high frequency characteris-

tics. FEM is very accurate for low frequencies only.

TFA uses results of measurements of existing systems to

develop transfer functions for proposed systems. Consequently,

to describe a new system, similarities with existing systems

must be developed so that use of the empirical data will be

justified. This research seeks to develop a TFA model of the

structural details of OTHEP. The TFA model should describe how

the forces of electromagnetic origin are transformed to far-

field pressure waves. Such a model would permit prediction of

OTHEP acoustic emissions an6 assessment of its icoustic merit.

1.6 How the Research Will Proceed

This research proceeds in three steps. The first step is

to carry out a feasibility design of an OTHEP submarine. The

second step is to develop a TFA model that can be used to

predict the radiated sound power levels of the OTHEP design.
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The third step is to use the TFA model developed in steo two to

predict the radiated sound power level from the design of step

one and compare that radiated sound power level with predicted

radiated sound power levels of two alternate propulsion sys-

tems.

Chapter 2 describes the research into OTHEP through the

present. Chapter 3 is the baseline submarine design which uses

OTHEP. Chapter 3, taken in combination with Appendix A, can be

considered as a complete, first iteration feasibility design.

Chapter 4 deals with developing of the acoustic model. In the

first portion of Chapter 4, the forces of electromagnetic ori-

gin which act on the OTHEP propulsion motor's cor- are calcu-

lated and an estimate of the structureborne noise source level

of the propulsion motor is made. The second portion of Chapter

4 modifies the TFA method presented by reference (7) so that it

will predict radiated noise. Chapter 5 presents the results of

the comparison of OTHEP propulsion plant emissions with two

alternate propulsion systems' emissions. Appendix B presents

the calculations which yield the results given in Chapter 5.
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2 Background

2.1 Overview

Early submarines were essentially submersible surface

craft. Due to limited battery technology, these vessels could

remain submerged for relatively short periods of time. Their

maximum submerged speed was very low. These vessels operated

on the surface much o- the time. Consequently, their designers

sought to optimise surfaced performance while retaining the

ability to submerge.

The requirement to operate efficiently on the surface had a

major impact on the hull form of early submarines. For a rela-

tively short vessel to reach high speeds on the surface, a

"fine", or slender, hull form was necessary. Freeboard was

required to provide a platform for deck guns. Additionally,

for intact transverse stability on the surface, early subma-

rines were configured with saddle tanks, which provided ade-

quate waterplane area to ensure sufficient righting moments.

Operating in head seas required a raised bow. Hence, early

submarines' hulls had much in common with surface ship hulls.

The propulsion systems of early submarines resembled sur-

face ship propulsion systems as well. Propellers were located

underneath the submarine. Since twin propeller shafts were

used, the propellers were not located on the centerline of the

submarine. This limited the possible diameter of the propel-

lers. Early submarines' propellers operated in the wake

created by the hull, which is where surface ship propellers

operateo. The rudder and stern planes were located aft of the

propellers.

The principal difference between surface ship and early

submarine propulsion systems was found in the machinery that

w-s used to drive the propeller. At the time, surface ship

propellers were typically driven by a shaft which was connected

to reduction gears that were driven by steam turbines. Subma-

rines, on the other hand, had to operate submerged. This pre-

cluded the use of an engine which required air for combustion.

Hence, electric motors were used to turn the shaft which turned

the propeller. The electric motors received electric power
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from storage batteries that were charged by diesel-driven gen-

erators while the submarine was operating on the surface, or

near the surface in the case of snorkel submarines.

Nuclear power provided the capability for submarines to

operate submerged indefinitely. Hence, on the eve of the

introduction of nuclear power to submarine propulsion systems,

the U.S. Navy realised that it was necessary to design a subma-

rine tnat was optimised for submerged performance. This design

goal was realised in USS Albacore.

USS Albacore's hull form was a body of revolution. Its

shape was designed to reduce hydrodynamic drag. The propel-

ler(s) (At different periods in her service life, USS Albacore

had either a single propeller or contra-rotating propellers.)

were located on the longitudinal axis of the submarine. In her

first configuration, USS Albacore's control surfaces were

located aft of her propeller(s). Later, USS Albacore tested

locating the control surfaces forward of the propeller(s).

Diesel engines were used to charge the storage batteries which

provided power for the electric motors which turned the propel-

ler(s). History has proven USS Albacore to be a truly revolu-

tionary submarine.

Several aspects of l!SS Albacore's design are worthy of

note. First, because the propeller was on the longitudinal

axis of the submarine, the incident flow at the propeller

improved the propeller's performance relative to that of the

early submarines and surface ships. Second, because the pro-

peller was at the aft end of the boat, the propeller diameter

was not constrained. Third, the control surfaces were quite

effective without having to be in the propeller wash. Last,

although the location of the propeller on the longitudinal axis

improved propeller performance, the propeller still operated in

a flow field that was disturbed by the sail and the control

surfaces.

A tribute to her designers, many of USS Albacore's features

are the standard for today's submarines throughout the world.

Propellers are located on the longitudinal axis of a body of

revolution, aft of the control surfaces. This design is opti-

mised for submerged performance. A fact of modern submarine
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warfare, though, is acoustic quieting. Hence, a submarine

design that is optimised for quiet submerged performance is now

necessary.

This research builds on three previous designs. All three

are based on a submarine propulsion concept patented in 1963 by

(then) LCDR F.R. Haselton, USN. The three designs are subse-

quently described in some detail. Hamner describes the results

of the Twin Propeller System (TPS) design and the Novel

Electric Power Propulsion System (NEPPS) design research in

greater detail, reference [1]. He goes on to offer a design of

his own, which will be referred to as Outside-the-Hull Electric

Propulsion (OTHEP). References [11, [3] and £4) describe

OTHEP, TPS and NEPPS in much greater detail. The intent of

this chapter is not to review all of the results of the

research that has been performed, but, rather, to glean results

that are pertinent to the goals of this research.

It is important to note that TPS, NEPPS and OTHEP were not

initially considered for their acoustic characteristics. They

possessed other advantages that motivated their being pursued.

All three would provide much improved submarine arrangement

flexibility. All three would eliminate the need for a rotating

shaft seal. TPS would eliminate the need for control surfaces.

2.2 Twin Propeller System

2.2.1 Configuration

TPS used two large hub-to-diameter ratio propellers. One

was located forward, the other aft. The pitch of the propel-

ler blades on both propellers could be controlled collectively

and cyclically. Hydraulic systems were to provide for the

pitch control. The two propellers rotated in opposite direc-

tions. An electric motor provided the power to rotate the

propeller. The combination of the location of two, fore and

aft, contra-rotating, controllable pitch propellers allows for

the generation of thrusts and torques in any direction,

obviating the need for control surfaces.

2.2.2 Associated Research Effort

The research on the TPS concept took place between 1961

and 1965, and was carried out under the guidance of the Office

of Naval Research by Electric Boat Division of General Dyna-
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mics, Gene-al Electric Company, Elliott Company, Honeywell,

David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center,

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, and Netherlands Ship Model

Basin, references [2), [3], [20], C21), C22], and [23].
Research included hydrodynamic tests using a 13.5 foot model.

The research fccused on the hydrodynamic efficlency of large

hub-to-diameter ratio propellers and the issue of manoeuver-

ability and controllability.

2.2.3 Research Results

Research into TPS yielded the following, pertinent

results.

* The maximum propulsive efficiency of large hub-to-diameter

ratio propellers is roughly equivalent to that of small hub

propellers, references £3], and [20].

* The maximum propulsive efficiency of the fore and aft pro-

peller combination is less than that of a single, large hub-

to-diameter propeller which is located aft, references £3],

and [20].
* The forward propeller and its fairing are turbulent flow

promoters, references £3], and £20].
* Electric motor efficiency estimated for the TPS design is

roughly only 0.78, reference £3].
* TPS is dynamically unstable while maintaining a straight

course at constant depth, reference £23].
* Rudders would provide better turning moments at high speeds

thao the controllable oitch propellers, reference [23].

2.2.4 Conclusions

The results of the research into TPS led to the following

conclusions.

* The hydraulic system necessary to provide the type of pitch

control envisioned for TPS would be ponderous, probably

requiring frequent maintenance.

* The propulsion system would be heavy, bulky and difficult

to build.

* TPS would be less manoeuverable at high speed than a con-

venticnal submarine.
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in light of these conclusions and the contemporary success

of steam turbine driven reduction gears, wnose propulsive

efficiency was much greater than the electric motors of the

time, TPS never passed beyond a feasibility design stage.

2.3 Novel Electric Power Propulsion System

2.3.1 Configuration

NEPPS used two large hub-to-dia.neter ratio, contra-

rotating, fixed pitch propellers which were located aft. The

prooellers' inner diameters were integrated wit'i two rotors of

a pair of inverted geometry, free flooding AC motors. The

propellers were shrouded.

2.3.2 Associated Research Effort

The Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics carried out

the research into NEPPS at roughly the same time that the

research into TPS was underway, reference [4), [24), and [25].

The results of the electrical and mechanical studies were not

available because of their proprietary nature. However, the

conclusions drawn from the hydrodynamic research were avail-

able. A 10.7 foot model was the basis for the hydrodynamic

research.

2.3.3 Research Results

Research into NEPPS yielded the following results.

* Reverse thrust was 78% of forward thrust.

* The propulsive coefficient was 0.90.

* The cavitation performance of the propellers was excellent.

2.3.4 Conclusions

The following conclusions are based on the results of the

research into NEPPS.

* NEPPS woulo be more manoeuverable that a submarine with a

conventional propulsion system.

* The large hub-to-diameter ratio propeller was characterised

as a better overall performer than the conventional small hub

propeller.

* The propulsive coefficient of NEPPS was just as good as the

best conventional small hub propeller drives.
* The motor design was not optimal.
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The low efficiency and power density of the AC motor was

probably the reason why NEPPS coulJ not compete with the

mechanical drives of the time. Although, the exact reason why

it has never been implemented is not known.

2.4 Outside the Hull Electric Propulsion

2.4.1 Configuration

OTHEP uses a single, fixed pitch, large hub-to-diameter

ratio propeller located forward of the control surfaces. The

rotor of an inverted geometry induction motor is integrated

with the inner diameter of the propeller hub. The ind&- i.Lion

motor which turns the propeller is free-flooding.

2.4.2 Associated Research Effort

Hamner's research, conducted from 1982 to 1983 at MIT,

focuses on three issues concerning OTHEP, reference El].

First, he develops an analytical heat flow model of the induc-

tion motor. Second, he performs a first order propeller

design. Last, Hamner estimates the component weights of OTHEP

so that it may be compared with existing propulsion systems.

2.4.3 Research Results

Hamner's research yields the following results.

* The analytical heat flow model of the induction motor indi-

cates that heat can be adequately removed by conduction to the

sea water which free floods the motor.
* The efficiency of the propeller can be expected to be

greater than 0.75. This minimum efficiency is slightly less

than or equal to the propeller efficiencies of small hub pro-

pellers.

* Cavitation characteristics of the propeller can be very

good. I

* Some weight reduction is possible relative to typical

nuclear power propulsion systems.

* Motor efficiency at rated speed is 0.939.

2.4.4 Conclusions

The following conclusions are based on the results of Ham-

ner's research.
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* Heat removal by convection, due to sea water flooding,

would improve heat removal characteristics and motor perform-

ance.

* The propulsive efficiency of the entire propulsion system

cannot be determined until it is possible to calculate the

thrust deduction factor that accounts for the propeller being

both forward of the control surfaces and further forward than

conventional hub-to-diameter ratio propellers.

* Cavitation characteristics and propeller performance depend

heavily on propeller design. An optimal propeller design must

be developed, which is not a trivial matter.

* The induction motor design appears to be very feasible.

2.5 Discussion

The conclusions from TPS, NEPPS and OTHEP research indicate

that large hub-to-diameter propellers are comparable in effi-

ciency to small hub propellers. The effect of having the pro-

peller forward of the control surfaces has not yet ben

quantified. Overall propulsive efficiency should, though, be

roughly equal to or greater than existing propulsion systems.

Cavitation performance can be improved relative to small hub

propellers. Use of twin, controllable pitch propellers to gen-

erate manoeuvering forces does not appear to be feasible.

Since 1961, the development of motor designs has provided a

motor whose efficiency can compete with the efficiency of
mechanical drives. Given the shift in the relative importance

of acoustic quieting since 1961, a slight decrease in effi-

ciency may be a justifiable compromise if improved acoustic

performance is obtained. TPS, NEPPS and OTHEP indicate that a

propulsion system with a large hub-to-diameter ratio propeller

will have roughly equivalent or slightly improved performance

characteristics as existing propulsion systems. The potential

for increasing arrangement flexibility, removing a rotating

seal, and improving acoustic emissions provides the impetus for

pursuing this research even further.
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3 Baseline Design

3.1 Submarine Design

Submarine designs seek to fulfill requirements which are

established by the prospective operators of the submarines.

Thq goal of this research is to find a means to evaluate the

performance of an induction motor drive located outside the

pressure hull of a submarine. To this end, a submarine design

which incorporates the induction motor drive will be developed.

It is necessary to establish a baseline submarine design

for several reasons. First, a bn.eline submarine design deter-

mines the fundamental feasibility of a new propulsion system

concept. Second, to examine the acoustic characteristics of

any propulsion system requires knowing many details of the can-

didate design. Third, a baseline submarine design is useful in

comparing a proposed system with an existing system.

3.1.1 Baseline Submarine Requirements

To determine feasibility and to provide a justification

for comparison, the only novel feature of the baseline subma-

rine should be the propulsion drive. Thus, the baseline sub-

marine must closely resemble existing submarines. Design

details should follow from current design practices. The

table shown below provides specific design requirements based

on the characteris ics of existing U.S. Navy submarines, as

described in Jane's, reference [26].

Table 1 - Baseline Submarine Required Design Characteristics
i I ! i ii i i

Design Characteristic Maximum !Minimum

Submerged Displacement 16000 TONS 3000 TONS

Length 1350 FT 200 FT

Diameter !40 FT '30 FT

Operating Depth tOm 1300m

Submerged Speed 32 KTS 130 KTS
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To ensure structural comparability with U.S. Navy subma-

rines, HY-80, a high strength steel with a yield stress of

80KSI, will be the structural material used in design

calculations. Internal arrangement and the size of the sail

and appendages should also be similar to current suomarines'.

3.1.2 Baseline Submarine Design Philosophy

The baseline submarine design incorporates the following

list of design priorities.

1) The baseline submarine must be similar to current subma-

rines.

2) The baseline submarine must have characteristics similar

to tne submarine developed by Hamner, reference [I], so that

essential elements of his analysis can be applied directly to

the baseline submarine design.

3) Despite the fact that it is not an optimal design, the

propeller for the baseline submarine will be the propeller

analysed by Hamner. Insofar as the acoustic performance of

the large hub-to-diameter ratio propeller is concerned, it is

easy to make a noisy propeller regardless of the configura-

tion. The OTHEP propeller has some inherent acoustic advan-

tages. However, a detailed acoustic assessment of the

propeller itself would require a detailed propeller design,

which is not within the scope of this research.

4) Standard design practices and factors of safety will be

used in the baseline submarine.

Before consideration of the propulsion system, the base-

line submarine design will provide important parameters for

the propulsion system design. The baseline submarine design,

specifically the hull shape and appendage size and shape, will

dictate the required rating of the propulsion motor. The

baseline submarine design also provides the structure to which

the motor must be connected and to which the thrust and reac-

tion torque are applied. In this instance, the motor cooling

water system is also dictated to a degree by the baseline hull

form.

The baseline submarine design proceeds in the following

steps.

A) A hull size and shape is selected.
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B) With the displacement arising from A), a typical weight

breakdown is developed for the baseline submarine. This

breakdown specifies the pressure hull size and the main bal-

last tank (MBT) size.

C) With the pressure hull size from B), a first iteration

pressure hull structure is designed. The diameter of the

motor in Hamner's design is used to place the motor on the

tapered end of the baseline submarine.

D) With location constraints arising from the pressure hull

design, C), tentative MBT size and location, and control sur-

face mechanism arrangement yields a check of the baseline sub-

marine design's feasibility.

E) Sail and control surface sizes are selected.

F) A propulsive coefficient is developed.

G) Using A), E) and F), a power versus speed relationship

for the baseline submarine is calculated.

H) Design a propulsion motor based on the results of G).

I) Design the components necessary to support the motor

design of H).

J) Integrate the impacts of the motor design from H) and I)

into the entire submarine design.

K) Re-estimate weights and balance the submarine design.

3.1.3 Hull Shape

To directly apply Hamner's propeller design to the base-

line submarine requires that the diameter of the baseline sub-

marine be equal to 32 feet. A typical length to diameter

ratio, L/D, for modern submarines is roughly 9. L represents

the length of the submarine and D, its diameter. This will

make the length of the baseline submarine 288 feet, somewhat

longer than Hamner's submarine.

Submarine hulls are typically bodies of revolution. An

optimal hydrodynamic hull will have a length-to-diameter ratio

approximately equal to 6, reference [27]. The length of the

forward body ellipsoid is usually 2.4 times the diameter of

the hull. The length of the aft body paraboloid is usually

3.6 times the diameter of the hull. When a longer hull is
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necessary, a cylindrical midsection (parallel mid-body) is

added between the forward section ellipsoid and the aft sec-

tion paraboloid.

The equations of the radius of the body of revolution for

the different hull sections are shown below, reference £27].

The exponents determine the fullness of the hull form. For

hydrodynamic reasons, let n,=2.25 and n.=2.75. n r and n., are

the exponents of the polynomial expressions which define the

body of revolution.

r,,,= x 2X LA]

rrrwfo,,=!q 14x ftl o, ]2

The significance of each of the terms in these two expres-

sions is shown in the figure below.

After Body Parallel Mid-Body Fore Body

a L> > L

Figure 1 - Body of Revolution Variables

With the stated length, diameter and exponents, the off-

sets for the hull are given in Table 1 in Appendix A. The

offsets were generated by a computer program named SHAPE 1.6,

reference £28].

3.1.4 Weight Breakdown

The hull shape that the offsets which were developed above

describe displaces a specific amount of seawater. In the con-

text of this discussion, displacement refers to the weight of

the sea-water displaced by the cited volume. The displacement

of this entire shape is known as the envelope displacement. A
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certain amount of the volume within the hull envelope is free

flooded space. The free flooded space is in open communica-

tion with the sea. In a feasibility study such as this, the

amount of free flood water is usually assumed to be a certain

percentage of the ervelope displacement. This research will

assume a free flood displacement equal to seven percent of the

envelope displacement. Subtracting the free flood displace-
ment from the envelope displacement yields the submerged dis-

placement.

The submerged displacement is comprised of two components.

The first is the main ballast tank displacement (MBT). The

second is the group of wetghts which make up what is known as

the "normal surface condition" displacement (NSC). Typically,

MBT is required to be a specified percentage of NSC, ten to

fifteen percent in modern nuclear attack submarines, reference

[27). MBT allows the submarine to submerge and subsequently

surface. This research will require MBT to be twelve and

one-half percent of NSC.

Once MBT is subtracted from the submerged displacement,

NSC remains. NSC is comprised of items which exist both out-

side of the pressure hull and inside of the pressure hull.
The items which exist outside of the pressure hull and are not

MBT or free flood water are a small percentage of NSC weight,

typically about seven percent, reference [27). Hence, the

pressure hull should displace or weigh ninety--three percent of
NSC. Knowing the pressure hull displacement will allow the

pressure hull geometry to be designed.

The NSC items inside the pressure hull are broken into two

components, variable load weight and condition A-I weight.

Variable load weight is made up of those items which are con-
sumed or used in the course of submarine operations. Hence,

their weight will vary over time. Condition A-i weight is a

fixed weight.

Condition A-1 weight has two components itself, lead bal-

last (LEAD) and condition A weight. LEAD is used to provide

stability and margin. Condition A weight is made up of all of
the structures, equipment and furnishings that will be the

submarine.
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LEAD is broken down into stability lead and margin lead.

Stability lead is placed low in the submarine, at a position

fore and aft, in a location port or starboard, which ensures

that the submarine's centers of gravity and buoyancy lie in a

vertical line and provide a restoring moment when the submari-

ne's trim and/or heel is perturbed. Margin lead is placed on

the axis of the body of revolution at the longitudinal center

of gravity of the submerged displacement. Margin lead is

meant to provide a buffer against the uncertainties associated

with calculated and estimated weights and tD provide for

future growth.

Condition A weight can be broken down in any way which

suits the submarine designer. This baseline submarine design

will break down condition A weights according to the Ship's

Work Breakdown System (SWBS), which is the system that the

U.S. Navy uses. Use of this system r?-mits comparison of this

baseline submarine design's weights with the weights of exis-

ting submarine designs. SWBS groups all shipboard equipment

into seven groups which are distinguished by their functions.

The table below presents the foregoing discussion of the

weight breakdown of the baseline submarine design in a tabular

format. The table also contains a description of the func-

tions of the seven SWBS categories. The specific weights for

SWBS groups 1 through 7 are determined using SUBLAB, reference

[29], a computer program which bases its weight estimation on

past U.S. Navy submarine designs. As the baseline submarine

design proceeds, more accurate and appropriate weight esti-

mates are developed. Of note, submarine design is an itera-

tive process. The baseline submarine design developed for

this research will be a single iteration design.
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Table 1 - Baseline Submarine Initial Weight Estimates

JWeight Component Symbol iLong iComment

ITons 4

Ervelope Displace- 64,1, !5106 JWeight % from SUBLAB

ment

Free Flood FF 1357 17% of A..,

ýSubmerged Displace-1 b !4749 , - FF

ment - _

'Main Ballast Tanks MBT 1528 112.5% of NSC

Normal Surface INSC 14221 Iub NSC + MBT

Cond. I

[Variable Loads !VL [245 iNSC = VL + A
I 1 1

ICondition A iA 13976 1A = LEAD + Al

Lead Ballast ILEAD 13 6 1 110% of A-1

Condition A-1 jAl j 3 6 14  ISum of W1 - W7
1Group 1 I' Su

1W '0 'Srtes-
Group 2 !W2 933 !Propulsion Equipment

Group 3 jW3 ic) 1Electrical Equipment

Group 4 IW4 1155 Command and Surveillance

Grcup 5 W5 421 Auxiliary Equipment

lGroup 6 W6 1206 t Outfit and Furnishings

JGroup 7 W7 1130 iArmament

Note, throughout this paper, unless specifically stated

otherwise, tons will mean long-tons.

3.1.5 Pressure Hull Design

The table in the preceding section provides a departure

point from which the design of the pressure hull will proceed.
The structural details of the pressure hull are important for
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two reasons. First, the pressure hull is a major portion of

SWBS weight group 1. Knowing the pressure hull design will
proviae a much better estimate of SWBS weight group 1 than the
one in the table in the preceding section. Second, acoustic
transmission through the pressure hull is heavily dependent

upon its sCructure.

The procedure used to design the pressure hull structure,
a combined design worksheet, is based upon the structural
design worksheet presented in Chapter 7 of reference [27].
That structural design worksheet treats the design of shell

thickness, standard frame scantlings and deep frame scant-

lings. The design process used in the combined design work-

sheet for structural bulkheads, transitions, and end closures
is taken from the notes presented in sections of Chapter 7,

but are not addressed in the structural design worksheet.
Table 2 in Appendix A contains a spreadsheet representation of

the combined design worksheet calculations.

The approach taken in the combined design worksheet uses

the operating depth, hull diameter and hull material charac-
teristics as input data. The user provides tentative struc-

tural dimensions; subsequently, the user evaluates the

suitability of those tentative dimensions based on the
spreadsheet calculations. Acceptable solutions provide a
pressure hull of sufficient strength. The desired solution is

the lightest structure.

The combined design worksheet treats the pressure hull as

a ring stiffened cylinder. This is a good approximation in

light of the fore and after body shapes and the amount of
parallel midbody. Further, the pressure hull occupies the

center portion of the submarine, far from the ends where the

diameter rapidly changes.

The combined design worksheet begins by calculating a

shell thickness based upon the static pressure at operating
depth. A factor of safety is applied. The shell thickness is
meant to resist general yield due to hydrostatic-pressure-in-

duced hoop stress in the shell. The standard frames are meant
to resist shell buckling. The deep frames are meant to resist
general instability of the cylinder as a whole.
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The shell thickness calculations are straightforward and

simple. The standard frame and deep frame buckling and insta-

bility calculations are not as simple. The standard frames

and deep frames (or King frames) are likened to Euler columns.

A bending stress analysis is used to compute stresses in both

types of frame; additionally, mode-number calculations are

made based upon any eccentricity-induced transverse displace-

ment. The first through fourth modes are considered. The

design is dictated by the mode with the smallest critical

pressure.

Once the shell thickness and frame scantlings have been

developed, the combined design worksheet presents bulkhead

design. The bulkhead dimensions are intended to withstand the

hydrostatic pressure at a specified depth, in this case the

operating depth. The bulkhead and shear girder dimensions are

based upon a simple flexure analysis of a bending beam under a

distributed loading.

The final pressure hull element to be analysed is the end

closures. In this submarine design, hemispheres are used.

The principal design choice is the shell thickness of the

hemisphere. Given the geometry. this is simple to compute.

Once the structural dimensions have been calculated, the

remaining task is to determine the position of the pressure

hull within the envelope. The correct pressure hull displace-

ment must also be ensured. PHULL , reference C303, is used

to calculate the volume of the pressure hull as well as its

longitudinal center of buoyancy (LCB) and the longitudinal

center of gravity of the structure (LCG).

Using the requirements in section 3.1.1, the combined

design worksheet, and PHULL, a tentative pressure hull design

is developed. See Table 3 in Appendix A. A drawing of the

pressure hull design, which locates it within the hull enve-

lope and shows pressure hull plating, frames, bulkheads, and

end closures, is shown in Figure 1, Appendix A. This is the

structure which will be used in the calculations involving

acoustic transmission paths.
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The weight of the pressure hull and envelope plating,

which is not part of the pressure hull, designed using the

above methods and shown in Appendix A, is approximately

l135tons. The pressure hull and hull envelope plating typi-

cally constitute approximately 67% of SWBS group 1. This

yields a relatively accurate estimate for WI, W1 = l687tons.

3.1.6 MBT/Control Surface Feasibility

Several important components of the submarine are located

outside of the pressure hull. Their precise location within

the hull envelope and outside of the pressure hull will dic-

tate the feasibility of the pressure hull location within the

null envelope and the feasibility of the submarine design as a

whole.

The MBT's provide the ability of the submarine to submerge

and surface. Flooding these tanks removes buoyancy causing

submergence. Blowing the water out of these tanks using com-

pressed air restores buoyancy, allowing the submarine to sur-

face. As discussed in the second paragraph of section 3.1.4,

the MBT's should displace a certain percentage of the NSC

disDlacement. From Table 1 of section 3.1.4, this is taken to

be 528tons. Hence, the MBT's must have a corresponding volume

of 18,470 cubic feet. This volume must be found outside of

the pressure hull and within the hull envelope.

Perhaps just as important as the displacement of the MBT's

is the longitudinal location of the MBT's. To ensure that the

submarine operates with an even trim both surfaced and sub-

merged, the combined longitudinal centers of gravity (LCG's)

of the MBT and NSC must be located at the sam- ongitudinal

position as the A., longitudinal center of bu ,ancy (LCB).

SUBLAB provides values for these LCG's and LCB's that are typ-

ical for modern nuclear submarines. These values will be used

for initial MBT sizing and location. The initial location of

the MBT LCG will be 131 feet aft of the forward perpendicular

(FP, the forward end of the submarine) according to SUBLAB

calculations.
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Two MBT's are found in modern submarines, one forward and

one aft. The forward MBT in this case surrounds the sonar

dome access tunnel and the aft MBT the aft pressure hull cyl-

inder. The aft MBT can have a volume of 9449 cubic feet. The

forward MBT must then have a volume of 9018 cubic feet. These

sizes and locations provide the necessar, MBT displacement and

location. See Table q in Appendix A. Hence, the MBT arrange-

ment is feasible.

The control surfaces of the submarine design, the rudder

and the stern planes, are located outside the hull envelope.

However, these control surfaces must be capable of being

deflected to produce the desired control forces. Due to the

large forces that must be generated by the actuating mechanism

of the control surfaces, hydraulic systems are usually used.

Further, the connection between the hydraulic actuator and the

shaft which is connected to the control surface is located

outside of the pressure hull and within the hull envelope.

The location of the control surface actuating mechanism

must be aft of the propulsion motor and outside of the pres-

sure hull. It is usually placed in what in knuwn as the "mud

tank". The mud tank is a free flooding space at the

after-most end of the hull envelope. This space must be on

the order of 11 feet long to enclose the control surface

actuators.

Examining the drawing of the pressure hull and hull enve-

lope in Figure 1 of Appendix A. It is readily apparent that

there is plenty of space in the mud tank for the control

surface actuators. It is also true that the actuators for

this submarine design will not be as bulky as those for con-

ventional submarine designs. Conventional submarine designs

have a rotating shaft that runs through the center of the mud

tank. To permit both stern planes to be moved by one actuator

requires a very large, forged yoke. The same is true of the

rudder. Whereas this submarine design has no shaft, such

large, cumbersome yokes will not be necessary. This will save

weight and space. The space saved could be dedicated to such

equipments as towed sonar arrays or other towed devices.
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The ar-angement of the pressure hull within in the hull

envelope allows feasible MBT sizes and locations and ample mud

tank space. Further, there is some flexibility remaining in

the design should the centers of gravity shift somewhat.

3.1.7 Appendage Sizing

The size, shape and location of the external appendages to

the hull envelope have a large impact on the submarine

design's performance. The size and shape of the appendages

greatly affect the resistance of the submarine, which impacts

the rating of the propulsion plant. The location of the con-

trol surfaces affects the hydrodynamic characteristics of the

hull and the ability to generate moments to control the path

of the submarine.

A complete analysis of the equations of motion of the sub-

marine and an optimisation of the control surface design is

far beyond the scope of this research. Hence, the control

surface design for this submarine will be based on a previous

successful design scaled by the ratio of the hull volumes to

the two-thirds power. This procedure is :ecommended reference

[27] for feasibility studies.

Using the hull envelope's volume to the two-thirds power

is effectively using an area to scale the appendage size.

Both the lift and drag forces associated with the hull are

calculated using coefficients of lift and drag, CL and CD. In

such a formulation, the lift or drag force is non-

dimensionalised using fluid density,psw ,velocity squared,

V•u,2 and a surface area. The force of interest here is the

lift force, F,, generated by the control surface. This force

is directly proportional to the area of the control surface,

Fl= ( VP2w.). CL #1

Using hull volume, V, to the two-thirds power assumes the

following relationship.

Wsa4EV' #2
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Taking the planar area of the control surfaces of a subma-

rine which had a satisfactory control surface design and scal-

ing that design provides a starting point for a detailed

control surface design. It also provides a reasonable

estimate of what the resistance characteristics of the final

control surface design will be. The same approach is used for

the design of the sail. Standard coefficients of drag are

used for the control surfaces and sail.

Table 1 - Appendage Drag Parameters

Surface Wetted Surface Area iDrag CoeFficient J
(fta!)

Sail 589 0.0090

Bow Planes 192 I 0.0062

Stern Planes 422 0.0060

Rudder 305 0.0060

The preceding table shows a summary of the appendage sizes

and drag coefficients. These will be used in the development

of a power versus speed relationship.

3.1.8 Development of a Power versus Speed Relationship

Once the baseline submarine is sized and appendage sizes

are known, a power versus speed relationship can be calcu-

lated. The development of this relationship, that is, the

shaft horsepower required to propel the submarine at any given

speed, is a very important factor in the design of the propul-

sion plant. Submarines operate in two distinct fashions,

fully submerged or on the surface. The submarine's power

versus speed relationship is different in each of these situa-

tions. Whereas modern nuclear submarines rarely operate on

the surface, the most important operating condition is

submerged.

Development of a power versus speed relationship is a rel-

atively common procedure for ship and submarine designs.

Hence, a detailed discussion is not warranted. However, two

items peculiar to the propulsion system of the baseline subma-

rine do warrant discussion. These items concern open-water
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propeller efficiency and thrust deduction factor. These two

quantities have a significant impact on the propulsive coeffi-

cient (PC), which is a fundamental indicator of the combined

efficiency of the hull and the propulsion system. To

understand the effect of these two peculiarities, some discus-

sion of the power versus speed calculation is necessary.

The calculation of the submerged resistance of the subma-

rine is based on the well known coefficient of drag.

1 2~ W41
F,ý=2pSW VGbV..CD #

Knowing the resistive force, F,, at a given speed allows

calculation of the power needed to overcome this force at that

given speed.

EHP=FR VI-=p 2 PW tIu•.CD #2

The power needed to overcome the resistance of the subma-

rine's hull and appendages for a given speed, VY,,,, is known

as the effective horsepower (EHP). Hence, to calculate the

EHP for a given VY,,, , the density of sea-water, psw, the

wetted surface area, W,., and the coefficient of drag, Cr,

must be known. The density of sea-water is known. The wetted

surface area of the hull envelope and all of the appendages

must be calculated. The coefficient of drag for the hull

envelope and all of the appendages must be determined.

The wetted surface area of the hull envelope is a simple

integration of the equations for the hull radius, equations

3.1.3.1 and 3.1.3.2. This calculation is performed by SHAPE

1.6, reference [28]. The results are shown in Table 5 of

Appendix A. The wetted surface areas of all of the appendages

is known from Table 1 in section 3.1.7. Therefore, all of the

wetted surface areas are known.

The coefficients of drag for each of the appendages is

known and is shown in Table 1 in section 3.1.7. The append-

ages are NACA, reference L31], sections, whose coefficients of

drag are well documented. Hence, only the coefficient of drag

of the hull envelope must be calculated. This is not as

straightforward as the case of the appendages.
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Determination of che coefficient of drag for the hull

envelope builds on the method of Froude, reference [32). The

resistance due to the pressure distribution about the hull and

the resistance due to skin friction are each assumed to be

independent of the other and are calculated separately. C,

represents the resistance due to the pressure distribution

about the hull. This is called residual resistance or form

drag. Cr represents the frictional resistance.

The residual resistance is typically found by model tests.

To bring experimental and actual values into agreement a cor-

relation factor is applied to the residual resistance from the

model test, C,,,,. For the baseline submarine design, the

standard correlation allowance is used, AC,=0.0004. The hull

envelope that has been selected is fairly conventional. In

light of this, it is possible to use previous model test

results to determine C,(.

Reference [273 contains a compilation of residual

resistance data in Chapter 6. Based upon this information,

reference [27]'s figure 6-10, and the hull shape chosen for

the baseline submarine design, Cm = 0.000134. Now that C-,,

and CtC are known, C, for the hull envelope can be calculated.

C,=C,.÷ACr=O.O00534 #3

The International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) offers the

preferred method for computing the second component of the

hull envelope's coefficient of drag, reference [32). The

frictional resistance is a function of Reynolds' number.

Hence, the frictional resistance coefficient will vary with

speed. The equation below describes the values used for C-r.

0.075

[logR _ - 2]2

Reynolds' number is described as the ratio of viscous to

inertial forces. The usual expression for Reynolds' number of

a submarine is shown below. v is the kinematic viscosity of

the fluid in which the submarine is moving.

V~m
4e 3 -- #5
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The overall drag coefficient of the hull envelope is sim-

ply the sum of the frictional drag coefficient and the resid-

ual drag coefficient.

C= C, + C, #6

To find the power required to overcome the resistance of

the entire hull, the coefficient of drag cf each component

must be multiplied by the wetted surface area of each compo-

ni-r. These products are then summed and multiplied by the

3ea-water density and the cube of the speed. This summinn •md

multiplication must be carried out for each speed. The result

of these calculations is an effective horsepower corresponding

to a specific speed.

While it is important to know the power required to over-

come the resistance of the hull and appendages, it is more

important to know how much power the propulsion machinery must

supply to the propeller. This power which is supplied to the

propeller is called shaft horsepower (SHP). EHP and SHP are

related by a term known as the propulsive coefficient (PC).

£HP 7
SHP=- #7

PC

The propulsive coefficient is, therefore, a very important

term which contains a lot of complicated information. Its

components are the efficiency of the mechanical transmission

and shafting, 11., the open-water efficiency of the propeller,

Tb, the effect of the hull shape as it causes swirling flow

into the plane of the propeller, 1,,, and the effect that the

wake and the hull's- boundary layer has on the incident veloc-

ity field at the prcpeller, nk. For the propulsion system

being researched here, there is no mechanical

transmission.--Hence, its efficiency will be taken to be one.

Each of the other components of the PC will be discussed

briefly.

PC= *10 ' T ao ' n' #8

The propeller efficiency, no, essentially describes how

well the propeller converts torque to thrust. This is highly

dependent on the propeller geometry. It is usually determined

by model tests in a propeller tunnel. Whereas the propeller
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geometry suggested by TPS and Hamner is somewhat novel, very

little propeller tunnel data exists for large hub-to-diameter

ratio propellers. (See the discussion of research in Chapter

2.) In his research, Hamner does an analysis of a non-optimal

propeller and reaches the conclusion that, at worst, large

hub-to-diameter ratio propellers can be just as, or slightly

less, efficient as small hub-to-diameter ratio propellers.

His estimation takes the following form.

T1 IŽ>0.75 #l-W

Values of the relative rotative efficiency, rlRR, range from

1.0 to 1.1 for modern submarines, reference [27J. The rela-

tive rotative efficiency is a strong function of the incident

flow at the propellers. Whereas the control surfaces will be

located aft of the propeller on the baseline submarine design

and the sail is relatively small, then the incident flow at

the propeller will be much less affected than on other modern

submarines. Hence, an appropriate value for %R would be

closer to 1.0. This value of ¶1 will be us J in subsequent

calculations.

The hull efficiency, %,H consists of the ratio of two fac-

tors.

I-c#I
Ie= #10

The first term, 1 - t, is the thrust-deduction factor.

This is a measure of the velocity field at the propeller. Of

all of the characterizations of this propulsion system, the

thrust-deduction coefficient, t, is the most uncertain. This

coefficient is best determined experimentally. Given the

dearth of test data on modern hull shapes with control sur-

faces aft of the propeller, little confidence should be placed

in the standard means of determining t. Although,

intuitively, drastic differences do not seem likely. Nonethe-

less, the following empirical relationship, taken from Chapter

6 of reference [27], will be used to develop an estimate of

the thrust-deduction factor. Do. is the propeller diameter.
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I - = 0.632+ 2.4)<D prop
1-= . 2 2.4 •#11

The second term, 1 - w, depends upon the wa.-e fraction, w.

In light of equation 9, assuming that it's correct, there is

no need to explicitly determine w.--This is usually experimen-

tally determined just as t is determined.

Based on the foregoing discussion, the propulsive coeffi-

cient can be expressed as follows.

PC=I -tI no n12
1-w

In light of thF 30'10" diameter propeller used both by

Hamner and this baseline submarine design and the wetted sur-

face area calculated by SHAPE 1.6 for the selected hull enve-

lope, a conservative PC would be 0.83. This allows

computation of a SHP versus speed relationship. For the

required speed of 32 knots submerged, this relationship will

yield the required motor rating. With the data in Table I in

section 3.1.7, the coefficient of drag developed in this sec-

tion, and equations 2 and 7, a spreadsheet is used to develop

the graph shown below. See Table 6 of Appendix A.
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Figure 1 - Power versus Speed Relationship

The curve representing BHP is the required brake horse-

power. This is the power which the electrical distribution

system must supply to the propuls on motor. Hence, BHP is the

real electrical power, Pt,, drawo by the propulsion motor.

The propulsion motor's efficiency is represented by nu.

SHF
P.==BHP= - #13

11M~

The power versus speed curve indicates that 17,120HP

(12.8MW) is necessary to propel the submarine through the

water at 32 knots. The propulsion motor must provide 20,620HP

(15.4MW) to the propeller to accomplish this. In determining

the rating of the propulsion motor, it is practice to apply a

margin to the power output of the motor to provide for the

uncertainty which exists in the design. A factor of 1.25 is

used, reference [33].
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SH ,jj 1. =l.25x SHP,que8  # 14

Therefore, the propulsion motor will be required to have a

rating of 25,780HP (19.2 MW).

3.2 Propulsion Motor Design

Within Chapter 1, the advantages of using an induction

motor for the propulsion motor are discussed. Hence, this pro-

pulsion motor design will concentrate on the details of the
motor design rather than including a discussion of motor type

selection. First, though, the explicit and implicit design

requirements will oe collected.

3.2.1 Impacts on the Motor Design

Section 3.1 concludes by giving a required SHP which the
propulsion motor must provide. Hence, this will be taken as

the motor rating, 19.2MW. A second set of motor requirements

arises from the explicit requirement that the propeller from

Hamner's analysis be used. Use of that propeller specifies

where along the hull the motor will be located. It also spec-

ifies the speed of the motor. To a degree, an upper limit on

the radius of the motor is established.

Several implicit requirements arise from the need to

locate the motor outside of the pressure hull and within the

hull envelope. The shape of the hull provides a limit on how

far aft the aft end of the motor can be located. Placement of

the aft MBT imposes restrictions on the size and forward loca-
tion of the motor. The table below summarizes these require-

ments.
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Table I - Motor Design Requirements

t19.2MW (25,780HP)
]Speed 158".RPM (synchronous-6ORPM)

4Radius !propeller hub-2.758m
1 (9.05ft) i
!pressure hull-2.134m (7ft)

7Core Length same order as Hamner's I

A design

A 2.591m (102inches)
4- -

Motor Cooling ýstrained, flowing sea-water
I i

jLubrication strained, flowing sea-water

The rating requirement is taken from the power versus

speed relationships developed in section 3.1.8. The speed

requirement refers to the rotor's mechanical speed. This

speed is dependent upon the propeller design.--Propellers are
designed typically for optimal performance at a specific

speed. Whereas Hamner's propeller is assumed for this design,

the same speed will be used.

The radius and core length requirements are based upon

being able to use the same propeller and fitting the motor

within the hull envelope. To assume that heat flow will be

satisfactory, the size of the motor should be close to that of

Hamner's design. The motor cooling and lubrication require-

ments reflect an assumption in Hamner's heat flow analysis.

In that analysis, Hamner assumes that the water surrounding

the motor is flowing at a speed of lknot (1.688 ft/s). To

prevent clogging and consequent hot spots, the sea-water will

have to be strained to prevent large marine life from getting

caught within the motor and obstructing sea-water flow.

3.2.2 Motor Design Calculations

Hamner's motor's rating is 17.8MW (23,900HP). The base-
line submarine's motor design must provide 8% greater power

than Hamner's motor design. Hamner's motor design will be
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used as a base which will be modified to provide the increased

power rating. Therefore, the goal is to develop a motor

design which is as similar as possible to Hamner's design.

The assumption here is that Hamner's heat flow analysis

results will be generalisable to a derivative machine of very

similar dimensions. Furthermore, the same materials will be

proposed for the baseline propulsion motor. Additionally, the

fact of a common propeller requires that the baseline motor

operate at the same speed as Hamner's motor. Consequently,

the stator electrical frequency, number of phases, number of

poles and rated slip will be the same as Hamner's.

Expressions for the rated torque, z .nd rated power,

P,•, for a multi-phase (3) induction motor are shown below.

In order to use these expressions, it is necessary to be able

to describe the motor in terms of equivalent circuit parame-

ters, reference [34]. Development of equivalent circuit

parameters is somewhat complicated and is certainly

approximate. The computer program which Hamner uses develops

equivalent circuit parameters from machine geometry and con-

struction materials. This research will calculate circuit

parameters from the basic machine flux relationships. The

circuit parameters describe the stator, R, and X1 , the air-

gap, X#, and the rotor, R, and Xe.

1 2 R2

WTU S rated

pro,, o~ql z1-22 snt #2

Of the terms in equations 1 and 2, the required speed,

from the Table I in section 3.2.1, dictates both the synchro-

nous frequency, we,., and rated slip, s,.,.o. The number of

stator phases, q, will also remain the same as in Hamner's

motor design, 3. Therefore, increases in the rated power- must

arise from changes in the referred rotor current, I, or Re or

both.

3.2.2.1 Rough Sizing

Torque is generated through a shear stress, rj, on the

stator and rotor surfaces, reference [35]. It is caused by
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the perpendicular magnetic field intensities, H,, due to the

air-yap flux density, in the radial direction, and the flux

density due to the stator and rotor currents, in the tangen-

tiai direction.

t,,e=pH,'H, #I

This is the appropriate shear stress. It is a force per

unit area. To find the torque, T,, multiply the shear stress

by the appropriate area to obtain a force. Then, multiply

that force by a moment arm to obtain the torque. Here, R-.,,,

is the air-gap radius and L the air-gap length.

T=, Tr,,(2nR,,iL)'Rj #2

Knowing the torque, the power output, P,,,,, can be deter-

mined by multiplying the torque by the mechanical speed, f2.

P ..= T'Q #3

Now, the shear stress for a particular machine can be

developed. Consider first the radial air-gap flux density,

B,. This can be considered to be limited to a value of IT.

i,.H,~-B- IT #4

The tangential field intensity, H#, is a function of the

current density in the stator or rotor. Hence, it is limited

by the current density limit of the conductors. This is

reasonably well established for machines with various types

of conductors and various cooling schemes. Nevertheless, an

empirical relationship will be used to find the shear stress.

TeIX B~t # 5

Alpha is an empirical machine constant which equals

approximately 0.1 for large machines and 0.01 for small

machines, references [34] and [35]. The propulsion motor

under consideration certainly qualifies as a large motor.

However, due to uncertainty arising from a sea-water filled
'air-gap', alpha will be taken to be 0.05.
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Table 1 - Established Motor Parameters

Known Quanti-i

ties

P_ 1-9.2MW

Q.= 16. 1575s~

B...t= 1.6T (taken from data for M-19 machine

!steel)

_B,-= 1T

a =0 05 . .I

L0= 4.7LX0-O H/im

Table 2 - Unknown Motor Parameters

Unknown Quantities q

L

te

With regard to the known quantities, B. and B,- are

related through the machine geometry, specifically the stator

tooth width. B..k is the saturation flux density. The

stator teeth must provide a path for all of the air-gap flux.

Hence, the stator teeth, which present a much smaller surface

area than the air-gap surface, will saturate long before the

backing material. The relationship between B•.. and B, is

shown below, X. is the ratio of the aggregate stator slot

width to the air-gap circumference.

The quantities shown for B.., and B_ in the table above

indicate that the machine must possess an aggregate stator

slot width to air-gap circumference ratio close to 0.38.
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The known quantities from the table above will be substi-
tuted into equations I through 5 to gain acceptable values

for the unknown quantities. The magnetic backing material

thickness, t,•, is discussed later.

Po =2m'R~, 'Lt•r £1 #7

2 P o# 8

R aý, L 192'#9
a, 19.2'< 1O6 W $

2n" -c, "6.1575s -

:,#=0.05x 1.6 T =31.8x I O'Pa #102 .-4 n x 1O - ' r'
A

..R, L- 16.5 #11

Based on the pressure hull calculations, a reasonable
value for R., would be 2.51m. This would yield a core length

of 2.614m (103 inches). This is a reasonable length. In
fact, it is only 0.9 inches greater than the length of Ham-

ner's motor design.

3.2.2.2 Geometric Scaling

So that the results of Hamner's heat flow analysis can be
assumed to be applicable to the baseline motor, the geometry
of the baseline motor will be made similar to Hamner's. Hav-

ing determined the radius and length of the baseline subma-
rine propulsion motor, the other motor design details can be

scaled up from Hamner's motor design by an appropriate

amount. The dimensions that will be altered will be 'air'-
gap radius, core length, and slot depth and width. The two
following figures show the geometry and appropriate

dimensional variables of the rotor and stator slots.
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Figure I-Stator Slot Geometry Figure 2-Rotor Bar Geometry

The circumference of Hamner's stator is 15.249m. The

stator slot width of Hamner's motor is 0.041m. Their ratio

is 0.002689. The circumference of the baseline submarine

motor is 15.771m. If the same ratio is to exist, then the

stator slot width of the baseline submarine motor will be

0.042m.

The radius of Hamner's stator is 2.427m. The stator slot

depth is 0.064m. Their ratio is 0.02637. The radius of the

baseline submarine motor is 2.510m. Using the same ratio,

the baseline motor slot depth will be 0.066m.

Increasing the dimensions of the conductor In the stator

slots will permit more current to be carried by the stator

conductors. Hence, for the same current density, the arma-

ture current may be increased from 4843A, in Hamner's motor,

to 5262A in the baseline motor. Adjusting the motor to yield

appropriate equivalent circuit parameters will provide a

motor which could use the higher current to produce the

higher output power. It is important to note that the insu-

lation thickness will change if the voltage level is changed.

If insulation thickness increases, for the same slot size,

then a smaller conductor cross-section will be available for

current conduction.
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Th, rotor circumference in Hamner's motor is 15.281m.

The diameter of the holes punched in the rotor core lamina-

tions, which hold the rotor bars in Hamner's rotor, is

0.041m. The ratio of these two dimensions is 0.002683. The

circumference of the baseline rotor is 15.802m. For the same

ratio, the baseline rotor bar diameter must be 0.042m. The

rotor bar slot width will be kept the same size.

The following table contains all of the stator and rotor

slot and conductor dimensions. The baseline dimensions rep-

resent a scaled version of Hamner's design.

Table 1 - Motor Geometry Details

[Symbol!Hamner s IBaselinei

Design _Design

Stator Slot Depth D-s 10.064m 0.066m

Stator Conductor Depth D 0.055m 0 057m

iStator Insulation Dmi 10.002m 10.002m

Thickness

Stator Wedge Depth D. O.007m 1O.007m

Stator Slot Width W.. 0.041m 10.042m

IStator Conductor Width Wlw 0.037m 0.038m

II
Rotor Hole Diameter W,-, 10. 041m1042

Rotor Bar Diameter W 10.041m 0.042m

Rotor Bar Slot Width IW• O.OlOm O_.Olm'N _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Rotor Bar Slot Gap D. 0.0006m O.CO06m

Stator Conductor Area A.I 10.00185mO 10.00196ml
!Rotor Conductor Area A,, j0.00132mO !0.00139ma

Stator Slots N.. 180 180

1 Rotor Bars NR 2 0 6  1206
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3.2.2.3 Determ'nation of Circuit Parameters

Changing the size of the motor and its geometric details
will certainly alter the value of the equivalent circuit
parameters. A classic equivalent circuit representation of

an induction motor is used.

Ii RI Li 12 L2
+ +

Vi or V in Xphi V2 -V2 R2/s

r

Figure 1 - Induction Motor Equivalent Circuit

In this section, the principal equivalent circuit parame-

ters of the baseline motor design will be calculated from
first principles.

In the development of the circuit parameters the "classi-
cal" approach will be taken with its concomitant assumptions,

reference [34]. The first assumption is that the rotor and
stator can each be modelled as balanced, identical, three-
phase windings. Although the rotor of the baseline motor is

actually a squirrel-cage rotor, modelling it as a three-phase
wound rotor serves as an initial approximation in calculating

the magnetising, or air-gap, reactance. The second assump-
tion is that there are no saliency effects. The third
assumption is that the three-phase windings, both rotor and
stator, are identical. In this treatment, only the effects

of the space fuindamental component of the travelling flux

wave will be considered.
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Using a Fourier series to describe the square-wave MMF,

reference [36] goes on to determine the synchronous induc-

tance, L.,.,, of a tnree-phase winding and the mutual induc-

tance, M-,, between windings linked across the air-gap. Both

of these terms are for the space-fundamental term of the

Fourier expansion. The stator mechanical angular displace-

ment is given as 8.

Le3 4 1LORLN2k2#I

43iRL
M 2p Nk, Nkcos (pO)=Mcos(pO) #2

The air-gap width is g. The number of pole-pairs is p.

The air-gap radius is R. The stator and rotor winding fac-

tors are k, and k,, respectively. The stator and rotor

series-turns per phase are N., and N,, respectively.

Flux linkages, X, for a three-phase induction machine are

described by the series of equations shown below.

Ila-Xr2 Ira

X.b __ Lg tas
_•.,-j_ J It,,J

The three sub-matrices which comprise the inductance

matrix in equation 3 above follow. L,_ represents the stator

winding induction matrix, L, the rotor winding inductance

matrix, and M., the air-gap mutual inductance matrix.
FL L. L,,, L 1=

L a= L£, L, f #4- = [ L .. L ., L 92,
LM L.I. Le J

Whereas the windings are identical, the non-diagonal

terms of the L_ matrix are all equal.

F L,. Le,, L ,9 1
L= |L, L,, L.., #

Less Leek Lee J
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[ Lr= Lrab LZ| 1
SLrab Lr LIk

L Lb 4 m rb Lr# I

The actual values of the elements in the matrices of

equations 5 and 6 are determined by the analysis which led to

equation 1. L,,. and L-. represent the self inductance of the

a-phase of each winding. L,.t and L,,.,, represent the mutual

inductance between stator a- and b-phase windings and rotor

a- and b-phase windings respectively. The mutual inductance

which links the stator and rotor windings across the air-gap

is shown below.

[Mcas(pO) Mcos(PO+ 3) Mcos(Pe- 3)

_.= M cos pe- -) McMcos(+) 4#7

Mcos (pO+ ) Mcos(pO- 2) Mcos(pe)

The air-gap mutual inductances are determined by the

analysis which led to equation 2.

The stator and rotor windings described by equation 3 are

excited with balanced, three-phase currents, i,. Ihe rotor

winding is also excited by th,-ee phase currents, i. These

currents are shown below.

Y=I.'cas( W+2)

,= cos(wt + #)

•,= I~cos(wC+ •, _-2•

The current subscripts indicate the rotor or stator and

the respective phases. Since balanced currents are assumed,

1. is the magnitude of the three stator phase currents.
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Likewise, I- is the magnitude of the three rotor phase cur-

rents. t, is the relative phase angle between stator and

rotor currents.

A relationship is required that will relate the mechani-

cal rotation of the rotor, w., to the angular location, e.
G° represents the angular displacement of the rotor at time

zero. This relationship plays a key role in the air-gap

mutual inductance.

e= mt+, # 9

Substituting the currents in equation 8 and the angular

location described by equation 9 into equation 3, and then

solving for the a-phase stator and rotor flux linkages yields

the following two expressions.

k =a = (Lg,- L gb)1,cos(wt)+ 3M1,COS((Pm + mW,)+ + p 0.) #10

3
k,, = -M1, cos ((w- pw )t- p )+ (L,,-Lb), cas(w,t + k,) #11

2'

Now, the relationship between the stator frequency and

mechanical speed of an induction motor, slip, is used to

relate the stator frequency and the rotor frequency. A is

the stator electrical frequency, Lr the rotor electrical fre-

quency.

W,=W-PW* 412

The goal of using this relationship is to describe the

stator and rotor flux linkages using complex notation, which

requires both quantities to have the same time dependence.

The desired complex notation is shown below.

~ ReA~ 3 '~) ReI~~e"~)#13

?,.=e(A~'~'~ ~,a Re(e'"#141

The expression for the stator flux linkage and current

has a time dependence whose frequency is that of the stator

current, while the rotor flux linkage and current has a time

dependence whose frequency is the rotor's electrical fre-

quency.
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Substituting equation 12 into equation 10, then solving

for the complex amplitude of the a-phase flux linkage of the

stator, A., permits utilisation of the same time dependence

and the use of complex notation. The complex amplitudes of

the stator and rotor a-phase flux linkages are shown below in

this notation.

A_,, =L,3M _'P*+ L,- it, #16
2

Ls =-La -L"b L, Lrab # 17

Now define a rotor a-phase flux linkage and current in

terms of the stator phase angle. This definition seeks only
to relate the rotor flux and rotor current phase angle to the

stator phase angle.

A_,.= A/ = L,, 1418

The stator and rotor a-phase flux linkages can now be

expressed as shown below.

A L.19--A . 3 L, L as.

These equations describing the a-phase stator and rotor

flux linkages can now be converted into voltage equations.

The ultimate goal in this case is to develop an equivalent

circuit which possesses the same voltage relationships as

that of the voltage equation derived from the induction motor

flux linkage relationships. In these expressions, R... and
R, are the resistances of the stator and rotor a-phase wind-

ings respectively. V.. is the complex a-phase stator volt-

age.

E , = I, + jwa, = (R,, + jWLa)L+ I+W2M . #20
•2 3

,, =RJL,,,+ j•,A_,, = jW',•u s, + (R,,+ iWq)L,,, #21
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Before proceeding, the following two expressions are
needed t3 simplify the voltage equations. The first defines
the air-gap permeance.

4•0,RL 12

Pag = 4tý #22

w1 =Sw #23

Taking these two expressions, the analysis which yields
equations 1 and 2, and substituting them into equation 17,
the following three expressions are developed. These three
expressions describe how the physical windings affect the
voltage equations. Note, L. and Lr contain two terms, the

space fundamental inductance, which is the first term on the
right-hand side of equations 24 and 25, and a leakage induc-

tance, which is the second term.

L,=2p,,Nk2,+L,., #24
2 z

Lt=I= 3P N R'L,, 025

M=p.,N,Nkk, #26

These three expressions are all descriptions of the
inductances that appear in equations 20 and 21. The leakage
inductances, L., and LI1 , will be dealt with later. Hence,
after substitution of these expressions into 20 and 21, the

following voltage equations are obtained.

Vs R.jw 22I.2.(L,3 P~N,'-,trat 2

Vr$J IWS2p3N'N'ksIkr' + R,4j + 2 Iwas N 2 k2+sL3VI 1*28

Now, through the use of an effective turns ratio, the

rotor current will be referred to the stator. The physical

significance of this step is that the referred current is

that which, if travelling through the stator winding, would

give rise to the same flux wave as if it were flowing in the

rotor winding. Hence, all of the air-gap MMF will arise from

combined stator current and referred rotor current flowing in
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the stator winding. This is what permits the use of a sta-

tionary equivalent circuit. Define I• as I,-., referred to

the stator.

I=N'k 1 I 129

-2 Ný. A.-"

Using this defined current, and assuming that V-.. is

equal to zero because the rotor windings are shorted, the two

voltage equations below result.

V,, = [R I + ,,'Y#" + x,) _., + J XJ2 # 30

o= Ix,tics+[ S+iCx, +X2 )1L2  131

The parameters appearing in these two equations follow.

R I = R.. #32

X,=w 3 p3 1 N 2k,' #33

Given the form of equations 30 and 31 above, and the

equivalent circuit configuration shown in Figure 1 of this

section, it is readily seen that equations 32-33 provide the

descriptions of the values of two of the circuit elements in

the induction motor equivalent circuit. What remains left to

do in order that an equivalent circuit analysis of the base-

line motor be performed is to determine values for the

leakage reactances and the referred rotor resistance.

R, is the resistance of the stator winding.

RI,=p pcoad (4 -•.]= 6.1 rMa #34

The next step is to compute the magnetising inductance,

XO. This requires knowing the number of stator turns, N., 60

in this case. The stator winding factor, k., must also be

known. Reference [34] provides a method of computing k..
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Using the expression above for the stator winding factor

and considering the space fundamental harmonic only, yields

the winding factor for the stator. V is the electrical angle

between the stator turns of a single phase, a the winding

pitch angle, m the number of turns per phase, k,,, and k., the

breadth and pitch factors of the stator winding. n is the

harmonic index.

kg= sn(y),s (a) 0,66.0.866=0.75 #36
=2sin(!2) ~2)1

Using these two values in equation 33 will yield the mag-

netising inductance.

X,=188.50s'. 3.2.34x10 -"H60'0.75'=1.3370 #37

Re is calculated in a method totally analogous to R, but

for inclusion of the effective turns ratio. The effective

turns ratio is difficult in this sense only because the rotor

turns and rotor winding factor are somewhat in question in

the case of a squirrel cage rotor. Hence, reference [34]

will be used to provide the relationship which describes the

value of R, for a squirrel-cage rotor to be used in the

induction motor equivalent circuit. The development of the

squirrel-cage rotor model is discussed in section 4.2.1.2.

The expression for Re is shown below.

124•
R2 = --1L N, 2 , • Rb,, 038

Nt5

The actual resistance of a rotor bar, Rb,, is calculated

just as that of the stator conductor in equation 34.

Rb,,=p "La=SC.6g #39A,

12- 2 .6 14m. 602. 0.752. R,,= I5.6mfl# 4440"""=206

What is left is computation of the stator and rotor

leakage reactances. This is difficult because the leakage

flux paths are not well defined. Many references offer

empirical relationships whicn provide estimated values for
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the leakage reactances. Several sources of leakage reactance

are usually accepted. These sources are slot, belt, zigzag,

end winding and skew, references [17, 18, 34 and 36].

Reference [34] offers a derivation of a method for calcu-

lating the slot, belt and zigzag inductances for the stator

winding of an induction motor. It also offers a method for

the calculation of the leakage inductance of the rotor cage.

This reference does not offer an analytical means of calcu-

lating the end winding and skew leakage inductances.

Reference [18] offers a qualitative discussion of leakage

inductances in general, a discussion of slot leakage, and how

to determine them from blocked rotor tests of actual

machines. Reference [17] states that the stator leakage flux

is usually 5 to 11 percent of the space fundamental induc-

tance. Such a range is not offered for the rotor leakage

inductances. Reference [36) indicates that the ratio of

leakage inductance to magnetising inductance varies from 9 tc

20 percent for conventional geometry cylindrical rotor

machines. Hence, reference £34] will be used to calculate

all but one of the leakage reactances.

The stator leakage inductance will be considered first.

The slot, belt zigzag and skew leakage inductances will each

be considered in turn.

The equation below snows the calculation of the stator

slot leakage inductance. Reference £18], page 109, describes

the method used here.

ýL.L., 2 ((D.,. + D.,) + (D, + 3 -D.1))
Lj.to, = 2', =103.2pH #41

At nominal stator frequency, 30Hz, this inductance

becomes the reactance shown below.

X .o= w= Ls 19.5nl #42

The equation below shows the calculation of stator belt

leakage inductance. Reference £34] describes the method used

to develop this equation.

L= 342ý.N252Ra6 L1 = 42.6 H #43

2a 2ip
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LC6V 34P.A.LNk72RaLa, = 2 1.7xf ýi 44449p

These belt 'leakage' terms actually link with the rotor,

as discussed in reference [34]; hence, the inductances above

appear in parallel with the corresponding rotor harmonic

terms shown below. The first expression develops the rotor

slot inductance needed in the two subsequent expressions.

Ljs ___t __. _ = 0.2pH # 45
Wro

N- l2L.96fkJ g .R (N,_Sp)) =2147.7iH #46

Lb,, 12L.,6z •,R=, ý4E3Lj,,-N%2k, 39 .L #47

= NRnL a (NtIc )2 C (NR-7-p)2 )399.0R =47

The combined effect of these belt leakage terms is the

parallel combination of the fifth and seventh order terms.

I -1- 41.84H #48

LIM"M LOOMS

i07 = i I =20.6LH #49

Reference [34] describes the stator zigzag leakage induc-

tance using the equation shown below.

341,N ,R°,-,L3 , I + - 0.11H i50

,2n P \(CN,,+p) 2  (N.•,,_.-) = 1

Reference [36] provides a means to estimate the skew

leakage inductance. This estimate is based upon a calcula-

tion describing tne effect of skew on the magnetising induc-

tance. The estimate of skew leakage inductance is shown

below.

L,,1 =(l -k,)"L, #51

k, represents the "skew factor". It describes the effect

of skew in a manner analogous to pitch and breadth winding

factors. The key parameter is the skew angle, P,; in most

motors this is the pitch between one pair of slots given in

electrical radians.
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kr (2 - __ 52

After evaluation of the preceding expression, the value

of skew leakage inductance is found to be approximately 213

micro-Henries. This leads to a skew leakage reactance of

0.0401 Ohms.

The total leakage inductance is the sum of the foregoing

inductances. The total stator leakage reactance is the

leakage inductance multiplied by the stator electrical fre-

quency.

X,=wL,= 188.5s-'x(1Q3.2+41.8+20.6+O.l +212.8)x 10' H=71.3m.il 053

XF, can now be calculated. Reference [34] provides the

expression for Xe shown below.

L 2 = N •6IrRauL Nt Cf(+ p) 2 (NR1 RL2) = 382.4pH 454

X 2 = wL2= 72, r1n H #55

The table below shows the values of the equivalent cir-

cuit parameters that were developed analytically.

Table I - Equivalent Circuit Parameters from Analytic Deriva-

tion

R= 0.00 1 la

X,-O.O71.Q

X#= 1.3370

X2 =0.0721I

R 2 = 0.01560 i

3.2.2.4 Equivalent Circuit Analysis

In order to find the power rating of the motor, equation

3.2.2.2 must be used. To do this, I,. must be found. Hence,

a circuit analysis of the equivalent circuit, shown in Figure
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1 of section 3.2.2.3, will be performed. As originally

designed, Hamner's motor used an input voltage of 2309V,--,,, at
30Hz. This same voltage will be used initially in hopes that
it will provide adequate power given the equivalent circuit
parameters developed in the foregoing section.

Calculations based on the equivalent circuit diagram

indicate that, with the circuit element parameters oK- section
3.2.2.3 and the applied voltage level of 2309V ,-, the base-

line motor will not provide the required power. If, however,

the rotor resistance, RF., could be reduced to a value of
0.Oli4Ohms, then the motor will provide the required 19.2MW.
This decrease in resistance can be achieved by increasing the

diameter of the rotor bars.

R'2 = -- "N.2k. Rba, #I

Nit

The actual resistance of a rotor bar, , is shown

below.

Rbt= ta #2

12 2.614m 602. 0.752- R,., #3"R=206

R2 = 0.0141 Q=308.35.26.9x 1Ohm - m. 2.614m #4Ate

• .Ac=O0.00154m 2  #5

To achieve this, the rotor bar diameter mitst be increased

to 0.044m. This represents an increase in diameter of 2mm or
almost 5 percent. The impact of this change on the rotor
flux density is minimal, 3 percent; however, it does increase
the rated power 6f the motor to 19.2MW, the design require-

ment.

The stator current, I,, in the case of the baseline

design, is equal to 3583A. The stator current in Hamner's
motor is 4843A. Computing the Ohmic loss in the stator,

Pi..., indicates that the heat which must be removed from the
taseline design is slightly less than that of Hamner's
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design. Hence, the heat flow conclusions made by Hamner

should be just as true aoout the baseline design as his

design.

PI.,,=f RI #6

Hamner's Motor P,. = (4842.7A) 2x 0..0111Th= 258.0kW #7

Baseline Motor P,1 ,,=(3582.6A) 2 xO.0061(-=78.3kW #8

Standard analysis of the equivalent circuit model of the

motor will yield a torque versus speed and output-power ver-

sus speed curves. These two figures are shown below.

Baseline Mo ;or Torque-Speed Curve
(VI-n - 23O9V)

9.

B

7

- 6

t-S

- 3

0 20 40 60 80 100

Splsd (partsat of tyachroaose upeed)

+ Rht*# Pow"s

Figure I
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Baseline Motor Power-Speed Curve

so - (NI-n - 2309T)
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Figure 2

The equivalent circuit analysis ndicates that the base-

line design motor, as currently configured, will produce the

required amount of shaft horsepower.

3.2.2.5 Additional Power Losses

The typical losses calculated using the equivalent cir-

cuit method are due to stator and rotor ohmic losses. In the

simplified circuit used in this research, eddy current and

hysteresis losses are neglected. This research also neglects
'windage' losses. The t •ique nature of the 'air'-gap in this

particular motor adds another possible loss mechanism. Fur-

ther losses involve enegy dissipated in the thrust bearings.

Regarding losses, two important issues arise which are

related to the presence of sea-water in the 'air'-gap.

First, having a viscous liquid in the 'air'-gap will increase

windage losses of the motor. Second, the sea-water in the
'air'-gap, being an electrical conductor (albeit a poor one),

will be subjected to a time-varying magnetic field. This

will induce currents in the sea-water, introducing another

source of electromagnetic losse!.

After going through all of these types of losses, the

tntal sum of these losses, which will be neglected throughout
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the rest of this research, is on the order of 100.4kW. This

amounts to about one half of one percent of the motor's rat-

ing.

3.2.2.5.1 Eddy Current and Hysteresis Losses

The usual approach to eddy current and hysteresis losses

is to use loss data from the information sheets for the mag-

netic material that comprises the motor core. For M19 steel,
the material that Hamner and this design assume, the

information sheet from U.S. Steel provides the core loss in

Watts per pound. This loss is a function of flux density and

frequency.

For a flux density of 1.6T and a frequency of 30Hz, the

core loss is roughly 0.37W/ibf. The core weighs 7ltons,

159,2001bf. This implies a core loss of 58.4kW. This repre-

sents 0.3 oercent of the propulsion motor's rating.

3.2.2.5.2 Windage Losses

By virtue of the fact that there is a viscous fluid in

the 'air'-gap, the windage losses of the propulsion motor
will be significantly more than if there were air in the
'air'-gap. Some notion of whether or not this loss mechanism

is significant compared to the motor's rating must be

obtained.

The flow of fluid within the 'air'-gap is essentially a

viscous "Couette" flow. The velocity gradient between the

moving surface and the fixed surface gives rise to a shear

stress, T, reference [37]. This shear stress can be found at
the outer stator surface around the entire circumference.

The constant of proportionality between the velocity gradient

and the shear stress is the absolute viscosity of the fluid.

du

The force due to this shear stress can be found by multi-

plying the shear stress by the 'air'-gap area.

F=r.2 Ra. L,,I # 2

The power dissipated in this way is found by multiplying
this shear-induced force by the rotor's linear velocity, V.
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P,,, = , V F Rag W#

Using this approach, the estimated power dissipation is

on the order of 4kW. Compared to the rating of the motor,

19,200kW, the losses due to 'windage' are negligible in the

context of this research. This result may appear to indicate

that it is possible to make the 'air'-gap smaller from a
Kwindage' perspective; however, the Kair'-gap width is driven

by machining tolerances.

3.2.2.5.3 Electromagnetic 'Air'-Gap Losses

Two relationships are used to determine the losses aris-

ing from the currents induced in the sea-water which is in

the 'air'-gap. Faraday's Law describes the electric field

intensity, E, arising from a time-varying flux density, B.

This relationship is shown below in integral form, reference

C19].

E-,dl=-&• B-nda #1

Once the electric field intensity is known, it is possi-

ble by using the constitutive relationship for sea-water con-

duction, Ohm's Law, to find the current density, 3, induced

in the sea-water.

E'=p.J #2

The path for the line integral in the first equation

extends axially down the 'air'-gap, circumferentially half

the way around the motor, then back up the 'air'-gap, and

finally to the starting point by travelling circumferentially

half the way around the motor a second time. Assume that the

electric field intensity is zero along the circumferential-

legs. This leaves the following relationship.

2(.L,.,)=-D B.nda #3

Now, the flux density which passes through the surface

bordered by the curve of the integral of the electric field

intensity is time variant. Assume that it is a sinusoidal

travelling wave.

B 8.expj(,7i-wOi, #4
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Integrating this expression over the surface amounts to

multiplying by one half of the 'air'-gap surface. The time

derivative of this expression introduces a phase shift term.

The exponential term will be dropped for ease of handling.

2"C(P'L,,)= -jw,EoXnR.,L., #5

Whereas the concern here is solely with magnitudes, E and

B,, the phase relationships will be ignored. The electric

field intensity will give rise to a voltage. This voltage

appears along the length of the 'air'-gap.
I

V.9 =I PI ,L. = -W:B.x aRa, L, #6
2

The resistance of the 'air'-gap can now be computed. The

resistance will be equal to the resistivity of sea-water, p..,

divided by the cross-sectional area of the conducting region,

A,=-, multiplied by the length of the conducting path.

Rs= -" g #7
A cs

The power dissipated will be equal to the voltage squared

divided by the resistance computed above.

Pain _ = #8
P rw

For a flux density of 1.6T, Bo., a five millimeter ýair'-

gap, g, and saltwater resistivity of 0.25Ohm-m, the power

dissipated in the sea-water is 650W.

3.2.2.5.4 Thrust Bearing Losses

Appendix A contains the thrust and journal bearing calcu-

lations. Included in those calculations is a determination

of power loss due to the shear stresses generated within the

sea-water which lubricates the bearings. The shear stress is
proportional to the velocity gradient across the lubricant

film. The velocity gradient is a function of the motor's
speed. The power loss in the forward thrust bearing is

19.7kW. The power loss in the astern thrust bearing is

17.3kW. The power loss in the journal bearings is 17.6kW.
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Hence, the largest operating power loss due to these bearings

is 37.3kW. This loss, as the others, is small enough to

neglect in an early feasibility study such as this.

3.2.2.6 Core Thickness

The remaining motor design calculation will address the

question of the thickness of the magnetic core material.

This item is important because it accounts for most of the

motor weight. The sizing relationship that will be used is

shown below, reference [35].

R B,

The baseline machine has 30 pole pairs, a radius of

2.5125m, an air-gap flux density of IT, and a saturation
intensity of 1.6T. These attributes yield a backing thick-

ness, to, equal to 5.3cm. With this backing thickness, the

minimum stator core and rotor core thicknesses are 0.119m and

0.105m respectively. Using these thicknesses yields a motor

core weight of roughly 7ltons. This will be taken as the

total motor weight. The additional equipment weights, sup-

porting structure, propeller, bearings, controller, conduc-

tors and cooling equipment will be calculated subsequently.

3.2.2.7 Space Required

A vital issue asks whether or not the proposed motor

design will fit into the space between the hull envelope and

the pressure hull. First, the axial length of the motor is

considered. Second, the radial extent of the motor is

assessed.

The length of the motor by itself is determined by the

core length and the end-turns of the stator conductors or

conductor rings of the rotor. The core length is 2.614m for

both rotor and stator. The stator end-turns will have a
somewhat larger axial length than the rotor conductor ring.

The thickness of the rotor ring will be on the order of 1cm.

Hence, the stator provides the limiting length. The length

of the end-turns extending beyond the stator core on each end

of the stator core will be taken as 0.160m. This is the

length offered by Hamner. The axial length of the motor is

2.934m.
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The radial extent of the motor depends on the core thick-

nesses and the air-gap. The outer radius of the stator core

is 2.510m. With a core thickness of 0.119m, the inner radius

of the stator core would be 2.391m. The air-gap is 5mm wide.

Hence, the rotor inner radius is 2.515m. This means that,

for a rotor core thickness of O.105m, the outer rotor radius

is 2.620m. Hence, the motor extends radially from 2.391m to

2.620m. The pressure hull radius at the motor location is

2.134m. The propeller hub radius is 2.758m. Therefore, the

motor will fit between the pressure hull and the hull enve-

lope.

3.2.3 Impacts on the Submarine Design

The baseline propulsion motor produces requirements that

the submarine design, as a whole, must accommodate. These

requirements can be broken into four areas, electrical input

power, motor control, structural support and force transmis-

sion, and lubrication and cooling auxiliaries.

The submarine design's electrical generating plant must

provide sufficient power to the propulsion motor. Figure 1 in

section 3.1.8 shows the real power required by the motor,

P•,,.--This must be supplied by the submarine design's generat-

ing plant. Furthermore, as the propulsion motor is an induc-

tion motor, the generating plant must supply this power, P,-,

at a less-than-unity power factor. The effect of a lagging

load on the elect,-ical generation plant of the submarine must

considered when determining the generation plant's capacity.
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Figure I - Induction Motor Power Factor versus Speed

The figure above contains several assumptions. A control

scheme for the motor is assumed to vary speed by varving input
frequency and voltage. The slip at each requency is assumed

to be the same. Winding inductances are assumed to be con-

stant over the frequency range.

When interpreting Figure 1, it is vital to recall the

power versus speed relationship, Figure 3.1.8.1. Figure 1 may

seem to indicate that motor operation at slow speeds places

great demands upon the power generation plant. However, the

power versus speed relationship shows that the propulsion

motor has a low power factor for light loading only. Near

rated power, its power factor is close to 0.8, which is not

overly burdensome.

An implicit requirement for submarine propulsion is that

the submarine's speed be continuously variable. In the case

of the baseline motor design, this dictates a need for a motor

controller and power conversion equipment. Given the rating
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of the propulsion motor, this power conversion equip.ient will

be relatively large and have relatively stringent cooling

requirements.

The submarine design's hull must support the weight of the

baseline propulsion motor as well as the dynamic forces

created by the motor. The support structure, called the motor

casing, motor frame and foundation in conventional electric

motors, oust react the forces of electromagnetic origin.

Thrust bearings must be included in the design to react the

thrust from the propeller on the rotor. Further, the rotor

requires a journal bearing that will preserve the air-gap

clearance.

Given the clearances involved, the cooling and lubricant

requirements, and the dire consequences of overheating due to

clogged flow, the 'free-flooding' space surrounding the pro-

pulsion motor must be supplied by forced-circulation, strained

sea-water system.

The four requirements form the basis of the support that

the submarine design must provide. They also are the impact

that the propulsion motor has on the submarine design. These

issues are addressed in subsequent sections.

3.3 Tentative Motor Controller Design

It is an absolute requirement that the baseline submarine

have continuously variable speed. This requirement in any

application usually puts induction motors at an immediate dis-

advantage. However, developments in power electronics have

permitted induction motors to be competitive with other motor

types in variable speed drives.

The speed of an induction motor can be varied by three dif-

ferent means, reference £18). First, through switching wind-

ings, the number of poles that an induction machine has can be

varied. Second, the stator frequency can be varied. Third,

the motor's slip can be varied. The best method of speed con-

trol for the baseline submarine's propulsion motor is control

of the stator frequency and voltage.
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Using pole-changing by itself to control speed has several

disadvantages. First of all, this scheme will only allow a
discrete number of speeds. Rather than having continuously

variable speed, only two or three distinct speeds could be pos-

sible. Second, changing the number of poles changes the flux

density. Halving the number of poles doubles the required
backing thickness. This increases weight. Pole-changing is
very simple for squirrel-cage induction motors. though.

Pole-changing does offer an advantage when used in conjunc-
tion with variable stator frequency. This advantage comes in

making it possible to travel at either of two speeds with a

given stator frequency. The advantage of this is in acoustic
deception.--An observer viould not know for certain by monitor-
ing the electrical supply frequency what speed the submarine

was making.

Now that the method of speed control has been chosen, its
implementation must be considered. Power must be supplied to
the stator at varying frequency and voltage levels. Rotating

frequency changers can be used or static (power electronic)

frequency converters can be used. For acoustic reasons, the

static frequency converters are somewhat more desirable than
motor-generators.

Basically two schemes exist for creating a variable fre-
quency stator voltage, reference [381. First, a variable volt-

age level can be used in a bridge converter type of topology.

Second, a constant voltage level can be used in conjunction
with a pulse--width modulation scheme. Choosing which method is
preferable will focus on generation of harmonics.

In the variable vcltage bridge converter, square waves are
made to approximate sinusoidal waveforms. Through harmonic

elimination and cancellation techniques, usually the lowest
harmonic is the 7th harmonic of the sinusoidal frequency. With

the pulse width modulation scheme, the harmonics are harmonics

of the switching frequency, which can be a high frequency.

Hence, the pulse width modulation scheme produces harmonics

that are most easily filtered cut.
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Therefore, the turbine-generators on the baseline submarine

will supply 60Hz AC power. This power will feed a DC link

converter. The DC link converter will supply variable fre-

quency and variable voltage level AC power to the propulsion

motor. The AC power supplied to the propulsion motor will be

filtered, pulse width modulated, DC link voltage.

3.4 Thrust and Journal Bearing Design

Several characteristics of a motor usually have a large

impact on which type of bearings to use. Two basic types of

bearing are available, sliding bearings and roller bearings.

These two types are broken down further. Prior to selecting a

particular type of bearing, the characteristics of the motor

which the bearings will support will be considered.

The results of the thrust and journal bearing designs show

that the sea-water lubricated bearings are feasible. The

designs also provide the dimensions of the bearings.

3.4.1 Thrust Bearing Design

The baseline propulsion motor can be characterised as a

highly loaded, slow motor. The expected thrust which the

thrust bearings must react is on the order of 1.2MN

(270,0001bf or 120tons). The rated speed of the motor is

58.8rpm. At the air-gap radius, 2.510m, this translates into

a linear velocity of 16.lm/s (52.8ft/s or 36mph). Of great

importance to this thrust bearing design is the fact that it

is necessary to be able to reverse the direction of rotation

of the motor. Furthermore, the speed of rotation is continu-

ously variable from 0 to 56.Srpm.

Additional constraints are placed on the thrust bearing

design by the requirement that the motor be flooded. It would

be very difficult to design a sea-water flooded thrust boaring

that was not sea-water lubricated. To do so would require

rotating seals, a great complication. Hence, the lubricant of

choice is sea-water.

Based on the selection criteria offered by Harris, refer-

ence E14], by Wilcock, reference £15], and by Constantinescu

et al, reference [16], the most suitable type of thrust

bearing is a lenticulated, tilting, rectangular, tin-bronze

pad sea-water flooded, sea-water lubricated, thrust bearing.
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This type of thrust bearing has good load carrying capability

at slow speeds and is also acoustically quieter than most of

the alternative bearing types. Furthermore, its direction is

reversible. (Lenticulated describes the fact that the active

surface of the thrust bearing pad is not flat, but, rather, is

convex in the longitudinal axis of the pad.)

The principle behind lenticulated, tilting pad thrust

bearings is using the hydrodynamic characteristics of the flow

of lubricant between the pad and the thrust surface to trans-

mit thrust between two surfaces in relative motion with

respect to each other. In this application, the thrust

bearing pads are fixed to the hull. The thrust surface is the

smooth forward, and aft, faces of the rotor. As the rotor

starts to move, a thin film of sea-water forms between the

thrust bearing pad and the thrust surface. This thin film of

sea-water transmits the thrust from the rotor to the hull.

See the figure shown below.

Thrust Surface Fixed Surface
S* (Drawing is not to scale.)

Vrto alpha\

Att

Astarn Rotor r-Aho.
Thru;t Thr,
8rg. •.Brg

Rotor Free Flooded Hull Structure - Stator

Pressure Hull

zSubmarine Axis

Top View Side View

Figure 1 - Thrust Bearing Geometry

In many thrust bearing applications, the lubricant is pro-

vided to the bearing at pressure by an external lubricant sup-

ply system. In this application, no need is seen at this

point in the design to provide pressurised sea-water to each
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bearing pad. This would represent an unnecessary complication

to the design, increasing the weight and complexity of the

propulsion motor auxiliary systems.

Whereas the motor and thrust bearings are flooded in sea-

water, adequate lubricant flow is ensured by the flow of sea-

water through the free-flooded space surrounding the motor.

Rather than providing sea-water to each pad, a sea-water

distribution system will be implemented to ensure a consistent

flow of sea-water through the entire free-flooded space sur-

rounding the motor and thrust bearing pads. The sea-water

distribut4on system is discussed in more detail in section

3.6.

To this point, the geometry of the assembled bearing,

speed, thrust, and lubricant for the thrust bearing are speci-

fied. Additionally, the type of thrust bearing pad is speci-

fied. Only selection of specific pad geometry, number of

pads, and lubricant film thickness remains. Wilcock offers a

thrust bearing design method. It is somewhat simplified and

is only wholly correct for flat tilting pad thrust bearings.

Constantinescu et al offers a more generalised thrust bearing

design method. Both of these methods are used for the base-

line propulsion motor thrust bearing design.

Both thrust bearing design methods are iterative. The

critical design component is the lubricant temperature

increase as it flows through the pad. The ambient lubricant

temperature, lubricant kinematic viscosity as a function of

temperature, lubricant density, and thrust bearing geometry

must be specified. A maximum lubricant pressure level within

the lubricant film is specified. Finally, the temperature of

the lubricant as it exits the pad is guessed.

With the given geometry and lubricant, Wilcock's method

provides pad size and the number of pads needed. This method

also provides the pad tilt angle as well as the minimum film

thickness. Additional information provided by this design

method is stress within the lubricant film, power loss,

required lubricant flow rate and the lubricant temperature

rise. The calculated outlet temperature is compared with the

assumed outlet temperature. Further iterations should bring

the guessed and the calculated temperature rises into agree-
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ment. The lubricant stress should also be less than the maxi-

mum allowable stress level. One final criteria that should be

met is the minimum film thickness.

In addition to all of the inputs to Wilcock's method, the

pad tilt angle, minimum film thickness, pad size, pad material

and number of pads are inputs to Constantinescu's et al design

method. This second design method is suitable for lenticu-

lated pad des.gns and provides much more accurate characteri-

sations of thrust bearing performance. The design method also

provides a pad thickness.

Wilcock's and Constantinescu's et al design methods were

cast into spreadsheet form. The forward and astern thrust

bearing design spreadsheets are shown in Tables 7 through 10

in Appendix A. Wilcock's method provides the inputs to Con-

tantinescu's et al more accurate design procedure.

Table 1 - Thrust Bearing Design Summary

~Beaing Pad Lcný0.305m

Bearing Pad Width 10.305m

iLenticular Height i19. l1M

vMinimum Film Thickness 139.4

Number of Pads 142

iPower Lost DUe to Lubricant Shear i19.7kW
•Stre sse-z.

Lubricant Flow through Pad ilI2gpm

Semperature Rise Across Pad l1.2-F

3.4.2 Journal Bearing Design

After reviewing the design selection criteria in Harris,

Wilcock and Constantinescu et a! for journal bearings, the

load, speed and reversibility requirements indicated that

tilting pad journal bearings, much the same as the thrust

bearing, would provide satisfactory performance.
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The design method used for the thrust bearing is also used

for the journal bearing. The spreadsheets appear in Tables 11

and 12 of Appendix A. Fhe figure below shows the journal

bearing relative to the rotor and stator.

(Drawing is not to scale. )

Rotor v
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mo vtng

St~r face
Astern Rotor Ahe

Thrust Thr
Journal Pad Free Flood Org. 9

Jour I J JourBr
Brgj Stator

Preswure Hull Pressure Hull

SSubmoar tne Ax s

Side View Detai t Side View

Figure 1 - cournal Bearing Geometry

Table I - Journal Bearing Design Summary

82~aring Paoi Length 0 719m.

41earing Pad Width I .17Gm

.Lenticular Height 17 .5v•m. 4

:Minimum Film TInic:ness f36. O;Lr

,Number of Pads 164

Power Lost Due to Lubricant Shear 18.8kW

1jZ Sresses

Lubricant Flow through Pad ;8igpm

Temperature Rise Across Pad 0.7-F
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3.5 Structural Support Design

Having designed a baseline propulsion motor, the structure

wnich attaches the motor to the hull and allows the motor to

hold its shape must be considered. This task is divided into

two areas. The structure which supports the motor and connects

it to the hull has a vital role in the transmission of acoustic

energy from the motor to the hull and then into the surrounding

sea. The stator support structure is of vital interest to this

research. The rotor support structure is of lesser interest at

the moment.

Once the baseline propulsion motor and thrust and journal

bearings have been designed, the remaining step is to design

the structure needed to support the stator core. Three issues

have an impact on the design of the support structure. First,

the support structure must allow sea-water to flow past the

stator core to allow cooling of the core. Second, prior to an

acoustic analysis, unnecessary vibrations must be eliminated if

just to avoid a time-varying 'air'-gap. Third, the support

structure must adapt when the pressure hull is compressed at

depth.

The forces with which the stator support structure will

interact are forces of hydrodynamic origin (due to flow within

the free flooded space), hydrostatic forces, forces of electro-

magnetic origin, forces due to the propeller, and forces due to

the weight of all of the appropriate components. At this stage

in the design, a detailed determination of all of these forces

is not necessary nor is it desirable. Instead, an estimate of

the maximum magnitude of each of these forces will be assumed.

For a worst-casee analysis, the magnitudes of these forces wil]

be added appropriately.

The sta-or support structure is broken into six components.

These components are envisioned to address the three issues

mentioned previously. In view of the first issue, ensuring

sea-water flow, the support structure must not be monolithic.

To address the second issue, unnecessary vibrations, cantilever

structures and excessive flexibilit/ must be avoided. Address-

ing the final issue, pressure hull displacement, requires that

the support structure be free to move in the radial direction,

relative to the pressure hull.
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Bearing in mind the guidelines exDressed above, the stator

support structure components will now be examined and the cri-

teria for their design discussed. Each component will be

designed separately; however, at the completion of the entire

design, many of the components may be combined into larger

pieces. The initial stator support structure configuration is

shown in thf figure below.
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Figure 2 - Stator Support Structure Geometry (Radial Detail)

The material from which all of these components will be

constructed is a high strength stainless steel with a yield

stress of no less than 80kpsi. Whereas most of the forces

involved are orthogonal, von Mises' criteria will be used to
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determine design stress levels. For strictures under axial and

shearing loads, a factor of safety of 1.5 will be used. For

structures under bending and possibly buckling loads, a factor

of safety of 3.75 will be used.

3.5.1 Determination of Forces

Before beginning design calculations, some notion of the

maximum magnitudes of the forces acting on the stator support

structure must be developed.

3.5.1.1 Gravitational Forces

These forces are the weights of the various motor compo-

nents. Since these components are being designed, their

weights are unknown at present. However, the weight of the

stator core, developed in section 3.2.2, is roughly 37tons.

At the outset, it does not seem likely that the weight of the

other components will come even close to this weight.

3.5.1.2 Pressure Forces

The sea-water inside the free-flooding area surrounding

the stator will be supplied at some pressure slightly above

the ambient pressure outside of the submarine. This is to

ensure a flow of cooling water around the motor core. The

pressure of the supplied sea-water would only need be on the

order of lOpsi greater than amabient pressure.

While intelligent distribution of the supply ports for

this sea-water would greatly reduce a pressure differential

at the two sides of the stator core, a worst case estimate of

lOpsi sea-water being supplied to the half-length location of

the 'air'-gap with the sea-water at the stator core back at

ambient pressure will be used for design purposes. A linear

pressure distribution is assumed in the force calculation.

See Table 13 of Appendix A. The results inoicate that, in a

worst-case instance, an outward radial force of 141tons will

be exerted over the entire stator.

3.5.1.3 Normal Electromagnetic Forces

In his thesis on linear induction motor transportation

systems, reference C51, Weisman offers a derivation of the

following equation which expresses the normal force of elec-

tromagnetic origin, FN. This force acts normal to the stator

surface.
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In these equations, Jm is the maximum linear current den-

sity along the stator outer diameter, l73,641A/m conserva-

tively. X is the wavelength of the stator or distance

between like poles along the circumference, 0.526m. W,

relates the rotor current to its average value. In tnis

case, a squirrel-cage rotor, it is assumed to be one. The

most difficult term to determine is 1°.

W-=tan 1 kSWOg) #3

The physical significance of V' is that it relates the

phase of the rotating MMF wave to the phase of the induced

potential in the rotor. c. is the rotor sheet conductor
thickness in Weisman's work. In this research it will be

estimated using the thickness of the rotor bars averaged over

the entire rotor circumference, 0.018m. p is the resistivity

of the rotor bars, 26.9 x 10-90hm-m for aluminum. g is the
'air'-gap width, 5mm. k is the wavenumber associated with XP

from above, 11.95m-1. This makes V'=l.380radians.

Using the values discussed, the normal force of electro-

magnetic origin is 12,280N (27601bf) per slot or roughly

222tons over the entire stator. This value is based on

assumptions involving maximum current values.

3.5.1.4 Electromagnetic Torque Forces

These forces arise from the fact that the stator must

react the torque which drives the rotor. Hence, to find this

force only the motor's torque and the stator's outer diameter

need be considered. The maximum torque is 4.05 x 104,N-m.

The outside radius of the stator is 2.510m. Therefore, the

force on the stator in the circumferential direction is equal

to 1.612 x 10'N (363,0001bf or 162tons).
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3.5.2 Core Pins

The core pins have a relatively simple purpose. They are

meant to hold the stator cores a stack of laminations,

together and provide an attachment point for the rest of the

structure. The core pin must withstand an axial load caused

by the stacking pressure of the laminations. The other forces

acting on the core pins will generate shear stress across the

cross-section of the core pin. These other forces are the

weight of the core, the normal electromagnetic force, the

electromagnetic torque force, and a pressure force.

Side View End View

,Stator Core Stator. CorL

.4o , \ 1/

1 Vtorque-induced

Core P in

-- a Subivir r no Ax i

Figure 1 - Core Pin Geometry

All but the lamination stacking pressure have been speci-

fied. In his research, Hamner recommends using epoxy encapsu-

lation to protect the stator core from sea-water. This

requires compressing the stack of laminations. The pressure

used to hold the epoxy encapsulated laminations together needs

to be greater than the expected hydrostatic pressure at which

the submarine expects to operate. A core stacking pressure of

67Opsi is used based on these requirements.

A core pin will be placed through the length of the stator

at each pole location. This means that there will be 60 core

pins.
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3.5.3 Tilters

The tilters connect the stator core to the stator ring.

The core pin will fit into a hole in the tilter arm. The core

pin and tilter are free to rotate relative to each other. The

tilters have two arms. Hence, they attach to two neighboring

poles. The normal electromagnetic forces on the two neighbor-

ing poles should be equal and opDosite. Hence, no net force

due to normal electromagnetic forces should act on the tilter;

however, a moment will act on the tilter.

End View Side View

Stator Core
LhStStator Core

TiIter

T ilter tt

-L b

Figure 1 - Tilter Geometry

The tilter must qithstand the force due tc the weight of

the core plus the normal pressure force. The tilter must also

support the bending stress associated with the normal electro-

magnetic forces. The tilter will also have to transmit the

electromagnetic torque-induced lateral force. There will be

two tilters for each pole-pair, one on the forward end of the

stator core and one on the aft end of the stator core, a total

of 60 tilters.
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3.5.4 Ring Fins

The ring pins form the connection between the base of the

tilter and the stator ring. The tilter and stator ring are

free to rotate relative to the ring pin. Ring pins are sup-

ported on either end by stator rings. The are loaded in the

middle by the tilter.

End View Side View

'1 .ý- Tiltor

IL Tilter (:)-w Ring "i K- Ring Pin

---------------------
Stator Ring 

0  --- Stator Ring

Figure 1 - Ring Pin Geometry

The ring pins must withstand a shear force caused by the

weight of the core, the weight of the tilters, the normal

pressure force, as well as the electromagnetic torque-induced

force. There will be one ring pin for each tilter, a total of

60 ring pins.
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3.5.5 Stator Rings

All of the tilters and, hence, all of the core pins are

connected to the four stator rings. The stator rings are

circumferentially continuous rings which serve to provide an

attachment scheme for the axial beams used to connect the

entire assembly to the hull. Tilters, located at the thirty

stator pole-pairs, attach to the outer circumference of the

stator rings. Axial beams, located at each of the 64 journal

bearing pad supports, attach to the inner circumference of the

stator rings.

End View Side View

-e T ilte

I L iltr (:.w_~n9 in - RIn3 Pin
- -- ------------ --- J R$ le-Stator Ring

Sta{or Ring-

Axial Beam RI xial Beam

Figure 1 - Stator Ring Geometry

The stator rings must withstand a bending (or hoop) stress

due to the weight of the core and tilters and the normal pres-

sure force. The rings must also withstand a shear force in

the circumferential plane that is due to the electromagnetic

torque-induced force. Whereas the number of tilters and axial

beams are not multiples of each other, the distribution of

stresses will vary around the circumference of the stator

rings. Prior to applying design criteria, a calculation of

the maximum stresses within the stator ring is carried out.

See Table 14 of Appendix A.
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3.5.6 Axial Beam

The axial beam is perhaps the most interesting component

of thp entire stator support structure. It is essentially a

suppo,'ted beam which holds the stator core and other stator

support structure components in place and attached to the

hull. Its ends are attached to the journal bearing pad sup-

ports. These, in turn, are located on the pressure hull oppo-

site an internal frame. This is done to minimize the impact

of pressure hull deflections at depth and ties the stator

radial location to the rotor's contact point with the pressure

hull.

End VIQw

Wflab

--b t bahb
hwab baWf Imwab

jtf Imwab

Figure 1 - Axial Beam Geometry

The axial beam should be stiff so that it does not tend to

deflect much at midspan. This is to preserve the 'air'-gap

width. It must support the bending stresses due to the

weights and normal pressure forces. It must also react a

torque which is created by the electromagnetic torcue-induced

forces and the torque reactor. The torque tends to twist the

axial beam about its longitudinal axis. An in-depth look at

the bending moment distribution is necessary.
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3.5.7 Torque Reactors

The torque reactors are acted upon by the axial beams.

Only the electromagnetic torque-induced force is transmitted

to the torque reactors. The torque reactors are hard-mounted

to the pressure hull. In this way, the electromagnetic torque

is transmitted to the hull.

End View Side View
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Axial Beam
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Figure 1 - Torque Reactor Geometry

The torque reactors must withstand a bending moment over

their upper portion. Along the base of the torque reactor,

the electromagnetic torque causes a shear stress at the con-

nection to the pressure hull.

3.5.8 Integration of Components

The design criteria and forces for each of the components

of the stator support structure is incorporated into a spread-

sheet where the structural calculations are performed. A fur-

ther check is made to ensure that all of the pieces fit

together and fit within the space allotted. The spreadsheet

appears in Table 15 of Appendix A. Included in the appendix

are some of the appropriate bending moment and shear calcula-

tions.
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No claim is madP that the proposed structure is the opti-

mal structure. In fact, many alternative structures are per-

haps just as suitable. Initial calculations, though, indicate

that this structure will serve the need.--That is, provide a

structure to test acoustic properties of the propulsion motor.

The baseline structure can be taken to be that shcwn in

Figures I and 2 in section 3.5. The dimensions of each of the

components can be found in the spreadsheet of Table 15 in

Appendix A. The estimated weight of the stator support struc-

ture is 8.5tons. The estimated weight of the rotor support

structure is 7.2tons.

3.6 Sea-Water and the Baseline Design

A revolutionary feature of this entire baseline submarine

design is the fact that the propulsion motor is immersed in

sea-water. To design engineers, this represents a great sim-

plification in cooling water provisions ard gland seal con-

cerns. To operating and repair persons, this represents a

serious cause for concern.

The concerns with a sea-water immersed motor are threefold.

First, the electrical conductors in both rotor and stator must

be protected from being shorted by sea-water. Second, the

baseline motor design consists of large pieces which are in

motion relative to each other and which will be machined to

very demanding tolerances. These large pieces are easily cor-

roded in sea-water. Third, the cooling function of the sea-

water would be lost if marine life or particulate matter

clogged any of the sea-water channels surrounding the stator

core.

The second and third concerns voiced above are equally

valid for the thrust and journal bearings. The bearings must

also have unobstructed flow to ensure lubrication as well as

cooling.

Hamner offers an acceptable means of protecting the stator

core and rotor core as well as the stator and rotor windings

from the harmful effects of sea-water. The question now is how

the support structure can be protected. The simple answer is

to use materials which will not corrode. The suggested solu-

tion would combine a corrosion-resistant material such as the
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n.ost suitable of the various types of stainless steel

(recognising that it too corrodes however slowly) and a protec-

tive coating.

In the oast, when structural components of a submarine are

located in a free-flooding space, the scantlings of those com-

ponents are increased over their required value co provide for

strength after material has been lost due to corrosion. this

practice is recommended for this propulsion scheme. However,

specific calculations of how much scantlings should be

increased are beyond the scope of this research.

Increasing scantlings alone does noz p-ovide the most effi-

cacious approach to mitigating the deleterious effects of cor-

rosion. For example, the clearances involved in maintaining a

5mm 'air'-gap on a 5.02m diameter structure do not allow much

room for corrosion allowances in scantlings. Th2refore, steps

in addition to corrosion allowances in 5_antiings must be

taken.

Hence, all of the support structure components will be fab-

ricated from stainless steel, then coated with protective mate-

rial similar to that proposed for core protection by Hamner.

Doubtless, at locations where two pieces are in contact or can

move relative to each other, the protective coating scheme must

be modified. Where relative motion exists, cladding with a

sacrificial metal may provide the solution. Eventually,

though, the cladding metal must be replaced.

Additional anti-corrosion measures can be specified. An

installed active cathodic protectioi system would provide pro-

tect'on, but with added weight and power requirements. Zincs

could be installed throughout the free-flooding baseline

propulsion motor space, which, if properly arranged, will miti-

gate corrosion as well.

While building in as much corrosion resistance as possible,

it is vitally important during the manufacturing engineering

phase of the construction of such a submarine design that

allowances are made in the design for relatively simple removal

of the rotor and getting ready access to all components of the

motor, structure and bearings. Zincs must be replaced; cor-

roded structural elements must be replaced; the structure must
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he insoected to assess the precise degree of corrosion at the

very least. All of these require easy and inexpensive access

(in a dry-dock environment) to tne propulsion motor internals.

Access in this instance must include tne ability to remove and

restore any given structural component.

3.7 Baseline Design Closure

The remaining step left in the baseline submarine design is

to check the feasibility of the design. The initial submarine

design presented in section 3.1 is used to develop the require-

ments for the motor designed in section 3.2. The baseline

propulsion motor design meets the power requirements. The

controller for the propulsion motor is discussed in section 2.3

and found to be feasible. Thrust and journal bearings are

found to be feasible and designed in section 3.4. Section 3.5

provides the design of the structure of the motor.

A calculated weight is provided for each of the structures

that is designed. These weights will now be included with

other weight estimates to determine if the required eouipment

can fit into the hull proposed in section 3.1. Additionally,

some arrangements will be performed to obtain the center of

gravity of the various equipments. Thus, the submarine design

can be balanced.

3.7.1 Refined Weight Estimates

More accurate estimates of the weights of the seven weight

groups will now be developed based on the baseline propulsion

motor design. As mentioned earlier, the initial weight esti-

mates, section 3.1.4, are based on SUBLAB. Now that Pt,, is

known, reference [27]'s empirical weight estimating

relationships can be used to obtain relatively accurate weight

estimates. (Table 1 in section d.1.4 contains a description

of the function of each of the Aeight groups.)

Weight Group 1

Based on the selected hull shape and NSC, the estimated

weight from section 3.1.5 will be used. This weight includes

the motor support structure and propeller hub as well.
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Weight Group 2

This weight group can be broken into four groups, nuclear

reactor weight, radiation shielding weight, propulsion machin-

ery, and propulsion auxiliaries. The reactor and shielding

weight is a function of the reactor's output power. As the

baseline submarine design is an electric powered boat, the
reactor plant capacity must be based on the combined propul-

sion input power, P,.,, and the ship service electrical power.

Consider the ship service load to be roughly 1.5MW. Hence,

the required reactor output power is roughly 54,OOOHP

(41.1MW).

Based on the relationships offered in section 3.2 of ref-

erence £27), the weight of the reactor is approximately

393tons. The weight of the shielding is approximately

238tons. The weight of the auxiliaries is approximately

67tons. Lastly, the weight of the propulsion machinery, which

consists of the propulsion motor, bearings, and propeller
blades, is 89tons. This weight is developed using the weights

obtained during the motor and bearing designs. See section

3.2.2 for motor weights. The propeller weight is taken from

Hamner's research, 5.3tons.

Weight Group 3

Finding an accurate weight estimate for the generating

plant for the baseline submarine design is very difficult.

However, after reviewing a number of studies, the research

done by Greene et al, reference [39], provides accurate esti-
mates. Recognising differences between submarine electrical

requirements and surface ship electrical requirements, the

weights from this study provide the basis for the estimate for

the baseline submarine design. The electrical plant for the

baseline submarine design has a capacity of 41.1MW. The gen-

erators of this plant, two 20.1MW generators, will have water-

cooled stators and air-cooled rotors. This weight group must
also include the steam turbines and condensers associated with

electrical generation. The distribution system will have port

and starboard (dual) power distribution switchboards.
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Weight Group 4

This weight is somewhat arbitrary; however, it is very

close to the absolute weight of the command and control equip-

ment found on contemporary submarine designs.

Weight Group 5

This weight is taken to be a function of the pressure hull

size and the complement. Reference [27] develops the function

in its section 3.5.
Weight Group 6

This weight is based on mostly on the crew size. Whereas

the baseline submarine design has only one engine room (and no

forward auxiliary machinery room) and much less equipment

within that engineroom, the number of engineering personnel

assigned to the baseline submarine should be less than the

number assigned to contemporary nuclear powered submarines.

The complement of the baseline submarine is 102, 12 officers,

12 CPO's and 78 crew. This number combined with a stores

endurance of 45 days provides an input to reference [27]'s

section 3.6.

Weight Group 7

This essentially represents the weight of the torpedo

launching and handling equipment. Whereas there has been

little change in how this is done, a weight similar to the

torpedo launch and handling weight from another past submarine

will be used.
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Table 1 - Revised Weight Estimates

.Weight Component !Symbol :Long :Comment

!Tons

'Envelope Displace- ., :5106,,

ment

lFree Flood FF 357 7% o f

4Submerged Displace-;A 2 0t !4749 6a. - FF

iment

iMain Ballast Tanks ;MBT :528 112.5% of NSC

•Normal Surface 4NSC i4221 ! = NSC + MBT

RCond.

able Loads IVL i274 NSC = VL + Al
I

3Condition A !A i3947 A = LEAD + AiSI i

jLead Ballast ILEAD 1359 ;10% of A
1•.- _ __ _ __ _ __ _ 4 -, - • .... -____

lCondition A-I AI i3588 ISum of W1 - W7
1 I

lGroup I IWI 11687 jSections 3.1.5 and 3.5

Group 2 W2 787 iSections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4

__ _ _ _ __,l ,and 3.7.1

Group 3 1W3 237 Section 3.7.1

~Group 4 W22I
Groupji2W4 __ISection 3.7.1 -

Group 5 1W5 1421 t Section 3.7.1

Group 6 W6 r131 1Section 3.7.1

Group 7 W7 10 Section 3.7.1
3 - -- I -l i I

3.7.2 Arrairljngemnt s

Given the above weights, the equipment will now be located

so that some notion of the centers of gravity of the weight

groups can be developed. Once these centers of gravity are

known, the design can be balanced, that is, the LEAD can be
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located. Arrangements in submarine designs require drawings
to determine the feasibility of the pressure hull size.

Hence, initial arrangement drawings are developed. These

drawings are shown in Figure 4 of Appendix A.

From these drawings the centers of gravity of some of the

weight groups are taken. Other weight groups, such as weight

group 1, are calculated separately. Following the arrangement

drawing is a spreadsheet that contains the centers of gravity

of the different weight groups and their components. That
spreadsheet is also used for the design balance discussed in

the next section. See Table 16 of Appendix A.

The arrangement drawing has many similarities with modern

submarine arrangements. It also has numerous, and signifi-

cant, differences. The forward portion of the submarine is

relatively conventional. The aft portion of the submarine is

certainly the unorthodox portion of the design.

Locating the berthing compartment in the aft portion of

the submarine is begging for criticism. However, due to the

nearby location of the passageway through the reactor compart-

ment, getting to general quarters stations should not take

overly long, especially for the engineers. Further, the
ventilation and equipment rooms forward of the berthing area

and hard by the reactor compartment bulkhead will serve as

desirable additional shielding. A valid concern will be the

noise levels experienced above the engineroom. However, if

the boat is well-quieted, as all good submarines should be,

then this concern can be surmountable.

One of the potential advantages of the baseline submarine

propulsion motor is that it may be possible to locate a large

payload space aft. Installing advanced acoustic sensor array

equipment is also possible back aft. Doubtless, the specifics
of such systems are classified and, hence, are inappropriate

for discussion. The flexibility of the arrangements back aft,

though, would permit inclusion of such equipment.

Figure 5 of Appendix A contains an outboard profile of the

baseline submarine design with the locations of the control

surfaces included.
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3.7.3 Baseline Submarine Balance

This step considers all of the weights and locations of

weight groups I through 7. A lead solution is obtained using

the classic approach. The LCG cf the envelope displacement

must be located at the exact same pcsition as the LCB of the

hull envelope. For acceptable submerged stability, tne VCG of
the envelope displacement must be located below the VCS. This

will oroduce a righting moment if the submarine rolls to one

side. Usually, the distance between these two points should

be no less than one foot. Hence, the VCB is typically located

very close to the submarine's axis. The VCG, ther, should be
no higher than 15.Oft. The weight balance sheet, Table 16 of

Appendix A, shows that the VCG is at 14.98ft, which is accept-

able.

The LEAD solution is also shown on the spreadsheet, Table

16 of Appendix A. Section 3.1.4 discusses the location of
LEAD. Of some concern to the designer, the stability lead is

a relatively large percentage of the total amount of lead,

30%. The implication is that less of the lead is available as
insurance against uncertainty in construction and future

growth potential. The LCG of the stability lead indicates
that it is located rather far forward. This tells the

designer that the boat is a bit heavy aft. If additional

design iterations were to be performed, then this could be

addressed. It is satisfactory for this stage of the design

effort.

3.7.4 MBT Sizing and Location

Section 3.1.6 dealt with the sizing and location of the
MBT's for the initial weights and centers of gravity loca-

tions. Whereas new values for the weights have been calcu-
lated and new locations of the centers of gravity have been

taken from the arrangements, so too must the size and location

of the MBT's be refined.

The outboard profile in Figure 5 of Appendix A shows the
updated location of the refined MBT locations. A spreadsheet

shows the updated MBT sizing calculations. See Table 17 of

Appendix A. Based on these results, the pressure hull loca-

tion is feasible.
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3.7.5 Equilibrium Polygon and Stability

In addition to the MBT's, submarines also have trim-tanks.
The role of trim-tanks is to maintain the trim and heel of the

submarine. In effect, trim-tanks ensure that the LCG ailays

lines up with the LCB and that the submarine is heavy enough
to submerge. Developing an equilibrium polygon for the subma-
rine design ensures that the trim-tank design is feasible.

The standard approach used by the U.S. Navy is used to

determine which weights will be included in various load con-

diticns. For example, or.e particular loading is caileo "heavy
forward". in this loading, all variaole load items located

aft in the suomari ie are assumed to be consumed. Hence, the
boat will have a trimming moment tending to push tne bow down.
To compensate for this trimming moment, the aft trim tank must

be capable of being filled with enougn water to bring the boat
back to an even trim.

In this early feasibility study, five load conditions were

used to test the t-in tank and weight balance feasibility.
These five conditions were, "heavy 2"-H2, "heavy forward

l"-HFI, "heavy aft"-HA. "light 2"-L2, and "normal"-N. These
five conditions are exolicitly lescribed in reference £403.

On the figure below, the trimming moment caused by these five

conditions are indicated by crosses.

The three trial tanks, forward, aft, and an auxiliary tank

close to the LCS of the submarine, are capable of providing

continuously variable trimming moments. The polygon on the

figure below, encloses all of the possible trimming moments

that can be generated by the trim tanks. The goal of the trim
tank system is to enclose all of the possible load conditions.

If this is true, then the trim system will be capable of com-

pensating for any 'conceivable changes in the variable loads on

the submarine.

The variable load locations are derived using locations
from the arrangement drawings and outboard profile. For each

load condition, the requisite variable ballast weight and its

LCG were computed. The trim-tanks shown in the outboarc nro-

file of Figure 5 in Appendix A provide the equilibrium polygon

shown below.
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Figure I - Equilibrium Polygon

The equilibrium polygon shows that the trim-tank configu-

ration shown on the baseline submarine design is feasible and

stable.

3.8 Conclusion

The baseline submarine design presented in the preceding

sections appears to be a feasible submarine design. This con-

clusion is based on a single iteration design. A real subma-
rine design would go through many such design iterations before

construction would begin.

The baseline submarine, as described in this chapter and

Appendix A will be the subject of the acoustic analysis devel-

oped in the next chapter.
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4 Acoustic Model

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 1 discusses the selection of an acoustic model that

will be adapted to describe the acoustic emissions of the OTHEP
propulsion system. The model selected is referred to as TFA

(Transfer Function Analysis, or "empirical analysis"). Tihis
model must be modified to account for the unique aspects of

OTHEP. This chaoter develops the necessary adaptations.

Before discussing the modifications to TFA, the forces of

electromagnetic (EM) origin that act on the propulsion motor's
core, causing vibrations, will be described. Hopefully, this

description of the EM forces could be used by structural acous-
ticians as an excitation force in a more sophisticated acoustic

model analysis than the adapted TFA model analysis used in this

research.

The EM forces will also be used to estimate the structure-

borne noise source level of the propulsion mocor. This esti-
mate will be extremely approximate. A more accurate model

would involve acoustic modelling techniques which are well

beyond the scope of this research.

After describing the forces of EM origin, the TFA model

will be established. This model will be used in the next chap-
ter to compare estimated noise emissions from the baseline sub-

marine design oropulsion system with estimated noise emissions
from several other submarine propulsion systems.

4.1.1 Applicationis of the Acoustic Model

The baseline submarine design of this research, which fea-

tures OTHEP, can be considered to be in the very early feasi-

bility design stage. Hence, the description of OTHEP is not
very detailed. The weights, structures, and arrangements

presented in Chapter 3 and Appendix A are essentially an edu-

cated guess as to how an OTHEP submarine could be realised.

Referring here to structural features, discussion of the

baseline design in greater detail than plating, framing, bulk-
heads and decks is not possible. Structural components such

as stanchions, stringers and stiffeners have not been

considered at all. Furthermore, equipment foundation designs
and sound isolation mounting designs have not been developed.
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These two items are very important to any detailed acoustic

modFl of the baseline design. Structures are the predominant

acoustic path within the submarine.

Regarding the equipment within the baseline submarine

design, especially the major pieces of equipment such as gen-

erator steam turbines and condensers et cetera, much of the

equipment is of a sort that is designed specifically For that

particular application. Many pieces of equipment are not of

the "off-the-shelf" variety. Hence, measured acoustic emis-

sions data for those pieces of equipment will not exist until

that piece of gear is designed and built. An accurate

analytical estimate of the noise emissions for that piece of

equipment would not be possible until a detailed design has

been developed.

The foregoing discussion seeks to point out that the pre-

cise nature of the noise emissions from the source equipment

i5 not known. Further, the precise nature of the path that
that noise will take through the structure of the submarine is

not known either. With these two facts in mind, the approxi-

mate nature of the assessment of noise emissions attempted i.I

this research is manifest. Hence, an accurate assessment of

the precise noise emission characteristics of the baseline

submarine will probably not be developed. What this research

can provide is twofold. First, it can provide an upper bound

on the noise emission level. This indicates whether or not
the acoustic design of the baseline submarine is "within the

ball-park" in an absolute sense. Second, this research can

aiso provide a rough comparison with other propulsion plant

configurations.

4.1.2 Discussion of Dominant Noise Sources for Baseline Design

Virtually everything on a submarine, or any vessel for

that matter, is capable of making noise.--Some sources of

noise are more 'important' than others. Acoustic quietness is

a desirable characteristic for a submarine for two reasons.
First, in order to detect fairt acoustic signals in the sea, a

submarine must first be quiet herself. This is the issue of
"self-noise". Second, in order not to be detected by other

listeners, a submarine must no+ emit noise into the sea. This

is the issue of "radiated-noise".
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In the context of the two issues listed above, the printn-

pal concern is with noise that is transmitted into the sea,

travels some distance through the water, then is observed by a

listening device. In this context, noise that propagates some

distance through sea-water can be considered to be 'important'

no i se.

The sea, as a medium, provides an upper limit on the fre-

quency of noise that will propagate over the distances envi-

sioned here (on the order of several kilometers). The

dissolved chemicals within sea-water affect the absorption, o-

attenuation, of sound waves travelling through the water.

This absorption can be roughly described as arising from a

damped, visco-elastic response of the dissolved chemicals to

the sound pressure waves. The absorption due to this mecha-

nism increases as the frequency of the sound pressure wave

increases.

The submarine, as emitter or receiver, provides a lower

limit on the frequency of 'important' noise. Listening to low
frequenct7 signals requires a physically extensive listening

array. If such an array is on the order of the size of the

submarine, then the size of the submarine provides some clue

as to the lowest frequency of interest.

For an indication of the upper limit on frequency, the

following expression is taken from reference [41).

ar,.- I CdB #I

Here, a represents the absorption coefficient for the sea-

water. a is a function of frequency, temperature, salinity,

acidity and pressure. r1m represents the maximum propagation

distance. For 'nominal' sea-water, which has a salinity of

35ppt, a temperature of 4C, a pH of 8.0 and a pressure of

300ATM, the a corresponding to a range, rim, of 10km is

roughly equal to 1, refe-ence £41) figure 3.5. The frequency

that corresponds to this alpha is roughly 11kHz. This, then,

is the upper limit to the frequencies that will be examined in

this research.

For an indication of the lower limit on frequenLy, the

following expression is also taken from reference E41].
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km, 1  #2

Here %.., represents the wavelength of the lowest frequency

sound, f,.,, that can be detected on array of length L

The speed of sound in sea-water is a function of temperature,

pressure, and salinity. It varies continuously over a wide

range of values; however, an 'average' value of the speea of

sound in sea-water, Cw, is taken to be 1500m/s. For a subma-

rine whose length is that of the baseline design's, the maxi-

mum array length would be approximately 67m (220ft). This

yields a minimum frequency of roughly 22.4Hz.

Based on the discussion above, the frequency range of tim-

portant' noise extends from roughly 22Hz to 11,000Hz. This is

not to say that all other emissions are unimportant. Rather,

for a submarine whose size is on the order of the baseline

design, emitting and observing noise, this is the frequency

range of greatest interest to this research.

Noises whose frequency lies within the range shown above

can come from a myriad of sources. If one is comparing two

different propulsion schemes, perhaps OTHEP and an electric

motor driven conventional propeller system, then many differ-

ent acoustic emitters will have to be considered. For exam-

ple, the control surfaces of the baseline submarine are aft of

the propeller. For a shaft-driven propeller on the axis of

the submarine, the control surfaces are forward of the propel-

ler. These two configurations will have different radiated

noise levels for noise that originates from flow variations

across the control surfaces and noise that originates from

flow variations at incidence with the propeller. For the

rotational speed of the propellers, the number, of oropeller

blades, and number of control surfaces for both propulsion

systems, the noise due to the flow variations will lie within

the range of ýimportant' noise.

Needless to say, it would be very difficult indeed to com-

pare all of these potential noise sources. Hence, this

research will be limited specifically to the noises arising

from the forces of electromagnetic origin that lie within the

frequency range developed above. In the comparison study,
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only the propulsion train noises will be considered for com-

parison. Issues pertaining to structural acoustics will be

ignored.

4.1.3 Acoustic Model of OTHEP

4.1.3.1 Determination of Forces of EM Origin

This task is based on the assumption that harmonics in

the 'air'-gap magneto-motive force (MMF) of the propulsion

motor will cause time varying forces to act on the motor

core. Any MMF wave will generate normal forces on the

motor's core, harmonics or not. These forces are then trans-

mitted to the motor's mounting and then on to the hull. The

harmonics in the 'air'-gap MMF will be attributable to

windiro space-harmonics of the stator, rotor-bar space har-

monics of the squirrel-cage rotor, and time harmonics in the

stator current due to pulse width modulation of the stator

current.

The approach will be to compute the MMF for the stator

winding and rotor cage without explicitly solving for the

currents. The currents will then be determined and subse-

quently substituted into the respective expressions for MMF.

Once the MMF is known, the radial magnetic field intensity

can easily be found. Knowing the magnetic field intensity,

the Maxwell stress tensor can be used to find the radial

force on the motor.

The description of the MMF will be based on the baseline

propulsion motor design of Chapter 3, as will be the descrip-

tion of the stator currents. Once the MMF and currents arp

specified, forces on the motor can be found. These forces

can be converted into acceleration levels. This will permit

the calculation of source levels for use in the simplified

model discussed in the next section.

4.1.3.2 Development of a Simplified Overall Model for Compar-

isons

The method of predicting the radiated noise level for the

baseline submarine is a modified version of the TFA model

analysis developed in reference £7). Reference [7] provides

a method for calculating predictions of airborne noise levels

within the ship design under consideration. Reference [7]'s
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principal use is to assess compliance with various airborne
noise level regulations, which are meant to either protect
human operators in equipment spaces or ensure crew and pas-
senger comfort outside of the machinery spaces.

The method developed by reference [7] has to be modified
to predict waterborne noise levels. Instead of airborne
noise levels within the submarine, the chief interest of this
research is an assessment of the noise levels radiated into
the sea. Hence, so-- of the transfer functions used in ref-
erence [7] must be adapted to describe radiation into the

sea.

Only the noise sources from the propulsion train that
will be compared in the comparative analysis will be consid-

ered here. The goal is not to develop an absolute noise
prediction, but, rather, to assess comparative merit.

4.2 Description of Forces of Electromagnetic Origin

The objective of this section is to provide a description
of the acceleration levels within the propulsion motor. These
acceleration levels are the structureborne noise source level
inputs used by the TFA model.

Finding the acceleration levels requires knowing the 'air'-
gap MMF, which requires knowing the winding geometry and cur-
rents of the stator and rotor. These two issues are treated in

the next section.

4.2.1 Derivation of 'Air'-Gap MMFv Including Harmonics

4.2.1.1 Stator Winding MMF

The first task in determining the forces of electromag-
netic origin that act on the motor is to determine the MMF
that is created by the stator winding. Many texts on the
subject treat this in the general sense. This research con-
centrates on the specific configuration of the baseline pro-
pulsion motor.
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Table I - Propulsion Motor Winding Characteristics

Motor Characteristic

'Stator Slots 1180

iConductors per Slot 2

-lPhases 13

,Pitch 2/3 _

Pole Pairs 30

'Slots per Pole Pair 6

iNominal Stator Fre- i3OHz
quency

The number of slots and the number of pole-pairs dictate

the slots per pole-pair. The slots per pole-pair and pitch,

taken together, yield the winding pattern of a single pole,

which is shown below.

Table 2 - Propulsion Motor Winding Pattern

Outer Slot !a c b a Ic b'

Inner Slot 1b' Ia C> b la'

The effect of the width of each conductor is included in

this MMF derivation. Let a' represent the conductor width in

mechanical deqrees. The equation below shows a' in terms of

electrical degrees; this will be called a. (It is assumed

here that the insulation thickness is not important in MMF

calculations.)

wLP .I1= P .- m # 1

MMF is defined to be the current intersected by the area

integral of the integral form of Ampere's Law. The integral

form of Ampere's Law is shown below, reference 19].

f H.d=fJ.nda #2
C s
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In equation 2, H is the magnetic field intensity vector.

J is the current density vector.

Theta

~-•otoc cor~-

stator core

-... Phase a magnetic axie

Figure I - MMF Integral Contour and Winding Geometry

The path of the closed line integral is shown in Figure I
above. The surface circumscribed by that line integral is

the surface of the area integral on the right hand side of

equation 2. This second integral is simply the current

intersected by the area circumscribed by the closed line

integral's path. Hence, MMF is described in the following

equation.

)MF= f J.nda #3

The winding pattern shown above taken in combination with

the angular conductor width and Ampere's Law yield the MMF

distribution for a single pole-pair shown below.
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Figure 2 -Stator Winding a-Phase MMF

This MMF distribution can also be described using a Four-

ier sine series. A sine series is chosen because, with the

reference axis shown in Figure 1, the MMF distribution is an

odd function. The Fourier represen-;ation of this MMF is

shown below.

MMF,(e,)= i a, sin(nO,) #4

..

aa

Evaluating a, using the MMF distribution in the figure

above, yields the following expression for the Fourier coef-

ficients of the a-phase MMF.

a.=8i n(9 sin sin,,na #6

nn It

7
Before considering the role of current, i), in this

expression, the a-phase MMF will be rewritten as follows.
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MMF,= At, sin7(nO) #7

This derivation of the effect of slot and winding geome-

try closely agrees with the classic derivation of winding

MMF's, reference C18]. According to reference £18], equation

B-22, for point conductors (a = 0), and using winding factors

for the winding geometry shown in Figure 1, and considering

cnly the space fundamental frequency, n=1, the coefficient of

the space fundamental term of the a-phase MMF follows.

6 0941=- #

The value of A, arising from the use of equation 8 is

shown below. The difference is roughly 15.5%. The differ-

ence is attributable to the effect of the width of the con-

ductor on the MMF. The method of reference [18) does not
account for this effect. The propulsion motor does, in fact,

have conductors of very finite width.

6,9282 #10

The expression developed here for A,, equation 8, accu-
rately conveys the effect of winding geometry on the MMF gen-

erated by the stator winoing. Equation 7 also includes a

current term, i., which must now be developed.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the propulsion motor armature
will be suoplied by a variable frequency, variable voltage

level, pulse-width-modulation (PWM) power converter. The

current from this converter will contain the time-fundamental

stator frequency and harmonics of the PWM converter switching
frequency, (). Hence, the current should be representable in

such a form as follows.

i'(t)=lVCos(•Wt)+ (aPWaCOSm(wt)+bw.sinm(wPt)) #11
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As a worst-case approximation, the shape of the distor-

tion can be approximated by a square wave of one-half duty

cycle, with a magnitude called I added to the time

fundamental component. Hence the coefficients of the Fourier

series representation of the current waveform can be reduced

somewhat. Shown in the figure below is a representation of

the square wave addition to the current waveform. An odd-

function square wave is assumed. (Note, this is a very con-

servative description of the distortion. A square wave of

one-half duty cycle can carry a lot of energy.)

Current Distortion Waveform
CPWM Switching Frequency)

1.6 -

1.4

1.2 -
CE 1

S0.8

Z-, 0.6
4-.S0.4
S0.2

0

4 -0.2

S-0.4Co

S-0.6

S-0.8

-1

z -1.2

-1.4

-1.6-
-1 -0.6 -0.2 0.2 0.6 1 1.4 1.8

w~t

Figure 3 - Current Distortion Waveform

The following is the Fourier sine series description of

the distortion waveform.

=-m--(1 - cosmn)sinmWpt #12
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The total current will be taken as the sum of the funda-

mental component of the current and the distortion :omponent

shown above. The coefficient, A,,,, eliminates even time

harmonics of the PWM switching frequency.

La(t)= Ipcas wt+ Z A1=I, sin m.(wpt) #13
n-1

where Am -2(l-cosnL) #14

Whereas the propulsion motor is a three phase machine,

the other two phases of the stator current can be described

as follows. A balanced three phase system is implied here.

tib(t)I1PCQs(W~tTL)+1 t_2x #15

LCt)= I tcos(w~t-•)+ 2 A+I...sin(Wt+-2) #16i,(t)= I PCos Wr ) AI MI

In equations 13-16, w represents the fundamental stator

electrical frequency. WP is the PWM switching frequency. I,,

is the stator's time-fundamental frequency peak line current.

1i~ . represents the amplitude of the square-wave distortion

of the stator current.

Substituting the expression for the a-phase current,

equation 13, into the expression for the a-phase MMF, equa-

tion 7, gives a more complete description of the a-phase MMF.

MM•F..(.. = •%A (+cs(w~) tA=1=.inm(w,&) sin~ne.) #17

1AF.( . 1t A rn-I~w dI ,,,~mw

The b-phase and c-phase components of MMF will take simi-

lar forms.

phases represent travelling waves. Comininng the three sets

of travelling waves yields the MMF due t+ he entire stator

winding. The results of the combination are shown below.
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+Aa i ,!, 2sn-in-r~nSi nncos CnO,- mwPt)I
fLThj _3 3 )

AmMX1 + 2cas( )~Cos (no,+ mw~t)]

+An[ AMImax( + 2cs(m)n)c2sne cosrnOMWt1} #20

Although somewhat complex, equation 20 contains a famil-
iar result. The first term on the right-hand side of equa-

tion 20 is a travelling, synchronous speed, sinusoidal MMF
wave. This first term includes the non-even, non-triplen
space harmonics. The remaining terms on the right-hand side
of equation 20 represents the effect of the time harmonics of
the stator currents.

The first of the PWM switching frequency harmonic terms
is a forward-travelling wave. The second is a reverse-
travelling wave. The third is a standing wave. The coef-i-
cients of the wave expressions dictate which of the PWM
switching frequency harmonics will participate in the various
travelling waves.

4.2.1.2 Rotor Cage MMF

The first step in determining the MMF which arises from
the current in the rotor bars is to find the magnitude of the
current in each of the rotor bars. Reference [34] discusses
the relationship between the results of the equivalent cir-
cuit analysis and an actual description of currents in
squirrel-cage rotor bars. A vital result is the relationship
between the referred rotor current of the equivalent circuit,

im, and the current in the reference rotor bar, i refer-
ence [34] equation 35.

Nu.
2=• #1

Based on circuit analysis of the equivalent circuit, the
following two terms describe the referred rotor current, ie,
in terms of the stator line current, ih,.
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ZZ 42

L74 a 1- w,(L2 + L)tnJ

The expressions above describe how the time-fundamental

frequency component of the stator current divides between the

magnetising inductance, L,, and the rotor impedance. j is

the phase angle of the stator line current. For the a-phase

current, 5 is zero. For the b-phase and c-phase currents, 3

is -, and T respectively. The stator time-fundamental fre-
quency is not the only frequency which contributes to the

stator current. Hence, the time harmonics of the PWM

switching frequency must also be included. This requ:res

defining two more terms.

(2 (MrWL4 )
2

(12t nw( L2 4TwCL+*

V =, tPlit = tan -9 Alt ] #5

Hence, if the current described by equation 4.2.1.1.13 is

the input current in an equivalent circuit analysis, then the
current shown below represents the current in the reference
rotor bar.

L 2 2 .2

S=s(Zplil)t sn(St+ ) A.) ,s(Z oIV) sinnm(sw t+ V, WPM) #6

NN-

• " 6--N- czkt(2 12) sin(sWt ) A.Ix(Z ,:)? Sinmi(sW,"'Me

#7

Hence, the current in the reference rotor bar is known.

Now the current in the other rotor bars must be found. In a

dorivation similar to that of refererce [34], the current in

each rotor bar will be phase retarded relative to the refer-

ence rotor bar by an amount equal to the spatial displacement

between the rotor bars. Let the reference rotor bar be bar

number 1. fhe current in the j-h bar is shown below.
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L,= &V'A . ,j ) I s onRs ,,-(u- 1 )'sin
SNaNR- .2 f .2mtp

+ A=,I.,,,(Z ,,,I,.) Slf tln ms a t+ W .,,p,,- (J- 1 1-47jjr8
rft- I

The goal of tne following steps is to develop a relation-

ship which describes the rotor currents as a series of trav-

elling waves. To expedite this, complex notation will be

adopted to ease the manipulations. Additionally, only the

time fundamental frequencies will be considered. The current

in the jLi bar is shown below in complex notation.

S+ me #w)9

where Ib, = L, ' #10

F NR 2 1• L

] *a 0 .. #12
and I1j =1L-.12

Fmk "R A.1jnaX(Z_.2*2=_,,5 ffl 1
1e j # 13

-1L6Ncke tu:

To find the surface current density due to the current in

each of the N, bars, the current in each bar will be summed

and divided by the circumferential distance corresponding to

one rotor slot.

This surface current density, which is composed of NR

impulses, will be described using a Fourier series. The

Fourier series that will be used is shown below.
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JL n{.(.0 _ L ha w i #15

K ~ ' ,bG ut6e 21(j- 1))

fN 31 Z - " '_ N 9'#1

2n__ Z - \ ) I9

As mentioned earlier, this series should include space

and time harmonics. However, as will become apparent in the

evaluation of an approximate source level, it is very desir-

able to avoid excessively complex descriptions of the 'air'-

gap MMF. Hence, the time harmonics will be forsaken.

The Fourier coefficients are evaluated next. The delta

functions, upon integration, simply yield an evaluation of

the integrand at the points where the impulse function is

non-zero.

ma,e 7'--, -

-" (o !•- " f I19

21tR#-"

120

0- ll . Sisw|l #2

This series will now be altered to contain only positive

indices. This is done by adding to the summed expression the

same expression with the signs of the indices changed. The

case of n=O is considered independently. This is done to

simplify visualisation of the travelling waves.

2n#2!
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One particular issue warrants discussion at this point.

In the equation above, the series expression which represents

the sum over the number of rotor bars has only two distinct

values, N" and 0. Whether the series expression equals NF, or

0 depends upon the expression shown below.

( p= In teger (+ p= in teger #t22N N N42

If equation 22 is true, then the sum over the number of

rotor bars equals NF, for the two different cases. The first

corresponds to a forward zravelling wave, the second a

reverse travellinq wave. These expressions act as a 'filter'

which permits only harmonics that coincide with the rotor bar

frequency, which seems intuitively correct. These terms will

be examined later during the development of an approximate

source level for the propulsion motor.

Now that the surface current density due to the current

in each of the rotor bars has been described as a function of

rotor angle, the rotor MMF may now be developed. The method

used here is the same as was used to determine the stator MMF

in section 4.2.1.1.

MkF,(6.,t)f !'R~dG' #23

After evaluation of the integral and some simplification,

the expression below for the rotor MMF results.

+ e e•)costas

L. .n-,(,.....,

-. L,[1- Z ,'.') ]

)ee2

1#24



The expression above for the rotor MMF is a complex

expression. The real component of the expression above fol-

lows.

MMF, = -Ibt( ,SWot-•p,,j;)~ Z -- 7 Ik /•SIn(O ',-nTLsu -lP,,

tm. I

rn-I (no%+ e ) |. Cs( sWt) W~pht-

imjj

4.2.1.3 'Air'-Gap MMF

The resultant 'air'-gap MMF is simply the sum of the sta-

tor and rotor MMF's. The only obstacle, at this point, is

the variables used to describe the spatial distribution of

the MMF. The stator MMF is given in terms of 0. and the

rotor MMF in terms of 0".. It is now necessary to relate

these two variables. This is done through thie "slip" rela-

tiorn:.ip shown below.

9°=O-uot #1I

P"'=9',=9,-DPWt 142

e,=Oe-(l -s)wt #4

When equation 4 is substituted into the expression for

rotor MMF, equation 4.2.1.2.25, the rotor MMF and the stator

MMF, equation 4.2.1.1.20, can be combined to yield the 'air'-

gap MMF. After combination and some simplification the
'air'-gap MMF appears as below.
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MMF ,[ 1÷+2 cos(n - 1 )sin(nO.-W t)+( 1+2cos (+n)2 sin(nO. +iw.t)]
-o~n 1)2 X, (i

+ N es1n(n6*-Cn( - s)+s)w~t-v.#,~)

+ Z[AAI,,(( +2cas (r+ n) 2.ccsn. e.+rw

1r + co rn )2--(*6. n-t
1 .(cosnfl 1j)N4,.[ ~I ((- (csrO -n s)w.+ rTsw)t PI)

-cos(nO.- (n( I - s)w. - mnsw,)t+ - in."_:.)J,1])

#5

4.2.2 The 'Air'-Gap Magnetic Field Intensity and Maxwell's

Stress Tensor

Equation 4.2.1.3.5 describes the 'air'-gap magneto-motive

force that is developed by the stator winding and rotor cage
of the propulsion motor. Using this MMF, the radial force on

the motor core can be calculated. This radial force will
comprise the basis of the structureborne noise source level
estimates for the propulsion motor. Tangential, or circumfer-

ential, forces act on the conductors of the rotor and stator;

however, the transmission of these forces to .the motor core is
not simple to analyse. Consequently, only radial forces on

the motor core are considered. This is not an overly restric-
tive assumption given the nature of the propulsion motor. The
stator and rotor of the propulsion motor are thin cylindrical

shells. Hence, it is not entirely inaccurate to be chiefly

concerned with radial forces. As a consequence, the circum-

ferential, or "thrust", forces are ignored.
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To find the force on the motor core due to the 'air'-gap

MMF, the description of the electromechanical stress tensor

given in Chapter 3 of reference [19] will be used. Einstein's

summation notation is used in these equations. The electrome-

chanical stress tensor follows.

T= Ht Bj,- .HH, #41

The force arising from this stress tensor is described by

the following integral equation.

f Fav= fTiiRca #2
V

In the preceding equations, F, represents the component of

force density in the i0' direction. T,1 is the component of

the stress tensor in the ith direction on the component of the

face of the closed surface perpendicular to the jt- axis. H_,

and B, represent the components of the magnetic field inten-

sity and magnetic flux intensity, respectively, in the n"',

direction. 6,, represents the Kronecker delta function.

Lastly, nj and da correspond to the component of the normal to

the closed surface of integration in the j"h and the area of

the closed surface of integration respectively.

For the present, chief interest will be in the force den-

sity, F.. To examine this force density, the stress tensor

must be evaluated within the motor core and the 'air'-gap. To

simplify this process, two assumptions will be made. The

first assumption is that, compared to the 'air'-gap, the motor

core is infinitely permeable; therefore, the magnetic field

intensity within the motor core is zero. The second assump-

tion is that the magnetic field intensity within the 'air'-gap

is entirely oriented in the radial direction. Using these two

assumptions and cylindrical coordinates, the components of the

resultant stress tensor follow.

T,, = H, B,- i8,,p,(HH, + HjH, + H,H,)#TrH r#3

T, B = HB1 - i8,,O.(HH H,H. + HýH•) #4
2
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I
T,,= HB --.- a* o(HH §+H + HHzHi) #5

2

In light of the second assumption made regarding the
qair'-gap magnetic field intensity, only T,,- is significant.

Furthermore, the linear relationship between the magnetic

field intensity and magnetic flux density will be used to sim-

plify the expression for T,-,-. This expression is shown below.

on~da= !1j.HHda #6
f 2

The surface over which this integration will be performed

must now be specified. Figure 1, below, shows the surface of

this integration. Two surfaces are actually shown, one from

within the rotor, the other from within the stator. The

resultant force on the motor will be the same.

In subsequent calculations, equations 15, 16, and 17, a

surface force density is actually what is found.

FAZ= 1rn #7

hx-o ay-.oAXAY

Here, F, is the surface force density. f. is a

z-directed force. Ax Ay represents a vanishingly small area.

F,.= Urm f FdV #8
&-.o AY-.OAXAy J

FA.= rnM 'gT.nda #9Am,-to y-.oAxAyJ -

This relationship is true for strictly orthogonal coordi-

nate systems. Hence, it wouLJ seem that use of cylindrical

coordinates would be inappropriate. However, two

considerations mitigate this. First, use of cylindrical coor-

dinates will yield the correct result because Ax and Ay are

taken in a limit that approaches zero.--The dimension

vanishes. Second, the ratio of motor radius to pole-length in

the case of the propulsion motor is so large that it approxi-

mates strictly orthogonal coordinates over the length of one

pole.

FA,= lrn f T,,nda #10
£4-0 Az-Io
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f fa llm 1 I f
:If, FA?,d= (-m T -oA Rdgdz a 1411

33

f,= f T,,airda 1412
3

14

SRotor Core - 0

Ai r" -Gap

L _ - _ ISStator Core -HL6--

(Numerals denote surface•. 5 & 6 are at ends of cope.)

End View

(Not to scale)

Figure 1 - Surface of Integration for Evaluation of the Stress

Tensor

To evaluate equation 6, or 12, now requires knowing H,
This, though, has already been computed. Equations 4.2.1.1.2

and 4.2.1.1.3 provide the means to calculate H,.

H, (2g)= M tM F,,,-§ 8P #13

Evaluation of this expression is simple because the 'air'-
gap MMF was calculated in the preceding section, equation

4.2.1.3.5.

Ht= MMFg,.,p # 14
2g

Substitution of this expression into equation 6 provides
the integral which must be evaluated to determine the radial
force acting on the motor core.

f ,F, dV = A f ±(MMFa jr~ga. '~ MMFawi da 015
2)g 2g 11
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From Figure 1, da is simply the surface area of surface

number 3. An expression for the differential area is shown

below.

da = L., RdO, R 16

=f FdV = f L.(Mt~ L~RdO, #17

8g 2

fr= 8g-f-/ (MMF,,•o. 2,)2 rIO # 18

0

This is the desired result.--The radially directed force

on a segment of the motor core can be calculated as a function

of time. f,- represents the radially directed force on the

segment of the motor core taken in the surface integral shown

in Figure 1.

4.2.3 Using the Forces as Input to Acoustic Analysis

Equation 4.2.2.18 describes the force on a segment of the

motor core as a function of the 'air'-gap MMF. Hence, this

expression provides the required input to a very sophisticated

acoustic analysis model. Evaluation of equation 4.2.2.18 pro-

vides the force on the motor core as a function of time.--

Included in the resultant description of excitation forces are

magnitude and phase relationships.

Equation 4.2.2.18, though correct given the underlying

assumptions, is not very practical to use. The expression for

the 'air'-gap MMF, equation 4.2.1.3.5, is an infinite series.

Equation 4.2.2.18 involves squaring an infinite series.

Through judicious selection of the circumferential extent of

surface number 3 in Figure 4.2.2.1, orthogonality of the spa-

tial harmonics will reduce some of the cross terms resulting

from squaring the expression for the ýair'-gap MMF.

Nonetheless, all of the cross terms involving the time harmon-

ics in the expression for the 'air'-gap MMF will remain.

In the next section, an estimated structureborne noise

source level for the propulsion motor will be developed. This

estimation is meant only to provide a quick, simple survey of

the dominant noise sources. Hence, many of the cross terms

arising from the squaring of the infinite series can be
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ignored. If the results of equation 4.2.2.18 are to be used

in a sophisticated acoustic analysis, then more terms will

have to be retained than will be in the next section.

Two criteria will be used to eliminate terms so that
4.2.2.18 can be evaluated. The first criteria is to eliminate

any terms from the expression for the 'air'-gap MMF whose tem-

poral frequency lies outside of the frequency range of "impor-
tant" noise discussed at the beginning of this chapter. This

criteria ignores the effect that multiplying sinusoidal

functions has on frequency. Namely, the product of two sinu-
soidal functions is the sum of a sinusoidal function, whose
frequency is equal to the sum of the frequencies of the terms

being multiplied, and another sinusoidal function, whose fre-

quency is equal to the difference of the frequencies of the

terms being multiplied. In a more accurate analysis, this

criteria should be modified.

The second criteria that will be applied will involve the

magnitude of the harmonic terms. All terms of a series fol-

lowing the last term which is greater than or equal to one-
half of one percent of the fundamental term will be neglected.
This criteria may not seem to be too judicious; however, in

squaring the magnitudes, the error involved in neglecting such

small terms grows even smaller. Once again, in a more accu-
rate analysis, this criteria should be modified.

When considering which terms from equation 4.2.2.18 to

keep and which to discard, many different considerations

arise. Namely, what are the frequencies for which the acous-

tic analysis is most accurate? What is the range of "impor-

tant" frequencies? These are just two of many concerns.

4.2.4 Estimated Baseline Propulsion Motor Source Level

The two criteria discussed in the preceding section are

applied to the expression for 'air'-gap MMF, equation
4.2.1.3.5. The first criteria eliminates the time harmonics

which lie outside the range of "important" noise developed in

section 4.1.2, that is, greater than 11kHz. Any terms whose

time dependence is described by naw will only be considered up
to the term corresponding to n equal to 367 because any term

with a frequency greater than 367 times 30Hz is beyond the
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l1kHz upper bound. While this may not seem to be much help in

eliminating the number ot terms to be carried around, the term

including the sum over the number of rotor bars multiplies the

terms with the stated tire dependence.--Only five terms could

possibly be included.

Any terms whose time dependence is described by MWP will

be considered through the term with m equal to 4. Any terms

whose time dependence is described by msw, will only be con-

sidered up to the term corresponding to m equal to 219. As in

the preceding paragraoh, the terms with the 'nsw, time

dependence are multiplied by the rotor bar "filter" term, thus

reducing the number of terms to be considered.

When the second criteria from the preceding section is

applied, the number of terms which must be carried around is

decreased even more. Terms multiplied by A, drop to less than

one-half of one percent of A, for n greater than 19. (Do not

forget than A, is zero for even and triplen terms.) Terms

multiplied by A,, which is zero for even values of m, drop to

less than one-half of one percent of At, for m greater than

199. Terms multiplied by lhj£ 2-pu )N1 drop to less than one-half

of one percent of the value corresponding to n equal to one

for n greater than 23.

After imposing all of these constraints on the indices,

the following expression for 'significant' 'air'-gap MMF

results. It contains 34 terms.
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MMFair_,-p" 3 1,[A1, sin (0,-w,t)+ A. sin (56,+ jjt)

+ A7 sin (70,-wt)+ A,, sln(1 10,+ w,)

+A 17 sin (1708 + uat)+ A, 9 sint( 190,- wot)]

+31 ma[C -I A, cos(o,- wt)+ Acos (50, + wpot)

-A, cos(70, - wt). A,, cos( I 18, *w t)

+A A7cos(170,+ wot)- A 9cos(190,- Lu,)1

+- y_ &%[cos (9- ((i - S)W,+ * sw)t+ V -m_=,,t)

-cosCO, -((1 -) , - rnsw,)t- # = ) 1

Whereas the method of the TFA model is principally con-

cerned with describing forces within a frequency spectrum, the
"air'-gap MMF described above is averaged over one pole. The

resultant 'averaged' MMF can then be squared and subsequently

multiplied by the 'air'-gap surface corresponding to one pole

to yield the force on one pole of the motor core.

After taking the spatial average of the "air'-gap MMF over

one pole, only time-dependence remains. Taking the average of

equation 1 yields 24 terms with distinct frequencies. These

terms are shown in the taole below. To square the tair'-gap

MMF, these terms are multiplied as in a nested summation. See

the expressions which follow the table.
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Table I - MMF Terms Included in Source Level Estimate

Frequency (Hz)' Magnitude (A-turns)ýDescription

301 5574'Stator Fundamental

25001 46e6lPWM Switching Freq.

211 1180:Rotor Bar/PWM Harmonics

791, ileoi

1211 393:

1791 393i

2211 236!

F
1 2791 236
L

3211 16911

3791 1691

421; 131i

4791 131

5211 1071

5791 107 1

6211 gill

6791 911

721 79

7791 79

821 691

8791, 69

9211 
621

979 621

10211 561
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1079! 56i

24

22

< .M-sin,_gt+ý>= zC'-StinW't'P) #3

k-kL U$I)3

When this expression is evaluated, some 576 terms result.

Taking the magnitudes of the resultant sinusoidal functions

and grouping them into the octave bands used in the TFA model

described by reference [7] and subsequently multiplying those

summed magnitudes by the appropriate parameters shown in equa-

tion 4.2.2.18 yields a force spectrum. This force spectrum

must then be converted into an acceleration level in the motor

core in order to provide the structureborne noise source level

required for the TFA model.

Converting force levels into acceleration levels requires

being able to describe to some degree how the motor core

structurally responds to the forces applied to it. Hence, a

structural model of the motor core is used to provide the

acceleration response to the force level.

The structural model used to determine the acceleration

levels of the propulsion model is a simple model. The motor

core is considered to be a simply supported flexural beam.

The mid-span displacements are taken to provide the accelera-

tion levels. Furthermore, to account for the sea-water which

surrounds the motor core the mid-span of the flexural beam is

supported by a spring whose spring constant is based on the

bulk modulus of sea-water. Additionally, the added-mass

effect of the motor core accelerating sea-water is included.

The figure shown below represents the model used to determine

the acceleration response of the motor core.
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~Motor Core-Tv

, kspr in 9g

Figure 1 - Structural Model of Motor Core

The equation of motion for the mid-span of the structural
model is shown below. The equation ignores damping.--It
assumes small deflections so that rotational inertia can be
neglected. Only the displacement at mid-span is considered.

Whereas harmonic functions are being considered here, the
expression above can be solved for the acceleration at mid-
span. Magnitudes of the response are of chief interest in
this stage. Hence, phase information is forsaken.

jj= -•2U #45

0' il) #6

The mass, M, represents the mass of one-half the circum-
ference of the motcr core. The added mass, m., is calculated
using methods from reference [31].--Using the slender body
assumption, the two-dimensional added mass coefficient for a
rectangular shape is multiplied by its length. The relation-
ship between force and the displacement due to flexure of the
motor core, krj.., is described by reference [42]. The spring
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constant of the sea-water is taken to be, a linear function of

the bulk modulus of elasticity of sea water, kr,, ,.. These

relationships are shown below.

rn,= 4.754p,.(1L. ~LP 1472 9)

384Es,,al [o,. # 8

k,piog = E,," 2L,Q t49

In the expressions above, E represents the modulus of

elasticity. . represents the moment of inertia of the

motor core. Lp,,,, represents the circumferential length cor-

responding to one pole.

The fact that one pole of the motor core is immediately

adjacent to another pole, which is vibrating with opposite

phase, will have an effect on the radiated sound power level.
This effect is due to cencellation. By computing, in the far

field, the radiated sound power level of a vibrating sphere

and comparing it with the radiated sound power level of two

spheres, in close proximity, with opposite phase angles, the

amount of energy lost through cancellation can be found.

When this calculation is carried out using the relation-

ships developed in Chapter 2 of reference [41], the differ-

ences in the radiated sound power level are obvious. There is

a pronounced frequency dependence on the difference in sound

power levels. In fact, the distance between the spheres will

determine at which frequency the sound power levels of the

spheres will be additive.

Since the effect of having poles with opposite phase

angles in not purely a source level effect, the cancellation

effect described above will be added to the source levels.

The sum is called the effective source level, .

Table 2 - Dipole Cancellation Effect

(dB)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 -
[-34 -28 -22 -16 -10 -4 2 8 14
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Computing expressions 7, 8, and 9 above, then substituting

them into equation 6 yields the estimated acceleration level

of the motor core. Once the acceleration level is known, the

structureborre source level for the propulsion motor can be

calculated. See equation 4.3.1.2 in the next section of this

chapter for a discussion. The table below shows the resultant

structureborne noise source level for the propulsion motor.

Table 3 - Structureborne Noise Source Level for the Propulsion

Motor

(dB re 10-<cm/s'2)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

iDescription 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

iEM Noise 14 61 74 89 104 111 144 137 0

The shape of this spectrum of source levels appears to be

plausible. The sharp spike in the 2000Hz octave bank is due

to the very conservative evaluation of the harmonic content of

the stator current.--The magnitude of the square wave distor-

tion is very large in this instance. While this motor may

seem noisy compared to the levels given in reference [7], it

is a very large motor. Furthermore, no design features have

been included for the purpose of reducing noise. Conse-

quently, the source levels shown above can be interpreted to

represent something of the very worst case analysis.

A small factor to account for the damping of vibrations in

the motor due to the epoxy encapsulation between laminations

is included. Any reduction in magnitude due to phase rela-

tionships is ignored except for the adjacent pole cancellation

effect. The fact that no noise is radiated in the 8000Hz

octave band represents the effect of eliminating harmonics

prior to calculation of the square of the 'air'-gap MMF.

Bearing in mind that the source levels shown above are very

approximate, those source levels are used in the comparative

analysis. Hence, any results arising from the use of these

source levels should be viewed with some degree of skepticism.
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4.3 Description of the Simplified Comparison Model

Reference [7) is a design guide which seeks to compute air-

borne noise levels at various locations throughout a ship. The

ultimate goal is the determination of whether or not various

noise criteria are met throughout the ship. To accomplish this
prediction, reference £7) uses transfer function analysis to

relate noise source levels to radiated, airborne noise levels.

The method of TFA used by reference [7) is simplified in

the sense that it ignores phase relationships. When discussing

transfer functions what is usually meant is a function, which

when multiplied by some input, yields an output. Generally,

transfer functions contain a phase shift as well as a magnitude

amplification factor. TFA ignores the phase relationships.

TFA uses decibels in manipulations. Hence, where using trans-
fer functions usually involves complex multiplication, TFA

involves addition and subtraction of decibels.

The TFA described by reference £7) distinguishes between

airborne and structureborne noise. Airborne noise sources are

characterised by a sound power level, L_. See equation

4.3.1.1. A vibrating machine, an airborne noise source, radi-

ates sound through the generation of pressure waves. The air-

borne noise level inside of a space depends upon several

factors, the strength of the noise sources, the relative

locations of the sources, and the acoustic characteristics of

the boundaries of the space. Hence, it would be difficult to

characterise an airborne noise source in terms of a "loudness",

or sound pressure level, independent of the space into which it

radiates. Instead, airborne noise sources are described by the

rate at which they transmit acoustic energy, the sound power

level.

Structureborne noise sources are characterised by accelera-

tion levels, L.. See equation 4.3.1.2. A vibrating machine

will cause vibrations in the structure to which it is attached.

It is easier to measure the accelerations set up by vibrating

machinery than it is to measure the acoustic energy transmitted

into the structure to which the structureborne noise source is

attached. Hence, TFA describes airborne noise sources in terms

of sound power level and structureborne noise sources in terms

of acceleration level.
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This research is chiefly concerned with sound that is

radiated into the sea. Characterisation of airborne noise

sources by a sound power level obviates the need to describe
how machinery vibrations are converted into sound radiated into

the air. A relationship between structureborne noise and

radiated sound must be developed, though, because acceleration

levels within a structure reveal nothing of loudness without

consideration of geometry and medium.

Noise is not transmitted directly from a noise source into

the sea. It must travel from the noise source, within the

submarine, to the sea, which, hopefully, is outside of the sub-
marine's hull. Airborne noise within the engineroom, caused by

all of the equipment which operates in the engineroom, is

transmitted to the hull and then into the sea. Transfer func-
tions which describe the attenuation, or amplification, of the

airborne acoustic noise must be used to relate the sound

pressure level in the engineroom to the acceleration level in

the hull structure and then on to the sound power radiated into

the sea.

Structureborne noise must travel from its source, a piece
of machinery, through the machinery's mounting, to its founda-

tion, through hull structure, to the location where the sound

is radiated into the sea. Hence, transfer functions which

describe the transmission of vibration 1) through the machinery

mounting, 2) through the machinery foundation, 3) through hull

structure, and 4) into the sea, are needed. See equation

4.3.1.

The prediction of radiated noise is arrived at by using the

following relationship. It is based on both empirical data and

analytic analyses of hypothetical structures.

Lv = L.- TF m.,n- TF t,, g,",,- TF trctvre+ +TF rjjj& I

In this expression, Lw represents the radiated sound power
level. L., represents the acceleration source level for a par-

ticular piece of equipment. The transfer functions of the var-

ious acoustic transmission path components tell of the effect

of the path on noise propagation. This expression is slanted

towards an analysis of structureborne noise, which is the prin-
cipal interest of this research.
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Since reference [7) is principally concerned with airborne

noise, the transfer function relating the hull acceleration

level to sound radiated into the sea is not considered. This

transfer function, TFI.dt• .. , is developed in section

4.3.2.1.4. The development of that transfer function provides

a good description of the relationship of TFA to actual pres-

sure fields and structural dynamics. It also points out the

nature of the sound pressure level and acceleration level and

how phase information is ignored.

Reference [73 provides noise source levels that are based

on empirical relationships which are derived from acoustic mea-

surements of existing equipment. The transfer functions

describing mountings, namely isolation mountings, and

foundations deal with very generalised descriptions of those

components of the acoustic transmission path. Here too, empir-

ical data is used. The transfer functions are based on charac-

teristics of isolation mounts and foundations that have been

built and tested. The transfer functions describing the

transmission of acoustic noise through the ship's structure are

based on typical ship construction features.

Reference [7) breaks the frequency spectrum into 9 fre-

quency bands. These bands are called octave bands. They are

identified by their center frequency. The different bands are

used to provide the description of noise emissions with some

notion, however rough, of frequency content.

All of the reference quantities and nomenclature of refer-

ence [7) are used in the following adaptation of the TFA model.

All of the calculations involved with the TFA model are

logarithmic operations.

4.3.1 Development of the Model Sources

The model from reference [7) distinguishes between air-

borne and structureborne noise sources in its characterisation

of the source's strength. Airborne sources are characterised

by sound power levels. Structureborne sources are character-

ised by acceleration levels. Sound power level and accelera-

tion level are described below.

Lw=iO01g(W) dB re V, #1
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W represents the sound power generated by the source in

Watts. For reference ['7], W, is taken to be 10-1W.

L,=2Olog ( ) dB re a0  #2

a represents the acceleration level of the structureborne

noise source in cm/se. For reference [7), a.. is taken to be
IO-ý-cm/s'.

The only sources of noise that will be considered during

this comparative analysis will be those noise sources which

are present in each of the alternative designs and not in the

others. This limits the scope of the noise sources to be

considered to propulsion system sources. Whereas all of the

variants for the comparative study will be nuclear powered

with identical nuclear steam generation plants, this source of

noise will not be examined.

4.3.1.1 Propulsion Steam Turbine Source Levels

One of the variants in the comparative analysis will be

the standard steam turbine driven propulsion plant. Refer-

ence £7), sections 6.2.2 and 6.3.2, offers airborne and

structureborne emission characteristics of propulsion steam

turbines. These are shown below.

The airborne noise characteristics of propulsion steam

turbines are shown in the table below. Reference £7) indi-

cates that propulsion steam turbines emit roughly the same

noise independent of power rating.

Table 1 - Airborne Noise Source Levels

for Propulsion Steam Turbines

(in dB re 10-"W)

This table is taken from reference £7)

page 6-10.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

iDescription 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
i I

lAirborne Noise 90 95 97 93 93 93 91 90 87
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According to reference C7), the structureborne noise

characteristics of the propulsion steam turbines are domi-

nated b• the reduction gear that it drives. Hence, the

reduction gear structureborne noise source level will be

taken as the structureborne noise source for tne steam

turbine/reduction gear combination.

4.3.1.2 Reduction Gear Source Levels

The steam turbine-driven variant 'or the comparative

analysis will use reduction gears to drive the propeller

shaft. Hence, its noise source level characteristics will be

given.

The baseline airborne noise source level for reouction

gears is a function of the power and speed of the reduction

gears. Thc expression for this baseline airborne noise level

is shown below, reference C71 equation 6-13.

L 9 ==69+3.4log(hp)+3.4log(rpm) dB re 10- 2W #1

To this baseline noise source level are added octave band

adjustments to account for variations in source level over

the frequency spectrum. The octave band adjustments are

shown in the table below.

Table 1 - Octave Band Adjustment (in dB) for

Baseline Reduction Gear Source

Airborne Noise Source Level

This table is taken from reference £7)

page 6-17.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

iDescription 31.5 63 I15 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Add to Eqn.1 8 9 10 12 14 15 16 12 0

The baseline structureborne noise source level for

reduction gears is a furzt'on of the rated power of the

reduction gears. The express.on for this baseline structure-

borne noise level is shown below, reference [7) equation

6-28.

L, 3 -47+lI0og(hp) dN re O"3cm2
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To this baseline noise source level are added octave band

adjustments I- account for variations in source level over

the frequency spectrum. The octave band adjustments are

shown in the table below.

Table 2 - OctaveŽ Band Adjustment (in dB) for

Baseline Reduction Gear Source
Structureborne Noise Source Level

This table is taken from reference [7]

page 6-40.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

;Description 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

'Add to Eqn.2 0 9 3 8 23 33 33 28 18

4.3.1.3 Ship Service Turbo-Generators Source Levels

All of the variants for the comparative analysis will use

ship service turbo-generators (SSTG's). The ratings of the

SSTG's, though, will change between variaoits. The electric

drive variants will have SSTG's that are capable of generat-

ing power on the order of the propulsion load. The steam

turbine-driven variant will have SSTG's large enough for the

service load only.

The baseline airborne noise source level for SSTG's is a

function of the power rating. The expression for this base-

line airborne noise level is snown below, reference r7] equa-

tion 6-14.

LWB=60+ 10og(kW) dB re 10-"W #1

To this baseline noise source level are added octave band

adjustments to account for variations in source level over

the frequency spectrum. The octave band adjustments are

shown in the table below.
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Table 1 - Octave Band Adjustment (in dB) for

Baseline SSTG Source Airborne

Noise Source Level

This table is taken from reference [7]

page 6-1e.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

IDescription 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Add to Eqn.1

Static Exciter 2 7 8 12 10 10 11 6 5

Dynamic 14 10 8 12 10 13 11 7 8

Exciter

The structureborne noise source level for SSTG's is

dominated by the e'2ctrical generator that is driven by the

steam turbine, reference [7]. Hence, the structureborne

noise of an SSTG s'-t will be calculated by computing the

structureborne sou,-ce level for the generator. The genera-

tor's structureborne sou7ce level will be developed later.

4.3.1.4 Pump Source Levels

The OTHEP propulsion system requires that a large volume

of sea-water be circulated through the free-flooding space

surrounding the motor. While the pressure differential that

the pump which supplies this sea-water must overcome is not
great, the capacity is large. Hence, this pump will be

includei in the acoustic comparison. In addition to the pump

itself, the motor or turbine that drives the pump must be

included, reference E7] page 6-18. The other variants of the

comparative analysis will require that pumps for cooling and

lubrication be included in the radiated noise prediction cal-

culations.

The baseline airborne noise source level for pumps is a

function of the power rating of the drive motor and tt.e speed

of the pump. The expression for this baseline airborne noise

level is shown below, reference [7] equation 6-15.

L 1 =15+IOolg(fp)+lSolg(rpm) dB re 10 '2W #1
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To this baseline noise source level are added octave band

adjustments to account for variations in source level over

the frequency spectrum. The octave band adjustments are

shown in the table below.

Table I - Octave Band Adjustment (in dB) for

Baseline Pump Source Airborne

Noise Source Level

This table is taken from reference [7]

page 6-19.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

jDescription 31.5 63 125 250 500 1J00 2000 4000 8000

tAdd to Eqn.1

iCentrifugal 25 25 26 26 27 29 26 23 18

!Pump

iGear Pump 35 35 36 36 37 39 36 33 28

Cavitating 0 0 0 1 3 6 10 13 5

Pump

The baseline structureborne noise source level for pumps

is a function of the rated power of the drive motor. The

expression for this baseline structureborne noise level is

shown below, reference [7) equation 6-29.

L,,=60+lOJog*hp) dB re 10"3cm" #2% ST

To this baseline noise source level are added octave band

adjustments to account for variations in source level over

the frequency spectrum. The octave band adjustments are

shown in the table below.
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Table 2 - Octave Band Adjustment (in dB) for

Baseline Pump Source Structureborne

Noise Source Level

This table is taken from reference [7]

page 6-41.

Octave Band Center Freruency (Hz)

Description 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Add to Eqn.2

Centrifugal 0 8 21 19 23 24 20 24 23

Pump

Gear Pump 10 21 34 32 37 38 34 44 45

4.3.1.5 Electric Motor and Generator Source Levels

All of the variants for the comparative study will use

generators. The electric drive variants will also have large

propulsion motors. Additionally, the drive motor for the

sea-water circulation pump for the OTHEP free-flooding space,

as well as all of the other pump drive motors, will be taken

to be an electric motor. The source levels for the electric

machinery are developed here. The source level for the OTHEP

propulsion motor is developed in the preceding section, sec-

tion 4.2.4.

4.3.1.5.1 Generator Source Levels

The baseline airborne noise source level for electrical

generators is a function of the power rating and the speed.

Static excitation is assumed here. The expression for this

baseline airborne noise level is shown below, reference [7]

equation 6-17.

Lw,=34+I 1og(kW)+i7og(rpn) dB re 10-1 2 W #1

To this baseline noise source level are added octave band

adjustments to account for variations in source level over

the frequency spectrum. The octave band adjustments are

shown in the table below.
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Table 1 - Octave Band Adjustment (in dB) for

Baseline Generator Source Airborne

Noise Source Level

This table is taken from reference [7]

page 6-24.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

iDescription 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

:Add to Eqn.l 8 11 12 13 13 10 8 5 0

For dynamic exciters, an additional 5 dB must be added to

the octave band which will contain the exciter slot

frequency, reference [7) page 6-24.

The baseline structureborne noise source level for elec-

trical generators is a function of the rated power and speed

of the generator. The expression for this baseline

structureborne noise level is shown below, reference [7]

equation 6-32.

LB=42+l1log(kW)+7log(rpm) dB re 10-3 CM 2

To this baseline noise source level are added octave band

adjustments to account for variations in source level over

the frequency spectrum. The octave band adjustments are

shown in the table below.

Table 2 - Octave Band Adjustment (in dB) for

Baseline Generator Source

Structureborne Noise Source Level
This table is taken from reference [7]

page 6-44.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

!Description 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

iAdd to Eqn.2 0 11 14 14 16 17 18 18 18

4.3.1.5.2 Motor Source Levels

The baseline airborne noise source level for electrical

motors is a function of the power rating and the speed.
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Drip-proof, totally enclosed motors are assumed here. The

expression for this baseline airborne noise level is shown

below, reference [73 equation 6-18.

Lw,=5+131og(hp)+15Iog(rpm) dB re 10-"2 W #1

To this baseline noise source level are added octave band

adjustments to account for variations in source level over

the frequency spectrum. The octave band adjustments are

shown in the table below. The allowance for drip-proof

enclosures, reference [7] page 6-25, has been included.

Table 1 - Octave Band Adjustment (in dB) for

Baseline Motor Source Airborne

Noise Source Level

This table is taken from reference [7)

page 6-24,

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

jDescription 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

iAdd to Eqn.l

AC Motor -5 -4 0 4 5 5 4 -2 -9

DC Motor -10 -10 -5 0 5 5 4 -2 -9

The baseline structureborne noise source level for

electrical motors is more easily given in the form of an

envelope which the motor is not likely to exceed. The table

showing the limit of this baseline structureborne noise level

is shown below, reference [7) table 6-41 and 6-42.

Table 2 - AC and DC Electric Motor

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(dB re 10-3cm/s•)

This table is taken from reference £7)

page 6-44.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

iDescription 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

IAC Motor 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

DC Motor 74 75 76 8o 83 84 so 81 82
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4.3.2 Transmission Path Models

Reference [73 was developed principally to determine air-

borne noise levels in an effort to detect spaces where noise
was a problem from the perspective of concern for the hearing

of humans in those spaces. Hence, reference [7] spends a lot

of effort discussing airborne noise paths. The comparative
analysis being developed in this research is not so concerned

with airborne noise paths.

Two noise paths will be considered in the comparative

acoustic analysis. The first path is the airborne to structu-
reborne path. In this path, airborne noise is transferred to

the structure. The second path is a wholly structureborne

path.

Each of these paths involves transfer functions which
account for losses differently. Hence, the effect of the

paths on the transmitted noise will be developed separately.

The goal for each path will be to develop a transfer func-

tion which when subtracted from the structureborne source
level provides an acceleration level at the radiation

location. The transfer function (or transmission loss) for

each portion of the path is added arithmetically, then the sum

is subtracted from the source level.

4.3.2.1 Structureborne Noise Transmission

The source levels given in section 4.3.1 are for the
respective pieces of equipment independent of the foundations

or mountings upon which they sit. Here the path that the
noise takes, from the piece of equipment through the attach-

ments, the foundation, the ship's structures and to the loca-

tion of hull radiation, will be characterised.

The path from a noise source to its point of radiation

must be considered for each noise source. Since the path
corresponding to each source can be different, the means to
calculate a transfer function which describes a particular

path must include provisions for all of the possible segments

of that path. Hence, this section considers separately the

transfer functions for the different path components.
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Consider the following example. Suppose the structure-

borne noise from a motor travels 1) through the mount which

attaches the motor to its foundation, 2) through the motor's

foundation, 3) along a segment of deck plating, 4) around a

90- joint into bulkhead plating, 5) along the bulkhead plat-

ing, and 6) to the hull plating where it is radiated into the

sea. In this instance, the transfer function of the entire

structureborne path will be the sum of the six given path

components. Accordingly, this section offers the transfer

functions for mountings, foundations, hull structures (plat-

ing, stanchions, and junctions) and radiation into the sea.

4.3.2.1.1 Machinery Attachments

These components comprise how the piece of equipment in

question is attached to its foundation. The attachments can

amount to hard mounting or can include different types of

sound isolation. The desired transfer function relates the

acceleration level of the source equipment to the vibration

level it produces in the top of the foundation.

Prior to discussion of the transfer function for the dif-

ferent mounting methods, reference [7] discusses how equip-

ment is categorised according to weight. Class I includes

equipment that weighs less than 0.45tons (1000lbs). Class II

equipment weighs between 0.45 (lO001bs) and 4.46tons

(10,000lbs). Class III equipment weighs more than 4.46tons

(10,000lbs). The weight of a piece of equipment, in large

part, dictates the type of mounting that can be used.

Reference [7) also discusses the two categories of foun-

dations. Type A foundations are relatively light, pipe foun-

dations. Type B foundations are heavier, plate foundations.

The class of equipment will invariably have an effect on

which type of foundation is used. The table shown below

gives the transfer function for hard mounted machinery.
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Table I - Transfer Punction for

Hard Mounted Machinery Zin dB)

This table is taken from reference [7]

page 7-47.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

IDescription 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 L000 8000

IFT / MC

A I L 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

tA II 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

B I 13 10 a 6 6 6 6 6
1B II 9 7 6 5 5 5 5 5 5

B ill 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

FT = Foundation Type MC = Machinery Weight Class

Machinery in submarines is rarely hard mounted to the

hull. Reference [7] discusses three types of isolation mount-

ings. The first type is high-frequency isolation mountings.

The second type is low-frequency isolation mountings. The

third type is two-stage isolation systems. Each type of

mounting has its transfer function developed separately.

High frequency isolation mountings are usually distrib-

uted mountings. That is, the equipment rests on pads of

material that has flexibility and damping appropriate to

reduction of high frequency vibrations. These mountings are

called distributed isolation material (DIM) pads. Their

transfer function is shown in the table below.
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Table 2 - Transfer Function for

Distributed Isolation Material Mounts (in dB)

This table is taken from reference C73

page 7-48.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

Description 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

!FT / MC

A I 6 6 6 7 8 9 10 10 10

A II 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 6 8

B I 13 11 9 8 10 15 15 15 15

B II 9 7 7 6 8 8 9 10 10

B III 5 4 3 2 3 3 4 5 8

FT = Foundation Type MC = Machinery Weight Class

Low frequency isolation mountings are sometimes called
resilient mounts. These mounts are designed to isolate the

vibrations of a specific piece of equipment. The isolation

mount design takes into account the weigtic of the mounted

system and tne stiffness of the mounts.

These low frequency isolation mounts are essentially

oscillatory systems described by second order equations of
motion. Hence, they possess a natural frequency. Were t:-.e

mount to be excited by vibrations at a frequency close to the

natural frequency of the mount, then the mount may very well

amplify the vibrations. Hence, it is vital to know the fre-

quencies of vibration of the piece of equipment to be mounted

and the natural frequency (or resonance frequency) of the
total system before a transfer function can be developed.

It is possibie, though, to characterise low frequency
isolation mountings. Reference [7), section 7.3.1.3, indi-

cates that for typical shipboard systems, the resonance fra-

quencies of the mounted systems are less than 15Hz. Hence,

the table shown below will provide transfer functions for low
frequency isolation mounts.
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Table 3 - Transfer Function for

Low-Frequency Mounts -n dD)

This table is t-.en from reference C71

page 7-49.

Cctave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

IDescription 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

!FT / MC

1A I 9 14 20 23 25 25 25 25 25

;A II 4 8 12 14 17 20 20 20 20

B I 20 25 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

:B II 12 16 20 23 25 25 25 25 25

B III 8 12 13 i4 15 16 20 20 20

FT = Foundation Type MC = Machinery Weight Class

The two-stage isolation mounting is essentially two low

frequency isolation mounts in series. It consists of the

source machinery being resiliently mounted to an intermediate

plate. The intermediate plate is itself mounted to the foun-

dation by means of low frequency isolation mounts.

The two-stage isolation mounts have resonance frequencies

just as did the low frequency mounts. In the case of two-

stage isolation mounts though, the machinery connected to the

intermediate plate will have a resonance frequency of its

own, above the resonance frequency of the intermediate plate

mounting system. This tends to increase the natural fre-

quency of the entire mounting system.

Just as with the low frequency mounts it is possible,

though, to characterise two-stage isolation mountings. Ref-

erence [7], section 7.3.1.4, indicates that for typical ship-

board systems, the. resonance frequencies of the entire

two-stage systems are less than 30Hz. Hence, the table shown

below will provide transfer functions for two-stage isolation

mounts.
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Taole 4 - Transfer Function for

Two-Stage Mounting Systems (in dB)

This table is taken from reference C73

page 7-51.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

,Description 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

:FT / MC

IA I 20 25 30 35 40 45 45 45 45

,A II 15 22 27 32 35 40 45 45 45

B I 25 33 4O 45 50 50 50 50 50

B II 22 30 35 40 45 48 50 50 50
B III 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 50 50

FT = Foundation Type MC = Machinery Weight Class

4.3.2.1.2 Foundations

Transfer functions for a foundation relate the vibration
level at the point of attachment of the mounting at the top

of the foundation to the vibration level at the ship struc-

ture at the bottom of the foundation. The types of founda-

tion that are considered are the two types descr-ibed in the

beginning of the preceding section.

It is important to note that if a piece of machinery is
directly mounted to the ship's structure, then there is no

transfer function (TF = 0) related to the foundation, refer-

ence [7] page 7-51.

The transfer function, or transmission loss in this
instance, for the two types of foundation are shown in the

table below. Negative transmission loss values are inter-

preted to mean that the foundation is excited at a resonant

frequency.
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Table I - Transmission Losses for Foundations

(in dB)

This table is taken from reference C71

page 7-53.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

!Description 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

'Found. Type

1A -8 -11 -11 -8 -5 -5 -5 -1 -1

B -13 -16 -16 -13 -10 -8 -5 -2 0

4.3.2.1.3 Ship Hull Structures

Reference [) breaks ship structures into three groups.

The first group consists of tne structures that lie within an

area derived from the area of the "footprint" of the exci'ing

equipment. The second group consists of the structure

through which the vibrations must be transmitted. The third

group consists of intersections of structure through which

the vibrations must be transmitted. Each of these three

groups will be discussed in turn.

A transfer function describing the transmission losses

within what is called the "effective source area" is not

developed. Here it is assumed that the vibrations are equal

to the vibrations at the bottom of the foundation. Instead,

though, it is necessary to develop a measure of the "effec-

tive source area".

Reference [7] develops the "effective source area" in the

following way. Consider the "footprint" of the machinery

that is the noise source. The "footprint" is the area cov-

ered by the base of the foundation. To gat the "effective

source area", reference [7) includes three feet beyond each

side of the "footprint" in its computation of the "effective

source area". Presumably this is an empirically observed

effect in typical ship installations. The measured area of

the expanded "footprint" is called the "effective source

area" and represented by An.
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The transfer function for ship structures through which

vibrations are transmitted depends upon the location of the

source equipment and whether or not the structure is wetted,
that is, in contact witn the sea. Equation I below describes

the transfer function for transmission through structures

within the compartmenc where the source is located. Equation
2 below describes the transfer function for transmission
through structures outside of the source compartment. Both

equations are taken from reference [7] page 7-56.

TF= 10log()ý1-t(r-rr) cdB "1

TF=Pxl dB #2

rr is the distance from the center of the "footprint" to
the edge of the source compartment, in feet. r is the dis-

tance from the center of the "footprint", in feet. 1 is the
path length in spaces outside of the source compartment, in
feet. P is the dissipative loss coefficient, in dB per foot.
P can be increased, thus reducing transmitted noise, by
applying damping materials to the ship's structure. This
will not be considered in the comparative study. P does

depend on whether or not the ship's structure is wetted.

Shown below is a table describing 0.

Table I - Dissipative Loss Coefficient 3 for

Undamped Ship Structures

(in dB per foot)
This table is taken from reference C7]

page 7-56.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

IDescription 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
t Unwetted Deck 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
iWetted Hull 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

Transmission of vibrations through stanchions is somewhat

different from the paths through plating. Transverse and

compressive wave propagation are present. The table below
shows the transfer function, that is transmission loss, for
transmission of vibration through stanchions.
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Table 2 - Transmission Loss for Stanchions

(in dB)

This table is taken from reference [7]

page 7-60.

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

;

Description. 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 6000

TF 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2

Transmission of vibrations around a right angle in the

ship structure or through an intersection at a right angle is

discontinuous. Hence, transmission losses are associated

with intersections of the ship structure. Reference [7]

describes these transmission losses for "T" junctions and

cross junctions. These transmission losses are shown in the

figures and taules below.

ti t

_ 2

1 3

Figure 1 - "T" Junctions in Ship Structure
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Table 3 - Structureborne Noise Transmission Loss for

"T"-Junctions of Steel of Aluminum of

Various Thicknesses (in dB)

This table is taken from reference C71

page 7-58.

Straight-Through Vibration Transmission Loss

(dB)

Plate 2 Tnickness (in.)

il/4 3/18 !1/2 i5/8 ,3/4 "I

1/4 17 ii 115 119 23 29
S... . .- i '-------- . . ... .I ... ....~-- --

Plates 3/8 15 110 13 116 121

I1and 3 112 15 6 17 19 iii 16

Thicknesses 15/8 15 5 617 19 112 i

(in.) i3/4 15 5 5 i6 i10Ao
1i 14 ! t5 _ 15 5 6 8i

Right-Angle Vibration Transmission Loss (dB)

Plate 2 Thickness (in.)

1 1
,- ., t -, - -- --- +ii I 112 11

11/4 17 9 112 i115 '17 122

:Plates 3/e8 6 7 18 110 112 116

11 and 3 1/2 7 [6 7 8 19 112

iThicknesses 15/8 17 16 16 7 19 1121_ _ _ _ _1 _ _ _ _'

i(in.) 314 18 7 16 6 7

____ 19 8 77 6  ?
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1 3

4 <---4

Figure 2 - Cross-Junctions in Ship Structure
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Table4 - Structureborne Noise Transmission Loss for

Cross-Junctions of Steel of Aluminum of

Various Thicknesses (in dB)

This table is taken from reference [7]

page 7-59.

Straight-Through Vibration Transmission Loss

(dB)

Plates 2 and 4 Thickness (in.)

1 • 1/4 f3/8 i1/2 15/8 3/4 1

11/4 9 15 '20 125 122 135

Plates 13/8 16 9 113 17 '20 '26SI - + - - - - - -- •.... T. . ..

!I and 3 1/2 5 1i0 112 115 !20

IThicknesses 15/8 5 i6 8 10 ;12 16

(in.) i3/4 5 5 6 -8 140 i14

1i 15 15 16 170 i

Right-Angle Vibration Transmission Loss (dB)

Plates 2 and 4 Thickness (in.)

7 _1/4_ ___ 173/e 11/ 2 15/e 13/4711

1/4 19 113 16 20 ,23 !27

lPlates 13/8 7 19 12 1 14 6 21 _

:1and 3 11/2 7~ le 19 Ill13 16____

!Thicknesses 15/8 je 17 18 10 fi 141
1 (i-.) I' -1

hn)13/4 E8 17 18 I'l 2 _

i 19 18 17 17 E3 l
__________ , 9___ ____ _____ ____ , __

4.3.2.1.4 Radiation into the Sea

Reference [7] seeks to determine airborne noise. This

research seeks to determine noise that is radiated into the

sea. Hence, the transfer function which describes the radi-
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ation of plate vibrations into the sea is where this research

diverges from reference C73. This research will build on the
development of plate radiation into air by reference [73.

Reference [7] develops a transfer function which relates

the acceleration level in the structure to the sound power

level radiated into the air. This transfer function is shown

below.

TF=L,-L.=lO log(Ap)1Olog(a,,d)+1Olog(n)-2Olog(f)+20 dB #1

Lw is the radiated sound power level. L.,. is the acceler-

ation level within the radiatiog panel. AP represents the

area of a radiating panel. n is the effective number of

radiating panels. f is the octave band center frequency.

0,., is the radiation efficiency of the panel.

This transfer function is for a plate radiating into air.
This research must adapt this transfer function to predict

how vibration levels in a plate will radiate into sea-water.

Adapting the transfer function relationship is accom-

plished by deriving the sound power level radiated by a
vibrating infinite flat plate. Reference [13] gives the

expression for the pressure field associated with a vibrating

infinite flat plate. This expression is shown below.

P(xz)= P*•= ocos'kX)L #-2

P, represents the mass density of sea-water. w repre-

sents the frequency of the vibration. k is the wave number
corresponding to the vibration frequency. x represents

location along the surface of the plate. z represents dis-

tance away from the plate. u.cOs(k.x) represents the velocity of

the plate surface. k, is the wave number associated with the

deflections of the plate.

This equation points out three different regions of exci-

tation of the plate. Consider the exponential expression

describing the z-dependence of the pressure distribution. Of
vital importance to the structure of the z-dependence is the

value of V-k.
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If k < k,., then the exponential term is raised to a nega-
tive real value. This indicates that the pressure field has

an amplitude that decays exponentially with distance from the

plate. This type of radiation occurs "below coincidence".

In this context, "coincidence" refers to the acoustic wave-

length being equal to the structural wavelength.

If k = k,, then the exponential term has no z-dependence

because it is raised to zero. This indicates that the pres-

sure field has constant magnitude out to infinity.--While
this is not physically true, it does indicate an efficient

radiation condition. In this context, the acoustic wave-

length and structural wavelength are "coincident", meaning

equal.

If k > k,,, then the exponential term is raised to an

imaginary power. This indicates an oscillatory z-dependence.

Taken in combination with the time dependence, the pressure

field is a travelling wave. This region of radiation is said
to be "above coincidence" meaning the acoustic frequency is

greater than the structural coincidence (resonance) fre-

quency.

The solution to the radiated pressure field is very dif-

ferent in each of these three regions. Hence, they are
treated differently as in references [7) and [133. The first

step to determining which of the three regions is involved is

to determine the coincidence frequency of the radiating panel

on the ship.

Reference £7) gives an expression for the coincidence
frequency of plating. This expression, though, is for a

panel vibrating in air. A panel vibrating in water will have
a much different structural reEoonse. Shown below is the

approximate expression for coincidence frequency of a plate

in air, from reference [7].

450
f,=±0- Hz and x =2.4h it #3

h

In this expression, h is the thickness of the panel's
plating in inches. Reference [13) gives an approximate

expression for the coincidence frequency of steel plating ir.

water. This expression is shown below.
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93009= 0 Hz and k,=0.529A it #4

h retains the same units (inches) in both expressions.

However, the second expression accounts for differences in

the contribution to stiffness and damping that the sea-water

makes to the structural response of the plating. The second

expression also accounts for the difference in the speed of

sound in air (330m/s) and the speed of sound in sea-water

(1500m/s). In the comparative analysis of this research the

second expression, from reference [13], will be used to

determine the coincidence frequency of a radiating panel.

Now that the means to identify the three regions of radi-

ation efficiency for radiating panels has been established

for radiation into the sea, the development of the other

terms of the expression for the radiation transfer function

can proceed.

From the expression for the pressure field in equation 2,
the acceleration level and sound power level must be

extracted. First, though, the pressure expression must be
cast into decibel form. This requires using an amplitude for

the x and z-dependence of thR pressure expression.

The amplitude of the pressure 'wave' can be considered to

be of the form below.

P= (k)2-1 #6

The mean acoustic intensity, I, is a function of the

velocity amplitude and the pressure amplitude. Reference

[41] gives an expression for the mean acoustic intensity as a

function of the pressure and velocity amplitude. This rela-

tionship is shown below.

<1>= <Re(p)RQ(U)>= P°•uu!0-kP #7
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The pressure amplitude and velocity amplitude, as

described above, are inherently real. The mean acoustic

intensity is now used to determined the radiated sound power.

Once again, reference [41] provides the tool to evaluate the

sound power. In this instance, sound power is the mean sound

intensity integrated over the area of its radiation. In this

ins*ance, the area is that of a radiating panel.

W'= I <I> dS= A #3

Now that the power radiated is known, the sound power

level can be calculated.

' = lOlog ýj ()2 WD) #9

To obtain the transfer function, as described in equation

1, L, must be extracted from the expression for the sound

power level above. To this requires the use of the expres-

sion relating acceleration level and velocity level, L-.

This expression is shown below.

L,=L,+ 201og(f)-44 dB re 10 3c #10

L,=220 log(,) dB re u,,, #11

Using the second expression, L, can be extracted from the

expression for the sound power level.

(A= 1 )1g lolog +'C L, c re W, #12

Next, the acceleration level will be introduced in place

of L_.

m~ag~~+)l lag _____ (u 2 1t 2 \Lv=%o (g3 2) l0log + g/,c- -/)+L,-201og(I)+44 dBreW,

#13

From this expression, the transfer function for the panel

radiation can be extracted.
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TF=Lw-L, #14

.•]TF= IOlog I Ai) ljlog ( )-201og(f)+lQ1og (pocý.!--+ 44dBre 6.

# 15

This equation is in the precise form as the transfer

function described by reference [7] and qiven in equation 1.

There are several differences to be pointed out, though. The

term that accounts for the possibility of there being multi-

ple radiating panels being excited by the vibration is the

10log(n) that appears in equation 1 but not equation 15.

Equation 15 is for a single radiating panel.

The term that includes the reference quantities, the

fourth term on the right-hand side of equation 15, has a big

impact on the use of this equation to determine radiation

into water. The reference quantities are there to ensure the

dimensionless nature of the logarithmic quantities. The Pc

term characterises the medium into which the panel radiates.

For radiation into air, substitution of 347m/s for c and

1.270kg/mO for the density of air yields the exact 20 dB

constant term that appears in equation 1. This constant

changes for panel radiation into sea-water. In the case of

radiation into sea-water, the constant term becomes 55.6dB

for a c of 1500m/s and a P0 of 1027.6kg/me. This represents

a much improved transformation of panel acceleration into

radiated sound power than for a panel radiating into air.

Tne final term to be discussed is very important. That

term is the radiation efficiency, 0,,d. The radiation effi-

ciency appearing in equation 15 is derived from the case of

the infinite flat plate. Although it has not been stated

explicitly, by using the 'amplitude' of the pressure wave in

equation 6 in the derivation of equation 15, radiation above

coincidence has been implicitly assumed. This is because
'amplitudes' are meaningful only for periodic, hence oscilla-

tory, functions. Therefore, the radiation efficiency, l,,d,

must be considered for the three regions of radiation.
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Reference C73 takes the approach of modifying cr for the

three cases of above, below _nd near coincidence. The radi-

atio; efficiency appearing in equation 15, (P, does not

depend upon the medium into which the panel is radiating

except in the determination of the coincidence frequency.

Hence, the radiation efficiencies developed in reference [7]

need only be slightly adapted to serve as the radiation effi-

ciencies of the panels radiating into the sea.

Above coincidence, the radiation efficiency will be pre-

cisely equal to that developed for equation 15.

Slightly below coincidence, the radiation efficiency will

be altered to reflect the relative values of k and k,. This

radiation efficiency still has the infinite plate as its

physical model. Shown below is the radiation efficiency.

ic

Significantly below coincidence, the use of an infinite

flat plate as a physical model becomes fallacious. Hence,

effects of finite plates enter the radiation efficiencies.

Two effects dominate the radiated pressure field, which for

an infinite plate diminishes exponentially with distance from

the plate. These two effects are edge and corner radiation.

Reference [7] provides a means to calculate the effects of

edge and corner radiation.

First, the radiation efficiency corresponding to edge

radiation will be described. The relationship describing

edge radiation is derived from the descriptions given in ref-

erence [7), pages 7-63 and 7-65. it is shown in the equation

below.

1#17
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Here, P represents the perimeter of the radiating panel.

X, represents the structural wavelength at coincidence. But

for the determination of the wavelength at coincidence, this

raoiation efficiency is not dependent upon the medium into

which the acoustic power is being radiated.

The radiation efficiency corresponding to corner radi-

ation will be described in the equation below. The relation-

ship describing corner radiation is derived from the

descriptions given in reference [73, pages 7-63 and 7-66. It

is shown in the equation below.

€ = ! #18

The s-me comments regarding the effect of the medium on

the edge radiation efficiency can be made about the corner

radiation efficiency. The total radiation efficiency well

below coincidence is simply the sum of the edge and corner

radiation efficiencies.

z 1 '. tad #19
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Summa, y of Radiation of Structureborne Noise into Sea-Water

TF=1Olog -i)+ l10log(a",,)+ l1log(n>-201og() 55..6dB #20

Above -oincidence - f > f,-

, ) 2 21

Near Coincidence - 0.75f,- < f < f,

a,,,=(\ -i,) #22

Below Coincidence - f < 0.75f,

ZLn-K[~ Tj #23

To determine the coincidence frequency, use the following

equation.

9300930 Hz and %,=0.529h it #24

In equation 20, f refers to the octave band center frequency.

See the preceding sections for a discussion of units.

4.3.2.2 Airborne to Structureborne Noise Transmission

Airborne noise can excite structures into vibrating.

This can serve as a source of structural acceleration.

Hence, the approach developed in reference £7) is used to

provide a transfer function describing the vibration of

structure in response to airborne vibration.

The transfer function for unwetted steel relates the

acceleration level, L., to the sound pressure level, LF, in

the compartment under consideration. The expression, equa-
tions 7-22 and 7-23 from reference £73, is shown below.

Tg=-57-501og(h)+201og(A;,)+llog(j)+ llog(a,,O)-301ag(a) dB #1

or TF=O dB (whichever is smaller) #2
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h represents the panel thickness in inches. 4,1 repre-

sents the area of a panel in square feet. f is the octave

band center frequency. a,,, is the same radiation efficiency

caiculated in the preceding section. a is the panel length

to width ratio. Care must be taken, though, in the computa-

tion of f-o. In the case of unwetted steel, the approximate

relationship given in reference C71 equations 7-20 and 7-21

must be used.

The transfer function for wetted steel relates the accel-

eration level, L.,, to the sound pressure level, L,,, in the

compartment under consideration. The expression, equation

7-26 from reference [7], is shown below.

TF=-62+lOlog(f)-20log (h)+ lOlog(A,)-20Iog(a)

- lOlog(fI+ 12.8J)+ 1]og (1.O+(0.7 J/I)) dB #3

Given the sound pressure level in a compartment, the

structureborne noise that is excited can be computed. This

structural acceleration level is combined with the structural

accelerations due to other sources of vibration to yield the
total structural accelerations. The radiation of this accel-

eration level is discussed in the preceding section.

4.3.3 Overview of the Models That Will be Compared

In the following chapter, a comparison of different pro-

pulsion systems will be performea using the acoustic model

developed above. OTHEP will be compared with an

electric-motor-driven conventional-propeller propulsion system

and geared, steam turbine driven conventiunal-propeller pro-
pulsion system. As mentioned earlier, only the noise sources

associated with these propulsion systems and peculiar to these

propulsion systems will be considered. Structural noise

sources, flow-induced noise sources and propeller noise
sources will not be considered. The discussion of propeller

noise in Chapter I indicates qualitatively that the OTHEP is

potentially quieter than conventional propellers. Quantita-

tive assessment of propeller acoustics is well beyond the

scope of this research.
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5 Comparative Acoustic Analysis

5.1 Overview of Process

To assess the relative merit of OTHEP, the transfer func-

tion analysis oeveloped in the preceding chapter is used to
predict radiated noise levels for the propulsion systems of
submarine designs Ahich feature OTHEP, electric drive, and
geared turbine drive. This chapter presents the three subma-
rine propulsiun systems which will be compared, thz? acoustic

sources and paths that will be compared, and the results of the
noise radiation predictions.

This comparison of the three propulsion systems depends

upon the validity of the acoustic model presented in tne pre-
ceding chapter. The acoustic model is built upon reference
[7). The source level data, mounting and foundation transfer
function data, hull structure data, and radiation data are all
taken from reference [7) with the sole exception being the
source level information for the OTHEP propulsion motor. The
basis of the data presented by reference £7) is empirical.--The
measured acoustic data of existing equipment and structures
provide the rationale for the relationships offered.

The foregoing discussion is meant to point out that the
data in reference [7) provides the means to predict noise radi-
ation. Its accuracy is dependent upon how similar the systems
under consideration are to the systems from which the data that
was used as the basis of reference £7] was collected. The
limits of the accuracy of the relationships offered by refer-
ence [7) are not clear. Data pertaining to the acoustic emis-
sions of existing submarines and the equipment in them is
classified as a rule. Hence, use of reference £71 may seem
questionable. However, the equipment installed on submarines

is usually designed and built to very exacting acoustic
requirements.--The equipment installed on surface ships is not

scrutinised as closely. Reference £7] is based on surface ship
data. From this is drawn the conclusion that reference £7)
will provide an upper bound on the level of acoustic emissions.
Most importantly, reference [£7 provides a means to fairly com-
pare alternate designs through its uniform approach to the
issues of sources, paths and radiation.
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5.1.1 The Acoustic Model

The comparative analysis proceeds in three steps. First,

the acoustic source level for specified pieces of equipment is

estimated using the model described in Chapter 4. Second, the

effect of the path that the acoustic energy takes between the
source and the point where it is radiated into the sea is also

estimated using Chapter 4. It is important to note that the
relevant acoustic paths are not known a priori. Rather, this

research aoopts the bias that the shortest path to a radiator

into the sea will be the dominant path.--This bias is not

without basis, reference [7] page 8-42; more importantly

though, it reduces the number of required calculations

greatly. The third step of the analysis calculates the effi-

ciency of the radiation of the acoustic energy into the sea.

The first step, identifying the acoustic source levels,

depends upon the equipment included in the respective designs.
The second section of this chapter identifies the design of

the enginerooms of the alternative propulsion systems. It

specifies the equipment which will act as the acoustic sources

for the comparative analysis.

The second step, identification of the relevanc acoustic

paths and their effect on the transmission of acoustic energy,
is also discussed in the second section of this chapter. The

bias discussed above indicates which paths of all the possible

paths to concentrate upon.

The third step, quantification of radiated acoustic

energy, is also derived from the information presented in the
second section of this chapter. Of interest, all of the sub-

marine designs being compared possess identical hull struc-

tural designs. Hence, any difference in the acoustic

radiation characteristics of the different designs will depend

upon the physical extent of the acoustic sources. Conse-

quently, the "footprint" of the equipment foundations shown in

the engineroom arrangements provide the difference in the

radiation transfer functions.
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5.1.2 The Comparison

Three submarine propulsion systems are compared. The

first is the baseline submarine design featuring OTHEP. The

second design features a conventional hub-to-diameter ratio

propeller which is driven by an electric motor. The third

design features a geared, steam turhine driven propulsion sys-

tem.

The baseline design is the submarine tnat has been

designed for this research in Chapter 3. The other two subma-

rine designs are modifications of this design. In fact, the

alternative propulsion system designs are identical to the

baseline submarine design except for the engineroom. Hence,

only the engineroom layout of the alternate designs will be

provided.

The only equipment that is specified in the three subma-

rine designs being compared is equipment which is peculiar to

the particular propulsion system. This restriction ignores a

multitude of acoustic sources. Whereas many of these sources

are common to all three submarines and their presence only

serves to complicate calculations, ignoring them will nct

invalidate the comparison.

5.1.3 The Method

The comparison proceeds from the identification of the

equipments which are the acoustic sources. The airborne and

structureborne noise source levels for each equipment is com-

puted. All of the equipment within the engineroom contribute

to the reverberant sound pressure level within the engineroom

through their airborne noise emissions. This reverberant air-

borne noise excites vibrations in the hull plating at the

boundaries of the engineroom. These vibrations in the hull

plating cause acoustic noise to be radiated into the sea.

This is the first source of radiated noise to be calculated.

Note, only the reverberant sound pressure is considered.

Direct path sound fields are ignored to ease calculations.

After computation of the airborne noise-excited radiated

noise, the structureborne noise emissions of each piece of

source equipment a.-e quantitatively followed from the source

equipment, through the equipment mountings, through the equip-
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ment foundation (if present), through hull structure (if

applicable), and to the hull plating where it is radiated into

the sea. Most of the equipment is mounted to foundations

which are directly connected to the hull. Hence, the acceler-

ation levels at the base of the foundation form the excitation

of the hull which is radiated into the sea.

After the structureborne noise from each piece of equip-

ment is converted to a radiated sound power level, the total

radiated sound power level of the su! marine design is

calculated. The total radiated sound power level is simply

taken to be the "logarithmic sum" of all of the radiated sound

power levels from every piece of equipment's str'ctureborne

noise emissions and the airborne noise-excited radiation from

the engineroom boundaries.

5.1.4 The Results

The comparison is carried out for each of the three subma-

rine designs. For each design, four possible mountings of the

relevant source equipment are considered. They span the

possible noise reduction mountings which are currently in use.

All four mounting schemes will be presented.

The calculations which yield the results of the comparison

are provided in Appendix B. The subsequent sections of this

chapter discuss briefly how those calculations are performed.

The table below shows the results of the comparison. These

results will be discussed in greater detail in section 5.3.
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Table 1 - Radiated Noise Levels of the Propulsion Systems

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
HM

OTHEP 166 174 171 161 155 149 147 144 134

ED 166 174 171 161 155 149 143 142 134

GTD 153 160 157 148 143 143 137 132 122

HFM

OTHEP 166 174 171 162 155 149 146 142 129

ED 166 174 171 162 155 149 142 140 129

jGTD 153 160 157 149 143 143 136 130 117

LFM

OTHEP 163 166 161 150 143 134 130 127 117

ED 163 166 161 150 143 134 126 125 117

GTD 150 152 147 137 131 128 120 115 104

TSM

OTHEP 151 153 144 129 118 108 128 123 94

ED 151 153 144 129 118 107 99 99 94

!GTD 138 139 130 116 106 101 92 91 84

HM = Hard Mounted HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mounting

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mounting TSM = Two Stage

Isolation Mounting

OTHEP = Outside the Hull Electric Propulsion (Baseline Design)

ED = Electric Drive Variant GTD = Geared Turbine Drive

Variant

5.2 Description of the Alternate Propulsion Systems, Acoustic

Sources and Paths

5.2.1 OTHEP

5.2.1.1 System Configuration

The design of the baseline submarine is carried out in

some degree of detail in Chapter 3 and Appendix A. Hence,

this information will not be presented here. Appendix A,
Figure 4 is a drawing of the engineroom arrangement of the

baseline submarine. Also relevant to the configuration of

the baseline submarine is the arrangement of the propulsion

motor on the aft end of the pressure hull.
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5.2.1.2 Acoustic Sources

The equipment listed below is the equipment that is con-

sidered in the comparative analysis for the OTHEP propulsion

system.

Propulsion Motor 19.2MW 58.8RPM sea-water

cooling/lubrication

Turbine-Generators (2) 27MW 3600RPM

Sea-Water Pump 1900gpm +l0psi centrifugal pump

Pump Drive Motor 188HP 1200rpm induction motor

5.2.1.3 Acoustic Paths

Two acoustic paths exist for the structureborne noise

emitted by the propulsion motor. The first path is through

the structure which attaches the rotor core to the structure

supporting the propel-ler hub. This path is handled by treat-

ing the connecting structure as a mounting, with the rotor

core mounted directly to the hull plating at the propeller

hub. The second path conducts the noise emitted by the sta-

tor from the stator core to the hull plating just fore and

aft of the propulsion motor. The path goes through the

mounting which connects the stator to the pressure hull.

From the point of connection with the pressure hull, the path

continues fore and aft, through intersections with framing,

to the first stiffener which extends radially from the pres-

sure hull to the hull envelope plating. See the figure

below.
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Figure 1 - OTHEP Propulsion Motor Structureborne Noise Paths

The acoustic paths for the structureborne noise emitted

by the turbine-generators (2), and the sea-water cooling/lu-

brication pump unit are similar. The source equipment is

attached to its foundation with any of the four mountings
shown in the results table above. The acoustic path extends

through the mounting and across the foundation to the hull.
The sound is radiated from the hull at the location of the

foundation's "footprint" on the hull. See the diagram below.
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Hull Structure

The Sea

Figure 2 - Source, Mounting, Foundation, Hull Acoustic Path

The only other path to be considered is a partially air-

borne path. The source equipments emit airborne noise into

the engineroom. The reverberant sound pressure level in the

engineroom is a function of the room geometry and the air-

borne sources within the engineroom. The reverberant sound

pressure level induces vibrations in the hull structures

which form the boundaries of the engineroom. These vibra-

tions, in turn, give rise to acoustic radiation from the

hull.

5.2.2 Electric Drive With Conventional Propeller

5.2.2.1 System Configuration

The arrangement drawing below contains the salient

aspects of the electric drive propulsion system that is used

in the comparison. The hull profile and location of the
reactor compartment are the same as the baseline submarine

design's. The aft end of the pressure hull is altered to

reflect its shape were the electric drive propulsion system

to be installed.--The pressure hull displacement is preserved

despite the alteration of the shape of the aft end of the

pressure hull.
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Side View

Top View

Figure I - Electric Drive Engineroom Arrangement

5.2.2.2 Acoustic Sources

The equipment listed below is the equipment that is con-

sidered in the comparative analysis for the electric drive

propulsion system.
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Propulsion Motor 19.2MW 120RPM freshwa-

ter cooled

Turbine-Generators (2) 27MW 3600RPM

Cooling Water Pump 400gpm centrifugal pump

Pump Drive Motor 37.5HP 1200rpm induc-

tion motor

Lube Oil Pump Bgpm 20psi gear

pump

Pump Drive Motor 7.5HP 1200rpm induc-

tion motor

5.2.2.3 Acoustic Paths

The acoustic paths for the structureborne noise emitted

by the all of the source equipment of the electric drive

submarine design, the propulsion motor, turbine-generators

(2), the cooling water pump unit, and the lube oil pump unit,

are similar. The source equipment is attached to its founda-

tion with any of the four mountings shown in the results

table above. The acoustic path extends through the mounting

and across the foundation to the hull. The sound is radiated

from the hull at the location of the foundation's "footprint"

on the hull. This is the same path that is shown in Figure

5.2.1.3.2.

The only other path to be considered is a partially air-

borne path. The source equipments emit airborne noise into

the engineroom. The reverberant souno pressure level in the

engineroom is a function of the room geometry and the air-

borne sources within the engineroom. The reverberant sound

pressure level induces vibrations in the hull structures

which form the boundaries of the engineroom. These vibra-

tions, in turn, give rise to acoustic radiation from the

hulI.

5.2.3 Geared, Steam Turbine Drive

5.2.3.1 System Configuration

The arrangement drawing below contains the salient

aspects of the geared turbine drive propulsion system that is

used in the comparison. The hull profile and location of the

reactor compartment are the same as the baseline submarine
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design's. The aft end of the pressure hull is altered to

reflect its shape were the electric drive propulsion systen,

to be installed.--The pressure null displacement is preserved

despite the alteration of the shape of the aft end of the

pressure hull.
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Side View

Top V iew

Figure ! - Geared Turbine D-ive Engineroom Arrangement

5.2.3.2 Acoustic Sources

The equipment listed belo.4 is the equipmernt that is con-

sidered in the comparative analysis for the geared turbine

drive propulsion system.
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Propulsion Steam Turbine 19.2MW 360ORPM

Reduction Gear 19.2MW 120RPM

Ship's Service Turbine-Generators (2) 1.IMW 3600RPM

Lube Oil Pump 16gpm 20psi gear

pump

Pump Drive Motor 15HP 1200rpm induc-

tion motor

5.2.3.3 Acoustic Paths

The acoustic paths for the structureborne noise emitted

by the all of the source equipment of the geared turbine

drive submarine oesign, the reduction gear, ship service

turbine-generators (2), and the lube oil pump unit, are simi-

lar. The source equipment is attached to its foundation with

any of the four mountings shown in the results table above.

The acoustic path extends through the mounting and across the

foundation to the hull. The sound is radiated from the hull

at the location of the foundation's "footprint" on the hull.

This is the same path that is shown in Figure 5.2.1.3.2.

The only other path to be considered is a partially air-

borne path. The source equipments emit airborne noise into

the engineroom. The reverberant sound pressure level in the

engineroom is a function of the room geometry and the air-
borne sources within the engineroom. The reverberant sound

pressure level induces vibrations in the hull structures

which form the boundaries of the engineroom. These vibra-

tions, in turn, give rise to acoustic radiation from the

hull.

5.3 Discussion of Results

5.3.1 Sources That Were Not Considered

Prior to discussing the results of the comparative study

it is very important to note the a-oustics issues that have

been neglected. First of all, structural and mechanical noise

sources other than the propulsion system equipment discussed

above have been ignored, the propeller shaft for one. Second,

all noise created by the propeller has been ignored. These

noise sources are very important when comparing propulsion
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schemes. Hence, the results presented by this rese.rch are

only part of the picture. They represent just one portion of

the noise emitted by a submarine.

One additional point must be made. Other than the equip-

ment mountings, no noise- reduction techniques are considered

by this researcn. Hence, many of the noise sources could be

mitigated by proper techniques. This is to say that it snould

be very possible to improve the noise emission characteristics

of any of the three propulsion systems.

5.3.2 Interpretation of Findings

The results presented in the first section jf this chapter

contain three interesting results. First, perhaps the most

salient feature of the comparison is the similarity between

the electric drive and OTHEP radiated source levels. This

similarity, in view of the disparity in motor source levels,

indicates that the turbine-generators are the dominant noise

source. Their effect is due to two factors. The turbine-

generators have high power ratings. The turbine-generators'

foundations cover a large area of hull, thus making a larger,

more effective sound radiator.

The most obviuus difference between the electric drive and

OTHEP radiated noise levels occurs in the 2000Hz octave banu.

This is the octave band that contains the PWM switching fre-

quency, 2.5kHz. The estimation of the magnitude of the cur-

rent distortion square wave could be overly

conservative,--penalising the OTHEP system as it were.

Nonetheless, it points out the need to minimize the PWM dis-

tortion of the stator input currenit. This effect seems to be

the only intrusion of the OTHEP propulsion motor into the

turbine-generator dominated noise radiation. Without it, the

two propulsion systems would be indistinguishable.

The final observation concerns the geared turbine drive

source levels. The fact that a mechanical drive appears to be

more quiet than an electric drive is counter-intuitive. There

are three possible explanations for the geared turbine drive

being quieter than the electric drive and OTHEP systems.

First. the source levels for the generating plant of the elec-

tric drive and OTHEP designs may be too high. Reference [7)
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may not provide accurate source levels for motors and

generators with ratings as high as 19 and 27MW. This would

penalise the electric drive and OTHEP designs. This is the

most likely explanation especially when the quality of subma-

rine equipment compared to sirface ship equipment is consid-

ered.

The second explanation for the disparity of the geared

turbine drive source levels and tne electric drives source

levels is that equipment other than the equipment considered

causes geared turbine drives to be less quiet. This explana-

tion is less likely than the one discussed above. The third

explanation why the comparative study finds geared turbine

drive to be quieter tflan the electric drives is that, maybe,

geared turbine drive is, in reality, quieter than electric

drives.
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6 Conclusion

6.1 Interpretation of Results

This research produced four items. Each of them is

reviewed here.

6.1.1 Feasibility Design

Chapter 3 and Appendix A comprise what is essentially a

feasibility design of a submarine which uses the OTHEP con-

cept. The submarine design is balanced and appears to be

entirely feasible. The design does possess several

characteristics which should be addressed in subsequent design
iterations, namely a tendency to be heavy aft and a need for

room for crew berthing forward. The inverted geometry,

squirrel-cage induction motor appears to also be t,•tirely fea-

sible. Protection of the motor and its components from sea-
water is a concern, though.

6.1.2 Forces of Electromagntic Origin

Section 4.2 develops the normal force of electromagnetic

origin which acts on the propulsion mozir core. The actual
relatiorship is described by equation 4.2.2.18. Evaluating

this relationship gould he very tedious without using the

capabilities of digital computers. For a detailed acoustic
analysis of the propulsion motor source level, it would be

,appropriate to include many of the terms of the series which

comprise equation 4.2.2.12. The exoresýsicn for force on the
moter core accounts for conductor vidth5 winding geometry,

phase current harmonics, and rotor bar harmonics. The most

important assumptions leading to the expression for force con-

cern the permeability of the core material and the ýair'-gap

width.

"6.1.3 Source Level Estimation

Section 4.2.4 provides an estimation of the propulsion

motor source lzvel for use tith the TFA method that is devel-

oped in section 4.3. The source level estimation found in
Taole 4.2.4.3 is very approximate. The s-ries expressions for

the MMF of the motor w'ere truncated after only a few terms.

As a result, the source level for the 6000Hz octave band is

zero. The magnitude of the current distortion wavefcrm due to

the PWM converter is very conservative. Consequently, the
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source level of the octave band which contains the PWM switch-

ing frequency is very high, perhaps excessively so. The

source level for the propulsion motor is considerably greater

than the envelope offerE' in reference [7] for electric

motors. This tends to indicate that reference [7] source lev-

els are only valid for electric machines with power ratings

significantly less than the power ratings for the OTHEP

machinery. This conclusion must be borne in mini when consid-

ering the results of the comparative acoustic analysis.

6.1.4 Acoustic Model Comparative Analysis

The results of the comparative analysis, which uses the

acoustic model of section 4.3, of the alternate propulsion

systems described in Chapter 5 and calculated in Appendix B
indicate that more accurate source levels are needed to assess

the acoustic merit of OTHEP. As mentioned in the preceding

section, the source levels for the electric motors and genera-

tors used with the OTHEP submarine and the electric r-'rive

variant are not accurate given the rating of the motors and

generators being analysed. Hence, the results of the compari-

son with the geared, turbine drive variant must be disre-

garded. However, the comparison between OTHEP and the

electric drive variant is meaningful.

Ignoring differences in propeller noise, shaft noise, and

other noise sources, the radiated sound power levels of the

propulsion macfinery of the OTHEP and electric drive designs

are virtually identical. The radiated octave band sound power

levels are, with one exception, dominated by the generator

sound power levels. The single exception is the PWM hermonic

of the OTHEP propulsion motor that is mentioned in the preced-

ing section. if the radiated sound power level is, in fact,

dominated by the gen-rator noise, then OTHEP's propulsion

system acoustic performance will be as good as electric drive

acoustic performance. A better idea of the pr'.pulsion motor

source level for electric drive and OTHEP must be obtained

before the preceding statement can be considered to be defini-

tive.
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6.2 Fulfillment of Objectives

The principal objective as stated in Chapter 1 is to

develop a method to assess the relative acoustic merit of

OTHEP. This objective hac been fulfilled by the acoustic model

of Chapter 4. Two secondary objectives support the principal

objective. The first of these is to describe the forces of

electromagnetic origin that act on the propulsion motor core.

This objective is accomplished through equation 4.2.2.18. The

second secondary objective is to compare OTHEP with other sub-

marine propulsion systems. The steps that would have led to

the fulfillment of this objective are carried out; however, the

results indicate that the source levels for use in the model

that fulfills the principal objective are not accurate. With-

out accurate source level information the second objective can-

not be met.

This research has provided a tool that can be used to pre-

dict radiated sound power levels. The comparison attempted in

this research is a victim of a lack of valid source level

information for high-power-rating electric machinery. This

lack of source level information does not invalidate the method

that has been developed, though. Hopefully, someone with valid

source level information could, and would, take the method

developed through this research and use the accurate source

levels to calculate radiated sound power levels.

6.3 Recommendations for Further Research

This research has uncovered several areas, which if

researched, would provide valuable information for the eventual

implementation of OTHEP.

6.3.1 Continue Design Process of OTHEP

Further design iterations leading to a detail design of an

OTHEP submarine will make OTHEP a legitimate alternative for

future submarine designs. Detailed analysis of several design

characteristics will have a major impact on the eventual

implementation of OTHEP. These characteristics describe inte-

grated electric distribution systems, producibility consider-

ations and adherence to shock criteria. Further design

iterations will also improve the quality of arrangements and

other naval architectural issues.
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6.3.2 Vcslidation of Expression for Electromagnetic Force

In the derivation of the expression which describes the

forces of electromagnetic origin which act on the motor core,

several assunptions simplify the analysis. A detailed compu-

tation using equation 4.2.2.18 to calculate the force on a

motor core should be validated by measurements of the force

which acts on an actual motor core.

6.3.3 Validation of Source Level Estimation

Ideally, a prototype OTHEP motor or a scaled version of

the OTHEP motor would be constructed. The source levels of

thic motor, when measured, would provide a validation, of the

octave band source levels provided in Table 4.2.4.3. If the

cost of such validation is prohibitive, a FEM analysis of the

motor can be performed using the expression developed for the

forces of electromagnetic origin. The result of the FEM anal-

ysis would provide much more accurate source level information

than that provided in Table 4.2.4.3.

6.3.4 Validation of Acoustic Model

A validation of the acoustic model presented in section

4.3 can be performed by comparing the radiated sound power

levels calculated using section 4.3 for an existing vessel

with actual measured sound power levels for that vessel. This

step is extremely vital in view of the derivation of the radi-

ation transfer function, section 4.3.2.1.4, WLhich describes

radiation into the sea. This derivation has not been put to

the test of predicting actual emissions.

6.4 Recommendations for Supporting Research

The preceding recommendations for further research arise

from the raised in this research. Several other design issues

relevant to implementation of OTHEP beggar research.

6.4.1 Determination of Propulsive Coefficient of OTHEP Design

The propulsive coefficient of the OTHEP system is esti-

mated in the development of the power versus speed relation-

ship, section 3.1.8. Because the OTHEP configuration is

somewhat novel, the propeller efficiency, hull efficiency and

relative rotative efficiency are not known with any certainty
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at all. Research into the hydrodynamics which dictate these

values would provide valuable information characterising the

performance of OTHEP.

6.4,2 Design an Optimal Propeller for OTHEP

The propeller design assumed in the submarine design con-

tained in Chapter 3 and Appendix A is the propeller design

that Hamner concluded was not optimal. Propeller design is

not a simple task. However, a thorough analysis of large

nub-to-diameter ratio propellers would provide a more accurate

estimation of the open water efficiency of such propellers.

characterisation of the acoustic characteristics of such pro-

pellers would also aid in the evaluation of OTHEP's merits.

The forces which act on the OTHEP propeller blades will be a

deciding factor in the design of the rotating structure which

connects the rotor core to the propeller hub.
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8 Nomenclature

a acceleration, panel length-to-width ratio

a,, Fourier coefficient for MMF series

a. reference acceleration

a,,- M. Fourier coefficient for current distortion series

A condition A

A,-q cross sectional area of 'air'-gap

A, Fourier coefficient for current distortion series

Aln Fourier coefficient for MMF series

Ara radiating panel area

A, -, rotor conductor area

Aý, effective source area

A, stator conductor area

A-1 condition A-1

b, defined magnetic flux density

bp.m Fourier coefficient for current distortion series

B magnetic flux density vector

BHP brake horsepower

component of magnetic flux density in iL" direc-
tion

'B, magnetic flux density magnitude

saturation magnetic flux density

C, coefficient of drag

C, coefficient of frictional drag

CI_ coefficient of lift

CPO inhabitant of the goat locker

C,- coefficient of residual drag

CýM coefficient of residual drag from model test

c" rotor sheet-conductor thickness

cow speed of soo'nd in sea-water

D submarine diameter

Dpjop propeller diameter

D•c.; stator conductor depth
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D",j rotor bar slot gap

DI ýstator insulation thickness

D, stator slot depth

D, stator wedge depth

E modulus of elasticity

E electric field intensity vector

Selectric field intensity coMolex magnitude

EHP effective horsepower

f octave band center frequency

f,- coincidence frequency

component of force in i direction

frn.r minimum frequency

F fluid shear force

FAz• component of surface force density in i direction

FF free flood displacement

F, component of force density in i direction

F.. lift force

FN, normal force of electromagnetic origin

F,, resistance force, drag

g Vair'-gap width

h plate thickness

hp power rating in horsepower

H magnetic field intensity vector

HA "heavy aft" loading condition

HFI "heavy forward I" loading condition

Hý component of magnetic field intensity in i direc-

tion

H2 "heavy 2.: loading condition

current in it" rotor bar

current in reference rotor bar

a-phase rotor current

a-phase stator current

I acoustic intensity
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I complex current magnitude

I_• complex current magnitude for j"h rotor bar

I~ motor core moment of inertia

_ complex distortion current magnitude of mth har-

monic for jth rotor bar

stator phase current magnitude

It- magnitude of balanced rotor currents

_- rotor current with phase angle relative to stator

current

I., magnitude of balanced stator currents

referred rotor current from equivalent circuit

J current density vector

J_ maximum stator linear current density

k acoustic wave number

k, average rotor surface-current density

kri, linearised flexural stiffness of motor core

k, rotor winding factor, skew factor

k. stator winding factor, plate structural wave num-

ber

k.t stator winding breadth factor

k -rstator winding pitch factor

k~pr "Cg linear stiffness model of sea-water

kW power rating in kiloWatts

K_,,, Fourier coefficients of rotor surface current den-

sity series

K_, Fourier coefficients of rotor surface current den-

sity series

K, rotor surface current density

Fourier series description of rotor surface cur-

rent density

1 structureborne acouszic path length

L submarine length, 'air'-gap length

acceleration level
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L..• baseline acceleration level

L r effective source level

L,; 'air'-gap length

L. _ r,-. acoustic array length

L,- length of aft body

LCB longitudinal center of buoyancy

LCG longitudinal center of gravity

LEAD lead ballast displacement

L,- length of fore body

L, sound pressure level

L• length of parallel mid-body

rotor single phase self-inductance

L,- rotor winding inductance matrix

L-, rotor a-phase winding self-inductance

L_• rotor a- and b-phase mutual inductance

L-1 rotor single phase leakage inductance

Lr t rotor belt leakage inductance, 5•' space harmonic

L" I t;7 rotor belt leakage inductance, 7h space harmonic

LýImj•. rotor slot leakage inductance

L, stator single phase self-inductance

stator winding inductance matrix

stator a-phase self inductance

stator a- and b-phase mutual inductance

stator single phase leakage inductance

L1b..tj stator belt leakage inductance, 5th space harmonic

LIt3 Istator belt leakage inductance, 7t;h space harmonic

stator skew leakage inductance

stator slot leakage inductance

stator zigzag leakage inductance

L~mj belt leakage inductance, 5`h space harmonic

Lim j.belt leakage inductance, 7th space harmonic

L",, single phase synchronous inductance

L_ velocity level
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sound power level

baseline sound power level

Lo magnetising inductance from equivalent circuit

L2 "light 2" loading condition

m number of stator turns per phase

M., motor core added mass

M stator a-phase to rotor a-phase mutual inductance,

motor core mass

Mýj •air'-gap stator-rotor winding mutual inductance

M_,• air'-gap mutual inductance matrix

MST main ballast tank and its corresponding displace-

ment

MIF magneto-motive force

n number of radiating panels

n- aft body paraboloid exponent

n•r fore body ellipsoid exponent

N "normal" loading condition

N_ rotor series turns per phase

N,, number of rotor bars

N, stator series turns per phase

NSC normal surface condicion

N-so number of stator slots

p number of pole-pairs, pressure

P perimeter of radiating panel

PC propulsive coefficient

P tMWpower dissipated by loss mechanisms

PX"• electrical real-power input

P]_ýM stator Ohmic loss

P, " Irelectrical real-power output

Pl-ý,-cj rated power output

q number of phases

r distance from center of source area

r.*t aft body hull radius
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rr distance to boundary of source compartment

r- fore body hull radius

r. limiting acoustic range

rpm rated speed in rpm

R Vair'-gap radius, acoustic room constant

R,4 lair'-gap radius

R"- resistance of a single rotor bar

Re Reynolds' number

R,D? stator outside radius

R,_ rotor inside radius

R•, resistance of a-phase rotor winding

R,. resistance of a-phase stator winding

R__ .air'-gap resistance

R, stator resistance from equivalent circuit

R7. rotor resistance from equivalent circuit

st rated slip

SHP shaft horsepower

SHP,17t1 2  installed shaft horsepower

SHP_4-Ir.-W required shaft horsepower

t thrust-deduction coefficient, time

te magnetic backing material thickness

TF•r~ti .. equipment foundation acoustic transfer function

T, torque about the i-axis

Tý., component of electromagnetic stress tensor

TFmc.....t equipment mounting acoustic transfer function

TFI,-jtL, into-the-sea acoustic radiation transfer function

Tr, td rated torque

TFmtrjtL-. hull structure acoustic transfer function

v fluid velocity

G acceleration of mid-span of motor core structural

model

v,, acoustic velocity magnitude

V rotor linear velocity
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V complex voltage

VJl induced 'air'-gap voltage

VCB vertical center of buoyancy

VCG vertical center of gravity

VL displacement of variable loads

_- rotor voltage with ohase angle relative to stator

current

submarine's velocity

w wake fraction

w radiated sound power

W, reference sound power

W,- rotor bar diameter

W-,-, rotor hole diameter

WI-. Irotor bar slot width

WV,ý wetted surface area

WLKJ stator conductor width

W"_ stator slot width

W1 - W7 SWBS weight groups 1 - 7

x_ distance aft along the at't body

xr distance forward along the fore body

X4 magnetising reactance

X, stator leakage reactance from equivalent circuit

X1o stator slot leakage reactance

X;_ rotor leakage reactance from equivalent circuit

ZýPy equivalent circuit current division ratio

equivalent circuit distortion current division
ratio

a electrical machine empirical constant, winding

pitch angle, sea-water acoustic absorption coeffi-

cient, angular conductor width

a ° angular conductor width in mechanical radians

phase angle of phase currents, acoustic path dis-

sipative loss coefficient
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skew angle

v electrical angle between stator turns

AC, correlation allowance

0,mV envelope displacement

Atol submerged displacement

incremental step in x direction

incremental step in y direction

hull efFicienry

imotor efficiency

open-water propeller efficiency

T), relative-rotarive efficiency

fl shafting/mechanical transmission efficiency

6 mechanicai angular displacement, stator coordi-

nates

6' mechanical angular displacement, rotor coordinates

E), angular displacement in electrical radians, stator

coordinates

e. initial rotor position

X flux linkage

k' coincidence wavelength

ý'MZX longest acoustic wavelength

XP circumference-to-slot width ratio, one pole-pair

length

Xra rotcr a-phase winding flux linkage

Xal stator a-phase winding flux linkage

A complex flux linkage amplitude

tAc rotor flux linkage amplitude with phase angle rel-

ative to stator current

absolute viscosity

permeability of free space
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V kinematic viscosit,

rotor current :_-,ase angle relative to stator cur-

rent

p rotor bar resistivity

p., I air'-gap permeance

PC°nd conductor resistivity

p0  densit/ of sea-water

O;W resistivity of sea-water, density of sea-water

radiation efficiency

t fluid shear stress

XI)j electromagnetic shear stress

V, induced voltage lag angle

"w ~ equivalent circuit rotor distoirtion current -hase

angle

"equivalent circuit rotor current phase angle

stator electrical frequency, acoustic freouency

WP PWM switching frequency

rotor electrical frequency

Ct), stator electrical frequencv

synchronous frequency

mechanical frequency

Vj hull volume
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A Submarine Design Calculations

1.1 Table 1 - Baseline Submarine Design Hull Envelope Offsets

Baseline Submarine Offsets

Distance Hull Distance Hull

aft FP. Radius aft FP. Radius

x ft r ft x ft r ft

0.00 0.00 126.72 16.00

3.84 5.97 130.56 16.00

7.68 8.01 134.40 16.00

11.52 9.46 138.24 16.00

15.36 10.59 142.08 16.00

19.20 11.51 145.92 16.00

23.04 12.28 149.76 16.00

26.88 12.94 153.60 16.00

30.72 13.51 157.44 16.00

34.56 13.99 161.28 16.00

38.40 14.41 165.12 16.00

42.24 14.76 168.96 16.00

46.08 15.06 172.80 16.00

49.92 15.31 178.56 16.00

53.76 15.52 184.32 15.97

57.60 15.68 190.08 15.91

,1.44 15.81 195.84 15.81

65.28 1-90 201.60 15.65

69.12 15.06 207.36 15.42

72.96 15.99 213.12 15.11

76.80 16.00 218.86 14.71

80.64 16.00 224.64 14.22

84.48 16.00 230.40 13.62

88.32 16.00 236.16 12.91

92.16 16.00 241.92 12.007

96.00 16.00 247.68 11.11

99.84 16.00 253.44 10.00
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103. 3 16.00 259.20 8.75

107.52 16.00 264.96 7.34

111.36 16.00 270.72 5.77

115.20 16.00 276.48 4.02

119.04 16.00 282.24 2.10

122.88 16.00 288.00 0.00
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1.2 Table 2 - Combined Structural Design Worksheet

Submarine Structural Calculations
MDeveloped for 13.461 Naval Ship Design by John V. Amy Jr.,

This wornshmet is derived from the worksheets contained in the book
Submarine Design Notes by CAPT Harry A. Jackson, Chapter 7.
See this reference for drawings which define the physical significance
of each ef the variables. So to line 213 for the ouikheac analvsis.
Go to line 2W7 for the end closure analysis.

Input Data:
Do= 32 ft This is outside diameter of the suumarines hull.
OD= 1312 ft This is the submarine's operating depth.

Sigma y= 80000 psi This is the yield strength of steel to te used.
E=2960)0000 psi This is Young's modulus for the steel to be ased.

nu= 0.25 This is Poisson's ratio for the steel to be used.
t= 1.75 in This is the shell plating thickness.*

Lf= 2.5 ft This is the frame spacing.*
b= 0.75 in This is the frame web thickness.*

hw= 10.25 in This is the frame web height.*
Wfi= 7.25 in This is the flange width.*
tfl 1.5 in This is the flange thickness.*
LB= 32 ft This is length between King frames or bulkheads.*
bV= 1.25 in This is the King frame web thichness.*

hwK= 22 in This is the King frame web height.*
WflK= 16 in This is the King frame flange width.*
tflK= 1.75 in This is the King frame fiange thickness.*

test ti= 2 in This is a tentative King frame insert thic,:ness.*
* signifies that these quantities are trial values.

Results of Calculations:
t init= 2.0992 in The input value of t should be close to t init.

hw/b=13.66666 This should be less than or equal to 18.
Wfl/hw=0.707317 This should be between 0.7 and 0.3.
tflit=0.785714 This should be between 0.75 and 1.
wt/B=0.183663 This should be close to 0.18.

sigma 1 0 If this is 1, then shell stresses are too righ.
sigma t=79772.44 psi This should be less than or equal to sigma y.

sigma t<=sigma y ? I If this is one, 'he framing is acceptable.
Lfeb=28.45688 in This is the end bay frame spacing.

AKf=58.74461 in2 This is the King frame flange area. It should be 3
Af=17.65625 in2 times Af.

IKf=11968.73 in4 This is the King frame MOI. it s, ould be 10 times
If=1336.741 in4 greater than If.

Pcr=3695.442 psi This is the King frame buckling pressure. It
2.25xPc= 1968 psi should be at least 2.25 times greater than Pc.
calc ti=1.680558 in This should be close to test ti. If not, iterate.

sigma tKWsigma yK? 1 If this is one, King frame is acceptable.
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intermediate Calculations:

Ds=3i.85416 ft This is the shell diameter.
Rs=15.92708 ft This is the shell radius.

L= w.43-5 ft This is shell not contiguous to frames act.
P=874.6o66 psi This is pressure at operating depth, 0F=15.

Fo= 16 ft This is the auter radius of the hull.
r init= 2.0992 in This is a first indication of shell thiciLess.

t /Ds=0. 004578
L; Ds0. 07~5526
hwib=13.6666a

Wflihw=O.?07317
tfi0t/0.785714

Aw= 7.6875 in2 This is the cross-sectional aree of the web.
Afl= 9.96875 02 This is the crwss-sectional area of the flange.
Af=17.65625 in2 This is the cross-sectional area cf te frame.
ot= 1.2125 in2

Af+bt=18.96875 02
B=0.069192

theta=2.058280 rad
sinhtheta3.852407 sinn(theta;2)=1.220672

coshtheta3. 0 80080 cosh(theta/2)=l.577986
h=-0.68415 These three functions, H, K? and N are auxiliary
K=v.626888 functions used in Von-Sanden--Gunthey formulas.
N=0.939307

beta=2.464422 rad
gamma=0.285932

nI=0.422512
n2=0.566994

sinhnltheO.983487 sinnIthetO.764102
coshnlthel.402585 cosnlthetO.645094
sinhn2thel.450581 sinn2thetO.919589
coshn2thel.761870 cosn2thetO.392880

F00.902697
F2=0.817351
F3=-1.24511
F4=0.644585

Size and Weight of Frames:
Le=27.15975 in This is the effective length of the shell.

Arep in2 Arm in Moment d Ad2 10
Plate 47.52956 191.125 9084.088 2.514056 300.4097 12.12994
Web 7.6875 185.125 1423.148 -3.48594 93.41695 67.30566
Flange 9.96875 179.3125 1787.521 -9.29844 861.9085 1.570597
Af 17.65625 SUM Mom=12294.75 SUM Ad2=1255.735 1255.735
At 65.18581 If=1336.741
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bar =i88.009] in This is the centroid of the fcame.
it has also been chosen to represent the radius to the neutral a~is.

Rna=188.6109 in This is the same as the centroid.
Rcg=11.8432 in This is the centroid of the frame.
cI=9.985943 in distance from NA to inner frame surface
c2=3.3S9056 in distance from -A to outer shell surface

c=9.985943 in ma-imum distance frcm the WA
A* extrn=1l.50409 in2 This is for enterrai frames.
A* intrn=l8.55747 in2 This is for internal frames.

wt of frame=2.557619 tons Steel is assumed here.
wt of sheil=7.993134 tons
frame+shell=1O.5•075

wtiB =0.183663 Tnis should roughli be equal to 0.13.

LOBAR Buckling:
Pcr=2272.144 psi pressure which hull fails by general instabilit'
P92=968.3628 psi These two pressures should be less than

P92A=866.0425 psi yield strength.
P?=1030.186 psi NOTE - This is a substitute for P92MOD.
a=0.27581 NOTE - This assumes internal frames.

sigma u=63975.61 psi
sigma'u=95526.09 psi This is an alternate expression.

Shell Stresses:
sigmao!1=45133.72 psi This is for stress in xm direction.

18841.89
sigmao/1=13859.29 psi This is for stress in xf direction.

50116.32
sigmao/1=5489O.71 psi This is for stress in phim Airection

49259.73
sigmao/1=43977.36 psi This is for stress in phif direction.

54854.47
sigma a= 60600 psi This is the maximum allowable stress.

Test to make sure that all stresses are below the allowable stress.
Test

0 In these tests, a one indicates that shell stress
0 is greater than allowable stress. A zero indicates
0 that the shell stress is within allowable levels.
0
0
0
0
0
0

General Instability:
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m=1.500o7 m2=2.4-t-%3 TI:2,E1.2E481
Etm4/Rs=!cEi56. El, Rs'o-Lf=20).6920

For n=2:
Pcr==Q83.4q4 psi

For n=3:
Pcr=301 .695 psi

For i=q:

Pcr=3423.932 psi

Frame Anaijsis:
F=6.070447

sigma c=5760.94 psi
eo= 0.5 in

sigma b1=1304.726 psi This corresponds to n=2.
sigma b2=14641.37 psi This corresponds to n=3.
sigma b3=23002.50 psi This corresponds to n=4.
sigma b=23002.50 psi This is the largest buckling stress.
sigma t=79772.44 psi This is the total stress.

End Bay Spacing - Here a spacing greater than Lf is used.
Lfeb=28.45688 in This uses formula on page 17 of Ch? of tre notes.

king Frame Analysis: NOTE - This assumes an internal king frame.
LeK=28.71545 in This is the effective length of king frame plate.

Item Area in2 Arm in Moment d Ad2 Vo
Flate 50.25204 191.125 9604.421 9.254248 4303.640 12.82474
Web 27.5 179 45220. -2.87075 226.6334 1109.1!6
Flange 28 1•7.125 4679.5 -14.7457 608G.241 7.145833
Insert 3.244610 190.125 b16.8816 8.254248 221.0o38 0.015271

AfK=58.74461 SUM Mom=19823.30 SUM Ad210839.57 10839.57
AtK=108.99a6 IfK=11968.73

y bar K=181.8707 in centroid of the cross sectional area of King frame
It has also been chosen to represent the radius to the neutral axis.

ycgK=173.9543 in radius to the centroid of the web and flange
RnaK=181.8707 in This is the same as the centroid.
RcgK=173.9543 in This is the same as the web and flange centroid.

1 BK=0.043103 in2 This ignores the area of the insert.
i betaK=0.450385 rad This ignores the area of the insert.
1 gammaK=2.020600 rad
1 deltaK=3.787397 rad

2 BK0.040819 02 This is a second iteration.
2 betaK=0.814460 rad This is a second iteration.
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a=C'.+445i :ad
: dei.•- i .0:31073C ad This is tre product of onrl, two iteration-

aaic ti=1.62C'558 in calculated inserr thiclness. test ti c

c11:=15.62075 in diszance from neutral a-is to inner frame L:-f'Sce
c2h=10.12924 in distance from neutral axis to oUter she11 =Urf-C-
cf=15.o2(175 in m a ii TuIm distance from the , eutri4 a 18S
F.=I:2.37253

sigma c =3,Y7:37.63 psi

Bucf' :'cr=%695.442 psi Ths :sI= for •in frrame -1UcC.i .' t . hcid be
greater than 2.25 :: Fc.

ia = 1 . 5 ,36 Y7 m2=2.44,+163 IMM2: 1221 -": A
Etm4/Rs=1o2,':156. El I'RsRcg2Lf=24 1.98",

Fzr n=2:
Pcr-15363.01 psi

FoC r,=3:

Pcr=17676.20 psi
For n=4:

Pcr=5,921.76 psi

siqma •1=1383.687 psi This corresponds to n=2.
sigma b2=3181.826 psi This corresponds to n=3.
sioma b3=3335.986 psi This corresponds to n=4.
sioma o=3335.986 psi This is the largest buckling stress.
sigma t=34073.61 psi This is the total stress.

Bulkhead Analysis
A shear girder arrangement similar to figure 7 - 35 is assumed.
The width of the doubled bulkhead plate is taken to be hwB; it
tapers linearly to tB over a width equal to hwB. Only one or two
shear girders can be considered. It is assumed that the shear
girder will act as a deck support, or as part of the deck itself.

input Values - The same steel as above is assumed.
tB= 3 in This is the thickness of the bulkhead plate.
bB= 2.75 in This is the thickness of the shear girder web.

Y1 = hwB= 60 in This is the web height at midspan.
WflB= 32 in This is the width of the shear girder flange.
tflB= 3 in This is the thickness of the shear girder flange.

Y0=28.45688 in This is the girder depth at the shell. It must
orS8.45688 in equal Lfeb or Lfeb+n*Lf. where n is an integer.

# girder= 2 This is the number of shear girders, 1 or 2.
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Jutnut Values - 3 decN boat ano 7' deckheights assumed.
i=345.2%98 in This is the length of the snear giraers.

Mbman= 8.;E+08 lbf-in This is ma;. Larding moment on the bulihead.
Z reqd=0.O00059 in -3 This is the required section mocuius.

c=52.89910 in This is man. distsncp from neutral aolis.
2 caic=,.00005? in -3 This is calculated section modulus. it shooli

equal required section mooulus. Adjust input
until the tNo are equal. This is miuspen.

bB caic=5.270495 in This most roughil equal bB. adjust 70 ard bE.
zD- stiffener design. see H. Jackhscn notes Eh.7 pages 2-3,..

The table below is for midspan, at centerline.
Area in2 Arm in Moment d in A dK Is

Bullhead 553 -1.5 -837 10.60089 62707.41 418.5
Web 165 30 4950 -20.99•1 72067.51 45500

Flange 96 61.5 5904 -49.3991 234266.1 72
insert Iq2 -4.25 -816 i3.35039 34223.28 168

AB 453 Eum Mom= 9201 Sum Ad2=403264.3 403264.3
ABT 1 ý car=9.100890 IOf=06845.c

The table below is for te a-: F ne sheli.

•Q is assumed to be Lfeb+Lf.
Area in2 Arm in Moment d in 4 CE

Bulkhead 558 -1.5 -837 10.60089 62707.41 - -

Web 243.2564 44.22844 10758.85 -35.1275 300165.0 15815.7
Flange 96 61.5 5904 -49.3991 234266.1
Insert 192 -4.25 -316 19. 0 96 54 70018.15 1i0

ABf 453 Sum Mom=15009.85 Sum Ad2=667156.7 667!5,.7
ABT 1011 y oar=14.84654 IBf=82643K.0

End Closure Analysis
A hemispherical end closure is assumed. A linear relationship

in figure 7-48 is also assumed. A factor of safety of 1.5 is used
in calculations for yielding and 2.25 in those for buckling.

input Values
RlOf= in This is outside radius of forward hemisphere.
RlOa= 83.75 in This is outside radius of aft hemisphere.

Output Values
hemi tf= 0 in This is thickness of forward hemisphere plate.
hemi ta=0.740495 in This is thickness of aft hemisphere plate.

Calculations
yld tf= 0 in This accounts for yielding due to pressure.
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bLt." tf= 0 in This accou.7•_ TOr suckling dJe to ores-ur-.
tIfei tf= 0 in This is the larger of the two.
via ta= 0.Qd675 in

,c[ ta=.). 740495 in
hemi ta=0.740495 in

"Q: 'Submarine Structural Calculations
A2: aDeveloped for 13.461 Naval Ship Design by john V. m jr.
AQ: 'This worksheet is derived fr:om the worksheets corta.iied in •ts•LDo
A5: 'Submarine Design Notes by CAPT Harry A. Jackson, Chaoter 7.
Ao: 'See this reference for arawings which defire the physical signrificEnce
A7: 'of each of the variables. Go to line 218 for rhe bulkhead analysis.
A8: 'Go to line 267 for the end closure analysis.
AIO: "Input Data:
All : , Do=

B11; 32
CII: 7t This is outside diameter of the submarine's hull.
A12: OD=
012: 1312
C02: 'ft This is the submarine's operating depth.
AI3: " Sicma y=
B!S: 80000
C13: 'psi This is the yield strength of steel to be used.
A14: ' E=
314: 2960050
C14: 'psi This is Young's modulus for the steel to be used.
A15: ' nu=
B15: 0.35
015: This is Poisson's ratio for the steel to be used.
A16: t=

BIe: 1.75
C1s: 'in This is the shell plating thickness.*
A17: ' Lf=
B17: 2.5
C17: 'ft This is the frame spacing.*
AI: " b=
B18: 0.75
C18: 'in This is the frame web thickness.*
A19: , hw=
B19: 10.25
C19: 'in This is the frame web height.*
A20: ? Wfl=
B20: 7.25
C20: 'in This is the flange width.*
A21: " tfl=
B21: 1.375
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721: "in This is the flange triclness.*
"A2? " LB=

BNO: 32
C22: Wft This is iengtn between i ing frames or bulkheads.*
A2_3: , bh•=

B23: 1.25
C23; 'in This is the King frame web thickness.*
A24 : " hwk=
B24: 22
L24: 'in- This is the iing frame web height.*
125: ' Wflk=
BE5: Io
£25: 'in This is the King frame flange width.*
A26: " tflK=

B26: 1.75
C26: 'in This is tWe Ving frame flange tVickness.*
A27: " test ti=
B27: 2
C27: 'in This is a tentative King frame insert thickness.*
CES: "* signifies that these quantities are trial values.
A30: 'Results of Calculations:
AN3: " t init=
B31: +$$53*$B$54*i2/,$$13
C31: 'in The input value of t should be close to t init.
A32: " hw/b=
B32: +$$19i$B$18
C32;: This should be less than or equal to 18.
A•-43: Wflrhw=
B33: +IB120/$B$19
C33: This should be between 0.7 and 0.8.
A34: ' tfl/t=
B34: +$B$21/$B$16
C34: ' This shc.uld be between 0.75 and 1.
A35: ' wt/B=
B35: +$C$108
C35: ' This should be close to 0.18.
A36: ' sigma I
B36: +$B$139
C36: " If this is I, then shell stresses are too high.
A37: ' sigma t=
B37: +$B$160
C37: 'psi This should be less than or equal to sigma y.
A38: 'sigma t<=sigma y ?
C38: WJF($B$160<=$B$13,1,0)
D38: ' If this is one, the framing is acceptable.
A39: ' Lfeb=
B39: +$B$163
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C39: 'io This is the end bay frame soacing.
A4o: , AhOf

B40: +ME173
40:40in2 This is the K.ing frame flange area. It should be 3

041 , Af=

01i: +MC92
C41: 'n2 times Af.
A-+2 : 1' If=

B42: •G174
C4_2: 4i074 This ia the king frame MOI. I; should be i0 times
04s: , if=

tB'4 +50%3
VA4: i,4A greater tran if.
A4.+: " Fcr=
B04;+*$B19?
04; 'psi This is the king frame buckling pressure. It
Av5: " 2.2-5oPc=

45: 2.25*B$53
C45: 'psi should be at least 2.25 times greater than Pc.
A46: ' calc ti=
B-6: +QB1I1

C46: "in This should be close to test ti. if not, iterate.
A47: 'sigma t. sigma yK,
C47: iRF SB$2i5=$B$13,1! 0)
D47: " if this is one, King frame is acceptable.
A49': "Intermediate Calculations:
A-S-: ' Ds=
B50: -MBI l-OS$16i12)

C50: 'ft This is the snell diameter.
A51: " Rs=
B51i: +$B$50/2
C51: 'ft This is the shell radius.
A52 : ' L=

B52: +$[i$17-($B$18/12)
C52: ft This is shell not contiguous to frame's web.
A53: ' F'=

B53: +$B$12/1.5
C53: 'psi This is pressure at operating depth, SF=1.5.
A54: ' Ro=
B54: +B$11/2
C54: "ft This is the outer radius of the hull.
A55: ' t init=
B55: +$B$53*$B$54*12/$B$13
C55: "in This is a first indication of shell thickness.
A56: ' tiDs=

B56: +$B$16/(12*$B$50)
A57: L/Ds=
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A59: Wfi,'hw=
35q: $3 s 26 i $B$i

361: Z1. Ri

'I,- Tii s the cross-ser-tional are G cf the wiet..

r62: 'in2 This is the crc~ss-sectional area of the fil,'qe.

B63: +B$M31+$B$62
icS. 1-2 This is the crosE-sectliorial are-A of trie franse.

A&4: bt-
EB64: +$B$16*$B'$18
C64: 'in2

B,,5: +$63+ýES64
C65:z 'irn2

EB66: +IE4$64/$B$165
-'677: theta=
Bb-,: 12.2*$B$5i2/ (i@SRT( 1C)*$B$56 i*$E$50)
C67: ',ad
A66.- '=inhtheta
-B63: -.5*t@.D4PF($B$67)-iEXP(-$B~$67))
C68-. sirnh(thetai"O)=
E68: Ci-ý(EP$$72)@""($T6/)
A~69: 'coshtheta

0 C.5*(@EXPiB$7)+@jE:XP(-$B$67))
CLa9:. cosh~t~heta'2)=
E69: 0.5*,.EXP($8$6,7/E)+@E/P(-$B$67/2))

A70-. 7 H=
R7:-(3*$E$68*@COS($B$67/2)+$E$69*.DSliw($B$6-//2) ) / (B$68+;@SIN *$B$67))

C70.. These three functions, H. K, and N are auxiliary
A71: K
K I : ($Ets68-.DSIN($B$67) )!($B$68+.;SIN(5B$67))

C71: -unctions used in Von-SandeA--Gunther formulas.
A72: N
B72: ($B$69-@COS($B$67) ) /($B$68+.DSIN( $E$67))

A73: ' beta=
B73: 1 .555*@SORT( $B$51*12*($B$1 W'3) *$BI'72"/$B$65
C73: 'rad
A74: gamma=
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A76: 'san n2=~

B76: w~@D~1SV
A7: ccsinhtne*

BIT: 0.5*:'S xP5*B$,75tfl-EFeB7*a7)
D77: 'sinnihthet

B78:

AVu: 'sinn2trhe
B79: (.5'-( iEXF".$B$76*$B$67j +*EXF -~$B76*$B$71'

E"9): :i@SIN$$7*SB$67)

F1=
B~31: /~$$67),t $B~$7.T2-sE$8t1 2.',(( 17$s8I$5+tE7+E8/~7ý,

A83: F2=

B63: .jyQRTi3, i-$E$15 21 * ,$Es2O*$E$79/$B$76)-($BE'77$B$78/$E$75i) 'i~Ec77'-$B$78

;-E4-. ' F4=
E'84 iSQRT(3/'. P4B$15"'2) )*( (i$B$78*sE$79I B$7o)(IIB$77*$E$B0r$B$"5)i Q7sE9

$B7)$S9$E0$$6t
B26: 'Size and Weight cof Frames:

A67: " Le=
B87: (*B52*12)*OKIN+*VIS
C37: "in This is the effective length of the shell.
CBS: 'A~rea wn2
DBB: Arm in
EBB: Momet
FBB: di
G88: Ad2
HO8: 10It

B89: 'Plate
C35: +$B$87*$B$16
['89: +01~51*12
E89: +'$G89*$D89
F89: +$D89-$0$95
G89: +$CS9*0$F89"2)
H839: +$B$87*$B$16'3/12
890: "Web
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P~C':

H90: +iB:12*TB3lQ 3/i2
B91: 'FlanoeBqi: Fne

Dc#I : SrB$51-!2 I-. $6-iBSi q-) .5ý*ýB$2i

÷Tj *$TIC?!

H91: +SS0•Si3/ 1-

R92: "Af
C-,2: +':p C$ +" '1-$

D9-,2: 'SLIM Morn=
E92: ,•SUMESQ.,EPI )

F92: 'SUN Ad2=
GQ2: i,SUM (G89.. Gq11

H92: +BGs92
B93: 'At
C03: +$[C89+$C$92

923 . , If=
H'93: DSUMH89..H92)
B95: ' y bar =
C975:+$ES92/$C$93
D95: 'in This is the centroid of the frame.
A96: 'It has also been chosen -o represent the radius to the neutral axis.
B98 : , Rna=
C98: +$C$f5
Dq8: 'in This is the same as the centroid.
B9 ; • •Rcg=
C99: ($E$90+$E$9I)/$C$92
D9q: 'in This is the centroid of the frame.
BI00: cl=
C100: +$C$95-(($B$54*12)-$B$16-$B$19-$B$21)
D100: 'in distance from NA to inner frame surface
BII0: ca=
C101i (SB$54*12)-$C$95
DI16: 'in distance from NA to outer shell surface
Bi02: =
C102: .IF($C$100>=$C$101,$C$100,$C$I01)
D102: 'in maximum distance from the NA
B103: 'A* extrn=
C103: ($BS5i*12/$C$99)-`2*$C$92
D103: 'iri This is for external frames.
B104: 'A* intrn=
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W0:i2 Thi is for insernal *f~ames.
A105: ' t of frame=

D1')5: 'ton~s Steel is assum~ed here.
aIGM wt of Eheii=

LIOG: ic251.3c22*$C$lC)7. tB$54*lE,-2*k$S7*i2,)
DIG:, This shnlaLd rougIhly oe equal to 0.1.'.2

0i10': "LOBAR B'uck-lingi:

C11 "psi pvnsure which n~ull fails by genes!i inststilizv
A1 12: ' P92

HIM2 'psi Tiese two pressures should be less Wan;
A113: 9A
B113: 2*SB$13*$Bf56/( +$B$7O*(0.85-$Bs66)/i' +IE173))I
011: 'psi vield streng~th.

B11.4: 25,

L~IM 'psi NJOTE - This is a substitute for P92MOD.

B115: ii-0.5*5B$15i!( 1+$B$64/$C$104+$B$17*12*$B$i**$8tBl/$C$1O4)
Eli5: NOJTE - This assumes internal fram~es.
0116: s:gnma u=
B116: (MB$1*$E*1*12M/4.5*$816)
Clio: 'psi
A117: 'sicima'u=
Bill': +*8$5* UEI1*12$816
C117 "psi This iL an alternate expression.
AI1S: 'Shell Stresses:

B119~: +5$11600.5+$8$15*B$81)
C119: 'osi This is for stress in x:m direction.
B120; +$B$i16*(0.E-$B$115*$2$81)

8121: +sB$11n*(0.5+$B$I15*$B$B3)
0121: 'psi This is for stress in xf direction.
B122: +$8$116*(0.5-$B$115*$B$83)
A1l23: "sigmao/1=
8123: +$E'$116*( 1+$B$115*(-$B$82+0.3*$H$84))
C123: 7osi This, is for stress in phini direction.
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Ai251 'Ei3MaOIl

:125: "psi Tnis is for stress in phi! airec~ion.

A127: ' sigma a=

B127: MUMS~E$~
C12-: 'psi This is the mav imum aliowanle stress.
A129: 'Test to Wa~e sure that all stresses are below the VAAcSabAe sress.
AM ': Teat

C131: in these tests, a one indicates that sheil stress
BIBE: SPFEB2,0 MB127,1,0,,

C132: - is greater then aliowable stress. P zero indicates
BDNBi3: 1FB21 MB127,i,0,

C133: that the she!! stress is within allawanie leleis.
Bl24: !F(Bi22,$B127,1,O)

B135: @iF7B123>0B1127,1,0)
B136:&IF(BI24 M1S27,10)•
B137: AIRBIN5AWB127-1,O)
BiS8: ARFBI260SBSi•jI,O)
B130: @IF(QSUM(B1I1..BI38.;0,I,0)

AiMi: 'General instability:
A142: M=
B142: DPIW0B'5100B$22
C142: : m2=

E142: "$12-2

F142: +$D$142/2
G142: " A=
Hi42: +$B$1424
A143: ' Etm4/Rs=
B143: +$B$14*$B$16*fH$142i($B$51*1I)
DI43: Ei/RsRcg2Lf=
F143: +$BZI4*$H$93/($B$51*IL*($C$99•2)*$B$17*12)
Ai45: 'For n=2:
A146: ' Pcr=
B146: +$B$i43/(3+$F$142)*(4+$D$142)'2)+$F$143*3
C146: 'psi
AM17: 'For n=3:
A148: ' Pcr=
B148: +$B$143/((8+$F$142)*(9+$D$142)-2)+$F$143*8
CAR8: 'psi
A149: 'For n=4:
A150: ' Per=

B150: +$B$143/((151$F$142)*(16+$D$142)"2)+$F$143*15
ON5: 2psi
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A152: 'Fr ame Arna.i_ :s
A153: ' F=

A154: ' sigma c=
BI5.: +•C$ 9*•m$53*•B$!53• sB•65

B155: "inkBA62
AIS54: 'osig~

C15,ot: 'psi This ccrresponds to n=2.
A157: 'sigma b2=
BI 57: +$$4$:Pl 5$s~2-*B5ýiC$99 2*ksB$14S-ý5B;53i)
C157: 'psi This ccnrresponas to n=3.
A156: 7sigma b3=
B158: +S$•S$5*C 0•5s$3(Cs•'2*SmI0-Bs3

C1 5. 'opsi This corresponds to n=+.
Ai5%: ' sigma b=

",sB•1559:

C159: 'osi This is 7he largest buckling stress.
A16CI: ý sigima t=
B160: +ýBs159+$S$154
C160: 'psi This is the total stress.
A162: 'End Bay Spacing - Here a spacing greater than Lf is used.
A163: ' Lfeb=36:1.56*•SQRT($B5$51*I2*$B$16)

C1,3: 'in This uses formula on page 17 of Ch7 of the notes.
Alo5: 'King Frame Anaiysis:
D165: 'NOTE - This assumes an internal King frame.
A16,,: • LeK=
B166: S
C16: 'in This is the effective length of King frame plate.
A168: 'Item
B1.68: 'Area in2
C168: Arm in
D168: ' Moment
E168: ' d
F168: A Ad2
G168: 1 0c
A169: 'Plate
B169: +$B$166*$B$16
C169: +$B$51*12
D169: +$B169*$C169
E169: +$C169-$B$176
F169: +$B169*($EI69,2)
6169: +SB$166*$B$16'3/12
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BI 7C: +IB$23*•B$2•

Ci17': E' W-*2bIO
D170: B 1C7-D*s C!1

F170: +5BI70:k$Ei7C, 2.
GI .1: +$B523*$BZ24 3-12
A!7!1: 'Flance
B17!: -t-rBt-0S--B$2o

DITI: +BBV71-1 1

E1T1:+SI1Bio
F171: +$BI?1*($E171--")

G171: +$B$25*$B$26 3/12
A172: 'Insert
B172: ($1•63/2-$B•23)*(B27-$B$16•

C172: ySB$54*12)-$B$16-O.5*($B$27-$B$16I
D172: +$B172*$C172
Ei72: +$C172-$B$17o
Fi72: +$B172*($E172'2)
G172: 2*($B•163r4-$B$23)* $B' $B$!6y /12
B173; - fP'
B173: @SUM ($B1 70. .$BI172)
C173: !SUM Mom=
D173: .;SUM(D169-..D172)
E173: 'SUM Ad2=
FI73: @SUM(F169..FI72,
G17 3: +sF$173
A174: ' AK=
B174: @SUMýSB169.-.B172)
F174: ' ifl=
Gila: ý,SUM•IN269..G'173)
A176: ' y bar K=
Bi76: +SD$!J3/$BB$I74

C176: 'in centroid of the cross sectional area of King frarse
A177: 'it has also been chosen to represent the radius to the neutral axis.
A178: vcgK=
B178: @SUM(SD$170..$D$1721:$B$173
C178: 'in radius to the centroid of the web and flange
Ai79; ' RnaK=
B179: +$B$176
C179: 'in This is the same as the centroid.
A18O: ' RcgK=
B180: +$B$178
C180: 'in This is the same as the web and flange centroid.
A182: '1 BP=
B182: +$Be$23*$B$27/($B$23*$B$24+$B$25*$B$26+$B$23*.B$27)



7122; -- "02': ir TrW:- lgor-eEm_ tre area of the9 inse,'r.

A133: 'I HOtW =

C183: '"ad This ignores the area of the insect.
Ai•2': 'I gammai=

BI- .02*.5..5 _-M•SW•.,ýIQ$,3

COW4 'rac3
A125: 'I delta&=

C185: Ycad
A!37?: "2

6'16": +SB$23*$B$27i sB$173+$B$23*SB$27,
ZI7: 'in2 This is a second iteration.
A18%:"2 beta=
B13_: 1.5,5*,SORT, S$1i*6*(EB16" 3) )/t$B$s,3+$B.23*$Ba27)
C153: 'rad This is a second iteration.
Al9: "2 cammaK=
3189: .,.85-$B$I,/0IB$188)
C:89: ",-ad
AIV.. W deltaK=

B190: 0.25+I.w*$B$182*M$B$130SE1.6)
CI0: 'rad This is the product of only two iterations.
A191: 2 caic ti=

B! I: +MB$189*MB27i0 0B$190-0.5)
C191: 'in calculatea insert thichness. test ti = cal ti?
A193: ' clK=
Bi93: +$Bsl76-( ( B$54*I2)-$B$27-$B$24-$B$26'
CI13: 'in distance from neutral axis to inner frame surface
A194: ' c2K=
B194: ,$B$54*12)-1B$176
C194: 'in distance from neutral axis to outer shell surface
A95: cK=
B195: @IF($B$1•93:=$B$194,$B$193,$BE194)
C195: "in maximum distance from the neutral axis
A196: FK=
B196: +$BS23*( 1+0.85*$B$188/$B$187) / ( I+$B$188)
AI: 'sigma cK=
B197: +$B5180*$B$53*$B$196/($B$173+$B$23*$B$27)
C197: 7osi
Ai99: 'Buck Pcr=
B199: 25*$B$14*$G$174/( ($B$180*2)'3*2*$B$163)
C199: 'psi This is for King frame buckling. It should be
C200: ' greater than 2.25 x Pc.
A201: IT,=
B201: @PI*$B$51/$B$22
C201: ' m2=
D201: +$B$142"2
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F261:+$D$142-,2

G 2'i : m4=
H2'-) +±BE$142-4
A2,')2: 'Etm4/Rs=

D202: ' Ei/RsRcg2Lf=
F20-.2: +fB$14*$G$i?4/( $B$51"!2-( $BI80'3 '2 )*$B$17-12 )
A2';4: "Fcr n=2:

A-E,: Pc5=
B2,-"5 ±:'Bz'202/ k 3+sF$2O 1 k 4+5E,$201 it 12) +SF$22CE33
,..,6: 'psi
A£E6: 'For n=3:
A207: ' Pcr=
B207: +$B$202/ (8+$F$2c1 '*(9+$D$201 -2 +$F$2C2*8
C2"07: 'psi
A208 -: 'For n=4:
A209c: " Pclý=

B2-09: +E$B$2]2/ ( (15+ F$201 )*( 16+$D$201 )"'2 +$F $2C2*15
C209: 'psi
A211: 'sigma b1=
B211: +$B$14*$Bi195*$B$155*3*$B$53/($B$18-@2*( $B$2(05-$BE53)
C211: 'osi This corresponds to n=2.
A212: 'sigma b2=
B212: +mB$14*$B$155*$B$195*8*$B$53/($B$180C2*($B$207-$B$53))
C212: 'psi This corresponds to n=3.
A213: 'sigma b3=
B213: +$B$14*$B$155*$B$195*15*$B$53 1( B$1C8"2*($B$20q-$B$53),
C213: 'psi This corresponds to n=4.
A214: ' sigma b=
B214: ýIF($B$2'1 .ý=$B$212,@IF($B$211.>=$B$213,$B$211 ,$B$213).@IF(sP$212'=$BI213,$B$2

1.$B$213))
C214: 'psi This is the largest buckling stress.
A215: ' sigma t=
B215: +$B$197+$B$214
C215: 'psi This is the total stress.
A218: 'Bulkhead Analysis
A219: 'A shear girder arrangement similar to figure 7 - 35 is assumed.
A220: 'The width of the doubled bulkhead plate is taken to be hwB; it
A221: 'tapers linearly to tB over a width equal to hwB. Only one or two
A222: 'shear girders can be considered. It is assumed that the shear
A223: 'girder will act as a deck support, or as part of the deck itself.
A226: 'Input Values - The same steel as above is assumed.
A227: . tB=
B227: 3
C227: 'in This is the thickness of the bulkhead plate.
A228: ' bB=
B228: 2.75
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C223: 'in This is the thichness of tne shear girdes web.
AE29: 711 = hB
B22%: K(
C229: 'in This is the weo height at midspan.
A230: ' Wf!B=
B230: 32
C220: 'in This is the width of the shear girder flange.
A231: ,tf1-
B231:2

C231: '.n Th7 is the thickness of the shear gzraer fianoe.
A232: - Y=
B2S2: +01163
C232: 'in This is the girder depth at the shEll. it must
A233: ' or
B233: +$B1o3+12*$B$17*2
C233: 'in equal Lfeb or Lfeb+n*Lf, where n is an integer.
A234: "# girder=
B234: 2
C234: ' This is the number of shear girders, 1 or 2.
AE36: 'Output Values - 3 deck boat and 7' deckheights assumed.
A237: ' 1=
B237: DIF($B$234=1,$B$11*12-2*$B$t6,2*@SQRT(f$B$i1*6) 2-k( .'.• •i•-I0-2÷7))

C237: 'in This is the length of the shear girders.
A238: ' Mbmax=
B238: ($B$11*12i2-$B$16)'2*$B$237*$B$53/12.223
C238: 'Ibf-in This is max. bending moment on the bulkhead.
A239:' 2 reqd=
B239: +$B$13i1.5*$B$238)
C239: 'in -3 This is the required section modulus.
A240: " c=
B240: @iF((2*$B$227+$D$254))=($B$229+$B$231-$D$254),(2*$B$227+$D2e54),($E$229+sB2

-$D$254))
C240: 'in This is max. distance from neutral axis.
A241: ' Z calc=
B241: +$B$240/$G$254
C241: 'in -3 This is calculated section modulus. It should
C242: ' equal required section modulus. Adjust input
C243: ' until the two are equal. This is midspan.
A244: ' bB calc=
B244: 1.5*@PI*$B$53*($B$11*12/2-$B$16)"2/($B$13*$B$233*4)
£244: 'in This must roughly equal bB, adjust YO and bB.
A245: 'Por stiffener design, see H. Jackson's notes Ch.7 pages 28-30.
A247: 'The table below is for midspan. at centerline.
B248: 'Area in2
C248: ' Arm in
D248: ' Moment
E248: ' d in
F248: ' A d2
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i424'9: 'Pul'UheEad
B2-:k3Ci)*$227*-3*sB$230C;~s2

C249: -i-).5$27
D249: +$BE4ýi*BC249
E24q: +$Dý2541-O .5*5B$22
F249: +$B24?*$E249- 2
G24 q. ~30*ý1B 227+3*$9$23C%'-j1SýI$22'7 3/12

A250: We
B25.): - 5$22*$Bs'22q
C-250: 0.B5c*s$C25C,
EE250: +5DB250*-C25C

5250:; +sB$E2*$B$229-- 3/1
A2E51: 'Flanqe

B251: +$B$23(0*$B$231
C251: _s$2+.5$13

D251: +$25j *$C251
E251: +iiDS254-$B$229+C?.5*$B$231
F251: +$B251*$E251-"2
G251: +$Et123t)*$B$231'-3/ 12
^252: ' Insert
B252: +$B22?*%B$230*2
C252: -$B$22?-5*$B$227 /12
D252: +$E4252*$C252
E252: +$D$254-$C$ 252
F2512: +ZEB252*$E252-*2
G252: +$EcZ227A"3*$B$23O/ 1I2+2* 1IB$227-'3*$B$23)/ 13)
A253:' f
B253: .iSUM($B$2050..$B$252)
C253: 'Sum Mom=n
D253: .@SUM(D249. .D252)
E253: ' Sum Ad2=
F253: @SUM(F249. .F252)
6253: +$F$253
A254: ' ABT
B254: .iDSUM%$B$249. .$B$252)
C254: I y bar=
D254: +$D$253/$B$254

F254: ' IBf=
6254: @SUM(G249. .6253)*$B$234
A256: 'The table below is fcor the end, at the shell.
A257: 'YO is assumed to be Lfeb+Lf.
B258: 'Area in2
C258: ' Arm in
D258: ' Moment



I
F250: A d2

G258 I C.

E'2T9 : '.3 *3 22 +3kEh2e) ) ~ Ei2
BE59: kC' 30*SB227+3$T26 ý$2

D"05ý: +ýD*254+*$C25.

F25?: +$E(25Q*5E259 2
is:,R$273'323,.*); 2 3/'12

A~c)C-P: Web
KSOC: +$E($22@*$B$233

r-6:0. 5*iE'$233
D260: $20iC6
EHb'J: +$D$254-0.5*ý,B$233

F6:+$260*$E260- -2
62-60: +$BZ228*$B$23T-3/12
'~261: 'Flange
B261: +!iB$230)*$B$231
L,261: +$B229+0.5*$B$231
L2561: +$B26A!*$C261
E261: +$D$254-$B$22Q-t-0.5,*$B$231
F261: +$BE(E1*$E261 *2
G261: +$B$23(:*$B$23l-'3/12
A"062: 'Insert
BE262: .-t$B$227*$B$230*2
C262: -$B$227-5*$B$227/ 12
D"062: +$BZ62*$C262
E262: -$D$264-$C$262
F262: +$262*$E262,,2
G262: +$3$227,'3*$B$230/ 120+2*i$B227'j/3*$B$230/ 18
A263: ' A-Rf
B263: ;@SUMI$B$250. .$B$252)
C263: 'Sum Mo'm=
D262: @SUM(D259. .D262)
E263: ý'Sum Ad2=
F263: @SUM(F259. .F262)
6263: +$F$263
A"064; ABT
B264: @SUM($B$249. .$B$252)
C2b4: I y bar=
D264: +$D$2631 $B$264
F264: ' If=
6264: @SUM~(G259. .6263)
A267: 'End Closure Analysis
A268: ' A hemispherical end closure is assumed. A linear relationship
A269: 'in figure 7-48 is also assumed. A factor cof safetyvof 1.5 is used
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AE7-: 'in calculations for yielding anc 2.25 in there for bectiing.
AM-: -inout values

A273: RIONf=
C273: 'in This is outsice radius of forward hemisphere.
A274: ' RlIa=

B274: 83.75
C274: 'in This is outsioe radlus of aft hemisphere.
A427: 'Output Values
A277: 'hemi tf=
B277: +WSB284

C27-: 'in This is thickness of forward hemisphere plate.
A278: 'nemi ta=

B278: -!B$287
C278: 'in This is thickness of aft hemisphere plate.
A281: "Calculations
A28E: " Yld tf=
528E: +sB$273*k0.75*SB$53K$B$131
C28E: 'in This accounts for yielding due to pressure.
A283: ' buck tf=
3283: +$B$273*(•SGRT(3*(i-SB$15"2))*$B$53i(2* B$1•)O.•4•4444
C283: 'in This accounts for buckling due to pressure.
A284: " hemi tf=
BE84: @IF( B$282 '$B$283,$B$282,$B$283)
C284: 'in This is the larger of the two.
A285: ' yld ta=
BE85: +$B$274*(O.75*$B$53/$B$13)
C285: 'in
A286: ' buck ta=
B286: +$B$274*(.SQRT(3*(I-$B$15ý2))*$B$53/(2*$B$14))"0.444444
C286: 'in
A287: ' hemi ta=
B287: @IF( B$285>$B$286,$B$285,$B$286)
C287: 'irn
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1.3 Table 3 - Program Output, P_HULL

N4o paper er--or writino device FN
ADort, Retr,, IgnoWre

Pressure Hull Calculation Program

:OPwRIGHT !C) 1?89 by Norbert H. Doerrv

ve-,-sion__ 2.0 ., 31 J"uly 19W?•0-,

input File : a:thsbphi3
Time : Thu Jan 11 20:25:35 190

Segment : Fwo Aft Length Surface Volume LCB LCE Dist
Type : Diam Diam Area

3PHERIC.L NOSECAP : 5.00 .O0 ,.0 0 0 0 u 0.0
CYLINDER : 4.00 4.00 2b.92 338 338 13.4o 13.46 0.0

TRANSITION / CONIC : 4.00 31.74 16.00 1189 81_9 38.27 3639 26.9
ZONE SPHEREOID : 31.74 32.00 12.88 1292 1,]:311 *9.3B 49.37 42.3

CYLINDER : 32.00 32.00 96.00 q651 77208 103.80 103.80 55.8
ZONE PARABOLOID : 32.00 29.56 45.20 4456 34915 173.87 174.14 151.8

TRANSITION / CONIC : E9.56 13.33 9.00 815 3473 200.4s 200.96 1!7.0
CYLINDEF : 13.83 13.83 37.50 1630 5636 224.05 224.75 206.0

SPHERICAL TAILCAP : 13.83 0.00 6.92 301 693 2 46.09 246.96 243.5
TOTAL : 250.42 19671 137393 123.13 126.80

TOTAL DISPLACEMENT : 3927.63 LTONS

C:.
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1.4 Figure I - Pressure Hull Design Showing Frames and Bulk-
heads

(I

I~iT T

2
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1.5 Table 4 - MBT Size and Location Calculations, Initial

Estimate

Thesis john q. Am; l:
nPBT Calculations 05 ranuar, 1;9

These calculations are peculiar tco the pressure hull and envelope
that have been developed thus far.

AFT TAN! #1:

i out
La= 75.7 ft This is the distance of aft MET bui•read from

the aft end of the PMB at i-2.8ft.
ha= 2.75 This is the aft paraboloid e:ponent.

D= 32 ft This is tHe maximum hull diameter. *
Laft= 115.2 ft This is the length of the after body. *

Output
Ro=10.95757 ft This is the radius at the aft MBT bulkhesd.

L= 20 ft This is the length of the aft MBT.
,,afti= 2231.04 ft5 This is loiume of forward segment of tan.

1CGi= 225.5 ft This is LCG of forward segment of tank.
W/ift2=4465.30 ft3 This is volume of aft segment of tUnk.

LCG2= 238.5 ft This is LCG of aft segment of tank.
\/aft=6696.404 ft3 This is the total volume of the aft tank.
LCGa=234.1687 ft This is the LCG of the entire aft taWk.

AFT TANK #2:
Input

La2= 101 ft This is the distance of aft bulkhead from PMB. *

Output
Ro=4.856812 ft This is the radius at the aft MBT bulkhead.

L= 5.3 ft This is the length of the aft MBT.
\.a2=851.5330 ft3 This is the volume of the aft aft tank.

LCG a2=268.6447 ft This is the LCG of the aft aft tank.
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FWD TAtir:
input

Lf= 43 ft This is the distance of fwd MOT bulik1head from *

the fwd end oi *ie PMB at 76.8f0.
nif= 2.25 This is the fwd ellipsoid egponent.

D= 22 ft This is the matimum hull aiameter. *

Lft~d= ?6.8 fQ This is the length of the forward body. *
Ouuput

0O=13.%Ol ft This is the ýadius at the fwd MBT bul-head.
L= i17.2 ft This is the length of the fwd MBT.

,fwd=9578.027 ft3 This is the total volume of the sft taQ.
LCGf= 42.4 ft This is the LCG of the entire aft tank.

TOTAL MBT:
input
\;mbt= 17203.8 ft3 This is the required MBT volume. *

LCG= 1300.2 ft This is the required MET LCG.

output
\,sum=17125.98 ft3 This is the sum of the two calculated MBT's.

LCG=128.6325 ft This is the two tanks' combined LCG.

Errors

% \/=-0.45242 This is the percent error in volume.
% LCG=-1.67207 This is the percent error in LCG.

AI: 'Thesis
G1: 'John V. Amy Jr.
A2: 'MT Calculations
G2: "05 January 1990
W4: 'These calculations are peculiar to the pressure hull and envelope
A5& 'that have been developed thus far.
AS: 'AFT TANK #1:
A9: ' Input

A10: ' La=
B1O: 75.7
CIO: 'ft This is the distance of aft MBT bulkhead from *
Cli: ' the aft end of the PMB at 172.8ft.
A12: ' na=
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-1:. 75

C12: This is the aft p sQc, loi-j e ponert. *
r13: D

B13: 32
C13: 'ft This is the ma imum hul! diameter.
AI4: , Laft=
Bl'+: 115.2
C14: 'ft This is the iengtr of the after body. *
A15: Outout

Bi: PB!i•(I(BI]••4 $B$12)

CGo: 'ft This is the radius at the aft MBT bulihead.
T: "' L=

Bi-: +1B$I0+I72.8-2E8.5
C17: 'ft This is the length of the aft MBT.
A 8 : 7 Naftl=
-IB: 2231.0 0
C:8: 'ft3 This is volume of forward segment of tank..
H-19: LCE1=
Bl.: 225. 5
C•i: 'ft This is LOG of forward segment of tank.
A20: W X/aft2=
B2C': @PI*($B$1b 2-4q)*•B$17

C2,-: 't3 This is volume of aft segment of tank.
A21: ' LCG2=
B21: $B$117/2)+228.5
C21: 'ft This is LCG of aft segment of tank.
A22: ' \/aft=
B22: +$B$I8+$B*2C
C22: 'ft3 This is the total volume of the aft tank.
A23: ' LCGa=
B23: (S$18*$B$19+$B$20*$B$211$B$22
C23: 'ft This is the LCG of the entire aft tank.
A28: 'AFT TANK #2:
A29: ' Input
A 30 ) . La2=
B30: 101
C30: 'ft This is the distance of aft bulkhead from PMB..
A33: ' Cutput
A34: = Ro=
B34: ($13/2)*(1-($30/$B$14-$B$12J
C34: 'ft This is the radius at the aft MBT bulkhead.
A3t: L=

B35: +$B$30-95.7
C35: 'ft This is the length of the aft MBT.
A36: ' \/a2=
B36: (@PI*7*(269.17+163.43+209.74)/12)-2*343*@PI/3+@PI*$B$34A2*$B$35
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: T Tis i2 tle volume of the aft aft tan4
A3T7: ' LCG a-:=

5*$B$35+26Z. S,'iB~

C3?: `:t This is the LCG of the aft aft tank.
ýý4: 3 F'.ID TANý

149: 1i1rLt

$50 42

C5C0: 'ft This is the distanrce of fwd MET bulknead fro. *

C51: the fw.d ena of the PMB at 7o.3ft.

B52: 2.25
C52: This is the fwd ellipsoid e~ponent.

B453 : "

C53: 'ft This is the manimum hull diameter.
A54: Lfwd=
B5,+ : 6.6.
C•5.: ft This is the lenigth of the forward body. +
A55: '_-;utput
A56 : RD=

956: ,.B$3l/2)*(lI-tSB$50"$/$541 "$B$52) (I/$B$52)
C56: 7ft This is the radius at the fwd MBT bulkhead.
A•5: ' L=
357: +$B$50-25.8
C57: 'ft This is the lenoth of the fwd MBT.
f458: ' ifwd=
B58: @PI*($B$56"2"-1b)*$B157
Z58: "ftS This is the total volume of the aft tank.
,A5c:; LCGf=
B59: 51-($sB57/2)
C59: 'ft This is the LCG of the entire aft tank.
A62: 7TOTAL IMBT:
A69: Input
A70: ' \imbt=
B70: 17203.8
C70: 'ft3 This is the required MBT volume.
A-I: LCG=
B71: 130.82
C71: 'ft This is the required MBT LCG.
A73: " Output
A74 : \/sum=
BE74: +$B$22+$B$36+$B$58
C74: 'ft3 This is the sum of the two calculated MBT's.
A75: ' LCG=
B75: (SB$22*$B$23+$B$36*$B$37+$B$58*$B$59)/$B$74
C75: 'ft This is the two tanks' combined LCG.
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BT : ( B-4I.°0 -I * ,',

C73: . This is the percens error in volume.
A4719 : % LCG=

C79': " This is the p2rcent error in LjG.
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1.6 Table 5 - Hull Envelope Wetted Surface Calculations, Pro-

gram Output, SHAPE 1.6

SHAFE

Ve,-sio'n i.o 1 August 188?

D = .' 2 = .. ,=9

Faramecar Forebodo, Midbodv Afterbodv Ti , ta t4 H L I
Lengtth 76 .0 ?6.,'0 11'A5. 2 0 .8,

Surf Area c.454.12 %50.97 8563.11 24668.20
Volume 44019.13 772'7.77 5 7470.09 179716.99
Dispimnt 12E9.85 2209.72 1A45.39 5114.97
LEB 46.75 121. .0 212.2j 133.o'
Cp 0. 713 1. 000 . 621 0. 772
CWs 0. 836 0.=000 ,..739 L.852
Cwp 0.81o 1. 000 0. 733 0.8345

Tail Cone Angle kHalfl "degrees) : 20.90
Percent Parallel Midbody 33.33

Length of Equal DiEplacemeit Sub without PMB : 231.84
Diameter of Equal Displacement Sub without PMB : 38.64

Surf Area of Equal Displacement Sub without PMB 21•895.93

C2
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1.7 Table 6 - Power versus Speed Calculations

ThA__m_ john 0.. Amy g,-.

F-,wer ersus BoeEd CaicLlatNcM 23 3a-urv'
Ad seli=O.,0090,0, Wsa sail= 58-9.4 Mt M7=2 ru=l.80 ,'OE"

Ed b•0ln=O.O0O0C Wa bpin= 192.3 ft L= 28 ft
Cd epDnln=,:,."W)0 Wa sln= M4-_' f02 F=72rno= 1. 987 i00-2 ft-
Cc rudd=0,. 10C0,' Wsa rudc= 30 5.3 ft2 ,PC= ,.E
Cc hi1=0.,0534 4sa hull= 2-E. 2 t- eta m= ....
Hem its A Cf EHP BHP BHF

00 ERR 0 1 1:
1 4508429Q M., W 036,,'..71100 0.857350 00."13045
2 500,I8s598 0.002114 5.2%4%:,t 6.381213 0,795754
3 M.4E+08 =10.CI95 17.18249 20.70179 2E.04664
4 .E+MO 0.001916 39.o4673 47.76714 50.87023
5 =.E+,]S 0.0,01858 75u",28077 9 1.42262 97.30A--

S2.7E+0• 0.001812 129.017,) 155.4422 1Q 5.540C 2
7 3.20E+08 0.001775 202.1430 243.5458 259.3,73
8 3.6E+08 0.001744 298.3101 35q.4097 382.7580
1 MIE+08 ..001717 420.5394 506.6740 539.5889

10 4.5E+08 0.001693 571.8267 688.9478 733.7037
11 5.C)E+03 0.001673 755.14+52 MAIN ?6?135
12 5.4E+08 0.001654 973.4487 1172.829 1249.02.
13 5.9E+08 0.001637 1229.673 1481.534 1577.778
14 6.3E+08 0.001621 1526.739 1839.444 1958.939
15 6.8E+08 0.001607 167.551 2250.0S2 2396.232
16 7.2E+08 0.001594 2255.003 2716.871 2893.367
17 7.7E+08 0.001582 2691.975 3243.343 3454.040
18 8.1E+08 0.001571 3181.335 3832.934 4081.932
19 8.6E+08 0.001560 3725.942 4489.087 4780.710
20 9.0E+08 0.091550 4328.645 5215.235 5554.031
21 9.5E+03 0.001541 4992.282 6014.797 6405.535
22 9,9E+08 0.001532 5719.684 6891.185 7338.856
23 I.OE+09 0.001523 6513.673 7847.799 8357.614
24 1.0E+09 0.001515 7377.064 8888.029 9465.420
25 I.IE+09 0.001508 8312.664 10015.25 10665.87
26 1.2E+09 0.001500 9323.272 11232.85 11962.57
27 1.2E+09 0.001493 i0411.68 12544.19 13359.10
28 1.3E+09 0.001487 11580.68 13952.62 14859.02
29 1.3E+09 0.001480 12833.04 15461.50 16465.92
30 1.4E+09 0.001474 14171.55 17074.1o 18183.35
31 1.4E+09 0.001468 15598.98 18793.95 20014.85
32 1.4E+09 0.001463 17118.08 20624.19 21963.99
33 1.5E+09 0.001457 18731.61 22568.21 24034.30
34 1.5E+09 0.001452 20442.33 24629.32 26229.30
35 1.6E+09 0.001447 22252.99 26810.83 28552.54
36 1.6E+09 0.001442 24166.33 29116.06 31007.52
37 i.WE+09 0.001437 26185.09 31548.30 33597.76
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_7 I. :E÷O's E -t- 1 422 2 4'= -• ,", Z i,- ' Ea • o .-.

B', E+,: 0 ,; .P0, 142,+ -6-' -- cJ

cd =ai!=

_,4: 5Q5?

F4: "'F=72 no=

A5: Ca" bpln=

B5 ,P6 (.o
CS: "WEa bp1ni=

D5: f72.2

F.,: L=

ES: 'ft2

Bc- (F6) 0".0066
C6: " Wsa spin=
[ t: 421I.7
E6; 'ft2

F6: "oP=7,2rhn=
E6: I.417
It: 'fc21fs t-

A7: ' Cd rudd=
T.: F6) 0.01)6

C,: Wsa r•udd=
D7: 3,]5.3
E7: 'ft2
F- : ' PC=
G-: 0.83
A8: ' C- hull=

BE: (F6; 0.00053,4
C3: 'Wsa hull=
DS: E6.2_
E2: 'fto
F3: ' eta m=
G8: 0.939
A9: 'Speed kts
B9: " Re
C5: ' Cf
5q: " EHP
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F% HP

Dl':: C,

Eli: i-iE-ll'56$70

Ell: M4Ell,507
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1.8 Table 7 - Forward Thrust Bearing Calculation, Wilcock

Analysis

'hesis johr V. A1 P.
Thrust Eeariig Les:gn 1 Mecember lqs;

See thesis notes. 30 noi, 69, for development of geometry ano sources.

input: Center supported, tilting pad thrust bearing is essuea.
W=E7718b.c lbf This is the ahead rhrust lead.
F= -5 Psi This is the stress reacted D,' lutricait ,_ •.

;o= 0.8 This is actual thrust area fracti:n.
DI= 189.d in This is the inner oiameter.

N= 58.8 rpm This is the shaft speed.
nu=•.i'E-ua ftE/s This is the kinematic viscosity cf toe liLbicant

at outlet temperature.
rho= 1.9823 lbf s/ftq This is density of lubricant at outlet temo.

Tout= 86 oF This is the proposed outlet temperature.
cp= e.534 Btu/gal-oF This is the heaz content of the lubricanT.

Tinn 85 oF This is the inlet lubricant temoerature.

NOTES:
This design is for a saltwater lubricated tilting pad thrust Dearing.
The assumoticns are Nor the support to be at 0.58*B0 however, the
performance for a center-supportec pad can be as good as the 0.58-B
thrust bearing if the pad is not flat, but rounded.
This analvsis is based on Wilcock's te•:t.

Output:
D2'= 213.6 in This is initial thrust bearing outer diameter.

U=3103.390 ft/min This is linear velocity of bearing surface.
V'= 12 in This is an initial pad width estimate.

EITRv Enter the desired oad width.
b= 12 in This is the design pad width.

i'=42.223?0 This is the computed number of pads.
ENTRY Enter the desired # of pads, must be integral and even 1.

i= 42 This is the design number of pads.
B'=12.06371 in This is an initial pad length estimate.

ENTRY Enter the desired Fad length.
B= 12 in This is the design pad length.

mu=i.26E-07 reyns This is absolute viscosity of lubricant at
outlet temperature.

Pcalc=45.63111 psi This is the calculated lubricant pressure.
op #1.42E-07 This iE the operating number and pad length
B10 1 to width ratio. These are entering arguments

for figuie 11-10 of Wilcock.
q= 0.072 This is a multiolier in the expression for

alpha. This formula for alpha is derived from
alona=1.0!E-04 rad Wilcock.

nmin=0.O01213 in This is the minimum film thickness. It should be
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oreater tnan ,."01 i cnes (tor oil,.
q'= -1.01 This formula is deveicped from, Fig. 11-11

M=.0,0101 from Wi icock•
H2o.3.012 HP This is rhe power lost due to shear stresses.
H=1•.Q5674 MW This is power lost in M,0.
0=815.5497, in3/s This is the luoriconi flow over the pads.
0=i 12. 1730] ipm

S\T=I.In7541 oF This is the tempature rise of the iuricant.

DESIGN 3EC..ETR..
DI= 169.n in = 4.91584qi m
D2= 213.o in = 5.425450 m

b= 12 in = 0.3043-]00 m
B= 12 1 n = ). 30420,:1 m
i= 42 pads

AI: 'Thesis
31: John V. Amy Jr.
A2: 'Thrust Bearing Design
"32: "1 December 1989
AQ: 'See thesis notes, 30 Nov 69, for development of geometrv and sources.
A6: 'Input:
B6: 'Center supported, tilting pao thrust bearing is assumed.
A7: ' W=
B7: 27718*.6
C7: 'Ibf This is the ahead thrust load.

B8A:

8: 'psi This is tMe stress reacted by lubricant film.
A9: g

B9: 0.8
C9: This is actual thrust area fraction.
AI10: Dl=
BIO: 189.6
CIO: 'in This is the inner diameter.
All: " N=

BI1: 58.8
c1l: 'rpm This is the shaft speed.
A12: ' nu=
02R: 0S2) 0.'9142_*I0"-5

C12: 'ft2/s This is the kinematic viscosity of the lubricant
C13: ' at outlet temperature.
A14: ' rho=
B14: 1.98%3
C14: Vibf s/ft4 This is density of lubricant at outlet temp.
AI5N : Tout=
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C15: 'oF Tris is the proposed outlet ;empersture.
Ab: Ccp=

B16: 8.534
C16: "Bt/oigal-oF This is the heat content of the lubricant.
Ai7: ' Tin=

:17: 'AF This is the inlet lubricant temperature.
AI?: 'NOTES:

020: 'This design is for a saltwater luor-icatea tilting oad thust bevna-..
PEi: 'The assumptions are for the suppowo to oe at 0.5603; nowever, tha
A22: 'performance for a center-supported pad can be as oocd as tne ,.f--S
A23: 'tn"cust bearing if the pad is not flat, but rounded.
A24: 'This analysis is based on Wilcock'; tewt.
A26: 'Outout:
A27: ' D2'=

B27: 213.6
C27: 'in This is initial thrust bearing outer diameter.

B28: (,PI/24)*(B$1+$B$27)*$B$11
C20: 'ft/min This is linear velocity of bearing surface.
A29: " b7=
B29: ( 0B27 -MBI,))iE

C29: 'in This is an initial pad width estimate.
A30: 'ENTR'Y Enter the desired paa width.
A31: ' b=
B31: 12
C31: 'in This is the design pad width.
A32: ' i'=
B32: (.iPi/2) *$B$9*( $B$10+$B$27) / 5$B31
C32: ' This is the computed number of pads.
A3D: 'ENTRY Enter the desired # of pads, must be integral and even 4.
A34: 7 1=

B34: 42
C34: This is the design number of pads.
A35: Bf=

B35: (PI/2 ) *$B$9*( $B$10+$B$27) /$B$34
C35: 'in This is an initial pad length estimate.
A36: 'ENTRY Enter the desired pad length.
A37: " B=
B37: 12
C37: 'in This is the design pad length.
938: mu=
B38: (02) +$B$12*$B$14/144
C38: 'rerns This is absolute viscosity of lubricant at
C39: ' outlet temperatuve.
A40: ' Pcalc=
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C4,: Ssi This is the caiculated iunricant aressu,-e.

B4" V S2, 0 Bs38*$Bx281, 5*QBs40*$BsS7)

C-i : This is the operating number and pad lenoth
?42: 3/b=
B42: +S037B&,IB3

C42. • to width ratio. These are en;ering a aguments
Ci: tfor figure 11-IC of Wilcac,.

C44: This is a multiplier in tne e'mpression for
C45: ' alpha. This formula for alpha is de-ived fromi
A46: ' aipha=
B46: (52) ISORT($B$4i*106*B44A*0.60I
C46: 'rac Wilcock.
A47: ' nmin=

B47: +B$46*0B$37
C47: 'in This is the minimum film thickness. It should oe
C45: greater than 0.001 inches ,for oil'.

B49: 0.001395* ( B$42 2.5 +0. 004005* $B a42+0. Oc6
C49: * This formula is developed from Fig. I1-1i
,.50: f=

B50: +VB$46*10 3*$B$49
C50: from Wilcock.
A51 : H=

B51: + B$50*$B$7*$B$28/33000
251: VHP This is the power lost due to shear stresses.
A52: ' H=
352: +$B5i*0.7457
C52: kW This is power lost in kW.
A53; Q0=

B53: 0. 228*$B$34*$B$4b*$B$31*$B$37*$B$-8/5
C53: 'in3is This is the lubricant flow over the pads.
A54 : " Q=

B54 : 0.0591*$B$34*$B$46*$B$31*$B$37*$B$28
C54: 'gpm
A55 : ' /\T=

B55: 42.4*$B$51/ ($B$16*$B$54)
C55: 'oF This is the tempature rise of the lubricant.
A57: 'DESIGN GEOMETRY:
A58:z ' D1=
B58: +$B$10
C58: 'in =
D58: +B58/39.37
E58: 'm
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BSO: M00I,:+200B37

C55: 'in =
D59: +s59" 3.37

A6,0,; b=
BS'6: +03B31
C60: ' in =
D60: +SB5,'39.37

BoI: +EB$37
C61: 'in =

Dbl: +$B61;39.37
Eml: An
A62 : 1=
B02: +SBW34
C62: 'pads
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1.9 Table 8 - Forward Thrust Bearing Calculation, Constanti-
nescu et al Analysis

Thesis John VJ. Amv Jr.
T'rust 2earing Desion • December i•8
AHED, FLOODED, SEA-WATER LUBRICATED. TIN-BRONZE PAD, OTHEP BEARING
This thrust bearing design is based on the tet, Sliding Bearings
b. Lonstantinescu. et al. The inputs to this arnalvsis come from
the Wilcoc[ anaiysis. Integration of differential equations is
performed using Euler intearations. A ienticulited rectangular
thrust bearing pad is assumed.
IJFUT: These are results of Wilcoc 's analysis for fiat pads ( -,m,s

somar=2.0E+,)7 Pa This is the yield stress of the pad te~ ii.
Da'cvg= 5.121 m This is the average bearing diameter.

alpha=!.0lE-04 rad This is the pad tilt from WilcocK.
min=3.C8E-C'5 m This is Wiicocl's minimum film thickness.

B= ').3048 m This is the pad length.
L= 0.3048 m This is the pad width.

ru=9.14E-06 f t-s This is lubricant kinematic viscositv at Tamb.
rJo= 1.9823 lbf s2/ft4 This is lubricant oensitt at Tan-,.
N= 58.3 rpm This is the shaft speed.
i= 42 pads This is the number of thrust bearing pads.

Tamb= 86 oF This is the ambient lubricant temperatLUre.
Wtotal= 1233000 N This is the thrust borne uy the bearing.

F= 316076 Pa This is The bearing pressure.
Dph= 4.37 m This is the runner diameter. (pressure hull'

OUTPUT DATA:
W bra"= 24 b3785 N These are thrusts for each pad times the number

W brp= 24o3785 N of pads, and should be areater than or equal to
equal to W total. W brg" uses a separation BC

W total= 1233000 N in the diverQert flow, W brg does not.
t=0.026421 m This is the pad thickness.

Wm oar=0.146731 Non-dimensionalised load, hmin is reference.
Wp bar=0.184436 Non-dimensionalised load, hp is reference.

Sp=5.421918 Sommerfeld Number
Sm=6.815171

Ex bar=0.565618 Non-dimensionalised lubricant flux rate
FO bar=0.905206 Non-dimensionalised friction force at y=O
Fh bar=0.725564 Non-dimensionalised friction force at y=h

f0=0.000630 Friction coefficient at y=O
fh=O.000505 Friction coefficient at y=h

These coefficients can now be compared with experimental values.
See the reference, Constantinescu et al, pages 283..285 and pg 29.
CALCULATIONS Primes denote initial estimates.

hl'=7.70E-05 m This is the inlet film thickness.
h2'=4.62E-05 m This is the outlet film thickness.

delta'=1.91E-05 m This is the maximum departure from flat plate.
Delta/hp is assumed here to be 0.45.

hmin'=3.94E-05 m This is to provide estimate of hmio. It should
be greater than 25.4 micrometers.
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The preceeding values are oased on Wilcock's hmin, alpn_ E .
E 4Th FEOLIF ED

1!=-)"IE-,5 m, This is the design inlet film thickness.
7-i=3.5EE-C'5 m This is the design cutlet film thicl.Tess.

de-ta=l.5'7E-05 m This is design maximum departure frcrn plane.
tmin=3.11E-05 m This is the minimun filmn thiclness.

rm•-.60E--,14 I.g/m s This is the lubricant absolute viscosit.,.
2=15.76633 m/s This is the Oearing linear velcity.

CFEE3UEC-O'D CLCULATIONS n¢,':tc.000035 m zhic: ness at p miA-
rco is assumed to oe at C.6 into the cc.i-,verqent portio -f t
lub-icac-nt film.--This is roughiv equal to ;).+? I B.
B nc m n m dp/d, p-pa Pa W N dop dx p-pa Fa

0 6. OOE+:0 6.60E-05 8. 8E+06 6 '. .:E+0 " .8E+' . 8;-:+
-.7. 6.22E-0 6.5iE-05 8.9E+06 2.7E+04 25.04022 8.9E+,'-6 2.TE-t,-4

0.012 1.23E-06 6.42E-05 9.0E+06 5.4E+,')4 50.37355 9.,)E+,:o 5.4E+0,
,:I.03 1.38E-06 6.32E-05 9.IE+06 8.2E+04 75.98996 .iE+Oo 8.-=E+",4

J.+ 2.41E-,]o 6.24E-05 9.2E+06 I.IE+t5 101.97822 9.2Ei-, 6 i..E•5-,"
0.0s5 2.Q9E-06 6.15E-05 9.3E+06 1.4E-t-05 128.0259 ?.3E+06 i.;.E+C'5
0..6 3.54E-06 6.06E-05 9.4E+06 1.7E+05 154.4194 ?.4E+0, I .7E -'-
0.07 4.09E-06 5. 98E-05 9.4E+06 1.9E+05 1.04_5 9.4E+,"co i.9E, 5
0.08 4.62E-06 5.89E-05 q.5E406 2.2E+05 207.817 9.5E+06 =.EE+O5

"C..39 5.15E-,'6 5.81E-05 9.6E+06 2.5E+05 234.9160 9.6E;0O 275E+05
0.1 5.b5E-0o 5.73E-05 9.6E+06 2.8E+05 262.1269 9.6E+0-t 2.8E-'05

0.11 6.15E-06 5.65E-05 9.7E+06 3.!E+05 289.,+932 9.7E+06 3.!E+0S
6.12 o.63E-06 5.57E-C5 9.7E+06 3.4E-05 316.•920 9.7E+06 34E•-05

0.13 7.11E-06 5.49E-0,5 9.8E+06 3.7E+05 344.5q87 9.8E+06 3.7E+05
0.14 7.56E-06 5.41E-05 9.8E+06 4. OEI•-5 372.2870 9.8E+06 4.0E+05
"I:.15 8.01E-06 5.34E-05 9.8E+06 4.3E+05 400.0287 9.8E+06 4.3c-05
,).10 8.24E-06 5.26E-05 9.8E+06 4.6E+05 427.7934 9.8E+06 4.6E+05
0.17 8.36E-06 5.19E-05 9.8E+06 4.9E+05 455.5493 9.BE+,06 4.qE+05
0.18 9.,27E-06 5.1EE-05 9.8E+06 5.2E+05 483.2622 9.SE+06 5.2E+005
0.19 9.67E-06 5.05E-05 9.7E+06 5.5E+05 510.8959 9.7E+06 5.5E+05

0.2D 1.OIE-05 4.98E-05 9.7E+06 5.8E+05 538.4125 9.7E+06 5.SE+05
0.21 1.04E-05 4.91E-05 9.6E+06 6.1E+05 565.7716 9.6E+06 6.iEit05
0.22 1.08E-05 4.84E-05 9.6E+06 6.4E+05 592.9310 9.6E+06 6.4E+05
0.23 1.11E-05 4.78E-05 9.5E+06 6.7E+05 619.8464 9.5E+06 6.7E+05
0.24 1.15E-05 4.72E-05 9.3E+06 7.OE+05 646.4714 9.3E+06 7.0E+05
0.25 1.18E-05 4.65E-05 9.2E+06 7.2E+05 672.7576 9.2E+06 7.2E+05
0.26 1.21E-05 4.59E-05 Q.IE+Ob 7.EE+05 698.6547 9.iE+06 7.5E+05
0.27 1.24E-05 4.53E-05 8.9E+06 7.SE+05 724.1105 8.9E+06 7.8E+05
0.28 1.27E-05 4.47E-05 8.7E+06 8.1E+05 749.0708 8.7E+06 8.1E+05
0.29 1.29E-05 4.41E-05 8.SE+06 8.3E+05 773.4798 8.5E+06 8.3E+05
0.3 1.32E-05 4.36E-05 8.3E+06 8.6E+05 797.2802 8.3E+06 8.6E+05

0.31 1.34E-05 4.30E-05 8.OE+06 8.BE+05 820.4131 8.OE+06 8.SE+05
0.32 1.37E-05 4.25E-05 7.8E+06 9.IE+05 842.8182 7.SE+06 9.1E+05
0.33 1.39E-05 4.20E-05 7.5E+06 9.3E+05 864.4344 7.5E+06 9.3E+05
0.34 1.41E-05 4.14E-05 7.2E+06 9.5E+05 885.1993 7.2E+06 9.5E+05
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.5 1.43E-C5 4..•E-".5 6.•2E++0 -;. 7E+05 ;cs.:1oi5 f16.8E
J.x i..5E-05 4. 04E-05 '.5E+0f 9.9++,C5 9.E ,23.'235 o.5E+*:o 9.?ED:15
37 l.46E-C'5 4.'J'E-05 6. 1iE--Ob I ."E--06 ?41. '7561 6. 1E+06 IOEt6E6

0.33 1.48E-05 3.95E-,'.5 5.7E+06 I ."E+k.,6 958.48,6 5.7E+ + 1 .,0E+ Do
. 3- 1 •4;E-05 3.90E-i,5 5.3E+06 1 .01E÷-'16 974. 0464 5. SE+,C I t E06
)4 1.5iE-05 3.862E-05 4.8E+06 1.IE+06 908.3-96 4.SE+06 1.IE+C,6

1. 41 .52E--05 3.32E-,5 4.,+E+,o I. IE'-06 1001.4213 4.4E+0 1 1 .IE+06
0.42 1 .53-05 3.78E-05 3.9E+06 I .!E+06 II013.i19 3. •E+,'6 1 .1E+,-?
S. ... •--5 3.74E-05 3.4E*-0 i .IE+06 10123.411 3. 4E+06 1.1E+,'

. .55C-C5 3.70E-05 2. cE+'( 1 .1EA"+'6 1032.23 2.'9E--rt.o 1.IE-0
).45 1 .55E-05 3. cE-05 2.3E+06 I . !E+,86 i03q.565 2.3E+0c. 1. .1E+06
• I.46 1. 56E-65 3.62E-05 1 .8E+06 1 . 1E+06 1"45.329 1 E+,; . IE+Oo

"0.47 i.56E---5 3.59E-05 1.2E-:6 i.1E+06 10L+9.4ci 1.2E+06 1.1'E+,'"
0.48 1 .57E-05 3. 55E-05 6. OE+05 I. IE+Ot 1052.'f12 6.OE+05 1. 1E+"÷
"o.. 1.57E---5 3.52E-05 0. OE+00 1 1E+06 1052.858 *:OEi-,, 1. !E+06
0.5 1. 57E-05 3.49E-05 -6. 1E+05 1 .1E+0 1051.9q• -6. 1E+05 1 . 1E+06

6.51 i.57E-05 3.4,E-05 -1.2E+06 1129579 I04q.413 -1.2E+06 1.1E+06
0.5 2 1.57E-05 3.43E-05 -1.SE+.)b 1.1E+06 1045.082 -1 .SE+OL I. 1E+06
0.53 1.56E-05 3.40E-05 -2.5E+06 1. iE+O- 1038. q-6 -2.5E+06 1. IE+'06
0.54 1.56E-05 3.38E-05 -3.1E+06 1.1E+0)b 1031.153 -3.1E+,'06 i.IE+1-:
,%.5 1w.5E-05 3.35E-05 -3.7E+06 !. !E+06 1021.558 -3.7E&-06 1.IE-.{I

0.56 1.55E-05 3.33E--05 -4.3E+06 1. 1E+06 1010.221 -4.3E+06 1.IE+,':
;.57 1.54E-05 3.31E-05 -4.92E+"06 1. IE+06 997.1644 -4.9E+06 1.1E+06
0.58 G1.53E-05 3.28E-05 -5.5E+06 I. IE+(, 982.4159 -51.5E+06 I. IE+0O6
0.59 1.52E-05 3.26E-05 -6.1E+06 I.OE+06 966.0130 -6. iE+06 1.0E+0':6
0.6 1.51E--05 3.25E-05 -6.6E+06 I.OE+06 948.0012 -6.6E+0,• I.OE+06

0.61 1.49E-05 3.23E-05 -7.2E+06 1.0E+06 929.4347 -7.2E+06 1.0E+06
0.62 1.48E-05 3.21E-05 -7.7E+06 9.8E+05 907.3762 -?.7E+06 9.BE+,05
6.o3 1.46E-05 3.20E-05 -8.2E+06 9.5E+05 884.8967 -.- OE+06 9.5E+05
0.64 1.45E-05 3.18E-05 -8.6E+06 9.3E+05 861.0753 -8.bE6+06 9.3E+05
0.65 1.43E-05 3.17E-05 -9.1E+06 9.0E+05 835.9991 -9.1E+06 9.0E+05

0.6o 1.41E-05 3.16E-05 -9.5E+06 8.7E+05 809.7626 -9.5E+06 8.7E+05
,;.67 1.39E-05 3.15E-05 -9.8E+06 8.4E+05 782.4672 -9.8E+06 8.4E+05
0.68 1.37E-05 3.14E-05 -1.OE+07 8.IE+05 754.2212 -I.0E+07 8.1E+05
0.69 1.34E-05 3.13E-05 -I.OE+0? 7.8E+05 725.1385 -I.OE+07 7.8E+05
0.7 1.32E-05 3.13E-05 -1.1E+07 /.5E+05 695.3385 -1.1E+07 7.5E+05

0.71 1.29F-05 3.12E-05 -1.1E+07 7.2E+05 664.9451 -1.1E+07 7.2E+05
0.72 1.27E-05 3.12E-05 -1.IE+07 6.8E+05 634.0861 -1.1E+07 6.8E+05
0.73 1.24E-05 3.11E-05 -1.IE+07 6.5E+05 602.8924 -1.1E+07 6.5E+05
0.74 1.21E-05 3.11E-05 -1.1E+07 6.2E+05 571.4967 -1.1E+07 6.2E+05
0.75 1.18E-05 3.11E-05 -1.1E+07 5.8E+05 540.0336 -1.1E+07 5.8E+05
0.-6 1.15E-05 3.11E-05 -I.1E+07 5.5E+05 508.6377 -1.1E+07 5.5E+05
0.77 1.11E-05 3.12E-05 -1,1E+07 5.1E+05 477.4433 -1.1E+07 5.1E+05
0.78 1.08E-05 3.12E-05 -1.1E+07 4.8E+05 446.5834 -1.IE+07 4.8E+05
0.79 1.04E-05 3.13E-05 -1,1E+07 4.5E+05 416.1888 -1.1E+07 4.5E+05
0.8 1.01E-05 3.13E-05 -1.0E+07 4.2E+05 386.3874 -I.0E+07 4.EE+05

0.81 9.67E-06 3.14E-05 -1.0E+07 3.8E+05 357.3029 -1.0E+07 3.8E+05
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G.-'7 q. 27E-) 3. i5E-,'5 -9. GE+06 3.5E-t-65 329. )549 --. SE-t,- 3,5E+C5
,.33 8.36E-,';6 3.1oE-05 -9.5E+(06 3. 3E+05 30i.7572 -c;.5E-06 3. -E-t-0'5
1.8, S.44E-Oo 3.17E-,-5 -9.1E+0 3.,)E+0-5 275.51G2 -9.1 3. OE+O'"2.7E ,5 25.4392 - 01IE + ,6 2. 7E+I0

2,.5 '3.01E-06 3. 1BE-,5 -3.6E+06 2.7E+(5 35O.43 9£ -8.6E +,':6 _.7E±05

J.86 7.56E-06 3.20E-05 -3.2E+,-,6 '.4E+05 026.6-1W9 -8.2E+0, _.-E+05
).37 1.lIE-06 3.21E-Ci5 -7.7E+,?6 2.HE+C05 264.1323 -7.7E+Ot 2.E2+J)5
.88 ). .63E-06 3.23E-)5 -7.2E+06 2.,)E+0:'5 183.0765 -7.2•E+':.t 0".CE+05

ý':.Q 6. 15E-C06 3.2•5E-615- -6.6E+0D6 1 .SEre05. 16 3.5,606 -. 6 E-t-• ý it !..... +-,

5, o 5.oE-,.,o 3.2,E-C5 -6. 1E+06 I. cE+05 I•.48 -- . 1E+,C 1 nE-f:5

q.A2 o.o2E-C• 3.31E-05 -4.9E+06 E.2E+,5 114.32•3 -. AEi-C .2EEC05
0.-3 4.0}E-0} 3.33E-65 -4.3E+16 i. IE+C05 I,'1.2655 -4.SE-,*6 i..E÷(,

q.94 3.54E-66 3.35E-05 -3 ?E+ 06 ?E. E7,-4 89. 92505 -3. 7E+OC- 7.7E+C-

0 .95' 2_.96E-06 3.38E-C'5 -3.IE+C'6 8..E+ '4 80.32514 -3.!E+06 8.6E+,)4
0.9,t 2.4iE-06 3.40E-05 -2.5Et-06 ".8E+04 72.47820 -2.5E+06 7.EE+04
,].97 1.33S-06 3.43E-05 -1.8E+06 7..1Ei-,4 6t.38877 -i.EEt-06 7.IE+04
0.98•1 ."3E-0 3. E-,5 -1.2E-O06 6..E+04 62.053•2 -I 2E4-0• 6.E•-0•
:}.•9 6.22E-C?7 3.49E-05 -6.1E+05 6.4E+,04 59.46357 -6.1E+05 6.4E+)k4

0 0.0(E+00 3.52E-05 -1.4E+03 t.3E-O04 58.660-089 -I .+E+-)£ = .3E+4
pm=6251 7 5. 9  W pad=53661.55 W ped=

VELOCITwiFLUX CALCULATIONS ho'=O.000035 m thicl.reEs a- pma:.
ho7 is assumed to be at 0.6 into the convergent portion of the
lubricant film.--This is roughly equal to 0.49 . B.

,/B 1 11 dp,;dx q, m3/s du/dy 0 dud% h F 0 F h
6 -.- OE-,)5 B.SE+06 8.46E-05 -5.7E-*05 ?.5E+04 O.OE+00 0 . OE+ C0

0.01 6.51E-05 8.9E+06 8.46E-05 -5.BE+05 9.1E+04 -4.6E-01 7.7E-02E
0.02 6.42E-05 9.OE+06 8.46E-05 -5.BE+05 8.7E+04 -4.6E-0i 7.4E-02
0.23 6.32E-05 9.1E+06 8.46E-05 -5.BE+05 8.2E+04 -4.7E-01 7.'E-02
0.04 6.24E-05 9.2E+06 8.46E-05 -5.8E+05 7.7E+04 -4.7E-01 6.6E-02
0.05 6.15E-05 9.3E+06 8.46E-05 -5.9E+05 7.2E+04 -4.7E-01 6.2E-02
0.06 6.06E-05 9.4E+06 8.46E-05 -5.9E+05 6.7E+,')4 -4.7E-01 5.8E-02
0.07 5.98E-05 9.4E+06 8.46E-05 -5.9E+M5 6.1E+04 -4.7E-01 5.4E-02
0.08 5.89E-05 9.5E+06 8.46E-05 -5.9E+05 5.5E+0C4 -4.7E-01 4. 9E-.02
0.09 5.81E-05 9.6E+06 8.46E-05 -5.9E105 4.9E+04 -4.BE-01 4.5E-02
0.1 5.73E-05 9.6E+06 P.46E-05 -5.9Ei-05 4.3E+04 -4.8E-01 4.0E-02

.0.11 5.65E-05 9.7E+06 8.46E-05 -5.9E+05 3.6E+04 -4.BE-01 3.4E-02
0.12 5.57E-05 9.7E+06 8.46E-05 -6.OE+05 2.9E+04 -4.8E-01 2.9E-02
0.13 5.49E-05 9.8E+06 8.46E-05 -6.OE+05 2.2E+04 -4.SE-01 2.3E-OF
0:.14 5.41E-05 9.8E+06 8.46E-05 -6.OE+05 1.4E+04 -4.8E-01 I.7E-0E
'.15 5.34E-05 9.GE+06 8.46E-05 -6.OE+05 6.1E+03 -4.8E-01 I.IE-02
0.16 5.26E-05 9.BE+06 8.46E-05 -6.OE+05 -2.2EE03 -4.8E-01 4.9E-03
0.17 5.19E-05 9.8E+06 8.46E-05 -6.OE+05 -I. 1E+04 -4.8E-01 -1.8E-03
0.18 5.1 2E-05 9.8E+06 8.46E-05 -6.0E+05 -2.OE+04 -4.8E-01 -8.7E-03
0.1O 5.05E-05 9.7E+06 8.46E-05 -6.0E+05 -2.9E+04 -4.8E-01 -1.6E-02
0.2 4.98E-05 9.7E+06 8.46E-05 -5.9E+05 -3.9E+04 -4.8E-01 -2.3E-02

0.21 4.91E-05 9.62406 8.46E-05 -5.9E+05 -4.9E+04 -4.SE-01 -3.1E-02
0.22 4.84E-05 9.6E+06 8.46E-05 -5.9E+05 -5.9E+04 -4.8E-01 -3.9E-02
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. .T E-C5 .E-'-6 18.4E-Cl5 -5.-E+,'5 -. ?E+,',L -, .•-,• - •.E-,:

0.24 4+ 2-EE- .' 5 G. 3E+, B. 4tE-05 -5. OE+05 -8.,`E+04 -4 .- , 1 -5. oE-:'2
0.1- -. 5- ,5 ' ..t6 S.4?zE-(;5 -5. cE+,' 5 -9.2E+,4 - 7.2-01 -ý:. E -,.A-7,

J .2&- +.?.5cE-05 R.iE+06 8.46E-05 -5.8E+,:-5 -. ,DEt-05 -4.-E-",I -7.4c-,cP

0'.27 4.53E-05 E. ?Ei-06 8.46E-05 -5.EE+,)5 -1.2E+05 -4. 7E-1 -3_.3E-(0
E.;B -+,47E-05 B.7E+(,& 8. 4LE-05 -5.8E+05 -1 .3E+05 -- *..E-,',! - .3E-:}E- ) -1 A - ) • ' , .' E -

,.E +.3IE-05 S.5E+.:6 . 46E-05 -5.EE+(05 -' .5+415 -4.,E-tl, -1 -E
0.3 3.14E-05 0.3E+06 S.4 _E-'5 -5.5E+5- .55 -2. 5- -- -+.C5 E-:1 -1.iE-:1

4..5 ý.. -E-'f5 S."E-'6 .4LE-,'5 -5.7E+,'15 -!.7E+,05 -4.64E-,C' -I.EE-C1
0.32 44-f'1 7. E+06 S.46-+,,-5 -5. oE+,5 - I .EE+,5 -,• . ,E-.I -1 -. _EE-i

*:.37, -. :E-05 T.1E+06 8.46E-C)5 -5.4.E4-,.5 -I.5E+.,.5 -' .4-)-1...... -
0.33 4. 9.E-v5 5. 5E+06 S. 46E-05 -5. 3E÷-05 -2. 9E+05 -4. BE-'l I -I. fE-' EI
0.:.39 4.14E-05 7.2E+06 S.46E-05 -5.5E+,,5 -2. 1E4-)5 -4.EE-:,i -I.2E-fi

0.43. B.bE-05 6. 8E+06 8. 46E-05 -5.5E+-05 -3..2E+05 -4.4E-C1 -i.77E-:i
:.3,-• 3.04E-05 6.5E+06 2.46E-05 -5.4E+05 -2.4E+C05 -4.2E-01 -I.•E-01

37.+,. 3.7E-C;5 3. IE+06 G.S46E-05 -5.4E+05 -3.5E+05 -4. E-,1 -!.6E-C1
36 3.95E-C 5 5.'7E+06 8.46E-05 -5.3E+-05 -2. E+05 -,.3E--01 -2.,:E-0!

0:.L+9 3.90E-05 5.3E+06 8.46E-05 -5. _E+05 -0.8E+05 -4.2E-01 -2.BE-0i
0.4 3.86E-05 4.8E+06 S.46E-05 -5.2E+05 -3.BE+05 -4.2E-01 - ".,E-1I

I.-.4 3.52cE-05 4.4E+06 8.46E-05 -5. 12E+5 -3.2E+05 -4._E-(i -K. ,E-Ol
).42 3.78E-05 S.2E+06 8.46E-05 -5.0E+05 -3.8-E+ 5 -IE-6 1 -2.6'E-: 1

0.43 3.74E-05 3.4E+,6 B.46E-5 0 .5E+05 -. 3.E+,5 -3.-0E-,+, --) .3E-0,
4.49 3.52E-05 2.OE+0_ 8.46E-05 -4.9E+05 -3."2E+05 -3.0E-01 -2.5K-01

0.45 3.o4E-05 2.3E+06 8.46E-05 -4.2E+05 -3.6E+05 -3.9E-01 -3.cE-01
0..4 3.oEE-05 1.8E+06 8.46E-05 -4.732-05 -4.0E+05 -3.9E-01 -3.1E-1)1
0.5. 3.59E-65 1.,0E+06 8.46E-05 -4.6E+,15 -4.1E+05 -3.8E-,01 -3.2E-,1'
0.48 3.55E-05 6.0E +05 8.46E-05 -4. oE+C05 -4.3E+05 -3.'74E-,01 -3.3E-,')!
,.59 3.52E-05 -. OE+00 8.46E-05 -4.5E+05 -4.5E+05 -3.'E-01 -3.5cE-01
0.5 3.49E-05 -3.IE+05 8.46E-05 -4.4E+05 -4.6E+05 -3.6E-01 -3.2E-O1

0.51 3.43E-05 -1.2E+06 8.46E-05 -4.3E+05 -4.SE+05 -3.5E-01 -3.'4E-,')1
0.52 3.43E-05 -4. 8E+0 6 8.46E-05 -4.2E+05 -5. 7E+05 -3.5E-01 -3.9E-C1

0. 53 3.40E-65 -2.5E+06 8.46E-05 -4.8OE+05 -5.81E+05 -3.41E-041 -4.0E-1 i
0.54 3.32E-05 -3.1E+06 8.46E-05 -4.7E+05 -5.3E+,'05 -3.3E-,01 -4.IE-,01
0.55 3.35E-05 -3.7E+06 8.46E-05 -4.0E+05 -5.4E+05 -3.0E-01 -4.2E-, I1
0.56 3.33E-05 -4.3E+06 8.46E-05 -3.5?E+05 -5.6E+05 -3.2E-01 -4.4E-01

0.57 3.31E-05 -4.9E+06 8.46E-05 -3.5E+05 -5.7E+05 -3.2E-01 -4.5E-01
0.58 3.28E-05 -5.5E+06 8.46E-05 -3.8E+05 -5.8E+05 -3.1E-01 -4.1E-01
0.56 3.26"E-05 -6.1E+06 8.46E-05 -3.4E+05 -6.5E+05 -3.BE-01 -4.7E-01

0).6 3.2•5E-05 -6.6E+06 8.46E-05 -S.. 3E+05 -6. !E+05 -3.OE-01 -4.8E-01

0.6i 3.23E-05 -7.2E+06 8.46E-05 -3.5E+05 -6.2E+05 -2.9E-01 -4.9E-01
0. o2 3.21 iE-05 -7.7?E+06 8.46E-05 -3.5E+05 -6.3E-"05 -2. 9E-01 -5.0E-01

0.63 3. ,0E-05 -8.,OE+06 8.46E-05 -3.4E+05 -6.4E+05 -2.BE-01 -5.IE-01
0.64 3.18E-05 -8.6E+06 8.46E-05 -3.4E+05 -6.5E+05 -2.8E-01 -5.2E-01
0.65 3.17E-05 -9.1 =+06 8.46E-05 -3.3E+05 -6.6E+05 -2.7E-01 -5.3E-01
0. o6 3.16E-05 -9.5E+06 8. 46E-05 -3.3E+05 -6.7?E+05 -2.7?E-01 -5.3E-01
0.67 13.15E-05 -9.8E+06 8.46E-05 -3.2E+05 -6.,3E+05 -2. 6E-01 -5.4E-01
0. 62 3.14E-05 - 1.0E+07 8.46E-05 -3.2•E+05 -6.9E+05 -2. 6E-01 -5.5E-01

0.69 3.13E-05 -i .OE+07 8.46E-05 -3.2E+05 -6.9E+05 -2.6E-01 -5.5E-01
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"• .312E-05 -i IE+C, S..)E-,5 -3. 1E+05 _-•.CE-t- -2.5E-01 -5.,=E-0I
71 2. 12E-C,5 -1AE+07 3.46E--5 -3. IE+,:,5 -7.,+05 -2.5E -5E
72 3.s.12E--05 -'i.iE+07 8.46E-051 -3. !,2+,05 -7.:E+.5, -2.5E-Oi -5.0E-'I

0.?S 3. :12E-,5 -1 tE+07 3..Ib.-6- E -3. 1E- +:Q5 -7. ,E"+0'5 -2.5E-u1 -5?E2--1
0.53. 11E-05 - 1.1E+,7 8.4-E-05 -3. i E-05 -7.1E+05 -2.5E-vuI -5. 2E-0 1

.. -,.IlE-05 -1. 1E+7 3.46E-,5 -3.12E+0'5 -7.1E+05r -2.5E-01 -5. ?E-,0'- I
0.6 3. 1lE-05 -1. 1E+C)7 8.4,4E-05 3 E+05 -7. E+. 5 . .-C1 .7E-01
). 77 3.12-E-05 -1 . IE-ti-7 E.46E-05 -3. -E+05 -7%,E+05 -2.5E-01 -5.*7-01I

. ..1E-05 -1.1E+,7 3.4E-O5 -3.1+5 -7. ",OE+05 -2.5E-,1 -5.?E-0i
-. 1 .i. 112-05 - E.,-.+07 8.4•E-05 -3. 1E+,)5 -. .5E-01

.031 S. 34E-,:15 -I.CE+07 8.4tE-0-5 -3.2E+05 -,.?E+,)5 -2.5E-... -5.6E-0I
S.82 3.1 5E-06 -9. OE+(06 8. 4.E-05 -3. 2E-t05 -6. 8E+05 -2. oE-0-1 - 5. 5 E-,1

0. 83 3.16E-05 --1.5E+C, 8.46E-05 -3.E2+05 -S.72-*-05 -2. 6 5E- 1 -5. 5E-C-i
0.84 3. i 17E-C,5 -q. 1 E+06 8.4&E-05 -3. 2E+05 -o. cE+}05 -2. 6E-01 -5.4E-*l
C,.35 3.i1E-05 -8.6E+C0b 8.46E-05 -3.4E+05 -6.5E+-05 -2.72E-,01 -5.3E-01
0.86 3.21E-05 -8.2E+06 8.46E-05 -3.42+C5 -6.42-05O -2. 7E-CO -5.3E-01
0.- 37 S. 21E-05 -7.7E+06 S.6E-0 -3.5E+05 -6. E+05 -2.3E-v1 -5.2 2-):
0.- 83 3.2 3 E-05 -7.2E+',' 8.46E-05 -3.5E+05 -6.5E+05 -2. 7E-01 -5.1E-01
0. G': t. 2rE-0S -6.6E-t-06 3.46E-05 -3.62-u-05 -6. 12E+05 - 2. E-C'E -5.02-1

3.0" 3.2E-05 -6.1IE+06 8.467-05 -3.4E+05 -6.OE+05 -2.9E-1 - -
?. 87 3.212E-C05 -5. 5E+06 3. 4L6E-05 -3.8E+05 -5. 3E+05 -3. 0B-01 -4.2E-O 1

0.92 3.31E-05 -4.9E+06 8.46E-05 -3.8E+65 -5.7E+O5 -2.OE-01--.E
0. ;7 3.332E-05 -4.32E06 8.46E-05 -3.9E+05 -5.6E+05 -3.1E-01 -4.6E-61
0.94 3.35E-05 -3.7E+06 8.46E-05 -4.0E+05 -5.4E+05 -2.2c-01 -4.5E-6.1
,C.i95 3.32E-,05 -3. E+06 8.46E-05 -4. 1+05 -5.3E+05 -3.2E-01 -4.4E-Oi
0.96 3.40E-05 -2.5E+06 8.46E-05 -4.1E+05 -5.I2+05 -3.3E- 01 -4.2E-01
0.9"7 3.43E-05 -1.8E+06 8.46E-05 -4.2E+05 -5.0E+05 -3.3E-01 -4.1E-01
0.95 3.46E-05 -1.2E+06 8.46E-05 -4.3E+05 -4.2E+05 -3.4E-01 -4.0E-01
.1.99 3.49E--5 -6.IE+05 8.46E-05 -4.4E1-05 -4.6E+05 -3.5E-01 -3.7E-C,1

1 3..52E-05 -1.4E+03 8.-46E-05 -4.5E+05 -4.5E+05 -3.5E-O1 -3.7E-01
F 0,h=-36.9614 -29.6262

PAD THIC:NESS CALCOuATIONS
D2= 5.4258 m Thi= is the outer diameter of the bearing.
DA= 4.8162 m This is the inner diameter of the bearing.
Da= 4.37 m This is the outer diameter of the runner.

sigma ai=20685000 Pa This is the yield ,tress of the pad material.
t=0.026421 m This is the pad thickness. A factor cf safety

of 1.5 is assumed.

A9: 'INPUT: These are results of Wilcock's analysis for flat pads (kgm~s).
A1O: ý sigma=
B!O: (S2) 2'r685000
CI0: 'Pa This is the yield stress of the pad material.
All: ' Davg=
BEI: 5.121
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L~i: iT, This is the average aec,-ino !a,'.er.

B12: •= .,00

C12: 'rad T,7is is the Dsd tilt from Wilcoci.
A13: hm mir=

BI : 'E$" 230.8 1-*1 -3 -

Thi1 is Wilccct:'c minimum film ThicLtn_=s.

3lq: Qj =~

This is the pad length.
AI5: " L=

S! 5. • '-
L15: 'm This is tre pad width.

BIl,: IS2),• '.I2 1 -5

CIn: 'ft2is This is lubricant Iinemetic viscositi ait Tamb.
Al7: rho=
BI7: 1.?823
C17: lbi s.2,ft4 This is lubricant densitt; at Tamb.

PIS: 53.3
C18: 'rpm, This is the shaft soeed.

B!1,: 42

CI1: 'pads This is the number of thrust bearing pads.
A20 : : Tamb=
B20: -. &
C20: 'oF This is the ambient lubricant temperature.
A"01: "Wtotai=
B21 : 3.2*33.10()
C£21: 'N This is the thrust borne by the bearing.
A22: ' F=
B22: 316u76
C£2: 'Pa This is the bearing pressure.
A23: ' ,ph=
B23: 4.37
C23: 'm This is the runner diameter. (pressure hull)
AA2: 'OUTPUT DATA:
A25: W brq"=
P25: (F,'- +i$i$61*$B$I9

C25: 'N These are thrusts for each pad times the number
A26- ' ýj brg=

B26: (FO) +$F;161*$B$19
C£26: 'N of pads, and should be greater than or equal to
C27: ' equal to W total. W brg" uses a separation PC
A28: ' W total=

B28: (FO) +$B$21
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CEH: N in the di,,er-ont fio,.. W br- does 7ot.
-2 :c t=
B~2%, : *~373

C29: ',• This is the pad thiciness.
H- : Win bar=

PNon-dimnensic~nalised load, hmin is refererce.
A3! : Wp ar=

C l: INn-dimnersionrii-ed 'oad, hp i=- reFerene.
A32: " Sp=
B32:I,1•B$31

C32: Sommerfeld NUufmber

B33: 1,$B-30
A34: O bar=

C;4: Non-dimensionalised lubricant Flu, rate
A35;: F0 bar=
B35: -C$*85!
£35: Non-dimensionalised friction force at 7=,
A36: Fh bar=
B36: -SH$267*mBý53/ $B$54*$B$55*$Bs!4*$B$15
C'36: Non-dimensionalised frictic- n force at y=h
A37: 0 f'=
B37: -G267/i$F$161
C37.: a riction coefficient at y=O
AP3B: fh=
B38: -$H$267'$Fs1b1
C38: - Friction coefficient at v=h
A39: 'These coefficients can now be compared with etoerimental values.
A40: 'See the reference, Constantinescu et ai, pages 293..285 and pg E'f.
A41: 'CALCULATIONS
C41: 'Primes denote initial estimates.
A42: ' hl'=
B42: (S2. +$B$43+$BS12*$B$14
C42: 'm This is the inlet film thickness.
A43: h2'=
B43: (S2) 1.5i-$Bs13
C43: 'm This is the outlet film thickness.
A44: ' delta'=
B44: (S2) ($B$42+$B$43)/(2*(1+1/0.45))
C44: 'm This is the maximumn departure from flat plate.
C45: ' Delta/hp is assumed here to be 0.45.
A46; ' hmin'=
B46: (S2) +$B$43*( ( ($B$42+$B$43) / (2*$B$43))-( (($B$42-$b$43) "2)/(16*$B$43*$B$44))-

:B$44/$B$43))
C46: 'm This is to provide estimate of hmin. it should
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;;4:3; '7hr- !rsceedj-n, .a1Lues A-e beased o:Wilcoc!c -,Tir,. A-ic-i-a,

5k-) ,m Th::S is th~e desig~n inlet film th:,i,~

£51: m Thi is the e siqr c u tle ýt 'iiT t icsE

C-52 fff This= is design Mia.:Ifflrm deriat~i-e :mDiA-e.

C053: 'm Th is is the ni;,~imun fi1lnff th ic! ess .

B5,+: k'-'2 +7228*5B$16*$f,517
L-'-+: Lg, n, s Thiis is the lutricant absolute vi cc, it,,.,

C~55 '. This is the bearing linear v'elocitv.
=RESSUL c, LOAD C'LCI " TIGNS hi

-- -- thici.ness zat p'nax
- is ass-umed to~ be at 0. iq-d-- te cs~nvercoent poi-tic-,n oT the

A~a I u b r ic a-nt -Fi ,T - u a:nordy ecu~a tc, z-4= B .

L-59. - h

E59: p-pa Pa

39: dp/ dx
H59: p-pa Pa

60:
B60: (32) +1$5J2*k1-4*($A60-0.52)-'0
0:6-0 : %S2) u-$S$50 - $B5 )*~-~
D66 : ( Si1: (6*sE$54*$EB$55-*( I,-$E$5~,/$C60 k $~ C60 2:

FoO): 0
G60: (Si) @ItE()=,D00
H6C': (Si) 0

C61: (S2) +$B$50-( $B$s0-$E$51 )*$A6i-$B6I
D61: ¶Sl) k*$B$54*$B$55*(i-$E$56/$C61i)1vSC6V'2)
E61: kSI) (($D60+$D61)/2)*($A61-$A60)*$B$14+'sE60
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F161: on
Gi1l: S*I @i~fE6..1c':D:i

Ei16l: ' m

D16'1: .'oIME, x .. E l 0

F'161: DSU(F0 FJ,6

Wd0, adv

"1i62: du$C1109

A165: FB
3165: - F
1ý165: dpd;

D£,65: qSi. +$G6s

F165: (Sidv h$I6~i6(*B5)$$5$i
G165: FS)
H165: FSi h
A166: )0

B1L67: i;S2) +t$C60

C166: (Si) +sG66
D166: (~S2) (0,'.5*$B$55*$B166-t$C167*$B166-3 ' /f12*$B$54))*$B$15
E166: .S1) -$B166*$CI66/(2*$B$54)-$B$55/$BI66
Flo6: (Si) +$Bi67*$C166/(2*$B$54)-$B$i55/*B166
G167: (Lq1) 0$$4$i6(~6-$16*B1*B1

B'167: (S2) +$6

C167: FI +$G61

6167: SU(51) 6 .6254$E66) (A6-A6)$$4$~~

H267: Z~SUM(H166..H266)
A2,,8: PAD THICKNESS CALCULATIONS
A269: D2=

B269: +$B$1i+$B$14
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CEzq: 'M This is the outer diameter cf the bearing.

B270: +nBeI!-1B0I

C2-0: 'm This is the inner cameter cof the bearing.
H271: Da=
B27i: +MB$23
C271: 'm This is the outer diameter of the runner.

A272: 'sigma ai=
5272: +SB$1c
C212: 'Pa This is the yield stress of the pad materiai.
PE73: t=
B273: @S.RT( 3*$F$1oI*t$B2e69 -B$270-2*$B$2n1I)',) Fi*eB•27I•,.to•o•BaEý2)
C273: 'm This is the pad thic.ness. A factor of safety
C274: of 1.5 is assumed.
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Tt,1CS Table 9 - Astern Thrust Bearing Calculatton,. Wlcbk

s-e thesis notes, & ,cv 29. for development of geometry a,-d scurces.

Input: Center suooorted, tilting pad thrust beariago is assumed.
W=0E174.3 lbf This is the astern thryst lcead, 200 ; anead.
F= 75 psi This is tne stress reacted by lubricarn film.

lc= -.3 This is actual thrust area fraction.
D1= 10e.0 in This is the inner diameter.

f1= 58.3 rpm This is the shaft speed.
nu=9.14E-06 ft02s This is the l:ioematic viscosity of tie ilobricant

at outiet temperature.
rho= i.9823 lbf s.ftq This is densitV ot ilub.-:cant a7 oL-iet tem0p.

Tcut= Ba oF This is the proposed outlet temperata-e.
cp= 3.53* Btu/gal-oF This is the heat content of Ke lubricant.

Tin= 85 oF This is the inlet luorican. temperatu-e.

N4OTES:
This design is for a saltwater lubricated tilting pad trhrust bearing.
The assumptions are for the support to be at 0.580B; however, the
performance for a cenzer-suppc'rted pad can be as good as the 0.52*B
thrust bearing if the pad is not flat, but rounded.
This analysis is based on Wilcock's tewt.

Output:
DE'= 209.o in This is initial thrust bearing outer diameter.

U=32)72.603 ft/min This is linear velocity of bearing surface.
b'= 10 in This is an initial pad width estimate.

ENTRY Enter the desired pad width.
b= 10 in This is the design pad width.

i'=50.16495 This is the computed number of pads.
ENTRY Enter the desired # of pads, must be integral and even #.

i= 50 This is the design number of pads.
BF=10.03M in This is an initial pad length estimate.

ENTR! Enter the desirea pad length.
B= 10 in This is the design pad length.

mu=1.26E-07 reyns This is absolute viscosity of lubricant at
outlet temperature.

Pcalc=44.34986 psi This is tne calculated lubricant pressure.
op #=i.74E-07 This is the operating number and pad length
B/b= I to width ratio. These are entering arguments

for figure 11-10 of Wilcock.
q= 0.072 This is a multiplier in the expression for

alpha. This formula for alpha is derived from
alpha=i.12E-04 rad Wilcock.

hmin=0.001120 in This is the minimum film thickness. It should be
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- rexter tha 3.0 :;cneE k"D Di!;. -

= This ftroL , is developed f--m Fic. !.-I!

"f=0..-, 12" frcqm Wiicoc' .
H=23.03-8 HP This is the power lost due to shear stresses.
H=17.25i67 1W This is pcower lost in 1W.
0=73,49-7:2 in3,'M This is the lubricant flow over the paas.
0=101,7364 g,'• ':I.724 c-pm

T=I.12938A oF This is the tempazure rise of tne lubricant.

DES IGN GEOMETRY:
D1= 18q.o in = 4.2i5849 m
D2= 2ý. tz i f-, = 5,22:360 m

10i' in 0 .254,,000 m

1= Iv 0, .. 254000 m

i= 50 pads
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1.11 Table 10 - Astern Thrust Bearing Calculation, Constanti-

nescu et al Analysis

Thesi.s ,V. Am• J-.
Thrust Bearing Design 4 DE"cem•,ar 1`3
ýFTERNý FLOODED, SEA-WATER LUBRICATED, TIN-BPCnZE FAD, OTHEF BEAR$ING
This thrust ,earing design is basea on the te',:, Sliding Bearinoa
by Constantinescu, et al. The inputs to this analysis come from
che Wiicocf analysis. inteoration of differential equations :s
performed using Euler integrations. A lenticulated rectangular
thrust bearing pad is assumed.
INPUT: These are results of Wilcoci's analisis fo, flat pads 'hmrias.

sigma=2. :JE+0- Pa This is the /ield stress oTf te pao Tzaterial.
Da,= 5:. '77 f, This is the average bearing diameter.

alpha=l.i2E-,-i4 rad This is the pad tilt from Wilcoct.
hmin=2.84E-05 m This is Wilcocl:'s minimumr. flil. tniclness.

B= 0.254 m This is the pad length.
L= 0.254 m This is the pad width.

nu=q.14- --06 ft2is This is lubricant kinematic ,iscositi at Tamb.
rho= 1.9823 lof s2/ft4 This is lubricant densiti at Tanm.

N= 5-.8 rpm This is the shaft speed.
i= 50 oads Tnis is the number of thrust bearing psas.

Tamb= So oF This is the ambient lubricant iemperatore.
Wtotal=8o346.9 N This is the thrust borne by the bearing.

P= 305793 Pa This is the bearing pressure.
Dph= +.37 m This is the runner diameter. tpressure hu-ii•

OUTPUT DATA:
W brg"= 1749029 N These are thrusts for each pad times the number

W brg= 1745029 N of pads, and should be greater than or equal to
equal to W total. W brg" uses a separation BK

W total= 98o341 N in the divergent flow, W brg does not.
t=0.019698 m This is the pad thickness.

Wm bar=0.167062 Non-dimensionalised load, mmin is reference.
Wp bar=O.200926 Non-dimensionalised 1oaa, hp is referepce.

Sp= 4 .q 7 6 Q5 1  Sommerfeld Number
Sm=5.985796

Qý: bar=0.552806 Non-dimensionalised lubricant flux rate
FO bar=0.952153 Non-dimensionalised friction force at Y=6
Fh bar=0.702853 Non-dimensionalised friction force at y=h

f0=0.000730 Friction coefficient at Y/=0
fh=0.000539 Friction coefficient at y=h

These coefficients can now be compared with experimental values.
See the reference, Constantinescu et al, pages 283..285 and pg 29.
CALCULATIONS Primes denote initial estimates.

h1=7.11E-05 m This is the inlet film thickness.
h2'=4.27E-05 m This is the outlet film thickness.

delta'=1.77E-05 m This is the maximum departure from flat plate.
Delta/hp is assumed here to be 0.45.

hmin'=3.64E-05 m This is to provide estimate of hmin. It should
be greater than 25.4 micrometers.
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The preceeding jalues are bEsed oo Wiicoc 's hoin. soha- B.

ENiTRY EDE•UIRED
hI=o.vE-05 m This is the desigrn inlet film thicies-.
h2=3.76E-05 m This is the design outlet film thic; nesz.

deltal.6!E-05 m This is design mawimum departure from plo,'e.
hmin=3.20E-05 m This is the minimun film thiciness.

Lu=M..EE-04 kgn s This is the lubricant absoiut v:scosit,.
V=15.0531 mi's This is the bearing linear ,veicit.

MAMMAL LALC' •• '=0.0005 m Whic.ness at pma,

ho' is aEsumed to Oe a• C.b i,- tre convergent poC-tic,- :A zr

lubricant film.--This is rough!i equal to 0.9 , B.
P.' h c m ,I m Upidn, p-Pa PS w 1 O-. 0 .- e-a0 Fa

0 M. O+ JE-.0 5 M.5E+&c .EM 0 , 8.5m , E-,
0.'0l 6.36E-07 6.51E-.05 6.600E+O6 2..2E+04 13....039 8. 2E•04-,' .
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1.12 Table 11 - Journal Bearing Calculation, Wilcock Analysis

Theei5 = hn V'. Tin. Tr.
Thrust• earing Desior, & December I•3'
T ILTING FAD, ..U...L BEAR ING,
HSe thesis notes, 30 No• 89. for development of geometr, arwa sources.

i-out: Center supported, tilting pad 1ournal beariog is assuxed.
K= 88500 ibf This is the thrust load.
P= 75 psi Thi- is the stress reacted b; lubricant film•.

Lg= ,0.3 This is actual thrust area fraction.
DI= i77-.E in This is The inrer diameter.

N= 58.8 rpm This is the shaft speed.
nu=9.0QE-0o ft2,s This is the k:inematic visccsit? of tohe lubrican.t

at outlet temperature.
rho= 1.9819 !bf sift4 This is densit, of lubricant at outiet -emp.

Tout= 8- oF This is the proposed outlet temperature.
Cp= 8.534 Stu/gal-cF This is the heat content of the lubricant.

Tin= 95 oF This is the inlet lubricant temoerature.

NOTES:
This design is for a saltwater luoricatad tilting pad thrust ,eeina.
The assumpt.:ns are for the support to be at. M.M_.B: however, the
performance for a center-supported pad can be as good as tre 0.58*3
thrust bearing if the pad is not flat, but rounded.
This analysis is based on Pilcock's text.

Output:
D2'=182.4222 in This is initial thrust bearing outer diameter.

=2_707.977 ft/min This is linear velocity of bearing surface.
b'=2.011I12 in This is an initial pad width estimate.

ENTRf Enter the desired pao width.
b= 7 in This is the design pad width.

i"=s4.55923 This is the computed number of pads.
ENTRH Enter the desired # of pads, must be integral and even #.

i= 64 This is the design number of pads.
B'=7.061165 in This is an initial pad length estimate.

ENTRY Enter the desired pad length.
B= 7 in This is the design pad length.

mu=l.24E-07 reyns This is absolute viscosity of lubricant at
outlet temperature.

Pcalc=28.22066 psi This is the calculated lubricant, pressure.
op #=3.4OE-07 This is the operating number and pad length

B/b= 1 to width ratio. These are entering arguments
for figure 11-10 of Wilcock.

q= 0.072 This is a multiplier in the expression for
alpha. This formula for alpha is derived from

alpha=1.58E-04 rad Wilcock.
hmin=0.001109 in This is the minimum film thickness. It should be
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greater- than 0.001 inches Or, :A1,.

q,= O.01 This formula is deeliopeo from Pig. li-ii
i==.0DO1564 f-rom Wilcoch.
H=1.I.6092 HP This is the pcower lost due to shear stresses.
H=8.770I21 kW This is power lost in IW.
0=62.71234 MiO's This is the lubricant flow o,-er the paos.0=,31.75 gp"

,0T0.718017 oF This is the tempature rise of the liub-ica(xt.

BEEIGH GEOMETR'v:
D!= 177.2 1i1 = 4.500869 m
D2= 191.2 inr = 4.856489 m

7 in = 01778C0C m
7 0= 0.1778600 m

i= 4 pA ads
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1.13 Table 12 - Journal Bearing Calculation, Constantinescu et
al Analysis

Thesis John V. Am; JK.
Thrust Benring Design 6 Decemoer 1S%
TILTING PPD, LENTICULATED, TIN-BRON:E, SEA WATEF FLOGDED KOURNAL BEATING
This journal bearing design is based on the text, Sliding Bearings
by Constantinescu, et al. Tne inouts to this analysis come from
tKe W3icock analisis. Integration of differential eqLuations is
performad using Euler integrazions. A lenticulated rectangular
;ournal tearing pad is assumed.
INPUT: These are results of Wilcock's analysis fo- flat pads 'nre.

sigma=2.0E7-. Pa This is the yield stress of !hE PRo ,Eheriasl
Da~g= 4.5 ,1 This is the average bearing diamecer.

alpna=l.58E-04 tad This is the pad tilt from Wilcclc
hmin=2.82E-05 m This is Wilcock's minimum film trichness.

B= 0.i,•7 m This is the pad length.
L= 0.1778 m This is the pad width.

ou=9.14E-06 ft2/s This is lubricant kinematic -iscosit', ast Tabt
-ho= 1.9823 lbf s2,ft4 This is lubricant densitv at Taws.

N= 53.8 rpm This is the shaft speed.
i= 04 pads This is the number of thrust bearing pads.

Tamb= 36 oF This is the ambient lubricant temparstnre.
WKotal= 39tO00 N This is the thrust borne by the bearino.

P=114583.8 Pa This is the bearing pressure.
Dph= 4.449 m This is the runner diameter. (pressure hull)

OUTFUT DATA:
W brg"= 790213 N These are thrusts for each pad times the numoer

W brg= 790218 N of pads, and should be greater than or equal to
equal to W tot.al. W brg" uses a separation BC

W total= 394600 N in the divergent flow, W brg does not.
t=0.003130 m This is the pad thickness.

Wm bar=&.145044 Non-dimensionalised load, hmin is reference.
Wp bar=0.183511 Non-dimensionalised ioad, hp is reference.

Sp-5.449247 Sommerfeld Number
Sm=6.866041

Gy bar=0.566324 Non-dimensionalised lubricant flux rate
FO bar=O.902672 Non-dimensionalised friction force at y=O
Fh bar=0.726785 Non-dimensionalised friction force at v=h

fQ=0.000984 Friction coefficient at y=O
fh=0.000792 Friction coefficient at y=h

These coefficients can now be compared with experimental values.
3ee the reference, Constantinescu et al, pages 283..2•85 and pg 29.
CALCULATIONS Primes denote initial estimates.

hl'=7.03E-05 m This is the inlet film thickness.
h2'=4.E3E-05 m This is the outlet film thickness.

delta'=1.75E-05 m This is the maximum departure from flat plate.
Delta/hp is assumed here to be 0.45.

hmin'=3.60E-05 m This is to provide estimate of hmin. it snould
be greater than 25.4 micrometers.
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The nreceed,_nq -,afte - ae -ed on ýiilcocl mmir-. SiD~.
ENTR- REQUIf:ED,

I m ~~Th- i ais the design inlet f i _m 7hici -ness.
2 = 2-' 9 E n h s i= the design ouLtlet filmj tniz1r~ess=.

de1ta=1.43E-05 m~ This s design~ MnaAMUrt departuie frcm plane.
hmin=2.8cEE-05 mn This= .is the miiiffiun film~ thicý,nes=-

,Tu=S. =,E-,-,+' ~g -- s This astre lubricant absolute ,i5cos~t-.

"=12.3442 s,'s Th i =_ s the bearing linear VeIOC17aV.
FRE3SLIREi'LOHD CriLCULH'TTD~N' ho,'=6.03 An -ia res~

no~ is a5_55Lmd -t- be kt i. nto' the cof-,eren- ptic,- ,f c
iluoicaot -fa U.--Tihis is roua'hlv eOU-_il tCo 6.&-'4 b

hc m h m dnal -pa Fa w N p~' " -a-
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1.14 Table 13 - 'Air'-Gap Pressure Force Calculations

7h e -s -, sohi, v. Atmo, j .

~czrt 3Itructure De-ion - Normal Pressure Force 9 Februarv I c

Rag= 98.82 in

Lcag= D,42.91i rn

phd= 10; ps:

,,_,,L rip:)z,

.K.¶'1 -. 5146 9.9 3162.914
t,.,..2 4.0291 9.8 3030.966
0.03 1.5437 9.7 3099.017
(.(,14 2.0582 9.6 3067.068
0.5 2.5728 9.5 3035.120
').0o 3.0873 9.4 3003.171
(.1.17 3.6019 9.3 2971.223
0.03 4.1164 9.2 2939.274
0.01; 4.6310 9.1 2907.325
0. 10 5. 14525 9 2875.377
6.1t 5.6601 8.9 2843.428

0.12 6.1746 8.8 2811.479
0.13 6.6892 8.7 2779.531
0.14 7.2037 8.6 2747.582
0.15 7.7183 8.5 2715.633
0.i6 8.2328 8.4 2683.685
0.17 8.7474 8.3 2651.736
O.18 9.2619 8.2 2619.788
0.19 9.7765 8.1 2587.839
0.20 10.2910 8 2555.89C
0.21 10.8055 7.9 2523.942
0.22 11.3201 7.8 2491.993
0.23 11.3347 7.7 2460.044
0.24 12.3492 7.6 2428.096
0.25 12.8638 7.5 2396.147
0.26 13.3783 7.4 2364.198
0.27 13.8929 7.3 2332.250
0.28 14,4074 7.2 2300.301
:).29 14.921,0 7.1 2268.353
0, 30 15.4365 7 2236.404
,),3. 15.9511 6.9 2204.455
1).32 16.4656 6.8 2172.507
(,.33 16,9802 6.7 2140.558
0.34 17.4947 6.6 2108.609
0.35 18.0093 6.5 2076.661
0.36 18.5238 6.4 2044.712
0.37 19,0384 6.3 2012.763
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j.3"P 20. 005 t.1 I MW. A

0.40. 20.5820 6 ! 16.918

0.41 21.0066 5.9 1884.969
0.42- 21.6111 5.3 1853.020

0.43 22.1257 5.7 1621.072
0,.44- 22.m-W0 5.6 1789.123
0.45 23.1548 5.5 1757.1-4
0.46 MA.6N, 5." 1725.226
0.4- 24.1380 5.3 Iq3.277
0.0 24.064 5.2 1661.328
0.4q 25,2130 5.1 IO29.38"
0.50 25.7275 5 1597.431
0.51 26.2421 4.9 1565.483
0.52 26. 7 5*6 4.8 1533.534
0.53 27.2712 4.7 1501.585
0.54 27.7857 4.6 I469.637

0.55 :8.3003 4.5 1437.688
0.56 28.8148 4.4 1405.739
0.57 2P.3294 4.3 1373.791
0.58 29.8439 4.2 1341.842
0.59 30.3585 4.1 1309.894
0.60 30.8730 4 1277.q45
0.oi 31.3876 3.9 1245.996

.,62 31.9021 3.8 1214.048
0.o3 32.4167 3.7 1182.099
0.64 32.9312 3.6 1150.150.
0.65 33.4458 3.5 1118.202
0.66 33.9603 3.4 1086.253
0.67 34.4749 3.3 1054.304
0.68 34.9894 3.2 1022.356
0.69 35.5040 3.1 990.4076
0.70 36.0185 3 958.4590
0.71 36.5331 2.9 926.5103
0.72 37.0476 2.8 894.5617
0.73 37.5622 2.7 862.6131
0.74 38.0767 2.6 830.6644
0.75 38.5913 2.5 798.7158
0.76 39.1058 2.4 766.7672
0.77 39.6204 2.3 734.8185
0.78 40.1349 2.2 702.8699
0.79 40.6495 2.1 670.9213
0.80 41.16•3 2 638.9726
0.81 41.o786 1.9 607.0240
0.82 42.1931 1.8 575.0754
0.83 42.7077 1.7 543.1267
0.84 43.2222 1.6 511.1781
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0.95, 43.7362 1.5 479.2295

(.36 44.E513 i.4 447.238)8
0.37 44.7o5; !.- 415.3322
0.88 45.,04 1.2 323.3636
0.X9 45.7950 1.1 051.4349

,).Q( 46.30%5 1 319.0863
031I no.8241 M. 267.5377

0 .2 47. 336 0.8 255.5690
0. ' 93 4 --52 , - F-23. cý40

0.34 4E.3677 0.6 191.6•i8
0.'95 48.8823 0.5 159.7431
0.0' 49.r.3968 0.4 127.7945
0,q7 e9,9114 0.3 W5.84590

0.98 50.4259 0.2 63.89726
0.99 50'0.405 0.1 31.9'4863
i.'0 51.4550' I.TE-12 5.5E-16

Sum F= 158145.7

Q: 'Thesis
G!: 'John V. Amy Jr.
Ah2 'Support Structure Design - Normal Pressure Force
G2: "9 Februarv 1990)
A4 : " mU=

D4: Rag=

E4 : 98.32
FW: 'in
AQ, tag =

D5: V=
A6: Lag=
B6: 102.91
Co: 'in
A7 : -I phd=
B7: 10
C7: 'psi
D7: Q Q =
A9: 2ziL

29: z
C9: - p(Z,
D9: " F(z)

A10: (F2) 0
BIO: M.FY) +$AIO*$B$6/2
CIO: +$B$7
DIO: 0
All: 4F2) 0.01

BI: (F4) +$AlI*$B$6/2
ClI: -( 0B$7*2/$B$6)*AI I*$B$6/2+$B$7
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1.15 Table 14 - Stator Ring Force and Moment Calculations

hs �worksheet ceevelcoo ehear and 7)cmenst ciagrams which escriabe the
sreas, forces and bending moments which result from the weight of tie
ý-tator and the noral forces of EM origln.

Shear . :ero-=-0. 1.28o Avg shear . 00000 Mb D 2pi C'.00ý427
She.er ,i 2*pi= 0._.4EG6 ,B 2*pi--0.14286 Avg Mb = 0,:,6rx

,roeta Fbo Shear dxiR dMb Mb
)Z7+00' -0.71"29. '.1"I [2.' . 0.000O0 . 0¢000)O. OC.427

3. E-0;2 0.00C 0.0 0. !429 0.')2992 -0.00427 •000
0 CE-.'2 .00000 0.. .' . 1429 0.02992 -0.00427 -0.0,428

¶.OE-02 i). 0000. 0. 0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 -0.0'855
1.2E-01 0.00000 0.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 -0.01283
1.5E-01 -0.71429 0.;) -0.5714 0.02992 0.01710 0.00427
I.2E-01 0.00000 0.0 -0.5714 0.02992 0.01710 0.02137
2.1E-01 0..00000 t . 0.4286 0.02992 -0.01282 0. i0854
2.4E-O! 0.00000 0.0 0.4286 0'.02992 -0.01282 -0.,50428
2.7E-01 0.00000 0.0 0.4286 0.02992 -0.01282 -0.01710
3. CE-01 -0.71429 * 0 -0.2857 C1.02992 0.00855 -0.00855
3. -4E-0 1 0 .00000 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 . 0(000
1.6E-01 0.00000 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 0.00854
3.9E-01 0.00000 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 0.01709
4.2E-01 0.00000 1.0 0.7143 0.02992 -0.02137 -0.00428
4.SE-01 -0.71429 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
4. ?E-0 1 . 00000 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
5. IE- o1 ,0.00000 Q. 0 .Oto00O 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
5.4E-01 0.)00000 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
5,7E-1 1 0.00(.100 0.0 .'0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
•.02-01 -0.71429 0.0 -0.7143 0.02992 0.02137 )'.01709
6.3E-0i 0.00000 1.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 0.00854
6.6E-011 0.00000 0.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 .00000
.5.9E-01 0.00000 0.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 -0.00855
7.2E-01 0.00000 0.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 -0.01710
7.5E-01 -0.71429 0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 -0.00428
7.8E-01 0.00000 0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 0.00854
8.IE-01 0.00000 0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 0.02137
3.4E-01 0.00000 1.0 0.5714 0.02992 -0.01710 0.00427
:;*.7E-01 0.00000 0.0 0.5714 0.02992 -0.01710 -0.01283
S.C.E-01 -0.71429 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 -0.00855
9.2E-0 ! 0.00000 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 -0.00428
P. E-,.,l 0.00000 0.1) -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 .00000
1.9E-0 ").00000 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 0.00427
1.OE+O0 0.00000 9.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 0.00854
!.0E+t0 -0.71429 1.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 0.00427
1.]E+00 0.00000 0.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00487 .00000
1.IE+O0 0.00000 (1.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.004e7 -0.00428
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S. •-" * O. < .. C' . 142• . -2'.: O': 27 -0.0 L: 4

.~ -" . 2-1-. -" 4..571,i. , 45 7• 17 1 .'.. 7
.c. , ?. -0.571'4 0.29-72 0.01710 0.52 137
. , . 1 4 '.422E6 0.02992 -0.01232 0.1,0854.~~ ~ ..... 12' -"2

. 3 .' . 0 "001:'.0 . 426o28b 0 .02792 -0.()12e2 - .00I,2.
; .-*="'-. ".O0C0) o.ocw 0.ci 0.4 0.C,2992 -0.01222 -0.01710

i.3+' .- 71429 0 . • -6 . 2957 ,).02992 0. 00855 -0.00*55
".E,"0O *. 006 .. *Q. -0 .2857 Ci .02992. 0 • ;:0855 • ~ ]'3'060

:.E÷ 0 .".,". *:• . .' -" . 2 .. "29"2 0. S0355 0 .

-. **")" q. 9 ~ '.•. -c0 .2357 0). 2992 0.00855 .) .,.11
!. : E÷o,:• C. ,0 0. 1.0 r.7143 0. 0'2992 -0.02137 -0.0(428
S. E+,:,O -0.71429 ,). 0 .0000 0 .,02992 . 00000 -0.00,"42

0 .SE+0 0. 00000 O. 0 .0000 0. 029O92 . 00000 -0 .,)054:2
I .- +.?0 0.00000 k. . .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
i.oE+CO 0.00000 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0. 004.8

. ,E+÷>iv 0 .00000 .0 !. .0000 O.o)2992 ."O0 -0, 4..
i.oE+C'0 -0.71429 0.0 -0.7142 0.02992 0.02137 0.01709
i. 7E+0 0.00000 1.0 0.-2357 0.02992 -0.00855 0.00354.

E . 00 0 .00000 0.O0 0. 2857 0.02992 -0. 00855 .00000
i . (E÷0 0.00000 0.0 0.2857 0. 02992 -0.00655 -0.00E55
I.SE+00 0.00000 0.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 -0.401710
I.aE+00 -0.71429 0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.0!282 -0.00428

*.C-E+00 0.00000 0. -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 0. 0085,4
1.9E+00 0.00000 0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 0.02137
i.CE+00 0.00000 1.0 0.5714 0.02992 -0.01710 0.00427
1.£E+00 0.00000 0.0 0.5714 0.02992 -0.01710 -0.01283
1.9E+0'0 -0.71429 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 -0.00855
2.OE+00 •,.00000 9.0 -0.1429 u.02992 0.00427 -0.00428
2.uE+O0 (,.00000 ( 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 .00000
2.OE+.'s 0.00000 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 0.00427
2.E+O .oo00004) 0.!) -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 0.00854
E.iE+00 -0.71429 1.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 0.00427
2.1E+00 0.00000 0.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 .00000
2.-E+O0 0.00000 0.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 -0.00428
2.2E+O0 0.00000 0.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 -0.00855

.2E+0O0 0.00000 0.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 -0.012e3
2.2E+00 -0.71429 0.0 -0.5714 0.2992 0.01710 0.004270

S0.00000 0.0 -0.5714 0.02992 0.01710 0.02137
2.3E+00 0.00000 1.0 0.4296 0.02992 -0.01282 0.00854
2.3:E+0.9 0.00000 0.0 0.4286 0.02992 -0.01282 -0.00428
2.4E+00 0.00000 0.0 0.4286 0.02992 -0.0128e -0.01710
2.4.+00 -0.71429 0.0 -0.2957 0.02992 0.00855 -0.00855
2.4E÷00 0P.00000 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 .00000
2.5.+00 ,,00000 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 0.00854
2.5÷+00 0(.00000 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 0.01709

.OE+O0 '0,.00000 1.0 0.7143 0.02992 -0.02137 -0.00429
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"* E-')' - . - , . $)',• 0.s 02992 2 0C)", '). -' • s.K .-2S
*• • +) ,2 * *:. . '0 4.4 99 ))t .. i *)742

=E +(10 0 . C" ) 00 . 2)000 o. C:2992 .06000 -6. '.)42e2.. -2+0ý, :) 0.00 'D. 0 C.0 )00 .02992 4000-e 28
.7E( O . 0,)U.•:0 *. o .40CC) 0O. 02)292 .0(,0004). -0. ',:,.:"8

.:. :E+-rl -).71429 -.1 -0.7143 0. 02992 0.02137 0.01709
7.. 7E÷,*i' i.. 00000 .O, 0. 2857 0. 02992 -0.00855 0.00854

*2.E•O 2' u . 00'j00 O. 0 o. 2857 0,.02992 -0.00855 .00000
*. 5 0 , ). 00:' . 02857 0 . 02992 -0.00855 -0.06,855

-3E -,' . c."c' :). .257 .02992 -o. C03 0 -. e. : 5 C'7 .,)
".+ -0.71429 ). -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 -0.00428

. 9E,00 c. C'006 v.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 0.00254
2.9E+0 0.400000 0 .0 -0.4286 (.4.2992 0.01282 0.o'2137

•..~E-'O 0.00(100 1.0 0.5714 0.02992 -O.Ol1t1 0.00427
3. OE+(i) 1:1.00000 ).0 0.5714 0.02992 -0.01710 -0.,01283

.•.E+'O0 -0.71429 '2.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 -0.00855
3. ,.:E+00 -). 00000 0.6 -0.1429 0.02992 0. 00427 -0,.00428
3. 1 E+00 0. 1(0000 0.0 -0.1429 0..02992 0.00427 .00000

0.1+ .0o -0.149 0.02992 0.00427 0.00427
3. E+4,) 0. 00600 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 0.00854
3. 1 E+oO -C)0.71429 1.0 0. 1429 0.02992 -0.00427 0.400427
3. 2E+00 .000000 0.0 0. 1429 0.02992 -0.00427 . 0000

*.2E÷+,)? 0.00000 :). 0( 0.1429 0.'02992 -0.000427 -0.00428
3 .2E+60 0.).0000 0.0 0.1429 0.402992 -0.00427 -0.00855
4.3r+00 0.1"000 0.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 -0.01283

"3.•" 'i••41iy 0.0 -0.5714 0.02992 0.01710 0.00427
KO-0.5714 0.12992 0.01710) 0.62137

3.4E÷0') 0.00000 1.. 1,,..02992 -0.01282 0. 00054
.3. 4,E•4)OO( 0600 . r) 0.4286 0. 0aG2 -'.-: -

.4E"-)'(; 0.O.,0().) 0.0 0.4286 0.02992 -0.012.#: -
4.4E+00 -f).71429 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 -0.00855
j.5E,++) 0.00000 0,0 -0.2357 0.02992 0.0085 .00000
3.5E+00 0.00000 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 0.00854
3.EE+00 0.00000 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 0.01709
3.6E+00 0.000000 J.0 0.7143 0.02992 -0.02137 -0.00428
3.6E+1)0 -0.71429 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
3.6E+,20 0.00000 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
3.72E+00 0.00000 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
'.z7E00 0. 000)0 0.0 .0000 0.402992 .00000 -0.00428
3.7E+0O6 0.00000 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
3,7E+00 -0.71429 0.0 -0.7143 0.02992 0.02137 0.01709
3.8E+00 0.00000 1.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 0.00854
3.8E+00 0.00000 0.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 .00000
3.8E*'O0 0.00000 0.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 -0.00855
3.ME÷00 0.60000 0.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 -0.01710
3.9E*,) -0.71429 0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 -0.00428
3.9E+00 0.00000 0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.012e8 0.00854
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.i •, ',) -. ,C .:;' '.0 - 5 71 429 1)2'ý ,292 0.00427 -0.1 0 a'r5
-,. !E+O 0. 0C0C0 *., -0. 1429 0 .)2902 0. 00427 -

4. i{+<') :. 0000 ?.,: -).14 :29- o:. 2992 0.00427 ).O(P42L2 "
-.. "E+ -..O '. c000 ~ .' -. i* :.429 0,. 02992 o. (,0427 .'.X,

"- -ElL:, 0. 00000 " -0. 1429 0 . 02992 0 6 00427 0,'',;254
S"2E ' 0 -- .71429 0 ."4 " . 029;2 -- 00'.ý. 27 '

.*+ ' ':.O. A1'<,) ). ci c. I1429 C. ,:29,; -N2 , Kl4?7 .
- . 0+ , , 0.00'.00 o).0 .. 1429 6.*,29'2 -0. 00,427 -7 .. 4

• E+CO.) '. 00001 . o . 1429 o. 02992 -6.-.00.i427 -o.00(55
09.aEl-0 0. 00000 r'. 0.1429 0.02992 -C'.0:1427 -,).01283

-. 3E+00 -0.71,.29 (i.0 -6,.5714 0.02992 0.01710 0.00427
-E,.0.U-c,,,).:00: 0.0 -u.5714 0.02992 0.01710 0.02137

c. .OO)CY) .4) 0. 4266 (1.02992 -0.01282 C. 00354
-4.4E-,00 000 .o. 0.0 -). 4286 '-. 02992 -0.61282 -'I. 00423
4.5 E+o0 o. 00000 o. 0 0.4286 o. 02992 -o.0 1282 -o. 171 C
4.SE+00 -0. 71429 0. 0 -0.2857 0. 02992 O.00855 -0.00*53

1..,+v.0 ). 006c'(0 .0 -0 .2357 0.62992 0.00855 . oov6o
S1sE+0() 0. 00060 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 0.00854

,.6E+00 0.00000 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 0.01709
6. .+E0' 0.00000 1.0 0.7143 0. 02992 -0.02137 -0.00428

. .&E+o0 -0).71429 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
4. 7E+tC0 0.000-.)0 0.0 .•0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428

E.7E+00 0.00000 0.0 . 0000 0.02902 .00000 -0.00428
"-TE .00 0. 00000 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00426
*..E+,00 0.00000 ,'oo.o .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428

4.GE+00 -0.71429 0.0 -0.7143 0.02992 0.02137 0.01709
-,. SE+0,. 0.06000 1 .0 0 .2857 0.02992 -0.00855 0. •00854

. E+O0 O.00000 .0 0.2857 0. 02992 -0.00855 .00000
4,9 " 0,) .00000 0.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 -0.00855
-,..E+00 0.00000 0.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 -0.01710
4.9E+00 -0.71429 0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 -0.00428
5.E0C,:0;.00000 0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 0.00854
3.0E+00 0.00004', 1.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 0.02137
S.OE+.0. 0.00000 1.0 0.5714 0.02992 -0.01710 0.00427
5.1E~ ,:, 0.00000 0.0 0.57t., 0.02992 -0.01710 -0.01283
5..,E+00 -0.71429 ;).0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 -0.v0855
5.IE÷00 0.00000 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 -0.00428
5.1E )Oo 0.00000 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 .00000
5.2E+101.O0OO 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 0.00427

2Eý-'O 0.00000 0.0 -:.c429 0.02992 0.00427 0.00854
"5.2S+00 -0.71429 1.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 0.00427
SE. 0', 0. 00000(5 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 .00000
.5. ?,So 0.00000 0.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 -0.00426
5.2E*00 0.00000 o. 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 -0.00855
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-.E'K: C, 00000 ,1. 4 . I29 t). C,2 -0. 00'2 -0. a> i.e.
-E •' -0 .71 4.19. 5714 v1. 02'492 Co .0 ! 7 1 ').60427

5.~.-E*0 ' O.00O': ,).•; -0.5714 0 .02992 0.01710 0.02137
S. E~-0o,. ...oo4286 :.. c0.02792 -0.01232 0.00854

. E+": 0. 0000, 0.' . 4286 0 .02992 -0.01282 -0 . 00428
5.f.E+C.' .0000 '.0 .@0.4286 0.02992 -j.01222 -0.0!710

5.5E+00 -0.71429 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 -0.00855
.6E+0)0 0. (10ou 0.0 -0.2857 0.02992 0.00855 .000O
*.•E-K'C 0.00006 .1 -0.2857 0.020992 0.00855 0.00854
.E÷00 0. 0C00'. 0.0 -0.2557 0.02992 0.00855 0.0I709
.7E*0 0 0. 0000O . 0 C.7 143 0.,029;2 -0.02 127 -0.06422
.7E+O0 -0/ 71.42' . 0 .000C .0.2992 .00000 -0.00t-28

5.-'E+(0 0.00000 0 . . 0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00426

5. ;E00 0.00000 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
5.8E+00 0.00000 0.0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428
5. E+00 0. 00000 1.. 0 .0000 0.02992 .00000 -0.00428

5.8E+:)0 -0.71429 0.0 -0.7143 0.02992 0.02137 0.01709
5.rE+0') 0.10000 1.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 0.00854
5.qE+(O0 0.00000 0.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 .00000
5. •E+00 0.00000 0.0 0.2857 0.02992 -0.00855 -0.00855
6.OE+00 ('. 00000 .0.0 0.2857 0. 02992 -0.00855 -0.01710
6.OE+00 -0.71429 0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 -0.00428
6.OE+00 0.00000 0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 0.00854
6.0E*00 0.00000 ,0.0 -0.4286 0.02992 0.01282 0.02137
6.IE+00 0.00000 1.0 0.5714 0.02992 -0.01710 0.00427
6.IE+00 0.00000 0.0 0.5714 0.02992 -0.01710 -0.01283
6.11+400 -0.71429 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 -0.00855
0.2E+00 0.00000 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 -0.00428
6.2E+Oo 0.00000 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 .00000
6.2cE+00 0.00000 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 0.00427
6.2E+00 0.00000 0.0 -0.1429 0.02992 0.00427 0.00854
6.31E-0 -0.71429 1.0 0.1429 0.02992 -0.00427 0.00427

Avg shear-4.3E-11 Avg Mb u-0.00000

Al: 'rhesis
GI: 'John V. Amy Jr.
A2: 'Support Structure Design
D2: 'Stator Rings
G 2: "13 December 1989
A4: 'This worksheet develops shear and moment diagrams which describe the
AS: "shear forces and bending moments which result from the weight of the
Ab: 'stator and the normal forces of EM origin.
7: ' Shear 2 zero-,

C7: (F5) -0.1428571429
D7: IAvg 2hear
E7: (FS) +$D$221

e9.e



ý7 i b @i Ep

CB F5' GP22,0

F3: vY Mb

theta

Frp
hie a r

F? Mb

CIO: k~i), 1

E' . ýF5. (
F tC'-: (F5) -Dici*ElO
GIO ( F3 i 01. 00427
Ail: (1'S) C "0 099 199 3
0' -ii F~i 0
Cli: ýFli 0i
D11. (F4) +B1'+Cl1+Dlc

Fil: kF5) -DX1*Ell

F-221 'Avci shear
DLa2l: *@SUM(D10. .D219), 210
FE"01: ' vg Mb=
3221: @SLSUM(Gl0. .G219)/210
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1.16 Figure 2 - Stator Ring Shear Diagram

Shear Diagram for Stator Rings
Shear due to Radial Forces
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1.17 Figure 3 - Stator Ring Bending Moment Diagram

Bending Moment Diagram for Stator Rings
Bending Moment due to Radial Forces
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1.18 Table 15 - Combined Stator Support Structure Calculations

Thesis_ Johnr V. Amy jr.

suoo-rt Structure Desiagn 3 Ma-rch iR,.

inputs,
igT~a vo= 800', psi This is yield stress cf material.

Wc= .E723.2 ibf This is weight of stator core.
Fv= 813120 ibf This is norm~l forces.

F=3*2725.1 Ibf This is thrust force.
Qstac= 0o2.182 psi Thi- is core wckigo stresE.
pCiES= 6, This s the number of stator PoNe-.

04 _This is number of j1 urnal bearin-g psds
r-o= 01.283 lbf/in3 This is densitv of material.

Wee thesis notes dated 12-14 December 1989 and 19 December AN8• fo
definitions of variables and development of relationships.

Ca~re Fins:
Rcp= 0.32 in2 This is radius of core pin.
FOS= 1.5 This is factor of safety Tor core pin. +

Acp=0. 3 2109 in2 This is cross-sectional area of pin.

sigma 1= 668.182 psi This is due to stac:ing pressure.

sigma 2=50072.19 psi This is due to normal, thrust aod weight forces.

sigma 3= 0 psi

sigma vM=49741.47 psi This is von Hises" stress.

sigma a=53333.33 psi This is the allowable stress.

Compare sigma vM with sigma a. Sigma vM should be less than or equal
to sigma a. Make it close to save space and weight. Adjust Rcp to
change design.

Ti ters:
La= 2.6 in This is the length of the tilter arm. *
Lb= 10.35 in This is the tilter base's length. *
ha= 2 in This is the tilter arm width. *
hb= 2.625 in This is trne tilter base width. *
tt= 1 in This is the tilter thickness. *

FOS= 1,5 This is factor of safety for tilter. *
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Wi= 134.02,• . 1 This is the core weioht per pole plir.
sigma I=iT78.5• psi This is due to thrust force.

sigma 2=320086,5 psi This is due to weioht and normal forces.

sigmTa G=• 0) psi

sioama N1=29111.70 npi This is won Mises' stress.

-igya a=5033.33 psi This is the allowable stress in te si-ucTwr?.
Sigma a should De oreater than -igma 'M.

witiltar=l".Q315 lbf This is tie weight of a tilter.
RWng Pins:

Rrp= 0.43 in This :s the radius of rino pin. ÷
FOS= 1.5 This is factor of safety for ring pin.

p-=0.58.86t) in2 This is cross-sectional area of pin.
W2=1399.983 lbf This is weight per pole pair with tilter.

sigma 1=53202.3; psi This is due to weight, thrust and normal fc, •e.

sigma 2= 0 psi This is due to normal, thrust ano weight forces.

sigma 3= 0 psi

sigma vM=53302.39 psi This is von Mises' stress.

sigma a=53333.33 psi This is the allowable stress.

Compare sigma lM with sigma a. Sigma vM should be less than or equal
to sigma a. Adjust Rrp to change design.

Etator Rligs:
'o= 93.6 in This is stator ring outer diameter. *

Ri= 39.5 in This is stator ring inner diameter. *
tsr= 0.5 in This is the stator ring thickness.
FOS= 3.75 This is stator ring factor of safet/. *

Asr= 2.05 in2 This is cross sectional area of a stator rino.
Asrc=28 7 .6i28 in2 This is circumferential area.

V2=5090.058 ibf This is shear aue to weight, normal forces.
Sigma b=9952.465 psi This is due to bending.

sigma 1=2482.975 psi This is due to Q3 shear.

sigma 2=10267.75 psi This is due to sigma b and thrust shear.
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_=ion.a M= 0 psi

sigmaa .'M=9278.8o psi This is von Mises' sb-ess.

sigma s=21333.33 psi This is the allowable stress.
V~ial Beam:

Wro=0.328 7 78 lbf Thi= is weight of a ring pin.
Wis-=333.7171 Ibf This is weight of stator ring.

A..41323.,33 lbf This is weight supported by eacn beam.
FQ=l 414.894 ibf This is t-ru-t supcorted 01 eam• aeom.
n=1p,'E8.68 lbf This is total normal frce, inclucino weiort.

Lzjb= 126.535 in This is lengtL of aniai beam. *
hwab= 4 in This is height of web.

Dab= 0.5 in This is web thickness. *
2f!a,= 2 in Thi- is flange width. *

tflab= 0.375 in This is the flange thichness. *
6, flIT,wao= 1 in This is mid-web fiange width. *
tfimsab= O.,75 -n This is mid-web flapge thickness. *

FOS= 3.75 This is axial beam factor of safety. *

As= 3.5 in2 This is cross section less mid-web flange.
ln=?9.861979 In4 This is moment of inertia less mio-web fienge.

tau vz--O4.C)97 psi This is the shear stress due to oending.
sigma ;,=17634.00 psi This is normal stress due to 0er,ding.

tau :=5= 7.579 psi This is shear due to twisting in the web.
tau .z=354.2237 psi This is also shear from twisting in the web.

:igma -=2330i.58 psi This is w--airected stress in wen.

-igma /=2358.21 psi This is v-directed stress in web.

sigma z=0025.900 psi This is z-directed stress in web.

sigma vM=18762.84 psi This is von Mises' st ess FOF THE WEB ONLY.

sigma a=2i333.33 psi This is the allowable stress FOR THE WEB ONLY.

tau :z=1416.894 psi This is shear due to twisti,g in the flange.
tau yz=37 7 8.386 psi This is also shear from twisting in tie flarge.

sigma z=19050.90 psi This is A:-directed stress in flange.

sigma y=5 7 82.484 psi This is y-directed stress in flange.

sigma z=7199.378 psi This is z-directed stress in flange.
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sie�a "; j9.77 DEi Th is i*c,n Mses s-ress FOR rHE FLNG'E .ýL<

sigma a=21313.33 psi This i the allowable stress FOR FLANGE OrIL'.

sigma ?=iS3E.13 psi This is stress in piece that reacts S.

sigma F4=556.-72 psi This is stress 1n piece tha• reacts F4.

sigma a=2i332.33 psi This ia aiilowable stress fo- 0 ard F4 pieces.

tau OW=18704.9! psi This is shear in mid-web flange. nc,-maI forces.

siqna a=21333.33 psi This is allowable stress mid-web flance.

ToCrque Reactors:
ttr= 0.5 in This is torque reacTor width =tsr). *

tfltr= 1 in This is piece thickness. *
Ltr= 12 in This is torque reactor length. *
ntr= 3 in This is the height of the reactor. *

F3S= 2.25 This is torque reactor factor of safety.t

sigma b=146.1321 psi This is bending stress in reactor.

tau TR=2338.113 psi This is shear stress in reactor.

signa 1=146.1321 psi

sigma 2=2338.113 psi

sigma 3= 0 psi

sigma vM=2268.580 psi This is von Mises' stress.

sigma a=35555.55 psi This is the allowable stress for the reactor.

Pieces:
FOS= 3.75 This is factor of safety for cutouts. *

sicma sr=4545.174 psi This is the stress in the stator ring piece.

sigma a=21333.33 psi This is the allowable stress.

sigma sr=12752.05 psi This is the stress in the torque reactor piece.
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sigma a=21333.33 psi This is the allowable stress.

3ecmetric Compatibilitv:

0.64 in 0.666666 in This relates core pin thic.re~ss
to tilter arm width.

9.80 in = ,.875 in This -elates rino pin thiciress
to tiYter base width.

0.86 in = 1.025 in Tkis relates ring pii thiciness
to stator ring height.

3 in 3.075 in This relares aiial beaa flange
ana tilter base width to stator
ring height.

0..375 ii '= 1.025 in This relates axial beam Olange
thickness to stator ring neight.

2.2125 in .= 4 in This relates the thicknesses
of the stator ring pieces.
mid-web flange thickness. and
axial beam flange thickness.

2 in 0.375 in This relates che height of the
torqLS reactor to the axial beam
flange thickness.

Al: 'Thesis
GI: 'John V. Amy Jr.
A2: 'Support Structure Design
GO: 3 March 1990
AS: 'Inputs:
A6: 'sigma vp=
B6: (G) 80000
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-6 2"pi Tnis is yield stres= of marer:ai.
5 :

w,': 3G2723L~.2

C ': "Ibf Tnis is weignt of ststor cor-.
AS: Fn=
B (GE &3120
CE: -if-F This is ror,Tmal forces.

•-: F=

9C *Ibf This is thrust force.

-I!,: F2i Pstac=

1: EcsI This is core stacirng =tress.
k,: F2) poles=

C~i: This is the number- of stator poles.

B!2: - 2 ,4
C12: ' This is number of )ournai bearing pads.
A,3: (F2' rho=
;I:2-0.263
CI1- 'Ibf, in3 This is densit/ of material.
;1L5: (F2) '3ee thesis notes dated 12-14 December 1580 a.;d 14 December 143l
Alo: (F2) 'definstions of ;ariables arid development of -eiatiors'aps.
A- I: kF2) 'Core Pins:

Rcp=
B•-E_: '-L.32

C2 2: •72 This is radius of core pin.
H22: '*

H23: F2 ) FOS=
B23: 1 .
r'23: Tnis is factor of safety for core pin.
H23: ;*
A225: Acp=
B25: @PlI*$B$22" 2
C25: 'in2 This is cross-sectional area of pin.
A.27: (c21 ' sigma I=
B27: +$BP$1
C2-: '•s• This is due to stacking pressure.
A2Q: (F2) sigma =
B2;/: iSORT( ($B$9/($B$11*$B$25) Y"2+' (tB$7+$B$8)/($B$11*$B$25 Y2)
C29: 'psi This is dL'e to normal, thrust and weight forces.
A31: (F2) ' sigma 3=
B31: Q
C31: 'psi
A33: (F2) 'sigma vM=
B33: @SORT () .5*( ($B27-$B29 > A2+ ( $B29-$B31 ) 'E2+ (SB31-$B27 )'"2))
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B3:+$Bso, •s=

C35: '-si This is the allowaie stress.
AS7: ,F2) 'Cc-moare sigma vA with sigma a. Sigmaa ,,M should be si-s tran or equal
A3C- -F2' 'to sigma a. Mc-le it close tc save space and weighT. Ad iut R-p to
H-3#: "FEi charge design.

A•: Tilte-s:

C i1 This is the legqtrh of the tilter arm.
H-tE: '*

t4• FE) Lb =

: 1 . 35
: n This is the tilter oase's length.

H43: '*
A4:•~ ' ha=
B4L4: 2
7'4: 'in This is the tilter arm width.

145: '-

A4?5: ,F'2) t.-,=

C46: 'in This is the tilter thickness.

H46: '-.

A47 : tF2) F =OS

EB.t7: i.

L47: This is factor of safety for tilter.
H47: *
A49: (F2, WI=
B49: +$B$7/$B$11
C49: 'ibf This is the core weight per pole pair.
A50: (F2"0 ' sigma i=
B50: (3*$B$9*$B$42) / ($B$I 1*$B$44 °2*$B$46)
050: 'Lsi This is due to thrust force.

'52: (F2) ' siama 2=
S52: (3*(0 .5*$BS49+$B$8/$B$11 )*$B$43, / (2*$B$45- 2*$B$46)

-52: 'psl This is due to weight and normal forces.
A54: (F2) ' sigma 3=
B54: 0
C54.: 'psi
A56: (F2) 'sigma vM=
B56: @SQRT ( .5*( ($B50-$B52 ) 2+ (SB2-$B54) ^2+ ($B54-$B50)'2 ))
C56: 'psi This is von Mises' stress.
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i5S: -F2 sigmc a=
BES: - $S547
IC5: 'psi This is the allowable stress in the strcture.

'r: Sigma a should be greater than sigma vM.
A•': 'FE) "Wtiiter=

6,': ibf This is the weiqht of a tilter.
Iol: "FEi 'Fing Pins:
AoE i Fs, Rrc=

CtE: "i- This is tne radius of rirg pin.
H,%2: '-
-;o3: (FO, FOS=

Bo3: 1.5
C&3: This is factor of safety for ring pin.
gok3: '*

At 5 Arp=
Bo,3: PI*$B$62"2
-65: 'in2 This is cross-sectional area of pin.
t : - * ,W2=
B6O: +!Bs49+2*5B$60
C•6: 'ibf This is weight per pole pair with tilter.

: (F2 ' sigma I=
ic,8: ýDSDRT( k T,-rl(O.5*$B$11I*SB$65)I )2+k k$BsBi,/.÷$11+$Bit6)i~s5 21

CoB: 'psi This is due to weight, thrust and normal forces.
TI7 : (F2P ' siama 2=

70: "psi This is due to normal, thrust and weignt forces.
i72: ,'F2) sigma 3=

B72: 1)
C72: 'Psi
A74: tF2) 'sigma ;M=
B74: @SORT•O.5*(($B68-$B70) 2+($B7O-$B72)"*2+($B72-$B68) ,2))
C74: 'psi This is von Mises' stress.
A76: (F2) ' sigma a=
B76: +B$6'$B$23
C76: 'psi This is the allowable stress.
A78: (F2) 'Compare sigma vM with sigma a. Sigma vM should be less than or equal
A79 (F2) 'to sigma a. Adjust Rrp to change design.
A81: (F2) 'Stator Rings;

A82: (F2) " Ro=
B82: 93.6
C82: 'in This is stator ring outer diameter.
H82: '*

A83: (F2) ' Ri=

B83: 89.5
C83: 'in This is stator ring inner diameter.
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BSq: ')5

C0-: 1in T1i, is the staor ring thicine-s.
H84:'1

A85: 'F21 FOS=
385: S.7?5

C85: This is statcor ring factor of ,afetn.
HS5 :

B27: tsBN82-YE83S21$80w

"CK: 40 This is cross sectional area of a stator ring.
AS: ASrc=
586: 2,FPI -).5*(*BM82+MB$830 )*•B•84
CES: iQ2 This is circumferential area.
489: 721• V3=

C8q: Ibf This is shear due to weight, no.rmal forces.

WO2: (FE• sigma b=

C9: 'psi This is due to bending.
0-2: Y.E sigma 2=
00: +.05jB$, . $B$B7
C92: 'psi This is due to VA shear.
A-4; 7-2) " sigma -2-

C94: '7pi This is due to sigma b and thrust shear.
A06: 'F2) ' sigma 3

C6: 'psi
09B: F2) 'sigma vM=
BW8: 9SORT O.5*( E( SB2-sB941 2+'.$B94-$BEg, 2+($B96-$B?2) 2))
C98: 'psi This is von Mises' stress.
A100: (F2) ' sigma a=
N1OW +$B$UM/$B85
C100:. 'psi This is the allowable stress.
A10i: 0F2) "A,:ial Beam:
AI).2: , Wrp=
BIC,:E: o$B*!3*( 6B$65* (B$46+2*$B$84))
Q102: lbf This is weight of a ring pin.
AI103: (F2) " Wsr=

B103: •$B$13* $Bs87*2*@Pe*O.5*( B$82+tB$831)
C103: 'Ibf This is weight of stator ring.

A10'4: (F2) ' W4=
B104: ($B$7+$B$1 1*($B$60+$B$102) +4*$B$103)/$B$12
HOW. UKbf This is weight supported by each beam.
A105: (F2) ' F4=
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•.:-: 'bf This is thrust supported bf each beaq.
AC,: ,FEj Fp4=
B1,'6: + 5B $ 14 +:6B:p,3B $12

CI -,: ,lbf This is total ncormal force, incllUdinq welcht.
A, ":3: k;:2' ; Lb jb=
DBI CR : 112-,. 513 5

C 109: 'in This is length of a;'iai beam.
Hi!. , -: "*

C 1,_9: "in This is height of web.
Hl,:,•: *.

Ali,). ,F2) bab=

BI I,): ,.1.5
,-iO: I n This is wen thickTess.

AIiI: PFE2 Wflab=

3111: 2
CiI1: in This is flange width.
HIll: "*-
A112: tflab=
B112: .375
C112: 'in This is the flance thickness.
H112: "*
Al1i: ' Wflmwab=
B 13: i
C-113: 'in This is mid-web flange width.
H113: '*

Allt: ' tflmwab=
B114: 0.375
C114" 'in This is mid-web flange thickness.
HIlL4: '*

Ai5: " FOS=

B115: 3.75
CI15: This is axial beam factor of safety.
HIIS: "*

H117: Acs=
B117: t$B$109*$B$110+2*$Bl11*$B$112
C117: 'in2 This is cross section less mid-web flange.

A'i8: Iab=

-2). 2'
CI8: 'in4 This is moment of inertia less mid-web flange.
A119: ' tau yz=
B11: (0.5*$B$106)/$B$117
C119: 'psi This is the shear stress due to bending.
A12O: 'sigma xx=
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C120: ps3 This is normal stress due to bending.
A121: , tau .z=

C121; 'psi This is shear due to twistiao in the web.

f:122: ta

:10: 'psi This is also shear from Twisting in tre w-•ew.
A1 sa T slgs -ie sesie6 :=
3120: +S011'0SE121
CIDs: 'posi This is i-directed stress in web.
AIES sigma v=
Miai: +MB•IV+$B$122
C!20: Vosl This is y-directed szrees in web.
A028; ' sigma z=
B128: +$Ps1190$BZ1I2+$B$122

-128: psi This is z-directed st-ess in web.
A13: 4P2) 'sigma vQ=
B130: MORT(O.5*(BI24-B126, 2+Bi26-$BIES'v2+B!23-,BIE4 •))
EC30: "psi This is von Mises' stress FOR THE WEB ONLY.
A132: (Q2) 'sigma a=

2132: M•/B0$115
C132: 'psi This is the allowable stress FOP THE WEB ONLY,
A134: ' tau :z=
B13": +sB$105/($B$111*$B$84)
C124: 'psi This is shear due to twisting in the flange.
A135: , tau vz=
3135: B1)/BL*B11*1)
C135: 'osi This is also shear from twisting in t,;e flange.
A137: ' sioma 4=
B137: +1B1200+$0134
0137: 'osi This is x-directed stress in flange.
A139: ' sigma Y=
3139: +$B$119+0B035
C139: 'psi This 4s y-directed stress in flange.
QI4!: sigma z=
BlqI: MSB$119+0B$134+$B$135
C141: 'psi This is z-directr stress in flange.
Ai43: MF2) 'sigma vM=
B143: @SORT(O.5*(($Bi37-$BI3)-"2+($BI39-B14!)-"2+($BI41-$BI37)°2))
C143: 'psi This is von Mises' ssress FOR THE FLANGE ONLY.
A145: 0F2) ' sigma a=
B145: +$B$605B$115
C145: 'psi This is the allowable stress FOR FLANGE ONLY.
A147: 'sigma Q=
B147: +$B$105*(4*sB$112/(($B111-$B$110)"2*$B$84))
0Q47: 'psi This is stress in piece that reacts U.
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Hi.q: 'sigma F4=

CI+; psi This is stress in piece that reacta F4.
?151: s igma a=
3I5i: +WMoiBI!15

CIj1: 'osi This is a.oWavie stres= for 0 and F" pieces.
;,53: - tau i•%=
B153: -B!].£S~I÷B1e

Cl53: -psi Tris :s shear in mii-'eb flange, inozai forces.
AIM:- sigma 1=
315f: 0000011B~i5

Ci55: '"si -his ist allowable stress mid-web flange.
AIl: 'Torque Peactors:
Alc, : , t t =

C1A: 'in This is torque reactor width k=tsrl.
H162: '÷

A163: ' tfitr=
B163: 1
C163: 'in This is piece thickness.

A4:4' Ltr=
B164: 1E

Co44: 'in This is torque reactor length.
H16+: "1-

A15: ' htr=
BIM: 3
CM•: 'in This is the height of the reactor.
Hi5: '*

AIM6: ' FOS=
B166: .55
CQ66: " This is torque reactor factor of safety.*
A162: 7 sigma b=
BibS: +$BElO•e2*$B$112,($B$162*$B$164 2
C168: 'psi This is bending stress in reactor.
A169: ' tau TR=
BIM: +$0B$1C6/(B$162*fB$164)
Cl09: 'psi This is shear stress in reactor.
A17!: , sigma I=
B171: +$B$168
A171: 'psi
A173: ' sigma 2=
B173: +$B$169
C173: 'psi
A175: ' sigma X=

B175: 0
C175: 'psi
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A!77; '=ioma ,'M=
B17'7: ,jS0R~rkO5*t, fBII-sBI731 2+08173-0,I75) E+,0B75-s7itI2,;

C177: 'psi This is von Mises' stress.
Ally: , sigma a=
R79•: M&B6,0BM66

CI'Q: '•si This is tne allowable stress for the reactor.
A•ID: w'Pieces:

A_82: FOS=

C!E,:'- Thi= is factor of safetv for cutouts.

AlIN: sg'gma sr=
5184: 12*BB$10.5$12 ! B . B$82-$B -$B5!!2 2,
C1I4: 'psi This is the stress in the stator ring piece.
AIMo: sigma a=

18i6: /•$o• 182
C186: 'psi This is the allowable stress.
AIN: 'Sigma ,s-=

CI88: 'psi This is the stress in the torque reactor piece.
AM•: ,sigma a=
KOOb: +MBWEI B•12

Ci90: 'psi This is the aliowaole stress.
A201: 'Geometric Compatibility:
B203: 2*$B$22
c2:,3: 'in =
D203: +1B44/3
E203: 'in This relates core pin thickness
E2.4: ' to tilter arm width.
B206: 2-$B$62
:2'6b: 'in =
D20b: +$BW45/3
E206: 'in This relates ring pin thickness
E207: ' to tilter base width.
B2OQ: 2*.B$62

C209: 'in ' =

D20%: 0.2,5-( B$82-MB$83)
E.,: 'in rhis relates ring pin Vhickness
Rio.,: to stator ring height.
?112, +MB45+$B$12

MP; 'in 4=

DENI: -50382-$M83
E212: -- relates axial beam flange
EE_3: ard tilter oap s tn Wto stator
E214: ' ring height.
EP_16: +ISB12
C21s: 'in
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i21s: 0AY5ARB$8-WB82)

Mw!: 'in This relia'es aiai eam flianoe
E2=:7: tViLniess to stator ring height.

Z21;: 7in his r-elates the thicneses
MA of the stator ring pieces,

E1: mid-Q-web flange thcdness, ane
22, a,-ei beam flange thicness.
P22: •mBQlV-SNIlo

C224: Oi -

D224: +sB$112
EE224 'in This relates the height of the
OF& torque reactor to the a;lal beain
E226: flange thickness.
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1.19 Figure 4 - Arrangement Drawings, Deck Plans
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1.20 Table 16 - Weight Report and Weight Balancing Calcula-

tions
Thesis 'Toh n V.

Baselin~e Design - Weight Balance 1~7 Januas-
All weights are assumed to~ be in~ long tonis.
WEIGHT SUMMARY: VCG LCG %of A-1
Group 1= 1687.10 15.96750 ft + basel37.6334 ft - FP 0.470213
G-roup 2= 786.96 13.40 ft + base 156.95 ft - FP 0.219334
Group 3= 236.90 10.61 ft + base 149.04 ft - FP 0.066027
Groiup 4= 219.89 20.35 ft + base 75.82 ft - FP 0.061284
Group 5= 4201.27 15.60 ft + base 209.85 ft - FP 0.117412
Group 6= 130.83 20.59 ft + base 123.24 fIt - FP 0.036'463
Group 7= 105. 00 13. 00 ft + base 68.00 ft - FP 0. 029264
Cond Al= 3587.95 15.35709 ft + baselL.4.7"744 ft - P:P 1

Lead= 358.80 13.3 ft + basel0l.1421 ft - FP 01.100001
Cond A= 3946.75 15.17008 ft + base140.8077 ft - FP 1.100001

Var Load= 274.37 8.862505 ft + basel09.3004 ft - FP 0.07646q
NSC= 4221.12 14.76009 ft + basel38.7598 ft - FP 1.1764*71
MBT= 527.63 16 ft + basel24.7595 ft- - f:P 0.147055

/\sub= 4748.75 14.89786 ft + basel37.2042 ft - FP 1.323527
FF= 357.43 16.11768 ft + base86.93094 ft - FP 0.099620

/\env= 5106.18 14.98325 ft + basel33.6851 ft - FP 1.423147
GROUP 1: WEIGHT VCG LCG

Wep= 448.784 16.000 ft + base 135.860 ft - FP 1V over a
Wphp= 333.102 '16.000 ft + base 154.540 ft - FP ph plate-
Wfr= 186.671 16.000 ft + base 148.074 ft - FP
Wkf= 17.910 16.000 ft + base 142.000 ft - FPP
Wbh= 148.952 15.632 ft + base 145.276 ft - FP

Wrem= 551.682 16.000 ft + base 123.130 ft - FP phull icb
ft +base ft -FP
ft +base ft -FP
ft +base ft-FPP
ft +base ft -FP
ft +base ft-FPP
ft +base ft -FP
ft +base ft -FP
ft +base ft -FP
ft +base ft -FP
ft +base ft-FPP
ft +base ft -FP

W1=1687.101 15.968 ft + base 137.633 ft - FP

GROUP 2: WEIGHT VCG LCG
Wrx= 392.890 14.667 ft + base 141.250 ft - FP

Wshld= 238.120- 11.000 ft + base 141.250 ft - FP
Waux= 66.670 11.000 ft +- base 175.000 ft - PP
Wmtr= 84.010 16-.000 ft +bas* e54-230 ft - FP

Wprop. 5.270 16.000 ft + basio2$7.870 ft, FP
ft + base ft -ý VP *
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ft + base -Ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft h base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft t- base ft - FP

ft + base fl - Zp
ft + base ft - FP

ft + base ft - FP
02= 786.960 13.3%8 ft + base 15o.95i ft - FP

GROUP 3: WEIGHT VCG ZCG
Wbat= 61.622 4.000 ft + base 111.500 ft - FP
Wtur= 69.210 12.000 ft.+ base 160.250 ft - FP
Wgen= 4.•30 12.000 ft + tase 171.750 ft - FP

Wegen= 20.000 12.000 ft + base 177.500 ft - FP
Wdis= 41.1i0 16.000 ft + base 147.800 ft - FP

ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FR
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - ZF
ft + base ft - Fp
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP

W3= 236.902 10.614 ft + base 149.045 ft - FP

GROUP 4: WEIGHT VCG LCG
WIN= 57.873 11.500 ft + base 64.000 ft - FP
Wsa= 27.612 16.000 ft + base 13.500 ft - FP
Wfc= 5.511 14.500 ft + base 34.460 ft - FP
Wul= 128.889 25.500 ft + base 96.250 ft - FP

f- + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base f4- - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
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ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP

W4= 219.885 20.347 ft + base 75.822 ft - FP

GRCUP 5: WEIGHT VCG LCG
Wafr= 13.354 25.500 ft + base 157.750 ft - FP
Weft= 8.340 25.500 ft + oase 157.750 ft - FP
Wedg= 30.037 10.500 ft + base 178.000 ft - FF
Will= 46.340 11.500 ft + base 221.000 ft - FP
W112= 115.639 11.500 ft + base 211.500 ft - FP

Wul= 207.560 18.500 ft + base 216.500 ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft t base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP

W5= 421.270 15.599 ft + base 209.852 ft - FP

GROUP 6: WEIGHT VCG LOG
Wd2= 82.470 18.000 ft + base 93.750 ft - FP
Wdl= 43.583 25.000 ft + base 187.500 ft - FP
Wco= 4.777 25.000 ft + base 62.500 ft - FP

ft + base ft - FP
ft + bape ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FF
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base fz - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP

W6= 130.830 20.587 ft + base 123.640 ft - FP

GROUP 7: WEIGHT VCG LOG
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Wtt= 105.0%0 13.000 ft + base 68.00? ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + oase ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FF
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP

W7= 105.000 13.000 ft + base 68.000 ft - FP

LEAD: WEIGHT VCG LCG
STAB= 107.640 7.000 ft + base 17.000 ft - FP

MAP= 251.160 16.000 ft + base 137.203 ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft- FP
ft + base ft- FP
ft + base ft- FP
ft + base ft -FP
ft + base ft- FP
ft + base ft- FP
ft + base ft -FP
ft + base ft- FP
ft + base ft -FP
ft + base ft- FP
ft + base ft -FP
ft + base ft- FP
ft + base ft- FP

LEAD= 358.800 13.300 ft + base 101.142 ft - FP

VAR. LD.: WEIGHT VCG LCG
Wrfw= 33.748 4.000 ft + base 156.500 ft - FP *SUBLAB d

Wprov= 17.834 18.500 ft + base 117.000 ft - FP *SUBLAB d
Wstor= 12.621 18.500 ft + base 123.500 ft - FP *SUBLAB d

Wfo= 55.697 4.000 ft + base 70.000 ft - FP *SUBLAB d
Wtorp= 31.004 9.000 ft + base 110.267 ft - FP *SUBLAB d
Wvoal= 49.935 4.000 ft + base 90.000 ft - FP This from

Wrmw= 11.798 16.000 ft + base 124.760 ft - FP Adjust LC
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= 2. 072 4.OC0 ft + base 8G.00M ft - F• *EuBLAB a
Wrern= t.b661 1.0000 ft - base 137.182 ft - FP Adjust th

ft + base ft - F•
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft -- FP
ft + base f- FP
't - base ft- F
ft + base ft FP
ft + base ft- FP
ft + zase ft - FF

274.370 8.863 ft + base 1C19.300 ft -P

MBT: WEIGHT VCG LCG
MBTf.d= 275.794 16.000 ft + base 30.851 ft - FP
ME.Tafr= 251.835 16.000 ft + base 227.602 ft - FP

fz, + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + Base ft - FP
17t + base ft - Fp
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - Fp
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP

MBT= 527.629 16.000 ft + base 124.760 ft - FP

FREE FLD: WEIGHT VCG LCG
Wfwdl= 141.487 16.000 ft - base 13.820 ft - FP

Wmt= 82.381 16.000 ft + base 273.641 ft - FP
Weh= 2.901 30.500 ft + base 149.125 ft - FP

Wfwd2= 130.664 16.000 ft + base 47.000 ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - PP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - F-P
ft + base ft - FP
ft + jase ft - FP
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ft + base 't - FP
ft + base ft - FP
ft + base ft - FP

FF= 357.43S 16.118 ft + base 86.931 ft - FP

Al: 'Thesis
G!: 'Jch'rn V. Amy Jr.
.2: 'Baseline Design - Weight Balance
G-2: "17 January 17990
AS: 'All weights are assumed to be in I,%,g tons.
A4: 'WEIGH T SUMMARY:
C4: ' VCG
E4: 7 LOG
G4: 7X of A-1
A5: Group I=
B5: (F2) +$B$39
%5: +IC$39
D5: 'ft + base
ES: +$E$39
F5: 'ft - FP
G5: +iB5/$B$12
A6: ' Group 2=
B6: (F2) +$B$59
C6: (F2) +$C$59
D6: 'ft + base
E6: (F2) +$E$59
F6: 'ft - FP
66: +$E6/$B$12
A7: ' Group 3=
847: (F2) +$B$79
C7: (F2) +$C$79
D7: 'ft + base
E7: (FB0 +$E$79
F7: 'ft - FP
G7: +$B7i$B$12

A8: ' Group 4=
8S: (F2) +$8$99
C£: (F2) +$C$99
D8: 'ft + base
ES: (F2) +$E$99
F8: 'ft - FP
G8: +$BS/$B$12
A9: ' Group 5=
B9: (F2) +$B$119
0C9: (F2) +$C$119
D9: 'ft + base
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F9: 'ft- - FP

'1:ýGrcoup 6=
B:1IO: (F2.' +$B$139
£10: 'ýF2) +ZC$139
blsD: 'ft *t bas~e
EIC0: tF2)! +f.E'139
PF1r): '-ft - FP

Al:'Gro~up

Dll: 'f t + base
Ell: (FE) +$M$59
Fil: '-.t - FF

A12: ' Cc'nd Al=

B12: (F2 @SUM$B$..$$II

Di2: 'ft + base
E12: ($B$5*$E$5+$B$6*$E$6+$B$7*$E$7+$B$B*$E$8+$B$9*:'E*9+$6$lO0*$E-$1C,+$£1$1IA*$Ei 1

F12: 'ft - FP

G12: +$B12/$B$12
A13: 'Lead=

B113: (F2) +t$B$179
, C13: +$C$179
D13: 'ft + base
E13: +$E$179
P13: 'ft - FPP

G13: +$B13/$B$12
A14.: ' Cc'nd A=
£114: iFE) +$B$12+$B$13
C14: ($B$12*$C$12+$B$13*$C$43)/$B$14
D14.: 'ft + base
El'.: ($B$1E*$E$12+$B$13*$E$13)/$B$14
F14.: "ft - FP

G14.: +$B14/$B$1E
A15: WVar Lo~ad=
£115: (IF2) +$B$199
1,15: +$C$199
D15: 'ft + base
E15: +$E$199
F15: 'ft -FPP
G15: +$B15/$B$12
A16: ' NSC=
Bi6: (F2) +$B$14+$B$15
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Cia: 16 1I*$C:i4+$BS15*fC$i5
D16: 'ft + ba.se
E16: ($B$14*$E$14+5B$15*$E$151/$BE16
F16: 'ft - FF
GI6:+SI/B•

P17: ' PBT=
317: F2) +$B$219
C17: +$C $21;
Li7: 'ft it base
E17: +$E%219
F17: 'ft - FP
G17: +$P17i$B$12
AI2: ' /\sub=
B8I: (F2) +$B16+$Bs17
CIS: ($8$16*SC$16+$B$17*$C$s7)/$B$18
DIS: "f: + base
EIS: ;$B$16*$E$16+$B$17*$E$17)/B$18
F13: 'ft - FP
GIS: +$B/8i$B$i2
Ai9: ' FF=
BI9: (FE) i$B$239
C£1: +$C$239
D19: 'ft + base
E19: +IE$239
F19: 'ft - FP
G19: +$Bi9/$B$12
A20: ' ,\env=
B20: (F2) +$B$18+$B$19
C20: ($B$1*$C$18+$B$i9*sC$19)/$B$20
D20: 'ft + base
E20: ($B$18*$EflG+$B$19*$E$19)/$B$20
F20: 'ft - FP
620: +$B20/$B$12
A21: 'GROUP 1:
B21: ' WEIGHT
C21: , VCG
E21: ' LCG
A22: V Wep=
B22: (F3) 448.784
C22: (F3) 16
D22: 'ft + base
E22: (F3) 135.86
F22: 'ft - FP
G22: "1" over all eny
A23: ' Wphp=
B23: (F3% 333.102
C23: (F3) 16
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D23: 'ft + base
E-3: ;F3) 154.54
F23: 'ft - FP
023: 'ph piate-env
A24: W
B24: •F3' 19e.671
C'24: .F2) I•t

DE4: ft D •ase
Ee-+: t;:3q l+8.07L.
F24: Ift - pp

B25: (F3) 17.91

C25: (F3) 16
D25: 'ft + base
E25: (F3) 142
F25: 'ft - FP
A26: w'bh=
B22: ;F3) 148.;52
C26: (F3d 15.o32
L26: 'ft + base
E26: (F3) 145.276
F26: '-ft - FP
A27: Wremn=
B2"7: (F3) 551.682
CE7: (F3) 16
D27: 'ft + base
E27: (F31 123.13
F27: 'ft - FP
G27;: 'phull icb
D28: 'ft + base
F28: 'ft - FP
D29: 'ft + base
F29: 'ft - FP
D30: "ft + base
F30: 'ft - FP
D31: 'ft + base
F31: 'ft - FP
D32: 'ft + base
F32: 'ft - FP
D33: 'ft + base
F33: 'ft - FP
D34: 'ft + base
06a: 'ft - FP
D35: 'ft + base
F35: 'ft - FP
D36: 'ft + base
F36: 'ft - FP
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D37: 'ft + base
F37: 'ft - F:
D38: 'ft + base
A38: 'f• - FP

B39: (F3) @SUM($B22..$B38)
C29: ;F3) -I139/•B3q
D3Q. 'ft + base
E39: -F3, +$J39/$B3•
F39: 'ft - FP
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1.21 Figure 5 - Inboard Profile, Showing Some External Fea-

tures
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1.22 Table 17 - MBT Size and Location Calculations, Refined

Solution

Thes is John V. Amy Jr.
MBT Caiculations 06 January 19%

AFT MBT:
Laft= 242.5 ft This is location of aft bulkhead. *
Daft=23.96389 ft This is diameter at aft bulkhead.
Lap= 45.5 ft This is length of a~t paraboloid.

'%/ap=10 9 45.52 ft3 This is volume of aft paraboloid.
LCGap=256.7187 ft This is LCG of aft paraboloid.

Lac= 15.5 ft This is length of aft cylinder.
\/ac=2386.039 ft3 This is volume of aft cMlinder.

LCGac= 234.75 ft This is LCG of aft cylinder.
\/trans= 3473 ft3 This is volume of transition. *

LCGtrans= 221.46 ft This is LCG of transition. *
\/fp=25618.78 ft3 This is volume of large aft paraboloid. *

LCGfp= 239.875 ft This is LCG of large aft paraboloid.*

\Iaft=8814.219 ft3 This is volume of aft MBT.
LCGaft=227.6016 ft This is LCG of aft MBT.

FWD MBT:
Lfwd= 22 ft This is location of fwd bulkhead. *
Laft= 38.244 ft This is location of aft bulkhead. *
Dfwd=24.17433 ft This is diameter at fwd bulkhead.
Daft=28.78228 ft This is diameter at aft bulkhead.

\/Ips=16588.69 ft3 This is volume of large prolate spheroid.
LCGIps' 23.9025 ft This is LCG of large prolate spheroid.
\!sps=6731.789 ft3 This is volume of small prolate spheroid.

LCGsps= 13.75 ft Tnis is LCG of small prolate spheroid.
\/fc=204.1281 ft3 This is volume of forward cylinder.

LCGfc= 30.122 ft This is LCG of forward cylinder.

\Ofwd=9652.782 ft3 This is volume of forward MBT.
LCGfwd=30.85126 ft This is LCG of forward MBT.

MBT BALANCE:
\Ireq= 17203.8 ft3 This is required volume of all MBT. *

LCGreq= 130.82 ft This is required LCG of all MBT. *
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!mb t=1846J. 0 ft3 This is calculated MBT voelumre.
LCGnmbt=124.7593 ft This is calculated JIBT LCG.

%4 \/=7.342573 This is percent erro~r in volume.
% L'CG=-4 .632'79 This is percent error in LCG.



B Comparative Acoustic Analysis Calculations

2.1 OTHEP

2.1.1 0THEP Sources

Based on the description of the OTHEP propulsion system in

section 5.2.1, the sources listed below will cause the vibra-

tions leading to radiated noise.

2.1.1.1 Rotor Source

In the instance of OTHEP, the rotor is not rigidly con-

nected to the stator, or to a motor casing as in conventional

geometry electric motors. Instead, rotor vibrations are

transmitted to that portion of the hull contiguous with the

propeller hub. This portion of the hull then radiates into

the sea-water. hence, the rotor and its mounting to the

propeller hub structure will act as an acoustic source with a

path separate from the rest of the equipment which is rigidly

connected to the pressure hull.

It is a simplification to say that equilibrium of forces

requires that the forces which act on the stator are the

forces that act on the rotor, only in the opposite direction.

Hence, the total source level for an electric motor will be

equally divided between the rotor and the stator in this

instance, recognizing that this is quite a simplification.

Whereas the rotor is outside of the pressure hull, only

structureborne noise will be considered. The structureborne

source level for the rotor is given by the table shown below.

The values in the table are taken from Table 3 of section

4.2.4. The values are adjusted to reflect the rotor source

level by subtracting 6dB from the values in that table. For

acceleration levels, subtracting 6dB corresponds to halving

the magnitude of the acceleration.

Table 1 - Propulsion Motor Rotor

Structureborne Noise Source Levis

(in dB re 10-3 cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

8 55 68 83 98 105 138 131 0
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2.1.1.2 Stator Source

Since the stator is also outside of the pressure hull,

only the structureborne noise source levels of the stator

will be considered. The same method as used for the rotor in

the preceeding section is used here for the stator. Whereas

the rotor is mounted to the propeller hub and is considered

separately from the rest of the submarine, the stator is con-

nected to the pressure hull and its interaction with the hull

must be considered.

Table 1 - Propulsion Motor Stator

Structurecorne Source Noise Levels

(in dB re 10-3 cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

:31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

:8 55 68 83 98 105 138 131 0

2.1.1.3 Generator Steam Turbine Sources

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the steam turbine which drives the

generator. This equation is taken from equation 4.3.1.3.1.

LwDt,61hs=60+1Q1og(27,000kW)= 104.3 dB re 10-12V #1

There are two such 27MW turbine-generators in the plant.

Hence, this source level applies to each turbine-generator.

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne source

level are taken from Table I of section 4.3.1.3. The table

shown below provides the octave band airb•-ne source levels

for the turbines. Note, a static exciter is assumed for the

generator.

Table 1 - Turbine Generator

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-'e W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

'31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

j106 111 112 116 114 114 115 110 109
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As discusseo ii section 4.3.1.3, the structureborne

.ource l-vel & -t.e turbine generators is dominated by the

generator itself. See the following section.

2.1.1.4 Generator Sources

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the generators. This equation is

taken from equation 4.3.1.5.1.1.

Lwal,,=34+l01og(27,000kW)÷7Iog(3600rpn.)= 103.2 dB re 10-"I- #1

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table 1 of section 4.3.1.5.1.

The table shown below provides the octave band airborne

source levels for the generator.

Table 1 - Generator

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-2 - W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

;111 114 115 116 116 113 Ill 108 103

The equation below shows the baseline structureborne

noise source level radiated by the generator. This equation

is taken from equation 4.3.1.5.1.2.

L,.g..=42+10aog(27,00k W)+71og(3600rpIT)=l l.2 dB re lO" #2

The octave band adjustments to this baseline structure-

borne source level are taken from Table 2 of section

4.3.1.5.1. The table shown below provides the octave band

structureborne source levels for the generator.

Table 2 - Generator

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-3 cm/sa)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

'31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
111 122 125 125 127 128 129 129 129
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2.1.1.5 Sea-Water Cooling/Lubrication Pump

The equation below shows the baselii,? airbor¢,, , ,'se

source level radiated by the sea-water cooling/!;'-- -. izion

pump. This equation is taken from equation 4.3

Lw2,,,,=15+l0log(187.7HP)+l51og(1200rpm)=83.9 dB "W #1

The octave band adjustments to this baseline irne

source level are taken from Table 1 of section 4. 4. The

table shown below provides the octave band airborr- ;curce

levels for the pump. A centrifugal pufnp is assume-.

Table 1 - Sea-Water Cooling/Lubrication Pump

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB -e i0-1- W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz;

;31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 R000

1109 109 110 110 11 113 110 107 -102

The equation below shows the baseline structureborne

noise source level radiated by the sea-water coolinc/lubrica-

tion pump. This equation is taken from equation 4.3.1.4.2.

L,ip,,,=6O+1O0lg(187.7HP)=82.7 dB re 10"-3-r #2

Th? octave band adjustments to this baseline structure-

borne source level are taken from Table 2 of section 4.3.1.4.

The table shown below provides the octave band structureborne

source levels for the sea-water cooling/lubrication pump.

Table 2 - Sea-Water Cooling/Lubrication Pump

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-0 cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

183 91 104 102 106 107 103 107 106
L

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the sea-water cooling/lubrication
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pump drive motor. An induction motor is assumed to be the

pump's drive motor. This equation is taken from equation

4.3.1.5.2.1.

LwgRdt,=5+ I31cg(187.7HP)÷ 15log (1200rpm)= 80.8 dE re 10-"V #3

The octave band adjustments to tt .s baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table 1 of section 4.3.1.5.2.

The table shown below orovides the octave band airborne

source levels for the pump drive motor.

Table 3 - Sea-Water Cooling/Lubrication Pump Drive Motor

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10--"ý W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 6000
;76 77 81 85 86 86 85 79 72

The structureborne noise source level for electric motors

are taken from Table 2 of section 4.3.1.5.2. The table shown

below provides the octave band structureborne source levels

for the sea-water cooling/lubrication pump drive motor.

Table 4 - Sea-Water Cooling/Lubrication Pump Drive Motor

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-0 cm/sa)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

i31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

:92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92
L

Whereas the pump and its drive motor are essentially a

single unit and will be mounted as a single unit, the source

level of the entire unit will be the "logarithmic sum" of the

source levels of the pump and its drive motor. The

"logarithmic sum" refers to the computation involved in

combining source levels that are given in decibels. For

example, the combined acceleration level of a 12dB source and

a 15dB source is not 27dB. Rather, the magnitude of the two

accelerations must be added, then the logarithm of that sum

multiplied by 20 will yield the correct acceleration level,

19.7dB. This combination of accelerations followed by the
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computation of the acceleration level in decibels of the

combined accelerations will be refered to as "logarithmic

addition." The tables below zhow the airborne and structure-

borne noise source levels for the complete pump unit.

Table 5 - Sea-Water Cooling/Lubrication Pump Unit
Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-1; W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
1i09 109 110 110 ill 113 110 107 101

Table 6 - Sea-Water Cooling/Lubrication Pump Unit

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-3 cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

95 97 106 104 107 108 105 108 107

2.1.2 OTHEP Paths

2.1.2.1 Structureborne Noise Excited by Airborne Noise

The airborne noise within the enginerooco can excite

vibrations in the hull. Hence, the sound pressure level

within the engineroom must be computed. This requires two

calculations. First, the "room constant" must be calculated
in accordance with section 7.2.2 of reference [7). Second,

the sound pressure level within the space, due to the equip-

ment operating within the space, must be calculated.

Based on the arrangement drawings of the baseline subma-

rine and the methods of section 7.2.2 of reference [7), the

room constant for the baseline submarine's main engineroom is

shown in the table below. No acoustic damping materials will

be considered in the comparative analysis.
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Table I - OTHEP Engineroom Room Constants - R

in ft.')

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 9000

1163 1300 1265 1060 1026 1060 1060 923 787

The next step is to calculate the reverberant sound

pressure level in the space. Note, direct field sound

pressure levels will not be computed. Only the revereberant

field will be computed. To find the reverberant sound

pressure level, the equation below must be used. The

equation is taken from reference [7] section 7.2.2.

Lp=Lw-I10lg(R)+16 dB re 20gPa #i

In this expression, Lp represents the reverberant sound

pressure level. Lw rep-esents the sound power level which is

the "logarithmic sum" of all of the airborne noise sources in

the space. R represents the room constant. The table below

shows the resultant sound power level due to the turbines,

generators and sea-water cooling/lubrication pump located in

tne baseline submarine's engineroom.

Table 2 - OTHEP Engineroom Reverberant

Sound Power Levels, Lw

(in dB re 10-i0W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

,31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

116 119 IPO 123 122 121 120 116 114

These values for Lw and the values for R in Table 1 are

substituted into equation 1 to yield the sound pressure

levels shown in the table below.
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Table 3 - OTHEP Engineroom Reverberant

Sound Pressure Levels, Lr

(in dB re 20 microPa)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

1i02 104 105 108 108 106 106 102 10i

Knowing the reverberant sound pressure level, LF., permits

calculation of the structural vibrations excited by the

airborne noise. First, though, the transfer function

described in section 4.3.2.2 must be calculated. In this

instance, the pressure hull is the structure being excited

into vibra-tion. Hence, it is a "wetted" structure.

The area of a panel is taken to be a square whose side

equals the pressure hull frame spacing, 2.5ft in this case

(Appendix A). Hence, the area of a panel, A,,, is 6.25ft-ý.
The panel length to width ratio, a, is 1 in this case. Equa-

tion 4.3.2.2.3 provides the transfer function for wetted

steel using the panel characteristics listed here. The table

below shows the transfer function.

Table 4 - OTHEP Engineroom Airborne-to-Structureborne

Transfer Function (in dB)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

-47 -43 -39 -36 -32 -29 -26 -22 -19

From the reverberant sound pressure level and the

transfer function, the excited structural vibration level can

be calculated.

L.-=Lp+TF dB re 10cf#2

Using the relationship in equation 2, the table shown

below is the acceleration level in the pressure hull due to

airborne noise-excited vibrations.
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Table 5 - OTHEP Engineroom Airborne Noise-Excited

Structureborne Noise Levels

(in dB re 10-`cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

;155 61 66 73 75 78 80 80 81

These structureborne noise levels must be included as if

they were noise generated by a separate source.

2.1.2.2 Rotor Source Structureborne Noise

From the rotor configuration described in Chapter 3, the

precise mounting of the rotor core to the rotor structure has

not been described. Hence, hard mounting, low frequency iso-

lation mounting and high frequency isolation mounting will be

considered. It seems most likely, though, that hard mounting

would be implemented in light of the canned-rotor solution to

the sea-water protection problem.

Furthermore, the rotor structure is both the foundation

and the hull structure as far as the rotor structureborne

noise source is concerned. Hence, the vibration level at the

top of the rotor foundation will be taken as the vibration

level for the radiating panels. This implies that the foun-

dation transfer function will not be used, T -

OdB.

The rotor qualifies as a Class III (over 10,O00lbs) piece

of machinery. The rotor structure would qualify as a Type B

foundation. The vibration levels in the rotor's portion of
hull are calculated using the structureborne noise source

levels in section B.2.1.1.1 and the machinery attachment

transfer functions from section 4.3.2.1.1.

La. ,= L..-TF=sseat#1
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Table 1 - OTHEP Hull Acceleration Levels

in the Rotor Segment

(in dB re 10--' cm/srP),

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz;

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 6000

:HM 3 51 65 80 95 102 135 128 0

HFM 3 51 65 81 95 102 134 126 0

!LFM 0 43 55 69 83 87 118 ill 0

HM Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount

2.1.2.3 Stator Source Structureborne Noise

The stator configuration is similar to the rotor; how-

ever, there are some important differences. These differ-

ences lie chiefly in the path from the source to the sea. In

the rotor, there is essentially only the mounting between the

source and the panel which vibrates into the sea. With the

stator, the vibrations must travel along hull structure

before being radiated into the sea.

The stator qualifies as a Class III (over l0,O00lbs)

piece of machinery. The pressure hull structure to which the

stator is mounted would qualify as a Type B foundation.

Using the structureborne noise source levels in section

B.2.1.1.2 and the machinery attachment transfer functions

from section 4.3.2.1.1, the vibration levels at the stator's

mounting to the pressure hull are calculated using the equa-

tion shown below.

The stator is mounted directly to the pressure hull.

Hence, no foundation transfer function is called for, TFr..,,.,,-

= OdB. The most important path of the structureborne

noise will be axially along the pressure hull to the hull

envelope plating.

The path consists of a right angle from the stator mount-

ing into the pressure hull plating. The pressure hull plat-

ing is followed for one frame spacing before the next

intersection.--It continues through a "T"-junction at a
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pressure hull frame before continuing for one frame spacing

to a "Cross" junction. At this cross junction, a pressure

hull frame lies radially inward and an MBT stiffener lies

radially outward. The path makes a right angle turn into the
stiffener and so continues to the hull envelope plating. All

of the structure along this path is "wetted".

The transfer function for this path trhrough the structure

is calculated using the method described in section

4.3.2.1.3. The equation below shows the transfer function

calculation for the path described above. The pressure hull

plating will be taken as being one inch thick, the framing

and stiffener at 0.75 inches thick.

TFttcQ,,,=8+A'Lf +6+PLt+8+P'(R,.,-R,,)=24.4 dB #2

For a dissipative loss coefficient of 0.3dB/ft, a frame

spacing of 2.5ft, an envelope radius of 1Oft, and a pressure

hull radius of 7 feet, the entire structure transfer function

becomes 24dB. This leads to the hull vibration levels at the

aft end of the aft MBT shown in the table below.

Table 1 - OTHEP Hull Acceleration Levels

At Aft MBT Due to Stator Source

(in dB re 10`3 cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

!HM -21 26 40 56 71 78 111 104 0

;HFM -21 26 40 57 71 78 110 102 0

!LFM -24 18 30 45 59 63 94 87 0

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM Low Frequency Isolation Mount

2.1.2.4 Turbine-Generator Structureborne Noise

From the arrangement drawing of the baseline design in

Appendix A, the turbine-generator unit is seen to be mounted

or, a common foundation. In this configuration, all four of

the machinery attachments discussed in section 4.3.2.1.1

could be used. Furthermore, the foundation is attached

directly to the pressure hull. Hence, the vibration level at
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the bottom of the foundation will be taken to be the hull

vibration level. Therefore, no structure transfer function

will be used, TF.r..-,. = OdB.

The turbine-generator unit is taken to be a Class III

machinery (over 10,000lbs). It will sit on a Type B founda-

tion. To find the hull acceleration levels due to the

turbine-generator unit, the mounting and foundation transfer

functions are simply subtracted from the generator source

level. This source level is the source level given in Table

2 of section B.2.1.1.4.

The table shown below represents the hull acceleration

levels due to the turbine-generators.

Table 1 - OTHEP Hull Accele-ation Levels

Due to Turbine Generator

(in dB re 10-0 cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

HM 119 134 138 135 134 133 131 128 126

HFM 119 134 138 136 134 133 130 126 121

!LFM 116 126 128 124 122 118 114 il 109

TSM 104 113 111 103 97 91 84 81 79

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

2.1.2.5 Sea-Water Cooling/Lubrication Pump Structureborne

Noise

From the arrangement drawing of the baseline design in

Appendix A, the sea-water cooling/lubrication pump unit is

seen to be mounted on a common foundation. In this configu-

ration, all four of the machinery attachments discussed in

section 4.3.2.1.1 could be used. Furthermore, the foundation

is attached directly to the pressure hull. Hence, the vibra-

tion level at the bottom of the foundation will be taken to

be the hull vibration level. Therefore, no structure

transfer function will be used, TF~e..• = OdB.
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The sea-water cooling/lubrication pump unit is a Class II

machinery (over lO001bs and under 10,O00lbs). It will sit on

a Type B foundation. To find the hull acceleration levels

due to the pump unit, the mounting and foundation transfer

functions are simply subtracted from the sea-water cool-

ing/lubrication pump unit structureborne source level. This

source level is the source level given in Table 6 of section

8.2.1.1.5.

The table shown below represents the hull acceleration

levels due to the sea-water cooling/lubrication pump unit.

Table 1 - OTHEP Hull Acceleration Levels

Due to Sea-Water Cooling/Lubrication Pump Unit

(in dB re 10-` cm/s'2)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

HM 99 106 116 112 112 111 105 105 102

jHFM 99 106 115 I1i 109 108 101 100 97

ILFM 96 97 102 94 92 91 85 85 82

TSM 86 83 87 77 72 68 60 60 57

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

2.1.3 OTHEP Radiation

Now that all of the hull accelerations due to the equip-

ment being studied have been calculated, the amount of acous-

tic energy radiated into the sea-water must be found. Hence,

the transfer function developed in section 4.3.c?.1.4 will be

used. First, though, the coincidence frequency must be calcu-

lated.

Using equations 4.3.2.1.4.24 as shown below, the coinci-

dence frequency and wavelength can be determined.

9300/ý=3 3  =5314 HZ X,=0.529"I.751ia.=0.93 ft It

Based on this calculation, the octave bands whose center

frequencies are 31.5, 63, 125, 250, 500, 1000, and 2000Hz will

all be below coincidence and use the radiation efficiency

given by equation 4.3.2.1.4.23. (P is taken to be lOft, 4 x
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2.5ft.) The octave band whose center frequency is 4000Hz will

lie within the coincidence range and use the radiation effi-

ciency given by equation 4.3.2.1.4.22. Lastly, the octave

band whose center frequency is 8000Hz will lie above the

coincidence range and use the radiation efficiency given by

equation 4.3.2.1.4.21. Ten times the log of these radiation

efficiencies are shown in the table below.

Table 1 - OTHEP Radiation Efficiencies

(in dB)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

f-8 -9 -10 -11 -11 -10 -7 1 1

These values of ten times the log to the base ten of the

radiation efficiency must be added to the remainder of the

expression for the radiation transfer function, equation

4.3.2.1.4.20. All of the alternative propulsion systems have

the same hull, hence, the area of a radiating panel will be

the same throughout this comparative study. The potential

change in the radiation transfer function comes in the number

of panels excited by the different pieces of equipment and the

different propulsion systems. In the case of the sound

radiated by the OTHEP rotor, roughly 88 panels will be

exicited. The resulting radiation transfer function is shown

below.

Table 2 - OTHEP Rotor Segment

Radiation Trarsy'%r Function

(in dB)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

45 38 31 24 18 13 10 12 6

When this radiation transfer function is applied to the

acceleration levels in the rotor segment, Table 1 in section

8.2.1.2.2, the sound power level radiated by the rotor segment

into the sea results. This is shown below.
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Table 3 - OTHEP Rotor

Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re 10-1, W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

fHM 48 88 95 105 114 116 145 140 0

IHFM 48 88 95 106 114 116 144 138 0

LFM 45 80 85 94 102 101 128 123 0

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount

When determining the radiation transfer function for the

stator structureborne noise, roughly 45 panels will radiate

sound. When the resultant radiation transfer function is

applied to the acceleration levels at the aft MBT, Table 1 in

section B.2.1.2.3, the sound power levels radiated into the

sea by stator structureborne noise result. These sound power

levels are shown below.

Table 4 - OTHEP Stator

Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re 10-1' W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

jHM 21 61 68 77 86 88 118 113 0

!HFM 21 61 68 78 86 88 117 11 0

ILFM 18 53 58 66 74 73 101 96 0
-_ __

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount

When determining the radiation transfer function for the

turbine-generator structurcborne noise, roughly 69 panels will

radiate sound. When the resultant radiation transfer function

is applied to the acceleration levels arising from the

turbine-generator vibrations, Table I in section 8.2.1.2.4,

the sound power levels radiated into the sea by the turbine-

generator structureborne noise result. These sound power lev-

els are shown below.
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Table 5 - OTHEP Turbine-Generator

Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re 10--' W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
iHM 163 171 168 158 152 146 140 139 131

HFM 163 171 168 159 152 146 139 137 126

!LFM 160 163 158 147 140 131 123 122 11,4

1TSM 148 150 141 126 115 104 93 92 84

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

When determining the radiation trar -er function for the

sea-water cooling pump unit structureborne noise, roughly 17

panels will radiate sound. When the resultant radiation

transfer function is applied to the acceleration levels aris-

ing from the sea-water cooling pump unit vibrations, Table 1

in section B.2.1.2.5, the sound power levels radiated into the

sea by the sea-water cooling pump unit structureborne noise

result. These sound power levels are shown below.

Table 6 - OTHEP Sea-Water Cooling Pump Unit

Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re 10-22 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

IHM 136 137 139 129 124 118 108 110 101

iHFM 136 137 138 128 121 115 104 105 96

LFM 133 128 125 11i 104 98 88 90 81

TSM 123 114 110 94 84 75 63 65 56L j
HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

When determining the radiation transfer function for the

airborne noise irnduced structureborne noise, roughly 314 pan-

els will radiate sound. When the resultant radiation transfer

function is applied to the acceleration levels arising from

the airborne noise ind'.ced structural vibrations, Table 5 in
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section B.2.1.2.1, the sound power levels radiated into the

sea by the airborne noise induced structureborne noise result.

These sound power levels are shown belov

Table 7 - OTHEP Airborne Noise-Excited

Radiated Sound Power Levels
(in dB re 10-"ý W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

F7- ... . . .
!31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

1105 104 102 102 99 97 96 97 93

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

To find the total radiated sound power level, the "loga-

rithmic sum" of all of the radiated sound power levels must be

computed. When this is done, the total radiated sound power

level for the OTHEP propulsion system is found. The total

radiated sound power level is shown below.

Table 8 - OTHEP Total

Radiated Sound Power Level

(in dB re 10-1e W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

IHM 166 174 171 161 155 149 147 144 134

HFM 166 174 171 162 155 149 146 142 129

jLFM 163 166 161 159 143 134 130 127 117

ITSM 151 153 144 129 118 108 128 123 94

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

It is important to note that in this result, the stator

and rotor of the propulsion motor are assumed to be mounted by

only the first three (.means shown above. It does not seem

possible to used two-stage mounting in the motor configuration

that has been developed. This is not to say that it is impos-

sible to use a two-stage mount, but, rather, without embarking

on a feasibility study of such a mount, its use will be

discounted.
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One additional note, two turbine-generator units are

included in the calculation of both the airborne noise level

and the structureborne noise level.

2.2 Electric Drive With Conventional Propeller

2.2.1 Electric Drive Sources

Based on the description of the electric drive with con-

ventional hub-to-diameter ratio propeller propulsion system in

section 5.2.2, the sources listed below will cause the

vibrations leading to radiated noise.

2.2.1.1 Propulsion Motor Source

In contrast with OTHEP, the propulsion motor is located

within the pressure hull, inside the engine room. It is

mounted on a foundation that sits on the pressure hull. The

motor is connected to a rotating shaft.

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the electric drive propulsion motor.
An AC motor is assumed to be the propulsion motor. Its speed

is taken to be 120rpm. This equation is taken from equation

4.3.1.5.2.1.

LWB.. 1UTR=5÷13log(25,750HP)+151og(120rpm)=93.5 dB re iO-W #1

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table 1 of section 4.3.1.5.2.

The table shown below provides the octave band airborne

source levels for the electric drive propulsion motor.

Table 1 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-12 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
189 90 94 98 99 99 98 92 85

The structureborne noise source level for electric motors

is taken from Table 2 of section 4.3.1.5.2. The table shown

below provides the octave band structureborne source levels
for the electric drive propulsion motor.
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Table 2 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motnr

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-3 cm/s'f)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

2.2.1.2 Generator Steam Turbine Sources

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the steam turbines which drive the

electric drive generators. This equation is taken from equa-

tion 4.3.1.3.1.

L 104dt,,b=60+l1log(27,O000 )=lO0.3 dB re 10"- 2W #1

There are two such 27MW turbine-generators in the plant.

Hence, this source level applies to each turbine-generator.

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne source

level are taken from Table I of section 4.3.1.3. The table

shown below provides the octave band airborne source levels

for the electric drive turbines. Note, a static exciter is

assumed for the generators. This is the same electrical gen-

eration plant as the OTHEP plant.

Table 1 - Electric Drive Turbine-Generator

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-1t W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

'31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
1106 111 112 116 114 114 115 110 109

As discussed in section 4.3.1.3, the structureborne

source level for the electric drive turbine-generators is

dominated by the generator itself. See the following

section.

2.2.1.3 Generator Sources

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the electric drive generators. This

equation is taken from equation 4.3.1.5.1.1.
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LB.,,.f=34+ lOlog(27,OOOkW)+T7lg(3600rpm)= 103.2 dB re 10'-W #I

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table I of section 4.3.1.5.1.

The table shown below provides the octave band airborne

source levels for the electric drive generators.

Table I - Electric Drive Generator

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-1- W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

j31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
11ii 114 115 116 116 113 i1 108 103

The equation below shows the baseline structureborne

noise source level radiated by the electric drive generators.

This equation is taken from equation 4.3.1.5.1.2.

L -3cm
LB,4363 =42+ IOlog(27,OOOkW)+7lag(360Orpm)= 111.2 dB re 10 T #2

The octave band adjustments to this baseline structure-

borne source level are taken from Table 2 of section

4.3.1.5.1. The table shown below provides the octave band

structureborne source levels for the electric drive genera-

tors.

Table 2 - Electric Drive Generator

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-3 cm/sO)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
I i

Ii 122 125 125 127 128 129 129 129

2.2.1.4 Propulsion Motor Cooling Water Pump

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the electric drive propulsion motor

cooling water pump. This equation is taken from equation

4.3.1.4.1.

L~h 4 ,i,15+lSOlog(37,.SHP)l5log(12OOrpm)=76.9 dB re I0" 2 W #1
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The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table I of section 4.3.1.4. The

table shown below provides the octave band airborne source

levels for the electric drive propulsion motor cooling water

pump. A centrifugal pump is assumed.

Table I - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor Cooling Water Pump

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10--' W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

:31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

;102 102 103 103 104 106 103 100 95

The equation below shows the baseline structureborne

noise source level radiated by the electric drive propulsion

motor cooling water pump. This equation is taken from

equation 4.3.1.4.2.

Laiea•a 9 =60 +lOlog(37.5HF)=75.7 dB re 10 CM #2

The octave band adjustments to this baseline structure-

borne source level are taken from Table 2 of section 4.3.1.4.

The table shown below provides the octave band structureborne

source levels for the electric drive propulsion motor cooling

water pump.

Table 2 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor Cooling Water Pump

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-3 cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 +000 8000

176 84 97 95 99 100 96 100 99

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the electric drive propulsion motor

cooling water pump drive motor. An induction motor is

assumed to be the pump's drive motor. This equation is taken

from equation 4.3.1.5.2.1.

Lwb,,,,,.u= =5+131og(37.SHP)+ lSlog(1200rpm)=71.7 dB re 10"'W #3
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The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table I of section 4.3.1.5.2.

The table shown below provides the octave band airborne

source levels for the electric drive oropulsion motor cooling

water pump drive motor.

Table 3 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Cooling Water Pump Drive Motor

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re i0-"'2 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

;31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

167 68 72 76 77 77 76 70 63

The structureborne noise source level for electric motors

are taken from Table 2 of section 4.3.1.5.2. The table shown

below provides the octave band structureborne source levels
for the electric propulsion motor cooling water pump drive

motor.

Table 4 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Cooling Water Pump Drive Motor
Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-0 cm/sO)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

i92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

Whereas the pump and its drive motor are essentially a

single unit and will be mounted as a single unit, the source

level of the entire unit will be the "logarithmic sum" of the

source levels of the pump and its drive motor. The tables

below show the airborne and structureborne noise source

levels for the complete pump unit.
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Table 5 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Cooling Water Pump Unit

Airborne Noise Source Levelc-

(in dB re 10--' W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

3125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

1102 102 103 103 104 106 103 100 95

Table 6 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Cooling Water Pump Unit

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-3 cm/sn)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

:93 95 101 100 102 103 100 103 102

2.2.1.5 Propulsion Motor Lubrication Oil Pump

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the propulsion motor lubrication oil

pump. This equation is taken from equation 4.3.1.4.1.

Lw8 .,0 p*=l15-10log(7.4HP)+15log(I2OOrpn)= 69.9 dB re 10 1W #1

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table 1 of section 4.3.1.4. The

table shown below provides the octave band airborne source

levels for the electric drive propulsion motor lubrication

oil pump. A gear pump is assumed.

Table 1 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Lubrication Oil Pump

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-10 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

'31.5 63 125 250 500, 1000 2000 4000 6000
'105 105 106 106 107 109 106 103 96
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The equation below shows the baseline structureborne

noise source level radiated by the electric orive propulsion

motor lubrication oil pump. This equation is taken from

equation 4.3.1.4.2.

L),9 ,v, • =60+10Iog( 7,4H )=?68.7 d3 re 10 3 2

The octave band adjustments to this baseline structure-

borne source level are taken from Table 2 of section 4.3.1.4.
The table shown below provides the octave band strrctureborne

source levels for the electric drive propulsion motor lubri-

cation pump.

Table 2 - Electric Erive Propulsion Motor

Lubrication Oil Pump

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-9 cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

;79 90 103 101 106 107 103 113 114

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the electric drive propulsion motor

lubrication oil pump drive motor. An induction motor is

assumed to be the pump's drive motor. This equation is taken

from equation 4.3.1.5.2.1.

Lw8,jjvd,= 5+ 13log(7.4HP)+151og(1200rpm)=62.5 dB re 10- 2 V #3

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table 1 of section 4.3.1.5.2.

The table shown below provides the octave band airborne

source levels for the electric drive propulsion motor lubri-

cation oil pump drive motor.
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Table 3 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Lubrication Oil Pump Drive Motor

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re i0-1'• W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

'31.5 63 i25 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

158 59 63 67 68 68 67 61 54

The structureborne noise source level for electric motors

are taken from Table 2 of section 4.3.1.5.2. The table shown

below provides the octave band structureborne source levels

for the electric propulsion motor lubrication oil pump drive

motor.

Table 4 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Lubrication Oil Pump Drive Motor

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-3 cm/s 2 )

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

'31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

192 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

Whereas the pump and its drive motor are essentially a

single unit and will be mounted as a single unit, the source

level of the entire unit will be the "logarithmic sum" of the

source levels of the pump and its drive motor. The tables

below show the airborne and structureborne noise source

levels for the comolete pump unit.

Table 5 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Lubrication Oil Pump Unit

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-"2 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

105 105 106 106 107 109 106 103 98
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Table 6 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Lubrication Oil Pump Unit

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-3 cm/sZ)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
194 97 105 103 107 108 105 114 114

2.2.2 Electric Drive Paths and Radiation

2.2.2.1 Airborne Noise-Excited Structureborne Noise

The airborne noise within the engineroom can excite

vibrations in the hull. Hence, the sound pressure level

within the engineroom must be computed. This requires two
calculations. First, the "room constant" must be calculated

in accordance with section 7.2.2 of reference £7). Second,
the sound pressure level within the space, due to the equip-

ment operatirq witnin the space, must be calculated.

The room constant for the baseline submarine, OTHEP, will

be the same for the electric drive variant and the geared-

turbine drive variant. This is because the enginerooms are

precisely the same. Based on the arrangement drawings of the

baseline submarine and the methods of section 7.2.2 of refer-

ence [7), the room constant for the baseline submarine's main

engineroom is shown in the table below. No acoustic damping
materials are allowed in the comparative analysis.

Table 1 - Electric Drive Engineroom Room Constants - R

(in ft2 )

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

11563 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
11163 1300 1265 1060 1026 1060 1060 923 787

The next step is to calculate the reverberant sound

pressure level in the space. Note, direct field sound
pressure levels will not be computed. Only the reverberant

field will be computed. To find the reverberant sound
pressure level, the equation below must be used. The

equation is taken from reference [7) section 7.2.2.
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Lp=L.-10log(R)+16 dB re 20.Pa 41

In this expression, Lr represents the reverberant sound

pressure level. Lw represents the sound power level result-

ing from the "logarithmic sum" of all of the airborne noise

sources in the space. R represents the room constant. The

table below shows the resultant sound power level due to the

propulsion motor, turbines, generators and sea-water cool-

ing/lubrication pump located in the electric drive submari-

ne's engineroom.

Table 2 - Electric Drive Engineroom

Reverberant Sound Power Level

(in dB re 10--"W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

1116 119 120 122 122 120 120 116 114

These values for Lw and the values for R in Table 1 are

substituted into equation 1 to yield the sound pressure

levels shown in the table below.

Table 3 - Electric Drive Engineroom

Reverberant Sound Pressure Levels

(in dB re 20 microPa)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

101 104 105 108 108 106 106 102 101

Knowing the reverberant sound pressure level, L,, permits

calculation of the structural vibrations excited by the

airborne noise. First, though, the transfer function
described in section 4.3.2.2 must be calculated. In this

instance, the pressure hull is the structure being excited

into vibration. Hence, it is a "wetted" structure.

The area of a panel is taken to be a -juare whose side

equals the pressure hull frame spacing, 5ft in this case

(Appendix A). Hence, the area of a panel, A,, is 6.25ftV.
The panel length to width ratio, a, is 1 in this case. Equa-

tion 4.3.2.2.3 provides the transfer function for wetted
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steel using the panel characteristics listed here. The table

below shows the transfer function. Note, this is the same as

that of the baseline submarine, OTHEP.

Table 4 - Electric Drive Engineroom

Airborne-to-Structureborne Transfer Function (in

dB)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 6000
-47 -43 -39 -36 -32 -29 -26 -22 -19

From the reverberant sound pressure level and the

transfer function, the airborne noise-excited structural

vibration level can be calculated.

L,#X=Lp+TF dB re 103c #2

Using the relationship in equation 2, the table shown

below is the acceleration level in the pressure hull due to

airborne noise-excited vibrations.

Table 5 - Electric Drive Engineroom

Airborne Noise-Excited Structureborne Noise Levels

(in dB re 10-cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 6000
154 61 66 73 75 77 80 60 81

_ I

These structureborne noise levels must be included as if

they were noise generated by a separate source.

When determining the radiation transfer function for the

airborne noise-excited structureborne noise, roughly 314 pan-

els will radiate sound. When the resultant radiation trans-

fer function is applied to the acceleration levels arising

from the airborne noise-excited vibrations, Table 5 above,

the sound power levels radiated into the sea by the airborne

noise-excited structureborne noise result. These sound power

levels are shown below.
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Table 6 - Electric Drive Airborne Noise-Excited

Structureborne Noise Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re 10- -- W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

i105 104 102 102 99 96 96 97 93

2.2.2.2 Propulsion Motor Structureborne Noise

The propulsion motor qualifies as a Class III (over

10,OO0lbs) piece of machinery. The motor's foundation would

certainly qualify as a Type B foundation. Using the structu-

reborne noise source le,,els in section B.2.2.1.1, the machin-

ery attachment transfer functions from section 4.3.2.1.1, the

foundation transfer functions from section 4.3.2.1.2, and an

appropriate radiation transfer function, the radiated sound

power level for the electric drive propulsion motor can be

computed.

When determining the radiation transfer function for the

electric drive propulsion motor structureborne noise, roughly

88 panels will radiate sound. Using the resultant radiation

transfer function yields the sound power levels radiated into

the sea by the propulsion motor structureborne noise. These

sound power levels are shown below.

Table 1 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re 10-1e W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

1HM 145 142 136 126 117 110 104 103 95

HFM 145 142 136 127 117 110 103 101 90

ILFM 142 134 126 115 105 95 87 86 78

iTSM 130 121 109 94 80 68 57 56 48

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount
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2.2.2.3 Turbine-Generator Structureborne Noise

From the arrangement drawing of the ele:tric drive subma-

rine design in section 5.2.2, the turbine-generator unit is

seen to be mounted on a common foundation. In this

configuration, all four of the machinery attachments dis-

cussed in section 4.3.2.1.1 could be used. Furthermore, the

foundation is attached directly to the pressure hull. Hence,

the vibration leve: at the bottom of the foundation will be

taken to be the hull vibration level. Therefore, no struc-

ture transfer function will be used, TF•,- ... ,_ = OdB.

The turbine-generator unit is a Class III machinery (over

l0,O001bs). It will sit on a Type B foundation. To find the

hull acceleration levels due to the turbine-generator unit,

the mounting and foundation transfer functions are simply

subtracted from the generator source level. This source

level is the source level given in Table 2 of section

B.2.2.1.3.

Using the structureborne noise source levels in section

B.2.2.1.3, the machinery attachment transfer functions from

section 4.3.2.1.1, the foundation transfer functions from

section 4.3.2.1.2, and the appropriate radiation transfer

function, the radiated sound power level for the electric

drive turbine-generator can be computed. Note, this is the

same turbine-generator unit that is used in the OTHEP design.

When determining the radiation transfer function for the

electric drive turbine-generator structureborne noise,

roughly 69 panels will radiate sound. Using the resultant

radiation transfer function yields the sound power levels

radiated into the sea by the turbine-generator structureborne

noise. These sound power levels are shown below.
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Table 1 - Electric Drive Turbine-Generator

Radiated Sound Power Levels

,'n dB re 10- 1: W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

HM 163 171 166 158 152 146 140 139 131

HFM 163 171 168 159 152 146 139 137 126

LFM 160 163 158 147 140 131 123 122 114

TSM 14e 150 141 126 115 104 93 92 84

HM Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

2.2.2.4 Propulsion Motor Cooling Water Pump Unit Structure-

borne Noise

From the arrangement drawing of the electric drive subma-

rine design in section 5.2.2, the propulsion motor cooling

water pump unit is seen to be mounted on a common foundation.

In this configuration, all four of the machinery attachments

discussed in section 4.3.2.1.1 could be used. Furthermore,

the foundation is attached directly to the pressure hull.

Hence, the vibration level at the bottom of the foundation

will be taken to be the hull vibration level. Therefore, no

structure transfer function will be used, TF'tr-... = OdB.

The cooling water pump unit is a Class II machinery (over

1000lbs and under 10,O00lbs). It will sit on a Type B foun-

dation. To find the hull acceleration levels due to the

cooling water pump unit, the mounting and foundation transfer

functions are simply subtracted from the cooling water pump

unit source level. This source level is the source level

given in Table 6 of section B.2.2.1.4.

Using the structureborne noise source levels in section

B.2.2.1.4, the machinery attachment transfer functions from

section 4.3.2.1.1, the foundation transfer functions from

section 4.3.2.1.2, and the appropriate radiation transfer

function, the radiated sound power level for the electric

drive propulsion motor cooling water pump unit can be com-

puted.
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When determining the radiation transfer function for the

electric drive propulsion motor cooling water pump unit

structureborne noise, roughly 16 panels will radiate sound.
Using the resultant radiation transfer function yields the

sound power levels radiated into the sea by the propulsion
motor cooling water pump unit structureborne noise. These

sound power levels are shown below.

Table 1 - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Cooling Water Pump Unit
Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re 10-"' W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

!HM 135 134 134 124 118 112 103 104 96

IHFM 135 134 133 123 115 109 99 99 91

:LFM 132 125 120 106 98 92 83 84 76

ITSM 122 1il 105 89 78 69 58 59 51

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

2.2.2.5 Propulsion Motor Lubrication Oil Pump Unit Structure-

borne Noise

From the arrangement drawing of the electric drive design

in section 5.2.2, the lubrication oil pump unit is seen to be
mounted on a common foundation. In this configuration, all

four of the machinery attachments discussed in section
4.3.2.1.1 could be used. Furthermore, the foundation is

attached directly to the pressure hull. Hence, the vibration

level at the bottom of the foundation will be taken to be the
hull vibration level. Therefore, no structure transfer func-

tion will be used, TF~t,-A. r, OdB.

The lubrication oil pump unit is a Class I machinery (un-

der 1000lbs). It will sit on a Type B foundation. To find

the hull acceleration levels due to the pump unit, the

mounting and foundation transfer functions are simply sub-

tracted from the propulsion motor lubrication oil pump unit
structureborne source level. This source level is the source

level given in Table 6 of section B.2.2.1.5.
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Using the structureborne noise source levels in section

B.2.2.1.5, the machinery attachment transfer functions from

section 4.3.2.1.1, the foundation transfer functions from

section 4.3.2.1.2, and the appropriate radiation transfer

function, the radiated sound power level for the electric

drive propulsion motor lubrication oil pump unit can be com-

puted.

When determining the radiation transfer function for the

electric drive propulsion motor lubrication oil pump unit

structureborne noise. roughly 16 panels will radiate sound.

Using the rsultant radiation transfer function yields the

sound power levels radiated into the sea by the propulsion

motor lubrication oil pump unit structureborne noise. These

sound power levels are shown below.

Table I - Electric Drive Propulsion Motor

Lubrication Oil Pump Unit

Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re 10-12 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

HM 131 133 136 127 122 116 107 114 107

IHFM 131 132 135 125 118 107 98 105 98

LFM 124 118 114 103 98 92 83 90 833
ITSM 119 110 104 88 78 72 63 70 63

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

2.2.3 Electric Drive Total Radiated Sound Power Level

To find the total radiated sound power level, the "loga-

rithmic sum" of all of the radiated sound power levels must be

computed. When this is done, the total radiated sound power

level for the electric drive propulsion system is found. The

total radiated sound power level is shown below.
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Table 1 - Electric Drive Total

Radiated Sound Power Level

(in dB re 10-"2 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

HM 166 174 171 161 155 149 143 142 134

HFM 166 174 171 162 155 149 142 140 129

;LFM 163 166 161 150 143 134 126 125 117

TSM 151 153 144 129 118 107 99 99 94

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

Of note, two turbine-generator units are included in the

calculation of both the airborne noise level and the structu-

reborne noise level.

2.3 Geared, Steam Turbine Drive

2.3.1 Geared Drive Sources

Based on the description of the geared, steam turbine

drive with conventional hub-to-diameter ratio propeller pro-

pulsion system in section 5.2.3, the sources listed below will

cause the vibrations leading to radiated noise.

2.3.1.1 Propulsion Steam Turbine

The table below shows the baseline airborne noise source

level radiated by the propulsion steam turbines which drive

the geared turbine drive's reduction gear, shaft, and, hence,
propeller . These source levels are taken from Table 1 of

section 4.3.1.1.

Table I - Geared Turbine Drive Propulsion Steam Turbine

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-"2 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

19 0  95 97 93 93 93 91 90 87
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The structureborne noise source level for the propulsion

steam turbine is dominated by the reduction gear to which it

is attached, section 4.3.1.1. Hence, no structureborne noise

source level will be developed for the propulsion steam

turbine.

2.3.1.2 Reduction Gear

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the reduction gear which drives the

geared turbine drive's shaft. This equation is taken from

equation 4.3.1.2.1.

L,;,g =69÷3.4]og(25,75OHP)+3.4]og(120rpm)=91.1 dB ra 10"V A]

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table I of section 4.3.1.2. The
table shown below provides the octave band airborne source

levels for the geared turbine drive reduction gear.

Table 1 - Geared Turbine Drive Reduction Gear

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re l0-1' W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000i 1
j99 100 101 103 105 106 107 103 91

The equation below shows the baseline structureborne

noise source level radiated by the geared turbine drive

reduction gear. This equation is taken from equation

4.3.1.2.2.

L,9,9=47+lOlog(25,750HP)=91.l dB re 103 C #2

The octave band adjustments to this baseline structure-
borne source level are taken from Table 2 of section 4.3.1.2.
The table shown below provides the octave band structureborne
source levels for the geared turbine driv? reduction gear.
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Table 2 - Geared Turbine Drive Reduction Gear

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in d9 re 10- - cm/sO)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

!31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

;91 100 94 99 114 124 124 119 109

2.3.1.3 Turbine-Generator Source Level

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the steam turbines which drive the

geared turbine drive ship's service generators. This equa-

tion is taken from equation 4.3.1.3.1.

= ,,,=60+10log(1100kW)=90.4 dB re 1O- 2W #1

There are two such 1.1MW turbine-generators in the plant.

Hence, this source level applies to each turbine-generator.

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne source

level are taken from Table 1 of section 4.3.1.3. The table

shown below provides the octave band airborne source levels

for the geared turbine drive ship's service turbine-generator

turbines. Note, a static exciter is assumed for the genera-

tors.

Table 1 - Geared Turbine Drive Turbine-Generator

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-ýe W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

L9 2  97 98 102 100 100 101 96 95

As discussed in section 4.3.1.3, the structureborne

source level for the geared turbine drive ship's service
turbine generators is dominated by the generator itself. See

the following section.
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2.3.1.4 Turbine-Generator Generator Source Levels

The equation below shows the baseline airborne n:ýise

source level radiated by the geared turbine drive ship's ser-

vice generators. This equation is taken from equation

34 + 10 log (I I 00kW)+ 7109 (3600rpm) = 89.3 dB re 10 - 12W # I

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table I of section 4.3.1.5.1.

The table shown below provides the octave band airborne

source levels for the geared turbine drive ship's service

generators.

Table 1 - Geared Turbine Drive Ship's Service Generator

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-1ý2 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 E3000

i97 100 101 102 102 99 97 94 89

The equation below shows the baseline structureborne

noise source level radiated by the geared turbine drive

ship's service generators. This equation is taken from

equation 4.3.1.5.1.2.

L,,,,,,,=42+10]og(IlOOkW)+7]og(36OOrpm)=97.3 dB re ýT #2

The octave band adjustments to this baseline structure-

borne source level are taken from Table 2 of section

4.3.1.5.1. The table shown below provides the octave band

structureborne source levels for the geared turbine drive

ship's service generators.

Table 2 - Geared Turbine Drive Ship's Service Generator

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-0 cm/sý-)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

197 108 ill ill 113 114 115 115 115
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2.3.1.5 Reduction Gear Lubrication Oil Pump

The equation below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the geared turbine drive reduction

gear lubrication oil pump. This equation is taken from equa-

tion 4.3.1.4.1.

Lw, 1le, 3mp15+l0Iog(14.8HP)+151og(1200rpm)=72.9 dB rg 10"W i #1

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table 1 of section 4.3.1.4. The

table shown below provides the octave band airborne noise

source levels for the geared turbine drive reduction gear

lubrication oil pump. A gear pump is assumed.

Table I - Geared Turbine Drive Reduction Gear

Lubrication Oil Pump

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-1-1 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

108 108 109 109 110 112 109 106 101

The equation below shows the baseline structureborne

noise source level radiated by the geared turbine drive

reduction gear lubrication oil pump. This equation is taken

from equation 4.3.1.4.2.

L2B,*vw,=60+ lOIog(14.8HP)=71.7 dB re 10-3cm #2S2  #

The octave band adjustments to this baseline structure-

borne source level are taken from Table 2 of section 4.3.1.4.

The table shown below provides the octave band structureborne

source levels for the geared turbine drive reduction gear
lubrication oil pump.
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Table 2 - Geared Turbine Drive Reduction Gear

Lubrication Oil Pump

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10--- cm/s'-)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

;31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

;82 93 106 104 109 110 106 116 117

The equaticn below shows the baseline airborne noise

source level radiated by the geared turbine drive reduction

gear lubrication oil pump drive motor. An induction motor is

assumed to be the pump's drive motor. This equation is taken

from equation 4.3.1.5.2.1.

LWBrojfdmtr6 =5ý+131og(l4.8HP)+l5!og(1200rpfa)=66.4 dB re 10-"W #3

The octave band adjustments to this baseline airborne

source level are taken from Table 1 of section 4.3.1.5.2.

The table shown below provides the octave band airborne

source levels for the geared turbine drive reduction gear

lubrication oil pump drive motor.

Table 3 - Geared Turbine Drive Reduction Gear

Lubrication Oil Pump Drive Motor

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re I0-1• W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

61 62 66 70 71 71 70 64 57'

The structureborne noise source level for electric motors

are taken from Table 2 of section 4.3.1.5.2. The table shown

below provides the octave band structureborne source levels

for the geared turbine drive reduction gear lubrication oil

pump drive motor.
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Table 4 - Geared Turbine Drive Reduction Gear

Lubrication Oil Pump Drive Motor

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10 1 cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

Whereas the pump and its drive motor are essentially a

single unit and will be mounted as a single unit, the source

level of the entire unit will be the "logarithmic sum" of the

source levels of the Dump and its drive motor. The tables

below show the airborne and structureborne noise source

levels for the complete pump unit.

Table 5 - Geared Turbine Drive Reduction Gear

Lubrication Oil Pump Unit

Airborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-"2 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

i31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

108 108 109 109 110 112 109 106 101

Table 6 - Geared Turbine Drive Reduction Gear

Lubrication Oil Pump Unit

Structureborne Noise Source Levels

(in dB re 10-: cm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

'94 98 107 106 110 Ii 107 116 117

2.3.2 Geared Turbine Drive Paths and Radiation

2.3.2.1 Airborne Noise-Excited Structureborne Noise

The airborne noise within the engineroom can excite

vibrations in the hull. Hence, the sound pressure level

within the engineroom must be computed. This requires two

calculations. First, the "room constant" must be calculated
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in accordanr:e with section 7.2.2 of reference [7]. Second,

the sound pressure level within the space, due to the equip-

ment operating within the space, must be calculated.

The room constant for the baseline submarine, OTHEP, will

be the same as the electric drive variant and the geared-

turbine drive variant. This is because the enginerooms are
precisely the same. Based on the arrangement drawings of the

baseline submarine and the methods of section 7.2.2 of refer-

ence [7], the room constant for the baseline submarine's main

engineroom is shown in the table below. No acoustic damping

materials are allowed in the comparative analysis.

Table 1 - Geared Turbine Drive Engineroom Room Constants - R

(in ft2)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

,31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

;1163 1300 1265 1060 1026 1060 1060 923 787

The next step is to calculate the reverberant sound

pressure level in the space. Note, direct field sound

pressure levels will not be computed. Only the reverberant

field will be computed. To find the reverberant sound

pressure level, the equation below must be used. The

equation is taken from reference [73 section 7.2.2.

Lp=Lw-lO0og(R)+16 dB re 20pPa #1

In this expression, L. represents the reverberant sound

pressure level. L, represents the sound power level result-

ing from the "logarithmic sum" of all of the airborne noise

sources in the space. R represents the room constant. The

table below shows the resultant sound power level due to the

propulsion steam turbine, reduction gear, turbines, genera-

tors and reduction gear lubrication oil pump located in the

geared turbine drive submarine's engineroom.
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Table 2 - Geareo Turbine Drive Engineroom

Reverberant Sound Power Level

(in dB re 10 'W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

131.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

109 110 ill 112 113 114 112 109 104

These values for L,, and the values for R in Table 1 are

substituted into equation I to yield the sound pressure

levels shown in the table below.

Table 3 - Geared Turbine Drive Engineroom

Reverberant Sound Pressure Levels

(in dB re 20 microPa)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

•31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

95 95 96 98 99 100 98 95 91

Knowing the reverberant sound pressure level, L,,, permits

calculation of the structural vibrations excited by the

airborne noise. First, though, the transfer function

described in section 4.3.2.2 must be calculated. In this

instance, the pressure hull is the structure being excited

into vibration. Hence, it is a "wetted" structure.

The area of a panel is taken to be a square whose side

equals the pressure hull frame spacing, 2.5ft in this case

(Appendix A). Hence, the area of a panel, A,, is 6.25ftV.

The panel length to width ratio, a, is 1 in this case. Equa-

tion 4.3.2.2.3 provides the transfer function for wetted

steel using the panel characteristics listed here. The table
below shows the transfer function. Note, this is the same as

that of the baseline submarine, OTHEP.
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Table 4 - Geared Turbine Drive Engineroom

Airborne-to-Structureborne Transfer Function (in

dB)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

-47 -43 -39 -36 -32 -29 -26 -22 -19

From the reverberant sound pressure level and the

transfer function, the airborne noise-excited structural

vibration level can be calculated.

L,.,=Lp+TT dB r 10- 3 cmS2  #

Using the relationship in equation 2, the table shown

below is the acceleration level in the pressure hull due to

airborne noise-excited vibrations.

Table 5 - Geared Turbine Drive Engineroom

Airborne Noise-Excited Structureborne Noise Levels

(in dB re 10 ýcm/se)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

i48 52 57 62 66 71 73 73 72

These structureborne noise levels must be included as if

they were noise generated by a separate source.

When determining the radiation transfer function for the

airborne noise-excited structureborne noise, roughly 314 pan-

els will radiate sound into the sea. When the resultant

radiation transfer function is applied to the acceleration

levels arising from the airborne noise-excited vibrations,

Table 5 above, the sound pow;-r levels radiated into the sea

by the airborne noise-excited structureborne noise result.

These sound power levels are shown below.
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Table 6 - Geared Turbine Drive Airborne Noise-Excited

Structureborne Noise Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re io-L• W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

i31.5 63 125 250 500 1.00 2000 4000 8000

i98 95 93 92 :K0 90 88 90 83

2.3.2.2 Redure.ion Gear Structureborne Noise

The reduction gear qualifies as a Class III (over

lO,O00lbs) piece of machinery. The reduction gear's founda-

tion would certainly qualify as a Type B foundation. Using

the structureborne noise source levels in section B.2.3.1.2,

the machinery attachment transfer functions from section

4.3.2.1.1, the foundation transfer functions from section

4.3.2.1.2, and an appropriate radiation transfer function,

the radiated sound power level for the electric drive propul-

sion motor can be computed.

When determining the radiation transfer function for the

electric drive propulsion motor structureborne noise, roughly

88 panels will radiate sound. Using the resultant radiation

transfer function yields the sound power levels radiated into

the sea by the reduction gear structureborne noise. These

sound power levels are shown below.

Table 1 - Geared Turbine Drive Reduction Gear

Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re 10-1 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

HM 144 150 138 133 140 143 136 130 112

IHFM 144 150 138 134 140 143 135 128 107

fLFM 141 142 128 122 128 128 119 113 95

ITSM 129 129 111 101 103 101 89 83 65

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount
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2.3.2.3 Turbine-Generator Structureborne Noise

From the arrangement drawing of the electric drive subma-

rine design in section 5.2.3, the turbine-generator unit is

seen to be mounted on a common foundation. In this

configuration, all four of the machinery attachments dis-

cussed in section 4.3.2.1.1 could be used. Furthermore, the

foundation is attached directly to the pressure huil. Hence,

the vibration level at the bottom of the foundation will be

taken to be the hull vibration level. Therefore, no struc-

ture transfer function will be used, TF_, - = OdB.

The turbine-generator unit is a Class III machinery (over

l0,000lbs). It will sit on a Type B foundation. To find the

hull acceleration levels due to the turbine-generator unit,

the mounting and foundation transfer functions are simply

subtracted from the generator source level. This source

level is the source level given in Table 2 of section

2.2.3.1.4.

Using the structureborne noise source levels in section

B.2.3.1.4, the machinery attachment transfer functions from

section 4.3.2.1.1, the foundation transfer functions from

section 4.3.2.1.2, and the appropriate radiation transfer

function, the radiated sound power level for the geared tur-

bine drive turbine-generator can be computed. Note, this is

the same turbine-generator unit that is used in the OTHEP

design.

When determining the radiation transfer function for the

geared turbine drive turbine-generator structureborne noise,

roughly 69 panels will radiate sound. Using the resultant

radiation transfer function yields the sound power levels

radiated into the sea by the turbine-generator structureborne

noise. These sound power levels are shown below.
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Table I - Seared Turbine Drive Turbine-Generator

Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re 10-1-2 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

HM 149 157 154 145 138 132 126 125 118

HFM 149 157 154 146 138 132 125 123 113

ILFM 146 149 144 134 126 117 109 108 101

iTSM 134 136 127 113 101 90 79 78 71

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

2.3.2.4 Reduction Gear Lubrication Oil Pump Unit Structure-

borne Noise

From the arrangement drawing of the geared turbine subma-

rine design in section 5.2.3, the lubrication oil pump unit

is seen to be mounted on a common foundation. In this

configuration, all four of the machinery attac ments dis-

cussed in section 4.3.2.1.1 could be used. Furthermore, the

foundation is attached directly to the pressure hull. Hence,

the vibration level at the bottom of the foundation will be

taken to be the hull vibration level. Therefore, no struc-

ture transfer function will be used, - = OoB.

The lubrication oil pump unit is a Class II machinery

(over lO00lbs under 10,O00lbs). It will sit on a Type B

foundation. To find the hull acceleration levels due to the

pump unit, the mounting and foundation transfer functions Are

simply subtracted from the reduction gear lubrication oil

pump unit structureborne source level. This source level is

the source level given in Table 6 of section B.2.3.1.5.

Using the structureborne noise source levels in section

B.2.3.1.5, the machinery attachment transfer functions from

section 4.3.2.1.1, the foundation transfer functions from

section 4.3.2.1.2, and the appropriate radiation transfer

function, the radiated sound power level for the geared tur-

bine drive reduction gear lubrication oil pump unit can be

computed.
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When determining the radiation transfer function for the

geared turbine drive reduction gear lubrication oil pump unit

structureborne noise, roughly 16 panels will radiate sound.

Using the resultant radiation transfer function yields the

sound power levels radiated into the sea by the reduction

gear lubrication oil pump unit structureborne noise. These

sound power levels are shown below.

Table 1 - Geared Turbine Drive Reduction Gear

Lubrication Oil Pump Unit

Radiated Sound Power Levels

(in dB re 10-3- W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

jHM 136 136 141 131 126 120 110 117 111

jHFM 136 138 140 130 123 117 106 112 106

hLFM 133 129 128 113 106 100 90 97 91

ITSM 123 115 112 96 86 77 65 72 66

HM Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

2.3.3 Geared Turbine Drive Total Radiated Sound Power Level

To find the total radiated sound power level, the "loga-

rithmic sum" of all of the radiated sound power levels must be

computed. When this is done, the total radiated sound power

level for the geared turbine drive propulsion system is found.

The total radiated sound power level is shown below.
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Table I - Geared Turbine Drive Total

Radiated Sound Power Level

(in dB re 10-"2 W)

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

!HM 153 160 157 148 143 143 137 132 122

iHFM 153 160 157 149 143 143 136 130 117

JLFM 150 152 147 137 131 128 120 115 104

ITSM 138 139 130 116 106 101 92 91 84

HM = Hard Mount HFM = High Frequency Isolation Mount

LFM = Low Frequency Isolation Mount TSM = Two-Stage Mount

Of note, two turbine-generator units are included in the

calculation of both the airborne noise level and the structu-

reborne noise level.
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